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OVERVIEW

This final report on Contract Number DAJA45-85-C-0037, 1landling Decision
Problems: A structuring language and interactive modules" might better have been
titled, in retrospect, 'Handling Decision Problems: Tools and processes." Research
during the three years of the project took us in unexpected directions, with the result
that three clear themes emerged from the work. These are reported in the three
sections of this final report.

Each section begins with a paper written for this report. The papers provide a
summary of work undertaken during the three years, a discussion of implications, and
suggestions for important work yet to be done.

Part I reports the results of an extensive survey of software tools that can help users
to structure and analyse complex decision problems. Questionnaires received from
respondents have been edited and assembled into a catalogue, and a scheme for
exploring this data base has been developed. More important, careful analysis of this
catalogue has revealed that not all stages in structuring and analysing decision problems
are well-served by the tools that have been developed.

Perhaps the most significant contribution in Part I is a new scheme for the management
of complex issues. This is radically different from the old linear process often
recommended for problem-solving: recognise problems, identify options, evaluate them,
choose, implement, follow through. The new approach provides a general procedural
schema for handling decision problems, and comes as close to the "structuring language
and interactive modules" as we could manage in light of our research findings.
Although the schema is nothing like that which we envisioned at the start of the
project, it seems to provide new insights into the nature of creative problem solving.

Part II covers research on decision conferencing. It describes decision conferencing,
gives a brief history, provides a case study, and compares this approach to the
computer-centred decision support system (GDSS) developed at the University of
Arizona. Twelve issues are identified as distinguishing the two approaches; the
contrasts given here constitute the first written report of the differences between these
forms of GDSS.

Four studies of decision conferences are also reported in Part II. Several new findings
have emerged from this work. For example, top executives were found to put relatively
more weight on "soft" than "hard" objectives in evaluating strategic options, while the
reverse was true of lower-level managers. Also, groups under threat created models
with few options and considered fewer criteria than groups faced with opportunities.
It was also found that strategic and tactical issues are considered at all levels in
organisations.



Because these findings were based on just 47 decision conferences from a nonrepresen-
tative collection of organisations, the conclusions can be treated as no more than
working hypotheses. However, nine working hypotheses are established in Part II, and
suggestions for validating them are given.

Part III consists of two studies that involved extensive interviews with 40 people who
lived near a hazardous waste incinerator. The purpose of the first study was to
determine how the interviewer's framing of a problem affects the respondent's
exploration of the issues. An unexpected and significant finding occurred in this study,
a finding that has serious implications for the conduct of research on judgment and
decision making.

The interviewer used one of four different frames for each interview: a vague prompt
("tell me your views on hazardous waste"), a scenario prompt ("would you talk about
these aspects [four were given along with three methods of disposal] of hazardous
waste"), a framework prompt (interviewee asked to consider [unspecified] options and
criteria), and a fully structured problem prompt (interviewee given options, criteria, and
evaluations of options on the criteria). The key finding is that the prompts dramatically
affected the numbers of issues and the degree to which the issues were explored.

The vague prompt and the fully structured problem prompt yielded little exploration of
only a few issues. The scenario prompt stimulated exploration in breadth; the
framework prompt, exploration in depth.

Two implications are evident. First, most decision research, especially that on heuristics
and biases, provides a fully structured problem. The research here suggests that this
prompt elicits very little exploration of a problem, that cognitive capability shuts down
under such conditions. How valid, then, are conclusions drawn from research that uses
such prompts? Second, there is no possibility for an interviewer to be an independent,
impartial investigator, for it is impossible to conduct research without framing the
problem or issues presented to the subject or participant. Research on judgment and
decision making cannot avoid this "experimenter effect," so will have to take it into
account in research designs.

The second study examined differences among the judgments of four groups: industry,
government, lay people, and pressure groups. Propositions and claims by the groups
were compared using slice diagrams and found to be quite different in ways that would
be predicted of these four groups.

The methodology used in this study shows how differences in perspectives can be
elicited and displayed. Reflections on the study have led to suggestions, given in Part
III, of how differences in perspectives might be resolved: through scenario exploration,
extending the terms of reference, or extending the background of safety.
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In summary, Part I covers the theme "how can structuring and exploration of decision
problems be aided?" The theme of Part II is 'What are some of the characteristic
influences on problem structuring and exploration?" Part III is concerned with the
theme "how are differences in perspectives evident in the structuring and exploration
of social decision problems?"
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SUMMARY

This report represents an extension to, and update of, Technical Report 87-1:
Methods and tools for structuring and analysing decision problems: A review and
catalogue, and Technical Report 88-1: Building a decision problem structuring library.
a review of some possibilities.

It surveys and describes the potential applications of 58 tools for structuring and
analysing decision problems. It examines the mode of operation and support
capabilities of the more promising tools in detail and concludes with an overall
evaluation and guidelines for future tool development. All this is done within the
context of a general procedural schema (described in chapter 2) for handling strategic
decision problems effectively, from start to finish, in situations that start out
unstructured: that is, in newly occurring, nonrepeated situations in which the structure
of the problem is, of necessity, initially unclear (e.g., making plans for developing new
areas of activity, developing new intervention strategies, selecting between competing
research projects, etc.)

We have confined our review to techniques and tools that should find practical
application and acceptance in supporting strategic decision making in initially
unstructured situations, providing they are embedded appropriately within the general
procedural schema. In chapter 3 we identify four major classes of such techniques and
tools (described as R1 through R4), each distinguished by the site within the procedural
schema (i.e., point i-Athin the problem handling process) at which it can deliver effective
support. Hence, the procedural schema helps the analyst or decision maker not only
to move through the whole organizational decision making process, but also to know
how to select a particular method, and where to use it along the way.

In our evaluation of the tools described in the four support classes, we found that
those we selected for detailed examination all possess excellent local functionality;, that
is, they are all good at what they profess to do when used to provide practical, but
restricted, support on their own. However, the global functionality of a decision
problem structuring library, built simply through collecting the tools we have identified
and mounting them so they could be accessed as required on a microcomputer, or from
a terminal, would still leave much to be desired.

This is because the set of support goals identified for classes R1 through R4,
taken as a whole, is much more difficult to achieve simply through aggregating tools
bottom-up into a comprehensive tool set to comprise the library. Even when choosing
the members of this set very carefully, as we did in the research that led to this report,
one always ends up with interfacing and functional coverage problems. It is not easy
to transfer information between tools because object and parameter conceptualisations
are not consistent across tools (it is not just a matter of incompatible data formats).
Also, the provided support functions overlap between the tools (which offers
redundancy, which in itself is not necessarily a bad thing) and, more seriously, leave
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gaps in functionality between the tools that are not easy to solve through constructing
'"bolt-on" software, or through decision analyst intervention in practical applications.

Hence, we conclude (in chapter 4) with some guidelines for future development
of systems that could provide comprehensive decision support. These guidelines are
derived by considering first of all the levels of knowledge representation that are
required in handling all aspects of decision making, and then considering how the
process of problem handling can be divided at all these levels between the decision
maker and any computer-based system that might aim to provide truly comprehensive
decision support.
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TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS PROVIDING STRATEGIC DECISION SUPPORT:
A FRAMEWORK, REVIEW, AND GUIDELINES

1. INTRODUCTION

This report surveys and describes the potential applications of 58 tools for struc-
turing and analysing decision problems. It examines the mode of operation and support
capabilities of the more promising tools in detail and concludes with an overall evalua-
tion and guidelines for future tool development. All this is done within the context of a
general procedural schema which describes how to handle the structuring of strategic
decision problems effectively, from start to finish, in situations which start out unstruc-
tured: that is, in newly occurring, nonrepeated situations where the structure of the
problem is, of necessity, initially unclear (e.g., making plans for developing new areas
of activity, developing new intervention strategies, selecting between competing
research projects, etc.).

Many organizations (state, military and commercial) have experienced difficulties
in attempting to solve initially ill-structured strategic decision problems through the use
of traditional 'in-house' decision making processes and methods, due to:

(a) the complexity of the problems, i.e., too many conditions, constraints, and conse-
quences must be simultaneously considered (e.g., lack of resources, market com-
petition, competing interest groups, etc.);

(b) the uncertainty related to the objectives and preferences of those concerned; and
external conditions, etc.; and

(c) the lack of available information connected with the complexity of the problems,
the uncertainty, and the problem-solving methods themselves.

Quite a number of decision support techniques and tools (software packages)
attempt to provide assistance for the solution of such decision problems, but many of
them are not really used very much by the actual decision makers, for a number of
reasons:

(i) some of them are too artificial, using models and language that are too abstract,
and are difficult for top-level decision makers to understand;

(ii) some of the models and methods do not consider the decision makers' own
preferences and judgements; and

(iii) a number of them are not interactive or cooperative, so that the decision maker
and those concerned do not interact during the decision-making process, either
with each other or with the decision support system chosen; or,

(iv) on the contrary, some of the methods employed demand the active participation
of the parties involved in ways they find inconvenient, through, for example,
requesting information in a format that is not readily available before allowing
the process to continue.

An especially important difficulty with respect to the use of such methods in
practice is knowing how to select a particular method, when to use it, on what
material, and how to embed the use of the method within the general problem handling
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and decision process. A failure in practice of a decision support technique or tool may
usually be traced back to one of the above issues having been addressed inappropri-
ately (McCosh et al, 1987).

We have confined our review to techniques and tools which should find practical
application and acceptance in supporting strategic decision making in initially unstruc-
tured situations, providing they are embedded appropriately within the general pro-
cedural schema which is described in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3 we identify four major classes of techniques and tools (described as
RI through R4), each distinguished by the site within the procedural schema (i.e.,
point within the problem handling process) at which they can deliver effective sup-
port. Hence the procedural schema helps the analyst or decision maker not only in
moving through the whole organizational decision making process, but also in know-
ing how to select a particular method, and where to use it along the way.

1.1 Background: Requisite decision modelling

The general procedural schema we describe in Chapter 2 is of use when either of
two approaches are adopted for handling initially unstructured problems in organiza-
tional contexts. The first approach involves developing methodologies with a cons-
cious awareness of decision-making methods within organizations, so that trained
decision makers may experiment with DSSs for structuring ill-defined problems
independently of other individual or group decision-making procedures. The second
approach involves employing decision analysts from outside the organization con-
cerned to help structure the decision problem and supply the necessary procedures and
methods.

In our opinion, both these approaches should involve requisite decision modelling.
Phillips (1982) describes the criteria required to develop a requisite decision model as
follows: "It is necessary to involv- all those who are in some way responsible for
aspects of the decision in the development of the requisite model. The process of
building the model is iterative and consultative, and when no new intuitions emerge
about the probltm, the model is considered to be requisite".

A requisite decision model is thus much more than some abstract formalisation of
material which are believed by the analyst - or model builder to constitute 'the prob-
lem' (Paprika and Kiss, 1985). In understanding the nature of such models it is impor-
tant to view the representation of the knowledge required in the process of strategic
decision making, and the capabilities of systems which may aid in this process, at a
number of different levels of abstraction. We describe how this can be done in
Chapter 4, where we present a five level framework for representing both decision
problems and capabilities of decision support systems and tools.

Computer-based decision aiding tools with capabilities at the first three levels
are comparatively well developed. These comprise level I systems aiming at provid-
ing "best assessments" (e.g., most management information systems, systems for elicit-
ing and calibrating probability assessments), level 2 systems exploring hypotheses
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rather than reporting "facts" (e.g., most expert systems) and level 3 systems capable of
capturing and editing the structure of an aspect of a problem. In the initial stages of
this project, we discovered a complete absence in practical applications of DSSs pos-
sessing the ability to work with the decision maker's own problem structuring
language in determining the bounds of a problem through scenario generation. The
problem here is not simply a failure of automated decision support systems on a
higher level. In a recent, detailed analysis of this problem, we concluded:

"It is not actually advisable to attempt to formalize level 5 scenario generation
techniques and level 4 problem structuring languages into automated decision
support systems. At level 5, decision makers' scenarios need to be explored
rather than fitted into formal structures. At level 4 it is better to develop tech-
niques for the psychological validation of the decision maker's own problem
structuring language than to try to invent a universal problem structuring
language that will have to be taught from scratch to high level decision makers."
(Humphreys and Berkeley, 1985, p.30)

These findings pointed the present project towards the following two-fold research
strategy:

(1) To assemble and standardize specifications on the elements of a library of prob-
lem structuring methods, each method being programmed as a complete interac-
tive software module implementing a level 3 problem structuring frame and sup-
porting level 2 (sensitivity analysis) and level I (data acquisition) procedures.
(The appropriate specification of the contents of any library of this type held by
a particular decision aiding/decision analysis group or institution will depend
upon the types of decision problems to be handled with its support).

(2) Research is essential which will provide the basis for the development, validation
and implementation in practice of DSSs providing effective support at higher lev-
els (i.e. level 4 and above) where it is necessary to support the natural problem
structuring languages used by decision makers and by skilled decision analysts
working interactively with them.

A Catalogue of methods and tools for structuring and analysing decision prob-
lems was the first result of implementing this two-fold research strategy present pro-
ject. It was originally published as Technical Report 87-1 (Volume 2) from this project
(Humphreys and Wisudha, 1987). Our subsequent work on the project involved a
detailed examination of the four classes of systems and tools for decision support
which need to be provided within the general procedural schema in order to provide a
comprehensive library of microcomputer-based tools to aid the handling of such prob-
lems at strategic and lower levels. (Involvement of problem owners at a strategic level
is invariably necessary where the decision problem is initially unstructured, and there-
fore may have new policy implications within the organisation).

12



As a result, we re-visit here (in Chapter 3) the general procedural schema origi-
nally introduced in Technical Report 87-1, this time identifying on the basis of our
subsequent research

(i) the needs for support at four key points in the schema, and
(ii) the capabilities of a set of micro- computer based systems and tools selected from

those published in our catalogue of methods and tools for structuring and analys-
ing decision problems (reproduced in Appendix A) as being the front runners in
being able to supply the required support.

For each of these four classes of support provision, comparison of (i) and (ii)
allows us to see the extent to which the support needs are met by the subset of
selected tools in the class. We also examine, where appropriate, how support needs at
each particular point may be better met (a) by a system synthesising the functionalities
of several of the identified tools, or (b) by a system whose functionality is derived
from our research and consultancy experience, but for which no implemented tools yet
exist.

1.2 Compilation of the catalogue of methods and tools for structuring and ana-
lysing decision problems.

The methods and tools for structuring and analysing decision problems described
in the catalogue (reproduced in Appendix A) were gathered from questionnaires sent to
over 1000 researchers and practitioners (academic, industrial, military, commercial)
working in the areas of decision support and decision aiding. A copy of this question-
naire is reproduced in Appendix B of this report. Ninety replies were received describ-
ing various tools. These were screened for relevance for inclusion in the catalogue; in
particular, a tool had to meet the criteria described above for successful practical
application within one of the four tool categories (RI to R4) supporting the general
procedural schema for problem handling and decision making described in Section 3,
below. (58 of the 90 tools survived this screening process.)

Ideally, methods included in the catalogue (and software implementing them)
should meet the requirement that they have capabilities at each of the following levels
of knowledge representation in supporting the problem handling process:]

Level 3: restructuring capability within a particular problem frame (e.g., establish-
ing new criteria within a multicriteria frame).
Level 2: assessing judgement on a variable within a fixed structure (e.g., "what
if" models).

1 These levels of knowledge representation are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

13
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Level 1: judgement within fixed structure (e.g., with information retrieval ser-
vice).

No tool was included if it did not have capabilities at both levels 2 and 1. How-
ever, certain tools of particular interest, but which employed a pre-structured, domain
specific frame, at level 3 were included. In Section 3, the latter are identified as
"domain- specific expert systems" within tool class R3.

A description of each tool is presented in Appendix A. These descriptions were
compiled through:

(i) reviewing each reply (and seeking further information where appropriate) in order
to screen and categorize the tool described there,

(ii) editing the questionnaire describing the tools which passed the screening process
and translating them into uniform tool-description format, and,

(iii) assembling the tool descriptions, thus providing the basis for a hierarchical, cross
referenced overview of all the tools in the catalogue.

Since the tool descriptions are based upon only partially-validated self-report from
method developers and users in response to a questionnaire developed in a form con-
sistent with the concerns of this Section, we can not be sure (or take responsibility for)
the accuracy and completeness of the descriptions in the catalogue. Instead, our aim in
publishing the catalogue was to increase awareness of potential methods and to estab-
lish liaisons between method developers and method users. Indeed, we have by now
received much feedback indicating that the catalogue has acted as a catalyst for many
successful links between developers of methods and systems reported in the catalogue
and new users.

The catalogue has been widely circulated in the two years since its first publica-
tion by us and has already formed the basis for an even more comprehensive Danish
catalogue, now published as a book (Kohl et al., 1989).

1.3 Overview of classes of support provided by techniques and tools

A fundamental principal of effective decision aiding is that support and assistance
should be focused at the point in the problem structuring and decision making
processes where the problem owner/decision maker is experiencing difficulty in
proceeding (Humphreys and McFadden, 1980; Jungermann, 1980).

In Chapter 2, we describe these processes in terms of seven major stages (Al to
A7, in Figure 1), and, in Chapter 3, indicate four major classes of techniques and tools
(RI to R4), each with a qualitatively different decision support function, and each
pointing to the stage within the overall decision making process where decision aiding
and decision support systems within that class may be able to render effective assis-
tance.
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The four classes of support are:

RI: Techniques and tools facilitating problem owners' expression of issues of concern
in generating initial descriptions (or 'scripts') for issues of concern to them within
the context of the problem at hand.

R2: Systems which assist the decision maker or an analyst to generate and develop a
coherent conceptual model of the problem from an appropriate set of modelling
elements or 'rich primitives' (Checkland, 1981). In the process of thinking about
how to handle the problem, the decision maker gains assistance from the system
through the use of these elements in the examination of issues and linkages to be
explored.

R3: Expert consultant systems which facilitate and guide the exploration of a concep-
tual model relevant to the problem. (The model may have been created previ-
ously by the decision maker before he or she consults the system, or it may be a
more generic model containing information relevant to a class of problems of
which the current one is an instance).

R4: Systems which support preference structuring. These systems are of use when the
options under consideration have already been well defined and when preferences
have to be made between them. Here, we are concerned with systems which
interact with the user in developing a preference structure and making the neces-
sary trade-offs in order to choose or order the choice options.

15



2. A GENERAL PROCEDURAL SCHEMA FOR PROBLEM FORMULATION
AND DECISION MAKING

In this chapter we describe the stages within a general procedural schema for the
development, investigation and evaluation of proposals for organizational change.
This schema, whose outevelopment, investigation and evaluation of proposals for
organizational change. This schema, whose outline is given in Figure 1 as an approxi-
mate net model2, has been developed from one first proposed within the framework of
Checkland's (1981) soft systems methodology (Humphreys,1986)

Variants of this procedural schema has been applied successfully in analysing
applications of many variants of systems and decision making methodologies within
organisations in transition (see Hawgood and Humphreys, 1987; Humphreys, Larichev,
Vari and Vecsenyi, 1989 for examples). The variant shown in Figure 1 is one which
which was developed for use on an international collaborative project on Strategic
analysis of organisations in transition (Berkeley et al, 1989a).

In Chapter 3 we describe how progress through the schema shown in Figure 1
may be facilitated in practical applications by decision support techniques and tools
located in four categories, each providing a qualitatively different kind of support to
the problem owner (decision maker) at a different point in the schema.

Starting from the initial entry at activity Al, progress through the procedural
schema is rather like playing a board game. The procedural schema is the board, the
players are the stakeholders in the problem definition process. 3

2 In approximate net modelling, passive objects are represented as "places" by circles in-
scribed with text denoting their content, and active objects are represented as links, represented
as arrows carrying rectangles inscribed with text denoting their function. Approximate net
modelling is a very powerful and general technique capable of capturing all structural aspects
of a modelled system. It has the advantage of a very simple visual semantics oust places and
links), so the inscriptions carry most of the meaning. The user's understanding of the model is
rarely locked up or hijacked by apparently meaningful visual structures which in fact are sim-
ply an artifact of the model representation method. Moreover, it is possible to refine any part
of the model (to show more detail) at will, using the same representation language.

3 Vari and Vecsenyi (1984) identify the principal stakeholder roles here as: decision makers
who have the executive power to define the use of outputs of the decision making process,
proposers who have the power to make recommendations to the decision makers, experts
whose function is to supply inputs to the currently modelled problem structure, and those con-
cerned with the implementation who will play an active role in the realisation of an accepted
solution. Vari and Vecsenyi define two further stakeholder roles in situations where supporting
techniques or tools are is used: those of the client who initiates the use of this support, and of
the consultants or analysts who advise on methods of problem representation and definition
procedures.
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Figure 1: Example of a general procedural schema ror handling strategic decision
problemsI
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In general, progress through the schema is constrained to move sequentially
through the activities indicated in Figure 1, but with considerable variation, according
to the nature of the specific decision situation and of the decision maker. Progress
depends on (i) the way the process is developed within each activity, (ii) the condi-
tions which initiate the move from one activity to the next, and (iii) how the decision
is made whether or not to re-traverse a part of the cycle in the overall process of prob-
lem definition (comparisons Cl, C2, and C3).

In the case where all stakeholders share a common goal for the decision, the
board (i.e., the procedural schema) need be traversed with just one playing piece. This
is because a consensus should be achievable between the various stakeholders on what
to represent within each activity. However, when stakeholders may be in conflict or
have diverse motivations or are pursuing separate goals, the sequence of activities from
A2 onwards has to be traversed separately in developing and refining the concerns of
each stakeholder in the decision.

There is no finish point in this board game as real world problems are not solved
in an absolute sense. Taking action on implementation of a chosen option marks the
end of a cycle or round in the decision making process (Kunreuther, 1983) but this
does not mean that new decision problems, requiring different knowledge representa-
tions, will not arise subsequently. Hence, in any organisational application, the playing
piece simply pauses after the point in the procedural schema where action is taken
until awareness of a new problem requiring definition crystallises.

Sections 2.1 through 2.7, below describe the seven principal activities (Al
through A7) in the schema. In Section 2.8 we describe how the procedural schema can
also be used to identify some common pitfalls in practice when defining decision prob-
lems.

2.1. Activity Al: Initiation

The initiation of the procedural schema starts in any particular application with, in
Activity Al1, merely the awareness of a problem: as the situation is unstructured, only
the manifestations rather than the structure of the problem are known (something is not
as expected, something has to be done, etc.). We assume that the problem has not
arrived 'neatly packaged' (Keen and Scott-Morton, 1978), and acknowledge that the
appropriate actions to be taken has to be generated rather than automatically and
uncontroversially contained within the initial problem statement.

Hence, decision making operations at this stage involve motivations to do with
how to handle the problem. Supporting these operations implies supporting particular
people or groups of people within the organization: the 'problem owners' in
Checkland's terminology (Checkland, 1981). Where and how do we get the informa-
tion required to provide this support, how is it to be represented, and to whom?

A wide range of calculi have been proposed for knowledge representation (see
Coelho and Mittermeir, 1987; Johnson and Keravnou, 1985; Humphreys, 1989, for
reviews). However, most of these stem from the assumption that the information
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required will consist mainly of declarative sentences which describe the organizations
in a useful way provided they are correct or valid in some sense in the current con-
text. Knowledge represented in this way will not be what is needed here. In fact, it
will do more harm than good: preventing people (problem owners, analysts) from
thinking in terms of dynamic processes and handling the considerable procedural
uncertainty that must exist at this point about the 'solution' to the problem which is
not already known: that is, uncertainty about what information to seek, and from
whom, how to invent alternatives, assess consequences, and so on (Hogarth et al.,
1980).

Hence, the procedural schema provides for the representation and handling of pro-
cedural know!edge about how to move from the initial awareness of an (unstructured)
problem (activity Al in Figure 1) to the choice of the appropriate action. Handling of
procedural knowledge is described through six more activities (A2 to A7) between Al
and action, in an iterative format with qualitatively different procedures being involved
at each stage. This is not to say that there is no place for declarative knowledge
within the schema. Declarative knowledge may be assembled, structured and used
within each of the activities A2 to A7, but in a qualitatively different way at each
stage. More importantly, as the procedural operations within the various activities are
goal directed, explicit guidelines are always available, and developed at each stage,
concerning what information to elicit, from whom, and how it can be used in guiding
the investigation. This permits considerable economy in modelling declarative
knowledge as it is not necessary to collect an exhaustive set .of declarative sentences
about characteristics of the organization.

2.2. Activity A2: Expression of desire for improvement in the situation

At activity A2, the small world within which the problem is believed to be
located starts to be explored as the problem is expressed. This does not mean: explore
the whole world of the decision environment, or even of the specific organization in
which the strategic decision making is situated. The small world is that which is
sufficient to bound the exploration of the issues which are going to be expressed in
articulating the organization's desire to make improvements in the current situation
(Conrath, 1988).

We can think of what we are doing when we get the problem situation expressed
as exploring in this small world, in the same way that the early 19th century explor-
ers explored the world, they could not map everything at once or determine the boun-
daries of the terrain a priori. In this analogy it is unwise to expect to be able to get an
'aerial photograph' of the organization. Instead, the mapping of the small world is
best stated by those people who first realized they owned (rather than just experienced)
the problem (i.e., the problem owners as described by Checkland, 1981 and Vari and
Vecsenyi, 1983).

However, the effective boundary of the small world of the problem owner is
likely to be determined at whatever part (or whole) of the organization he or she is
responsible for. It may turn out that those people who first became aware of the
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problem and had the desire to do something about it cannot handle the problem
effectively except by referring it (or a proposal on what to do about it) to a higher
level within the organization. But then the problem definition cycle will start again
with the higher level problem owners.

This is one reason why the procedural schema shown in Figure 1 is iterative. It
does not assume that a solution is obtained on the first cycle (or indeed on any other
cycle). Instead, it allows for a methodology to guide the process through the notion of
conditional coherence: putting things together conditional on the current way of look-
ing at the problem, and to attempt to define validation checks in the procedural
schema to see if this process has somehow 'lost its way' (in which case it is neces-
sary to redo or revise certain steps to get round the cycle).

It is important to keep the scope of the investigation constrained as much as pos-
sible, if the costs involved in time, money and organizational disruption are to be kept
within reasonable bounds. A key finding from earlier work is that the small world
explored here as issues are expressed, shaped and constrained by the goals of the prob-
lem owners. When the exploration is predicated on some reasonably clear goal it
becomes less diffused and therefore easier to analyse (see, for example, Humphreys
and Berkeley, 1985, for further discussion of the concept of a small world, originally
formulated by Savage, 1954).

2.3. Activity A3: Construction of scenarios for options

The move from activity A2 to A3 in Figure 1 should involve either a formal or
informal goal analysis to identify problem owners' ideas about possible options for
doing something about the deficiencies they have identified in describing issues. In
fact, the goal analysis serves to give an initial structuring of the problem owners'
desires, through decomposing their global goals into specific objectives, which in turn
need to be operationalized. This involves constructing scenarios for options which
appear a priori to have the possibility of meeting some - or all - of the objectives.

Given that a problem owner's objectives represent a decomposition of the global
goal to improve the situation in some way, issues which are expressed usually point
to the location within the system where improvement should be made. Expression of
an issue does not necessarily identify option scenarios but, from the issues expressed
in a goal analysis, we could get an idea of the points where we can start enquiring
about scenarios and encourage problem owners to formulate possible ones (Junger-
mann, 1984). In this sense, a goal analysis can provide the motivational force for the
development of initial option scenarios.

However, these initial scenarios may not be very good; they may need to be
shaped up and tested against the reality of the organization. It is desirable, therefore,
for an analyst to start with the scenarios that the problem owners themselves are
considering as the policies ultimately implemented are going to be the problem own-
ers' responsibility, not the analyst's.
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In effect, this avoids the pitfall of divorcing theproblem from the problem owner,
described as a fatal flaw by Paprika and Kiss (1985).

This approach conceptualizes scenarios for problem handling as 'mental construc-
tions', rather than considers problems as 'associated to unsatisfactory objective reali-
ties, uncovered by the analysis of facts' (Landry, Pascot and Briolat, 1985; Hum-
phreys, 1989). With this approach comes the recognition that any option scenarios
developed through induction in activity A2 needs to be simulated within a model of
the organization because almost certainly the person who initially formulated the
scenarios will focus on those things that the implementation of the particular option
will improve, but will not be able to check adequately on the repercussions of this
implementation on other aspects of the organization. Thus a major requirement for the
procedural schema is that it should facilitate checking and modelling these repercus-
sions. For this reason, the procedural schema shows the goal analysis in activity A3
feeding into activity A4 where the conceptual model for the investigation is generated.
This move marks the end of inductive pre- analysis and the beginning of logical
analysis: that is, starting to think of how to generate the appropriate structure to simu-
late those options which are currently identified, through developing and 'reality test-
ing' the scenarios associated with their representation.

2.4. Activity A4: Development of the conceptual model

The first step in activity A4 is to assemble the statements of objectives and the
scenarios designed to operationalize them which was generated in ,ctivity A3. These
collectively represent what Checkland called the 'rich picture' for the investigation.
Subsequent steps are designed to convert this picture into a conceptual model through
discovering whether the elements of the rich picture can be assembled into a coherent
structure. This involves a primarily logical analysis while at the same time checking
whether the 'descriptive signs' (Carnap, 1939) identified within the structure being
built map appropriately onto the actual, identifiable states and conditions within the
organization. In practice, this involves reality testing of the conceptual model by, for
example, checking functions identified in the model with the organizational personnel
actually carrying them out (by interview, or observation, or, less accurately, by relying
on the opinion of persons with managerial or expert knowledge of how a particular
function is, or could be, actually performed).

4 It also makes the role of the analyst easier as he does not have to 'sell' options that are
developed within the model of the problem to the problem owners in order to get the model
accepted. He or she only has to develop and simulate the effects of those options currently
formulated by the problem owners.
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2.5 Activity AS: Gain information about the world of option implementation

The reality testing circuit shown in Figure 1 thus comprises two activities: con-
ceptual model development (A4) and information gathering (A5). Traversing this cir-
cuit enables one to test out the extent to which a problem owner's desire to gain con-
trol over the implementation of any particular option under consideration is likely to be
realised in practice. Moving to Activity A5 means incurring the cost (in time, effort
and perhaps money) of information gathering, and, thus, branching to this step within a
problem definition methodology is usually based on the decision that the value of this
information (Raiffa, 1968) is greater than the cost of obtaining it. This value will
depend on how the current status of the conceptual model is perceived by stakeholders,
according to the methodology. In cases where the conceptual model is considered to be
free of contradictions, and of intolerable areas of fuzziness, and no one is uneasy about
its fit with reality, then the model is likely to be judged adequate in its current form,
and further reality testing will be suspended in favour of moving to activity A6.

2.6. Activity A6: Representation of options developed within the conceptual
model

Once the conceptual model has been judged adequate within activity A5 in the
procedural schema, it is desirable for the original problem owners and other stakehold-
ers to be able to compare the various options developed within the conceptual model
with their originally expressed objectives and issues of concern. This should involve
guided exploration of the conceptual model, with initial conditions set by each prob-
lem owner's or stakeholder's initial expression of issues they originally wanted
included in the 'root definition' of the problem. Ideally the results of this guided
exploration should he represented in linear script form (Abelson, 1976) in language
similar to that originally used by the problem owner which may be compared directly
with the scripts initially elicited in activity A2.

This comparison (C2 in Figure 1) may indicate that between activities A2 and A6
certain issues which were expressed 'got lost' through focussing on other issues when
operationalizing problem owners' objectives within the conceptual model. If these
issues still need to be expressed, then option generation is not complete and further
work is required in activities A3 and A4.

2.7. Activity A7: Determine preferences among options.

In activity A7, the remaining task is to determine the appropriate preference struc-
ture within which the options described in activity A6 are to be assessed, so that their
benefits and dis-benefits on the criteria, or attributes which comprise the structure can
be traded off against each other in deciding on the 'best option overall' (cf. Edwards
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and Newman, 1982; Larichev, 1982).
It is desirable to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the extent to which the choice

of an option depends on the importance assigned to the various criteria within the
preference structure. If a particular option is found to dominate the others on all the
major criteria, its choice as a basis for action is likely to be reasonably non- contr-
oversial (Svenson, 1979; Montgomery, 1983). Taking the action to implement this
alternative completes the current problem definition cycle.

The sensitivity analysis may, on the other hand, indicate that the alternative
identified as 'best' in the preference ordering of currently defined options 'could be
improved' (i.e., it is suboptimal on some criteria), or even that an alternative ordered
second or third might be preferred if it could be improved on one or more criteria. It
is just as important to verify this conjecture as it was to verify the options initially
explored in activity A3 within the cycle. Hence, in this case, comparison C3 in Figure
3 indicates that the problem definition methodology should effect a move to activity
A3, develop the scenarios operationalising the objectives for the revised option, and,
then, proceed as before through activities A5 and A5 (revising and verifying the con-
ceptual model). The script consequently developed for this new option in activity A6
may then be evaluated against the pre-existing scripts for other options in activity A7
to ascertain whether or not the goal of formulating an 'even better' option was in fact
achieved.

2.8 Identification of pitfalls in problem definition and formulating options

The procedural schema also clarifies some common pitfalls in practice in problem
definition and formulating options. For example, a common pitfall, discussed by von
Winterfeldt (1983) and Vani and Vecsenyi (1983). is for an analyst to take a client's
problem at its face value within activity A2, or to consider only that part of the prob-
lem actually expressed as issues of concern at this stage. The analyst will often desire
to move the analysis as quickly as possible to activity A7, where he or she is likely to
possess special expertise in helping the client to develop a 'requisite' preference struc-
ture for evaluating alternative options and deciding upon action (Phillips, 1984). The
problem owners may concur with this desire, as it accords with their own desire to
take action as soon as possible to alleviate the problem.

However, while there is a pathway from activity A2 to activity A? (through C2),
shown in Figure 1, traversing this path can be understood as a violation of the rules of
the game as the pathway from A2 to C2 can only be traversed in the appropriate direc-
tion, since the starting conditions from C2 have to be the scripts developed in activity
A6, not in activity A2.

Although the general rule holds that one disturbs the sequencing of activities Al
to A7 shown in Figure 1 at one's peril, this does not mean that an equivalent amount
of effort has always to be expended on each activity in every investigation. The rule
here is that, within each cycle, most effort should be expected and most support pro-
vided at the activity where it is most needed.
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3. FOUR CLASSES OF SUPPORT TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS

The general procedural schema shown in Figure 1 is applicable to a very wide
range of situations involving organizational change in the service of the desire for
improvement. It is cognitively rather than behaviourally based; that is, it is designed
to support thinking about how problem owners might design and implement alternative
options under the general goal of seeking ways to overcome, or alleviate problems of
which they are aware. It is not prescriptive; instead, it provides a guide to ways of
supporting problem owners' discretionary activities in scenario generation, deciding
on whether (or to what extent) deep verification is required concerning the feasibility
and realism of plans of option implementation, and, finally exploring and making
trade-offs between alternative descriptions of options explored within the conceptual
model in deciding on the course of action that will actually be taken.

Support is provided for problem owners, planners and analysts facing procedural
uncertainty through interpreting the procedural schema as a game, comprising seven
activities (Al to A7), which may be traversed in any sequence permitted according to
the layout given (i.e., according to the syntax of dynamic simulation of a state-
transition net). That is, discretion can be expressed about when to move from one
activity to the next, and, at points Cl, C2, and C3, about which activity to move to
next.

A fundamental principle of effective support for problem owners is that assistance
should be focussed at the point within the system problem or project definition cycle
where the problem owner is currently having difficulty in proceeding (Jungermann,
1980, Humphreys, 1989). These difficulties can be located and articulated at the
appropriate activity within the general procedural schema which can be extended, as
illustrated in Figure 2, to indicate four major classes of support techniques and tools
(Rl to R4), each with a qualitatively different support function, and each pointing to
the activity within the cycle where techniques and tools within that class may be able
to render effective support. These are:

Support class RI: techniques and tools facilitating problem owners' expression of
issues of concern.

Support class R2: techniques and tools aiding the generation of conceptual
models.
Support class R3: techniques and tools aiding exploration through a conceptual
model.

Support class R4: techniques and tools aiding preference structuring.

The nature of the support which can usefully be provided within each of these
four classes is described in Sections 3.1 through 3.4, below. In each Section we indi-
cate which of the methods and tools included in the catalogue in Appendix A can use-
fully provide support within the relevant class, and discuss in more detail the charac-
teristics of promising tools.
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Figure 2: four classes of support techniques and tools located at the points within

the procedural schema where they facilitate progress.
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3.1 Support Class RI: Techniques and tools facilitating problem owners' expres.
sion of issues of concern

The goal for tools in this category is to support problem expressing and scenario
development processes at activities A2 and A3 in the general procedural schema. User
requirements here are for techniques and tools which can facilitate problem owners'
use of their own problem- expressing language in generating initial descriptions or
'scripts', for issues of concern to them within the context of the problem at hand. (In
activity Al, there is merely the awareness of a problem: as the situation is unstuc-
tured, only the manifestations rather than the structure of the problem are known, and
so no formal support techniques are possible for this activity)

In Activity A2, the small world (Savage, 1954; Toda, 1976) or decision space
within which the problem is believed to be located starts to be explored as the problem
is expressed. The way the decision space is explored is shaped and constrained by the
goals of the problem owners. When the exploration is predicated on some reasonably
clear goal it becomes less diffuse and therefore easier to analyse.

Various tools have been proposed for providing a decomposition of well-
understood complex goals, but we have not included any of these in our selection for
class RI, as we have found that they do not facilitate a problem owner's exploration of
what one's own goals, and those of other stakeholders, might be, rather they decom-
pose the results of such exploration, and are therefore more appropriately situated
within class R3.

Instead, we need here representation techniques which indicate the domains that
problem owners wish to explore in their initial handling of the, as yet unstructured,
decision problem. Some attempts have been made to provide support for this through
cognitive mapping procedures (e.g., Eden, Jones and Sims, 1980; ,von, 1984). How-
ever, in evaluating these mapping procedures we found that, while they were quite
good at eliciting material to be explored, they faltered at the point of expressing the
exploration within the form of a map.

At this stage in the decision making process it is premature to employ a fixed
structure (as in the geographical representation of a map) to show the linkage between
issues of interest to problem owners at particular points within a two-dimensional
space. This premature imposition of structure by the mathematical techniques
employed in cognitive map construction tended to lead to rejection of the whole map
by problem owners. Also, the results often interfered with the process of conceptual
model building in stage 4 of the procedural schema, which is the first stage where
structured models may reasonably be developed and displayed.

Rejection of goal-decomposition and cognitive mapping tools as candidates for
class RI in the problem structuring library left us with a complete absence of suitable
tools to select from among those currently available and recorded in our catalogue.
Hence, instead of describing the capabilities of existing tools here, we suggest how
two techniques, not previously incorporated into tools, may provide effective support
for activities A2 and A3, respectively.

The first, described in Section 3.1.1, supports the exploration of the small worlds
in which the problem owners wish to locate the decision problem, and aids the process
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of exploring the set of domains constituting that small world which is shared across
the various problem owners party to the decision making process. The second,
described in Section 3.1.2, deals with the presentation of the issues that various prob-
lem owners may wish to express within such shared domains through the inferences
they advance.

3.1.1. Exploring problem owners' small worlds, and extending the background of
safety.

We can think of problem owners' exploration of their small worlds to find
material relevant to their decision problem as being carried out within the "small
world" which defines the bounds of the material which the person is prepared to
retrieve and attempt to structure in handling the judgement problem (c.f. Toda, 1976;
Humphreys and Berkeley, 1983; 1985).

In Technical Report 88-3 on this project (Oldfield and Humphreys, 1988) we
describe how problem owners with different interests due to their different organiza-
tional and social roles explored the small world they personally considered relevant to
the decision problem in very different ways, according to their interests and, by exten-
sion, their roles. Also, Wagenaar and Keren (1988) describe a series of experiments
where the role the subject was asked to play in performing a decision making
influenced the way different kinds of information were used by subjects in making
their decision. In short, people in different roles explore different smaU worlds for the
purpose of seeking material relevant to the decision problem they share.

However, small worlds complete with contents do not exist .; complete entities
pigeonholed away in a person's mind ready to be retrieved intact. From the outside
we infer the contents of the small world the person is using by looking at what he or
she explores, and guessing its bounds or possible "holes" within it by what he or she
leaves out. We are left with uncertainty of the bounds of this structure in the same
way cartographers of the physical world in the middle ages experienced uncertainty
about where to draw bounds when they had access only to explorers' reports and
guesswork to fill in the gaps.

Risks associated with exploring other problem owners' small worlds

From the standpoint of this analogy, though, the person forming the judgement is
not the cartographer, but the explorer. He or she can only establish the bounds by
backwards and forwards processing (Jungermann, 1983; 1984), exploring alternative
futures in a territory for which there are no maps and there may be considerable uncer-
tainty not only about where the boundary is but also what unforeseen successes or anx-
iety provoking situations lie there, or along the route.

Humphreys (1982) has discussed how problem owners may find that exploration
in domains given prominence by other problem owners, with interests and experience
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different from their own, may be much more threatening than exploring negative
consequences within domains with which they themselves are familiar. This is due to
the possibility of having to explore other people's scenarios which, for the explorer,
are unbounded; that is, it is possible to imagine within them consequences which are
not bounded by worst case scenarios. Such anticipation can arouse considerable anx-
iety about the possibilities of what might be encountered if the problem owner were to
undertake this exploration in his own mind.

Why this is so has been discussed by Sandier and Sandler (1978) in terms of a
"background of safety" built up through play; that is, structured and guided exploration
of ways of setting bounds or having bounds provided by one's parents or others for
one's "worst case" phantasies. The possibility that exploration might take one beyond
the boundary of the background of safety is to return to the exploration analogy remin-
iscent of Columbus' crew's fears during the voyage of the Santa Maria that he was
going to sail them over the edge of the world. It was only this fear, not those about
awful situations they might encounter within the uncharted world they were exploring,
which was paramount in the men's demand that their ship should turn around towards
home.

Thus, it is often the case that the experience of risk and anxiety about going
beyond the background of safety can lead to refusal to consider other stakeholders'
views, not because of negative features, but just simply because it feels unsafe even to
consider them.

Extending the background of safety

In Technical Report 87-3 on this project (Humphreys et al., 1987) we describe a
context (the problem of hazardous waste disposal) where there is ample evidence that
problem owners with different organizational roles are likely to experience consider-
able difficulties in exploring each other's small worlds in the way that would be neces-
sary in any social decision making on the problem.

In such cases, what should be done in order to bring problem owners with
different interests together so that they may use a common decision making frame-
work? We consider below three alternative strategies. The first two have to do with
the way terms of reference are set for the issues which may be considered in a public
way in the decision making process; the third relates not to terms of reference, but to
the background of safety.

Extending the terms of reference for what can be considered in a social decision
making situation to admit material drawn from a enlarged "small world" encompassing
the small worlds that each participant would like to explore may well be an unrealistic
solution to the problem of handling differences between problem owners with different
interests in the decision. Implementing this proposal would involve each participant
being charged with a wider exploration, thus increasing the chance of encountering
consequences which for them, if not for others, involve unbounded worst case
scenarios. This could undermine the background of safety which participants need if
they are to negotiate the knowledge structure within which all the various participants'
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judgements about options and consequences may be represented.

Moving to the other extreme is often recommended: that is, restricting rather
than extending what can be talked about within the frame of reference, in the hope that
scenarios in other areas will not be explored (thus not unduly scaring some partici-
pants, c.f., Mazur, 1984). Such a strategy is actually likely to be counter-productive as
it would simply throw such exploration into the realm of taboo issues wherein
phenomena excluded from social debate, rather than being neutralised, are experienced
as having special agency and potency (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982).

We would suggest that an alternative and more promising solution would be to
consider ways of extending the background of safety, helping problem owners develop
and bound scenarios in areas where, at present, they "don't know how to think about
what might be involved". For more than two thousand years, this has been one of the
aims of drama, though embraced in varying degrees by different playwrights, impres-
sarios and censors. It has a long history of providing support to help audiences face
the "unthinkable" from greek tragedies handling issues to do with death, bereavement
and sacrifice, onwards.

These types of techniques have been also used for some years by social scientists
working with small groups facing personal anxieties and interpersonal conflicts in
problem bounding. For example, Moreno (1946) describes the use of role-playing
within the context of psychodrama (exploring scenarios from the starting point of other
problem owners' roles) to reveal things to problem owners that would otherwise be
unavailable for exploration by them. Psychodramatic techniques (compared by Samp-
son, 1971 with Stanislavski's theory of acting) are employed to provide a structured
context which effectively extends the background of safety for the problem owner's
exploration of the small world accessed through adopting the viewpoint associated with
another's role in the problem expressing process.

Some techniques of this type are also employed within the strategic choice
Capproach to organizational decision making (Hickling, 1974, Friend and Hickling,

1989) in order to help decision making groups deal with uncertainty about the bounds
of the small world within which the problem should be structured. However, the stra-
tegic choice approach focuses more on coordinating the boundaries of the small worlds
shared by the problem owners comprising the group, rather than exploring the potential
conflicts concerning what may safely be encompassed within these boundaries.

Implementation of psychodramatic techniques with the goal of extending the
background of safety is a highly interactive process between problem owners and
analysts. We do not suggest that such techniques themselves could be successfully
programmed as computer-based functions of tools in class RI. However we have
found that computer based display (within a slice-diagram) of the different degrees of
exploration across domains carried out by the various stakeholders party to the deci-
sion
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can be very useful for providing the structured context that sets the agenda for the
exploration through small worlds that the psychodramatic techniques facilitate.

3.1.2 Analysis of inferences advanced by problem owners in constructing
scenarios.

Once a small world, shared across problem owners, can be agreed upon for han-
dling the problem (perhaps with the support of techniques of the type described in sec-
tion 3.1.1), we can continue to Activity A3 in the general procedural schema. The
move from Activity A2 to Activity A3 in Figure 1 usually involves either a formal or
informal goal analysis: identifying problem owners' ideas about possible options for
doing something about the deficiencies they have identified in describing issues. The
aim here is to decompose their global goals into specific objectives, which in turn need
to be operationalised (Jungermann, 1984). This involves constructing scenarios for
options that appear a priori to have the possibility of meeting some or all of the
objectives. The support tool we propose to aid this process is one which, through the
construction of inference diagrams, enables the display and comparison of the issues
and linkages that problem owners claim they want to have expressed in these
scenarios. This tool would implement procedures first described by Vari, Vecsenyi,
and Paprika (1986), and that have been used successfully in our own work on this
project.

Vari, Vecsenyi, and Paprika (1986) identify two basic object categories to be
structured in diagrams indicating the inferences problem owners incorporate into their
scenarios. These are (i) states/goals that characterise the set of objects or events to
be considered and (ii) actions/events that bring about changes in these states, according
to the problem owner's reasoning. States may be subdivided into goal states (G)
desired by the problem owner; exogenous states (ExS), which cannot be influenced by
the problem owner, but affect the decision and its consequences; and endogenous states
(EnS), which result from (sub) decisions taken within the scenario. Actions/events may
be subdivided into actions taken, or controlled by, the problem owner (A), exogenous
events (ExE), which cannot be influenced by the problem owner (though they may
affect the decision and its consequences) and endogenous events (EnE), which result
from decisions taken within the scenario.

Several types of relations may be defined, linking states and events, e.g., an
action results in (R) a change of state of some persons or objects; a state may modify
(M) the condition of an action's accomplishment; a certain state of an object or person
may initiate a change in state of another object or person; an action may lead to other
actions, or an action may be conditioned (C) by the previous existence of a state or

5 For examples of slice diagrams, see Technical Report 88-3 (Oldfield and Humphreys,
1988). Figures 1-8. As part of a subsequent project at LSE, the techniques for constructing
these displays will be used in the context of strategic analysis of organisations in transition.
They are now being developed into a tool for Displaying Differences across Domains (DDD)
as a means of supplying support for activity A2.
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implementation of an action (inversion of the L relation).

These primitives (states/goals, actions/events, relations) may be used to construct
inference diagrams which can be used to display clearly the structure of the goals and
means-end relationships (goal-action- event-state schemata) implicit in the scenarios
advanced by the various problem owners party to the decision. Within an inference
diagram, hierarchical means-end relationships can be refined between goals using the I
(or C) relation, proposed actions can be transformed into sequences of action using the
C relation, and so on.

Inference chains may be of two types. In the first, used for representing forward
scenarios, actions and exogenous events and states result in endogenous events and
states. In the second, used for representing backward scenarios, goals and exogenous
events and states result in actions. Forward, backward and mixed scenarios can all be
represented in the same inference diagram, in cases where this is appropriate. The
inference diagram representation also makes possible the direct and detailed com-
parison of scenarios advanced by different problem owners, even when some are for-
ward scenarios and others are backward scenarios for the problem.

We have found that, in general, inference diagrams can provide useful support
within class R1, helping (a) to reveal the way in which problem owners express their
awareness of the uncertainties which they would like to be investigated further, and,
(b) to demonstrate major differences in the approach to conceptual model building (in
activity A4) which will be acceptable to particular stakeholders, and to display the
divergences between them.

Thus, on a subsequent project, we plan to develop a support tool that would focus
on providing interactive facilities for Exploration of Claims and Inferences (ECI). It
would permit forward (options to goals), backward (goals to options) and mixed
scenarios to be represented in the same inference diagram, in cases where this is
appropriate. The inference diagram representation also makes possible the direct and
detailed comparison, with the aid of the ECI tool, of scenarios advanced by different
problem owners, even when some are forward scenarios and some are backward
scenarios for the problem.

3.2 Support Class R2: Techniques and tools supporting conceptual model build-
ing

Techniques and tools in this class aim to support the user in locating scenarios
under consideration in some son of model where the context of these scenarios can be
investigated in a coherent way. The way in which this context is represented depends
on the set of 'primitives' or modelling elements employed by the system.

In the research which led to the compilation of the catalogue of existing support
tools (in Appendix A), we found that we could divide up current tools which claimed
to offer some sort of conceptual model building capability into four subsets, according
to the nature of the primitives they employ for this purpose.
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The first subset of tools in this class comprise tools which use rules from the
predicate calculus as these primitives. Here, individual rules are expressed in logical
terms, and the system aids the user in his or her attempts to build these rules into a
coherent network which can subsequently be expressed in drawing inferences. Two of
the tools described in the catalogue lie in this subset. These are:

Knowledge Craft
Personal Consultant

The second subset comprises tools which employ decision analytic techniques to
model pathways toward scenarios, i.e., from immediate acts to future consequences.
Six of the tools surveyed in this report construct act-event nets, i.e., decision trees.
These are:

Arborist (domain independent)

OPCOM (domain independent)
Stratatree (domain independent)

Supertree (domain independent)

Automatic Diagnosis (focussing on medical problems)

Decision Tree Analysis of Litigation

Two more tools in this subset use the same decision theoretic primitives, how-
ever these are expressed in tabular rather than net form. These are:

Prologa
DSS-UP

The third subset comprises tools which model pathways in backward (rather than
forward) scenarios. That is, they work backwards from goals to immediate acts. The
three tools in this subset are:

CEIS

PG%

Facilitator

The fourth subset in this category comprises tools which aim to support negotia-
tions, by exploring different stakeholders views within a single conceptual frame of
reference, such that particular scenarios can be captured in terms of equity and
optimality across stakeholders views. The tools in this subset are:

Equity (pareto optimal interpretation of stakeholders' positions)
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Combined Arbitration (game theoretic interpretation of stakeholders' positions)

Phillips (1986) has pointed out that most model building tools generate their pro-
ducts on the basis of information about the past. The future is seen merely in terms of
trend extrapolation from the past. In our experience of aiding decision makers facing
strategic decision problems, we have found that problem owners largely discount such
trend extrapolation to the future on the basis of the past. The decision problems they
face tend to be ill-structured precisely because the problem owners find themselves in
a situation where the past is not a good guide to the options they would like to con-
sider for the future. Decision making marks a break from the past and may well focus
on a choice between options for organisational change, each of which will transcend
past experience (in fact, the results of past trends are often the symptoms identifying
the current problem).

Hence, in the detailed discussion which follows concerning tools which can pro-
vide effective support for conceptual model building we consider only modeling tech-
niques which serve to structure, develop, contextualise, explore and test future
scenarios. To this end, we have selected two tools from those listed above. The first,
OPCOM (described in Section 3.2.1), is for modeling forward scenarios, that is, those
which start from immediate acts open to the problem owner, and working forward in
time to their consequences. The other, EQUITY (described in Section 3.2.2), starts
from future goals and models backward scenarios through constructing the option
which might best achieve those goals.

Both these tools are based upon the fundamental assumption., of decision theory,
though developed in different ways. In Section 3.2.3, we examine the types of uncer-
tainty which can, and cannot, be handled in conceptual model building through the use
of decision- theory based techniques and. In Section 3.2.4, we discuss the develop-
ment of a more general conceptual model building system which can overcome some
of the limitations of the decision theory based techniques.

3.2.1. OPCOM: A decision-tree based tool modeling forward scenarios.

Decision theory provides a decomposition of immediate acts through intervening
acts and events (assessed in terms of the probabilities of their occurrence) along path-
ways leading to consequences at the decision horizon. The decision horizon is the
point in the future where a scenario is no longer projected forward, and so conse-
quences have to be evaluated as described at that point. Each option under considera-
tion is described within a decision tree representation of forward scenarios in terms of
the paths from an immediate act to the possible consequences that could follow from
its choice.

There are a number of decision support tools which use this representation of for-
ward scenarios. Of the six described in the catalogue in Appendix A, we selected
OPCOM for discussion here. OPCOM was the most flexible of the six in terms of the
interactive re-structuring facilities offered to the user, an important feature when
modeling initially ill-structured problems where model structure is often developed on
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a trial basis, then tested (often through traversing the "reality testing circuit" compris-
ing Activities A4 and A5 and Comparison Cl in Figure 1), and then restructured to
take into account problems discovered in the test, re-tested, and so on.

OPCOM is designed for use by decision analysts and problem owners who are
fairly familiar with decision analytic procedures. It allows the user to examine alterna-
tive choice options and pathways to consequences. Each level on the decision tree
may represent a series of different time periods or state of affairs, at which point new
topics or items are introduced. The structure of the model is, however, always deter-
mined in interaction with the user.

Possessing editing and sensitivity analyses facilities, OPCOM provides the user
with flexible methods of experimenting with the data, giving rapid feedback on "what
if" questions. Using these facilities, discrepancies between members of a decision
making team may be resolved by analysing areas of conflict. OPCOM allows the user
to enter data in any order and has sufficient control to detect an incomplete database.
At any one stage, the user can get a summary to [Find out which parts of the data base
are missing.

3.2.2. EQUITY: A tool modeling scenarios backwards from goals

Jungermann (1984) has pointed out that, in conceptual model building, problem
owners often prefer to work backwards from goals to options that might achieve those
goals, rather than forward from options to goals. The tools described here start from
the definition of a global goal, and than help the decision maker in characterising the
options that might meet this goal. Making this characteri-ation requires a goal decom-
position from the global goal to criteria on which options may be scaled, such that the
option which scores best on the criteria should have the greatest chance of meeting the
global goal. Such tools tend to be domain sp-ecific because the structure of the goal
decomposition differs according to the nature of the global goal (for instance, a budget
allocation global goal results in a different structure than does a regulatory goal; c.f.
von Winterfeld, 1980).

Here, by way of example, we discuss EQUITY, a tool which starts from the glo-
bal goal of efficient allocation of resources across options. (We have chosen resource
allocation as the example as we think that this is by far the most common goal which
participants in decision conferences at a strategic level wish to start from in applica-
tions which call for modeling backward scenarios.) EQUITY can also provide direct
support for negotiations between problem owners who are stakeholders in the decision,
by exploring their different views on the importance of the criteria in the goal decom-
position within a single conceptual model, such that particular scenarios can be cap-
tured in terms of equity and optimality across stakeholders' views. ,

The first step when using EQUITY is to define the competing projects or pur-
chase items and identify several levels of expenditure for each, ranging from the least
costly to most costly. Next, the cost of each level and the benefit for each level is
assessed (either may be assessed on multiple dimensions) and the relative benefits of
the alternatives budget categories determined.
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Once the model has been structured and the values entered, EQUITY identifies
the set of efficient allocations from all of the possible allocations, that is the set of
allocations which have the maximum cost for a given level of benefit. For any pro-
posed allocation which is not in the efficient set, EQUITY can either select an efficient
allocation which has the same benefit at a lower cost, or a greater benefit at the same
cost. In addition, EQUITY provides a graphical display of the efficient set, showing
how well any proposed allocation currently under consideration performs relative to
the efficient set and how it needs to be improved to achieve the maximum benefit at a
given cost.

EQUITY is highly interactive. It allows the user to structure the model and
assess the necessary values, then calculates and displays the results. Sensitivity ana-
lyses are simple to perform, and the conceptual model structure (or its contents) can be
changed quickly and easily, permitting the course of the analysis to follow any new
directions the problem owner group wishes to take.

3.2.3. Capabilities and limitations of the decision theoretic approach to conceptual
model building .,

Berkeley and Humphreys (1982) describe how decision theory based techniques
can in general handle the following four types of uncertainty in conceptual model
building:

(i) Uncertainty about the probabilities of outcomes of subsequent events, conditional
on what has preceded them in the act-event sequence between immediate acts and
consequences.

(ii) Uncertainty about the probabilities of subsequent events, conditional on the
occurrence of other events extraneous to the sequences in (i).

(iii) Uncertainty about how to incorporate prior information in determining the proba-
bility of a subsequent event.

(iv) Uncertainty about how to conceptualise the worth of consequences.

They also describe three other types of uncertainty which need to be resolved
within the conceptual model building process which are not handled within decision
theory. These are as follows:

(v) Procedural uncertainty, which Hogarth et al. (1980) describe as "uncertainty con-
cerning means to handle or process the decision", e.g., specifying relevant uncer-
tainties, what information to seek, and where, how to invent alternatives and
assess consequences, etc.
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(vi) Uncertainty about how the decision maker will feel, and wish to act, having
arrived at a subsequent act (choice point) in the scenario after intervening events
have unfolded "for real".

(vii) Uncertainty about the extent to which the decision maker possesses agency for
inducing changes in the probabilities of subsequent events, conditional on actions
yet to be taken, through being able to alter relations between states of the world.

Handling uncertainty of type (v) in the process of conceptual model building
requires the addition of expert system capabilities, namely a process guide for the user,
helping him to use the basic functions of the model building tool at the appropriate
time and in the appropriate way. This process guide needs to be linked to knowledge
about the current structure of the conceptual model in relation to the generic charac-
teristics of such models (Berkeley, Fernstrom and Humphrcys, 1987).

Handling uncertainty of type (vi) requires the use of conceptual model building
techniques which have more powerful simulation capabilities than that which is possi-
ble within the act-event structure of decision trees (Bauer and Wegener, 1975). Acts
need to be modelled in terms of operations which may consume resources and produce
results so that, in simulating through the model, the problem owner gains a better
understanding of the experience of acting in a particular way in a particular context.
This can help him determine how to adjust his preference structure in assessing subse-
quent choices in terms of how he might feel then, rather than how he feels now.

3.2.4. Overcoming the limitations: A Generic Organisational Frame of Reference.

Although none of the tools in class R3 which are included in the catalogue in
Appendix A have the capability to handle uncertainty of types (v) and (vi), it is possi-
ble, in theory, to extend their capabilities in this respect by adding additional intelli-
gent functions on top of their basic model-building and display functions.

Resolution of type (vii) uncertainty, however, presents more of a problem.
Berkeley and Humphreys (1982) describe how decision theory assumes that the deci-
sion maker has complete agency over his own acts, but none whatsoever over states of
the world which do not constitute his own acts, even when these states occur as a
result of the acts of other people over which he may have some agency (as when they
work in the same organisation, or respond to his authority). Vari and Vecsenyi (1983)
describe how problem owners in social decision making situations find, with partial
justification, that this assumption is unreasonable. In a wide range of organisational
decision makirg applications, we have consistently found that the problem of stake-
holders' agency to effect change (and to anticipate its side effects) is one of the major
issues of concern in problem owners' conceptual model building.

Handling this concern requires a more powerful and more generative conceptual
model building calculus than that available in any of the tools surveyed in our catalo-
gue. However, on a separate project (part of the European Strategic Programme on
Research on Information Technology) we have recently developed, in collaboration
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with net modeling experts from GMD (Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenverar-
beitung, Sankt Augustin, FRG) a Generic Organisational Frame of Reference
(GOFOR) which offers a generative conceptual model building calculus in a form
accessible and useful to organisational problem owners, researchers and analysts. Its
general aim is to guide the investigation and model building process within practical,
systems-based analysis of organisational situations, problems and change option imple-
mentation. It offers a unified knowledge representation schema, based within Petri-net
theory, but with the ability to present a desired view on this schema in a language
(visual and text) with which the problem-owner is familiar. The development method
for GOFOR started from the recognition that systems methodology in general is not
intended to be a static entity whose procedures are fixed for all applications present
and future; different organisational investigations will have different aims, different
scopes, and different modeling requirements. Thus, GOFOR was not intended to be a
static entity, but to be able to grow and become better refined as our knowledge of
functional analysis of organisations, and of practical modeling techniques, increases
through its use (in the proposed project and elsewhere).

GOFOR provides a consistent set of both formal and pre-formal representation
means for organisational modeling and does not recognise any rigid distinction
between hard and soft modeling. Rather, its formal modeling capabilities represent an
optional facility towards increased exactness of models which have been developed
with pre-formal capabilities.

GOFOR describes seven perspectives which are of particular importance in organ-
isational modeling: a function perspective, three specification/implementation perspec-
tives and three management perspectives. However, the relative importance of these
perspectives rests on a social norm: they are those predominantly employed by prob-
lem owners within organisations in transition. Thus these perspectives are not treated
as absolute but rather are used to guide the initial organisation of material to be
modelled 6.

Figure 3: Variable precision modeling within GOFOR.
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Each perspective serves to organise intuitive knowledge about the organisation
but there is no guarantee that what is initially represented within a perspective will be
coherent, even at the level of local structure. Development, testing and maintenance of
coherence requires increasing the level of precision of the relevant knowledge to that
which can be achieved through approximate modeling.

To move from perspectives to approximate modeling what must be precised is the
distinction between passive objects and active objects within the represented
knowledge. 7 GOFOR indicates how the inscriptions (denotative descriptions) of both
active and passive objects may be expressed in the natural language of the particular
problem owners. Moreover, these inscriptions can be developed through partitioning
intuitive narrative descriptions what can be "seen" within a perspective, as outlined in
Figure 3.8 A successful achievement of the above allows exploration of the model
through asking what-if questions, and examining how the model simulates the dynamic
implications of such questions. Now the conceptual modeling tool can provide support
through exploration, allowing alternative scenarios to be tested, side-effects to be
investigated, and contingency planning to be validated.

At present, GOFOR exists as a paper-based set of guidelines, techniques and
examples which, while useful for informing and guiding conceptual model building,
falls short of providing full interactive support during the process of conceptual model
building and exploration. However, in a separate project which is proposed as part of
the British Research Councils, Human-Computer-Interaction Initiative, we plan to
develop and validate through user trials in real applications a computer-based fully
interactive version of an enhanced GOFOR (IGOFOR) in order to provide really
comprehensive support for analysts and problem owners in organisations in transition.
In short, IGOFOR will implement what GOFOR proposes.

3.3. Support Class R3: Techniques and tools aiding exploration through a concep-
tual model

Systems and tools in this category start from a pre-existing conceptual model or
'structured knowledge-base' and aim to support the user by providing facilities for

7 Sometimes, (or example, in exploring possible side effects of implementing a particular
option, it is desirable to increase the precision of modeling within relevant parts of the concep-
tual model so that the dynamic as well as the static aspects of the object system can be investi-
gated.

8 In approximate net modeling, passive objects are represented as "places" by circles in-
scribed with text denoting their content, and active objects are represented as links, represented
as arrows carrying rectangles inscribed with text denoting their function. Approximate net
modeling is a very powerful and general technique capable of capturing all structural aspects of
a modelled system. It has the advantage of very simple visual semantics (just places and links),
so the inscriptions carry most of the meaning, the user's understanding of the model is rarely
locked up or hijacked by apparently meaningful visual structures which in fact are simply an
artifact of the model representation method.
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displaying aspects of this model and, ideally, for the decision maker and other stake-
holders to explore through the model in developing scenarios for decision options.

The first subset of tools in this category comprises domain-specific expert systems
which aim to support the user by providing the appropriate information he or she
ne: ds on handling a particular problem. This is conducted by exploring a generic
knowledge-base parametized by a set of constraints, conditions and/or information
which characterizes the problem at hand. From the tools surveyed in the catalogue in
Appendix A, we can identify expert systems in the following domains:

a) Supporting organizational decision making

EIRES on information needs in information systems development

PLEXPLAN on organizational and information needs planning

ESSI on strategy selection

Demand/Supply Planning Support System on inventory and production plan-
ning

b) Supporting societal decision making

ACIDRAIN on acid rain damage
IDEAL-PET on transportation policies and environmental plauining

IRIMS on chemical hazardous substances

NORMA on rule drafting and dispute resolution

The second subset of tools primarily aim to support the user by helping him or
her to get a better idea of the organizational and/or business consequences (of his or
her own and/or of others which may be under consideration).

Systems and tools in this category are divided into domain-independent and
domain-specific tools. hose which are reasonably user-friendly also tend to be
domain-specific. This subset of tools and their domain areas are:

MICROLAY for factory layout planning

SAFETI for risk analysis (in chemical engineering)

BPS for establishing budget priorities

CYBERFILTER for monitoring organizational activities

JAVELIN for financial modelling and business analysis

Jobber Business Simulation for small business planning and
Information Planner for examining information strategy plans
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LOGSIM for resource allocation (calendar driven)
ORDO for job shop scheduling
PRIORITIES for establishing work priorities management
STRATMESH for strategy evaluation and competitive market planning
SYSTEM W for multi-dimensional financial modelling

The third subset of tools in this category provides purely analytic simulation
methods for use within conceptual models where relevant information is described
within algebraic structures. The tools are:

DESIMP uses discrete event simulation
QSB uses linear programming algorithms
VIG uses linear programming algorithms
Strategic Intervention Planning uses stochastic dynamic programming
LSM uses linear scoring models

In Chapter 2 we described how, once the conceptual model has been judged ade-
quate in comparison C2 in the procedural schema, it is desirable for the original prob-
lem owners (and other stakeholders) to be able to compare the various options
developed within the conceptual model with their originally expressed objectives and
issues of concern. This involves guidei exploration of the conceptual model in
language similar to that originally used by the problem owner, which may be compared
directly with the issues raised initially in stage S2.

Support can be provided for the process of developing these scripts for com-
parison through guided exploration of the conceptual model built in Activity A4. Most
of the systems and tools we catalogued in class R2 have some limited capabilities in
this respect as well, even if only through a graphic or structured display of the model.
The problem is that these displays are passive, whereas the necessary scripts are best
generated through a dynamic, guided exploration through the conceptual model,
describing what is encountered along the path from the starting conditions for the
comparison with the relevant scenario originally developed in Activity A2.

Most systems based on decision theoretic modeling display the model in a static
form as a tree structure or hierarchy. Our experience, however, is that, even with sim-
ple trees, decision makers do not find the display to be a convincing account of the
model unless and until they can explore through it. In decision theoretic interactive
software, sensitivity analysis is usually employed for this purpose: the user changes a
value (e.g., an event probability) at some node in the tree, and the system re-computes
values at all the nodes affected by this change, so that the user can see the side effects
of the change he made. The problem is that the user has to make for himself the
exploration of the model that will generate the script describing the issue linkage
underlying the changes evident in the sensitivity analysis.
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A further, different type of problem arises as soon as there is any degree of com-
plexity in the conceptual model, whereupon a full display of all its characteristics and
parameter values becomes too much for the problem owner to apprehend (Larichev,
1984). One solution which has been adopted with some success in such cases is for
the tool, rather than presenting the model, or some part of it, in its entirety, to present
instead selected views within which certain aspects of the whole model are displayed
in the foreground, and other aspects are displayed only partially in the background, if
at all. As each view is on the same model, by moving from view to view the tool user
gradually gains a comprehensive, structured impression of the full range of characteris-
tics of the model.

Most of the tools in this class surveyed in Appendix A offer only two to four
different views (e.g., decision tree, decomposition of worth on criteria, expected utili-
ties of options). Here, though, we review below two tools catalogued in class R3
(JAVELIN and SAFETI) which are much more powerful in this respect. The problem,
however, for integrating these tools within a problem structuring library is that they
assume a particular type of well defined structure for the conceptual model a priori.
One (JAVELIN) is constrained by spreadsheet structural conventions, the other
(SAFETI) provides views on a number of models with different types of structure, but
all the models (in the domain of hazardous substance risk analysis) were pre-structured
by expert analysts, and are not available for interactive structural modification by the
user. Nevertheless, we chose to describe these two tools here on account of their
power in visualising and exploring aspects of conceptual models through the use of
techniques which could profitably be incorporated into other interactive conceptual
model building and display tools.

3.3.1. JAVELIN: A tool employing multiple views to display and explore aspects
of a conceptual model.

JAVELIN is restricted to conceptual models built in spreadsheet format, but it
generalises this format to include variables, formulae, data, graphs and notes, and links
the result as a unified conceptual model of the business situation the user wishes to
analyse. As the user builds the model and afterwards, when he wishes to communicate
the results of the analysis, JAVELIN can display aspects of the information in the
model in any of ten different perspectives, or views. Each view provides a different
way to look at and manipulate the same underlying information, and is suited to a par-
ticular aspect of business analysis and reporting. However, beyond showing the user
information and assumptions underlying the conceptual model in the appropriate view,
JAVELIN does not aid the process of script generation through guided exploration
within the view.

JAVELIN has ten views: diagram view, formulae view, table view, chart view,
quick graph view, worksheet view, notes view, error view, macro view and graph
view. Note that all these views are defined formally (according to type of data struc-
ture employed) rather than substantively (e.g., according to implementation and
management perspectives, as in the case of GOFOR, reviewed in Section 2.2.3). This
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in itself limits the usefulness of the views in the comparison with scripts or issues
raised at stage S2, where differences in problem owners' viewpoints are likely to be
defined substantively, rather than formally. However, the idea of providing a number
of partial representations, understood as alternative views, on a single, complex con-
ceptual model is an important first step in developing tools which can explore within
views in developing scripts.

3.3.2. SAFETI: A tool providing guided exploration through a domain-specific
conceptual model.

The only tool with real capability for guiding exploration through a conceptual
model reported in the survey underlying the catalogue in Appendix A was SAFETI.
This is a comprehensive risk analysis package, but is limited to conceptual models of
physical and chemical aspects of process plants. Nevertheless, this domain restriction
allows SAFETI to form reports within substantively defined views on a unitary process
plant model. Its aim is to facilitate the quick generation, display, evaluation and com-
parison of policy alternatives and individual scena,3s.

SAFETI starts by generating a conceptual model of a plant. Then, plant failure
cases are generated within the model, SAFETI's consequence analysis programs can be
used to explore the conceptual model, starting from the initial conditions defining a
failure case. Each consequence analysis program works by forward chaining within a
particular, substantively defined, view. Current view include flammable gas (explora-
tion yield radiation radii for early ignition), dense cloud (dispersion profiles) and toxic
effects (risk contours). The results in each view are available for direct graphical
display and also as overlays on a physical map (e.g., showing the plant location and
details of the surrounding territory). The map displays allow arbitrary zooming by the
user to .provide the required level of detail and resolution for a given problem.

3.3.3 Capabilities and limitations of current tools for exploring conceptual
models.

In the present context, it is important to be able to generate options within
scenarios and to explore the conceptual model developing these scenarios, starting
from issues of concern raised by problem owners. JAVELIN and SAFETI both have
important features with aid this process but neither have sufficiently wide-ranging
visualiser-model interfacing capabilities to be able, for example, to display and explore
a comprehensive set of substantively defined views on the full range of conceptual
models which could be built through the use of the techniques contained within
GOFOR (described in Section 3.2.3).

In order to achieve such capabilities in future tools, we should keep the very use-
ful concept of view visualisers in developing display and exploration techniques, but
be able to attach visualisers to substantively as well as formally defined views.
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Moreover, these substantive views should be able to be selected according to the con-
cerns and experience of the current problem owners. Forward chaining, as employed
in SAFETI is a proven technique for script generation (Schank and Abelson, 1977),
but backward chaining may also be necessary (see, for example, Embrey and Hum-
phreys, 1985, for a description of a system which generates scripts for scenarios
through both forward and backward chaining through conceptual models developed by
problem owners).

In the project building IGOFOR, described in Section 3.2.4, we plan to follow
this approach in developing script generating methods in the provision of class R3 sup-
port, though with more careful emphasis than is usual in expert system work in mak-
ing sure that the representation language (both verbal and visual) generated by the tool
is compatible with the natural language used by the problem owners in any particular
situation in expressing their issues of concern.

A major difference between IGOFOR and all the tools and techniques reviewed
so far in this Section is that IGOFOR provides for the development of a fully theorised
conceptual model, providing views on the currently developed conceptual model at the
appropriate degree of precision, and in the appropriate language for the user. Hence a
separate search tool for forward and backward chaining in exploring a conceptual
model is redundant when the model has been built with the aid of IGOFOR. How-
ever, the user-oriented script production and visualisation needs remain and so we pro-
pose to meet them by adding to IGOFOR facilities for interactive model representa-
tion and exploration (MoRE) with user-sensitive visualisation and script generation.
Hence, IGOFOR will be able to provide both class R2 and class R3 support, as
appropriate.

Figure 3, (in Section 3.2.4) indicates the user's visualisation problem at each
degree of conceptual model precision. When addressing low precision areas of the con-
ceptual model, the MoRE facilities will rely on narrative scripts, focusing on the
relevant issues. When addressing medium precision areas of the Object Organisation
Model, narrative scripts will be generated from the relevant inscriptions, together with
static visualisations, organising information about objects and relations of interest.

When addressing high precision areas of the Object Organisation Model, facilities
for interactive exploration of the dynamic properties of the model, including concurrent
side-effects ("seeing what happens if and as..."), will also be provided.

3.4 Support Class R4: Techniques and tools aiding preference structuring

Systems and tools in this category aim to support the user by helping him or her
to explore the worth of options or consequences. Here we consider only those tools
which aid the user in developing a preference structure (deciding which criteria or
rules should be included, given his or her other current goals, and what their relative
importance is). Once the preference structure has been developed, it can be used to
evaluate options, assess tradeoffs, and examine the sensitivity of preference orderings
for alternative options to differing views on the relative importance of criteria.
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We identified three subsets of option evaluation tools amongst the tools surveyed
in Appendix A. These are: (a) tools based in multi-attribute theory; (b) tools based on
heuristic rules concerning tradeoffs to be made between scaled attributes; and (c) rule-
based tools employing semi-ordering methods.

a) Tools based on multi-attribute theory

Tools in this subset are efficient at making tradeoffs, but insist that data concern-
ing attributes of options be numerically scaled on criteria. Moreover, the criteria
should meet MAUT value-wise independence assumptions, and be scale monotonically
with increasing preference. Each of the tools, which are described in the catalogue
within this category, provides for least partial checking of these assumptions. The
tools are:

EXPECT

HIVIEW
HOPIE (uses value-theory, rather than MAUT to make tradeoffs)

MIDAS and GROUP-MIDAS

MAUD
POLICY-PC (this tools uses a mixture of assumptions from MAUT and social
judgement theory)
Power's decision aid
PREFCALC
SELSTRA

EXPECT, HIVIEW and SELSTRA provide a hierarchical decomposition of
overall worth (i.e., utility) within the preference structure (expressed as a tree) whereas
the other tools provide a direct decomposition of overall worth into part-worths on
attributes.

In addition, five of the decision analytic systems and tools which we describe as
providing support in category R2 also have MAUT-based capabilities for developing a
preference structure in order to evaluate the consequences modelled in the act-event-
consequence structures built when providing support in category R2. This linking of
decision theoretic methods under R2 with MAUT under R4 is facilitated by the fact
that contemporary decision theoretic and MAUT axiom systems are compatible (Kee-
ney and Raiffa, 1976; Edwards and Newman, 1982). These tools are:

Arborist
DSS-UP

OPCOM
Stratatree
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Supertree

However, the capabilities of these systems in providing support for preference
structuring is rather more limited than those of the tools listed previously.
b) Tools based on heuristic rules concerning tradeoffs to be made between scaled
attributes

Tools in this category assume that preference structures should be represented by
vectors of part-worths of alternatives on scaled attributes. However, here the scaling
criteria, and composition rules from part-worths to wholistic preferences for attributes
are not classed from the axioms of multi-attribute utility, and value- wise independence
assumptions are usually not tested. Instead, capabilities of tools within this subset
provide support for preference structuring maybe described in terms of psychological
criteria: they support ways people 'naturally' wish to explore and represent intuitive
preferences. This is the case with:

Expert Choice (provides hierarchical goal decomposition, based on Saaty's
(1980) "Analytical hierarchy process")
FLEXIGRID (uses psychological structure principles from Repertory Grid
theory)

HEURISCO (offers a variety of heuristic structuring and evaluation rules)

Alternatively, formal axiom system which are not fully compatible with MAUT
may be employed. This is the case with:

Value Analysis (Churchman-Achoff axioms)

VIMDA (Multi-Criteria Decision Making axioms)

c) Rule based tools employing semi-order methods

Systems and tools in this subset are less efficient at making tradeoffs than those
based in MAUT (they usually only identify semi- orders among alternatives), but they
can accept verbal information about levels of attributes which characterise options,
and use more flexible rules than does the linear-additive MAUT model. Tools in this
subset which are described in the catalogue are:

ZAPROS

DECMAK

After evaluating the tools in these three subsets, we decided to consider in detail
here only those which employed multiattribute or semi-order methods as a basis for
choice. We found that none of the heuristic- method based tools offered sufficient
advantages in terms of superior "naturalness of use" to outweigh the inherent weakness
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of the structuring principle employed, where there was no formal basis for testing the
coherence of the model structure as it was developed.

From the MAUT-based tools, we selected the three (HIVIEW, MAUD, SELS-
TRA) which had the best interactive interfaces with the user during
structuring/restructuring operations, but which differed in the way they performed the
preference decomposition, and in the role of the intended user in the problem handling
process (decision analyst, or the problem owner himself). These are described in Sec-
tion 3.4.1.

The two semi-order based techniques described in Section 3.4.2 (ZAPROS and
DECMAK had less good user interfaces than any of selected MAUT- based tools, but
are included here on account of their much greater flexibility in creating preference
structures which are not predicated on tradeoffs between uniform criteria). In Section
3.4.3., we discuss some possibilities for synthesising the advantages of the MAUT and
semi-order based approaches into a single preference structuring tool called ASTRIDA.

3.4.1. Three tools based on multiattribute utility theory.

Tools in this subset are efficient at making tradeoffs, but insist that data concern-
ing attributes of options be numerically scaled on criteria. Moreover, the criteria
should meet MAUT value-wise independence assumptions, and be scaled monotoni-
cally with increasing preference. Each of the three tools described below provides for
least partial checking of these assumptions.

HIVIEW
HIVIEW is a tool which assists the user in evaluating several alternative choice

options in the face of many evaluation criteria. It enables the user to arrange a large
number of criteria in a hierarchical fashion. For example, in evaluating competing
business strategies, the thr" eiteria strategic expense, strategic capital, and annual
operating costs could be aggregated into a single higher level criterion called cost.
Cost could be aggregated, in turn, with profitability and market share into a single cri-
terion representing the total value of the options.

Creating a hierarchy of evaluation criteria is advantageous because it enables the
user to disaggregate highly complex and generic criteria into their measurable com-
ponents. Expert judgement and existing data are likely to be more effectively incor-
porated in guiding evaluations of these more concrete criteria. In addition, the cluster-
ing of criteria within hierarchies simplifies across-criteria comparisons.

The user systematically judges the relative value of each alternative on each cri-
terion, and then judges the relative contribution of each criterion to the whole. Work-
ing through this systematic procedure permits the user to make a small number of rela-
tively simple judgements to determine the relative value of the alternatives. The
necessity for the user to make unaided the highly complex, and often un:.eliable,
overall judgements of preference between alternatives is thus avoided.
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HIVIEW performs the necessary structuring, elicitation, calculation display and
editing as the analysis progresses. Sensitivity analyses and hypothetical changes to the
inputs are handled simply and rapidly. The speed and convenience of these operations
permit the user to develop a comprehensive model rapidly, refining the assessments
and adding detail as the need arises and time permits.

SELSTRA

SELSTRA is a tool designed for direct use by a problem owner who is presumed
to have no particular expertise in decision making methods or the use of computer-
based decision support. It comprises an interactive system facilitating the structuring
and representation of the utility aspects of a set of choice options in a hierarchical for-
mat. SELSTRA aids the elicitation of numerical assessments of these options on attri-
butes specified by the client throughout the hierarchy. It then combines this informa-
tion, providing an overall preference ordering of the choice options. No knowledge of
decision theory is assumed, and the system can be used easily by anyone facing a
choice that involves several objectives.

SELSTRA uses a "core" hierarchical structure as the starting point of the session,
pre-built by a decision analyst, acting as a specialist intermediary who sets the system
up for the user. This pre-structured "core" hierarchy acts as a framework directing the
problem-owner user to think about various aspects of the options (e.g., it might
comprise key social, financial and individual criteria which may be involved in evalua-
tion job options).

MAUD
MAUD is a very flexible, microcomputer-based interactive system for use by

people requiring help in deciding on their preferences between alternatives.9 MAUD
relies on MultiAttribute Utility Theory, and, as such, works with interval-scaled
(numerical) estimates of alternatives on preference scales. MAUD can be used in a
wide variety of personal decision making situations as it converses with the user, using
his or her own description of the alternatives he or she is facing. MAUD helps the
user identify and explore the criteria that really matter in choosing between alterna-
tives, and has powerful interactive editing facilities, so that alternatives, criteria and.
preferences can be redefined as the decision maker's view of the problem changes.

MAUD starts by asking the user to name the choice alternatives under considera-
tion. It then proceeds to help him or her elicit aspects relevant in choosing between
these alternatives by asking him or her to specify differences and similarities between
triads of alternatives. The words elicited in this way are used to represent the poles of
an attribute dimension (which may be changed if the user is not satisfied with it) and

9 For more details of MAUD, see (i) Humphreys, P.C. and Wisudha, A., 1979. MAUD4.
Technical report 79-2/2. London: Decision Analysis Unit. London School of Economics and
Political Science; (ii) Humphreys, P.C. and McFadden, W., 1980. Experiences with MAUD:
Aiding decision structuring versus bootstrapping the decision maker. Acra Psychologica, 45 ,
51-69;
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the user is asked to rate all alternatives on a scale between these poles and specify the
ideal (most preferred) point on the scale for each attribute dimension elicited. If the
user has successfully generated two attribute dimensions which are significant to him
or her for choosing between the alternatives, MAUD allows the user to specify poles
of dimensions directly (rather than through considering similarities and differences
between triads of alternatives).

MAUD monitors the I-scaled estimates on the attribute dimensions entered by the
user, checking each set as soon as it is elicited with the sets of I-scaled estimates on
all other attribute dimensions currently in the preference structure so that it can ensure
that conditional utility independence is maintained between these sets of estimates. In
the case of a violation of utility independence, restructuring is accomplished in interac-
tion with MAUD through the deletion of the offending attribute dimensions and their
replacement with a dimension more appropriately expressing their shared meaning.

When the user thinks that he or she has specified a sufficient number of attribute
dimensions representing all the important aspects of his or her problem and MAUD is
satisfied with the coherence of the structure and its contents, MAUD then investigates
value-wise importance weights and relative scaling factors for all attribute dimensions
in the preference structure. These quantities have to be determined for MAUD to be
able to apply a MAUT-prescribed additive composition rule.

MAUD has been found very useful in helping decision makers structure their
decision problems in a way that a better understanding of the problem is reached by
the- end of the session even if the proposed best alternative (according to the criteria
provided by the user) does not fully satisfy the decision maker. MAUD's main limita-
tions are (i) that it is necessary to scale numerically all alternatives on all attributes,
and (ii) then, an interval-scaled compensation method must be used in determining
tradeoffs between attributes. When more than small numbers of attributes and alterna-
tives are involved, this can involve a lot of hard work and difficult assessments for the
decision-maker. In such cases, a more sophisticated system might be able to achieve
part of the solution by employing dominance relations and semi-ordering techniques,
with much less cognitive effort required from the decision maker. Note also that
MAUD obtains estimates of alternatives on attributes by asking the decision maker to
move a cursor on a continuous scale where only the poles are described in verbal
terms. Often the decision maker would prefer' to indicate the level on an attribute at
which an alternative is estimated in verbal terms, rather than by positioning a cursor
on a scale.

3.4.2. Two tools based on semi-ordering principles.

Tools based on semi-ordering principles are less efficient at making tradeoffs than
those based in MAUT (they usually only identify semi- orders arrong alternatives), but
they can accept verbal information about levels of attributes which characterise
options, and use more flexible rules than does the linear-additive MAUT model. The
two tools of this type that we selected (ZAPROS and DECMAK) are described below.
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ZAPROS

ZAPROS makes use of a strategic-level decision maker's verbal preferences to fix
his or her policy for assessment of complex alternatives (e.g., project proposals) before
the alternatives are actually assessed. This is particularly useful in cases where diverse
managers within the organisation are subsequently responsible for describing the alter-
natives to be assessed (e.g. in the context of different projects), but sets of alternatives
must subsequently be assessed in a stable way so that comparisons may be made
between them, and so that organisational policies may be consistently implemented in
the management of individual projects.

In the problem structuring phase, ZAPROS works together with the strategic level
decision maker in eliciting his or her preference structure, using his or her own
language. The criteria the decision maker wishes to use are elicited in terms of verbal
statements making up ordinal scales of grades of quality (verbally expressed) on each
of several criteria (for example, statements about a criterion expressing the availability
of research backup, within project which might vary from "a major part of the research
is already completed, the rest poses no problem" to "the project depends on the solu-
tion of a number of different problems: there are no ideas concerning their solution").

Typically, about seven criteria are elicited with about five grades of quality on
each criterion, but the actual numbers are at the discretion of the decision maker.
Order relations within this preference structure are established by ZAPROS through
presenting comparisons to the decision maker between hypothetical projects described
in terms of his own descriptions of various grades of quality on the different criteria.

ZAPROS checks inconsistencies and uses the dominance relations it detects in the
ordered preference structure to optimise the sequence of the comparisons if presents to
the decision maker as the problems structuring session progresses. This makes the ses-
sion much shorter and more interesting to the decision maker than would be the case
when using conventional paired-comparison methodology.

Once the preference structure has been elicited and interactively confirmed
between ZAPROS and the decision maker, it is ready for use. Alternatives are subse-
quently assessed as required in terms of their judged verbal quality grades on the deci-
sion maker's criteria. Unlike most multi-criteria assessment methods, ZAPROS does
not make tradeoffs directly between the assessed alternatives. Instead, it uses semi-
order techniques, exploring the decision maker's previously expressed preferences for
each pattern of grades of quality characterising an alternative (e.g., the proposal
currently being assessed), relative to that of each other alternative currently under con-
sideration. The result is a partial ordering of alternatives, showing how some alterna-
tives or groups of alternatives can definitely be preferred to (i.e., dominate) others, but
also identifying sub-groups of alternatives within which a definite choice of preferred
alternatives can only be made after further comparative investigation of their relative
merits. This information, when fed back to the manager, or higher level decision
maker, allows him to make a final choice after selectively reviewing only those alter-
natives between which the choice is controversial in terms of the organisation's policy.
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DECMAK

DECMAK is a tool that, like MAUD, is intended to provide direct interactive
assistance to a decision maker facing a multiattribute decision problem. Unlike
MAUD, it is not based on multiattribute utility theory (MAUT). The decision maker
is encouraged to learn and explore his or her "decision space" by defining relevant
attributes, and the words that describe levels on that attribute, thus representing
knowledge on attributes in a similar way to that employed in ZAPROS.

However, instead of using mathematics based upon formal axioms to establish
tradcoffs between attributes (the central process within MAUT) or to establish domi-
nance relations between alternatives (as in ZAPROS), the tool elicits the user's own
"decision knowledge." This knowledge is expressed as rules in the user's own language
(e.g., "if the price is high and the quality is low, then the option is not acceptable").
Exploration of the decision space is facilitated by a programme that checks the
consistency of the option generation process and a programme that generates reports,
the latter offering a choice between a full inference trace or a short executive
summary.

DECMAK can be used in two modes. The first follows conventional expert sys-
tems practice, whereby the knowledge (decision rule) elicitation process is used to
define an agreed knowledge base for subsequent use within a particular domain by
practical decision makers. Here, as in ZAPROS, the knowledge base represents a
policy that must be applied in the decision making process. (As an example, DEC-
MAK has been employed in this mode at various management levels in the selection
of trading partners. However, only the highest level managers were authorised to
modify the knowledge base).

Alternatively, when DECMAK is used in the second mode, the decision maker
himself can develop the structure of the problem, expressed as a set of decision rules.
In this case, the decision maker constructs the knowledge base from scratch in interac-
tion with DECMAK, accord. g to the way he or she perceives the characteristics of
the decision problem currently being handled. This process continues (with checking
and reporting support from DECMAK) until the decision maker "feels committed to a
decision."

DECMAK is less powerful in the mathematical sense than the other technical
tools described here: it merely finds "solutions" to decision problems. However,
DECMAK deserves special consideration on account of its total commitment to the
natural language and reasoning modes of the decision maker, and for its emphasis on
aiding decision making through exploration rather than prescription. In this regard,
many implementations of methods that are more powerful in formal terms may have
much to learn from DECMAK in terms of how to aid and be accepted by practical
decision makers facing initially unstructured problems.
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3.4.3 Optimal combination of multiattribute and semiordering principles in tool
design.

Most of the tools we surveyed for the catalogue in Technical Report 87-1 which
provided class R4 support adopted a multicriteria approach in developing a preference
structure. Amongst these tools were those which had the best interactive user inter-
faces. Yet we are also faced with the problem that multicriteria-based decision support
aids have generally not found favour in professional use by senior decision makers in
organizations. The reasons which, in our experience, such users typically give for
rejecting the support offered by a tool of this type are the following:

o A multi-criteria frame does not match the way the decision maker wants to think
about the problem.

o The tool tries to lock the decision maker into using particular predefined criteria
which are not those that he or she wishes to control the choice.

o The tool insists on numerical, scaled estimates where the decision maker wants to
use verbal assessments which can be compared but not individually scaled.

o The tool insists that the decision maker performs artificial tradeoffs between cri-
teria, while the decision maker wants to compare alternative in terms of their
profiles over a number of relevant criteria.

o The tool is prescriptive rather than advisory; it states what should be the 'best'
alternative, given the decision maker's assessments, rather than giving the deci-
sion maker useful information about the key advantages and disadvantages of par-
ticular alternatives versus other ones. Moreover, when such information is pro-
vided, it is often expressed in language which the decision maker considers
artificial, rather in the language he or she would naturally use in comparing alter-
natives and reaching a decision.

Our evaluation of the tools included in class R4 in the catalogue in Technical
Report 87-1 indicated that many of the current tools still failed to provide comprehen-
sive support for several of the above reasons. Even the tools selected for discussion in
Section 3.4.1 were not entirely immune. While not falling into the trap of being over-
prescriptive, and having excellent capabilities for picking up the users' own language
and criteria that they would actually like to use, they were still locked into a multi-
criteria frame, with the attendant problems of insistence on numerical estimates and
tradeoffs between criteria.

The tools we selected for discussion in Section 3.4.2. were much less restrictive
on scaling (using verbal, not numerical, scaling levels). They could develop and
explore complex preference structures. However, they were very weak at making
tradeoffs between competing options which were preferred in different ways. Rather
than be prescriptive, they went to the other extreme, and just displayed the basis for
the confusion in choice between these competing alternatives in the absence of explicit
tradeoffs.
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We consider that there remains a need to develop a preference structunng and
option evaluation tool which would synthesize the best aspects of the tools we
described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. In our opinion, in order to provide comprehen-
sive class R4 support, this should combine rule based techniques for developing prefer-
ences, eliminating dominated options, etc., together with MAUT based methods which
are brought into play only when it is really necessary when making tradeoffs between
competing options which are preferred in different ways elucidated by the rule based
techniques.

Thus, on a separate project, we have now commenced developing a class R4 sup-
port tool called ASTRIDA (Berkeley et al., 1989b) which provides a comprehensive
problem definition and problem structuring environment in support of strategic decision
making.

ASTRIDA's basic mode of operation is based on the premise that the decision
maker possesses, in principle, the knowledge both about the problem he is facing and
about the way he would like to handle it. The system is used for the purpose of

(a) organising and developing the decision maker's thoughts about the problem and
the best alternatives to choose between, and,

(b) suggesting to the user how the "best" alternative may be developed in practice
(rather than merely be selected).

The system comprises two fundamental interlocking functions: (1) problem struc-
turing, and, (2) developing the choice of the best alternative. Thoroughly developed
interactive dialogue facilitates problem structuring on the basis of the decision maker's
preferences, elaborating on criteria and preliminary options. An innovative aspect of
the system is that the whole interaction with the user is predicated on the use of his
own natural language (i.e., in describing his problem, creating and developing alterna-
tives and criteria and estimating alternatives on these criteria).

A special procedure for the choice of the best alternative is developed which is
based on pair-wise comparisons of multicriteria alternatives. Throughout the process of
comparison, the decision maker is presented with the possibility of developing the
description of alternatives (e.g., via decomposing and/or aggregating criteria, introduc-
ing additional information, etc.) and also of generating new alternatives on the basis of
an analysis of the problems experienced while considering the current alternatives.

ASTRIDA is designed to be capable of supporting individual, group and organisa-
tional decision making at a strategic level where the best courses of action (alterna-
tives) are usually not among those initially considered but are best synthesised while
the complexity of the real basis for preference between them is being developed.
Furthermore, at this level the alternatives themselves are likely to be characterised ver-
bally, rather than in a numerically scaled way, on criteria that may be hard to compare.

In facilitating the necessary comparisons in this respect, ASTRIDA builds on and
provides an enhancement of the capabilities of MAUD (described in Section 3.4.1) and
ZAPROS (described in Section 3.4.2). Hence ASTRIDA draws a great deal from the
extensive field studies of both these systems carried out in various countries on \arious
projects during the past eight years in providing a decision support environment which
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allows the implementation of psychologically valid methods of information elicitation

and problem structuring.
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4. EVALUATION OF CAPABILITIES OF CURRENT TECHNIQUES AND
TOOLS, AND GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT.

In summary of our evaluation of the tools described in the four support classes in
Chapter 3, we found that these selected tools all possess excellent local functionality:
that is, they are all good at what they profess to do when used to provide practical, but
restricted, support on their own. However, the global functionality of a decision prob-
lem structuring library, built simply through collecting the tools we have identified and
mounting them so they could be accessed as required on a microcomputer, or from a
terminal, would still leave much to be desired.

This is because the set of support goals identified for classes RI through R4,
taken as a whole, is much more difficult to achieve simply through aggregating tools
bottom-up into a comprehensive tool set to comprise the library. Even when choosing
the members of this set very carefully, as we did in the research which led to this
report one always ends up with interfacing and functional coverage problems.

It is not easy to transfer information between tools because object and parameter
conceptualisations are not consistent across tools (it is not just a matter of incompatible
data formats). Also, the provided support functions overlap between the tools (which
offers redundancy, which in itself is not necessarily a bad thing) and, more seriously,
leave gaps in functionality between the tools which are not easy to solve through con-
structing "bolt-on" software, or through decision analyst intervention in practical appli-
cations.

Hence, we conclude in this chapter with some guidelines for future development
of systems which could provide comprehensive decision support. These guidelines are
derived by considering first of all the levels of knowledge representation which are
required in handling all aspects of decision making, and then considering how the pro-
cess of problem handling may be divided at all these levels between the decision
maker and any computer-based system which might aim to provide truly comprehen-
sive decision support.

4.1 Levels of knowledge representation involved in handling decision problems

Given an initially unstructured problem, a decision maker faces the task of having
to resolve uncertainty about how to go about developing a prescription for action. The
desire to take some action is generated from an awareness of a lack - or a gap -
between and actual state of affairs and a preferred state (Lacan, 1977). In practice, the
decision maker starts out with complete discretion in how he or she translates desires
into action; until constraints are placed on the way the problem is structured, all ima-
ginable courses of action are possible, and could form part of the knowledge represen-
tation of the problem. However, the decision maker, in order to act, must first
strengthen the constraints to such an extent that only one course of action is
prescribed: the one which is actually embarked upon. Thus, the effect of progres-
sively strengthening constraints, and thus structuring the decision problem in a particu-
lar way, is to progressively restrain the decision maker's discretion to structure the
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problem in alternative ways.
Five different levels of constraint-setting may be identified, each requiring a qual-

itatively different type of knowledge representation concerning how to structure the
constraints at that level. The nature of this five level scheme has been discussed in
detail elsewhere (Humphreys and Berkeley, 1983, 1985; Humphreys, 1984), and so
only its key characteristics will be reviewed here.

The three major formal principles on which the scheme, taken as a whole, is
based are as follows:

1. What is qualitatively different at each level are the cognitive operations carried
out by the decision maker in developing the problem representation , rather that
the formal or substantive content of the representation thus developed (this postu-
late is also fundamental within Piaget's, 1978, conception of intelligence).

2. The results of the operations carried out on a particular level constrain the ways
operations are carried out at all lower levels.

3. Any decision problem is represented 'in the world' at all levels. Therefore, we
cannot treat levels like a taxonomy, classifying decision problems as 'level 1
problems', 'level 2 problems', etc. We have to examine how each problem is
handled at each level in turn. It follows from property (2) that this examination
should be carried out from the top level working downwards.

The five levels of knowledge representation which are outlined below are funda-
mentally a cultural phenomenon, and a human rather than a mathematical or logical
necessity. In theory, it would be possible to translate the desire to solve a decision
problem into an action designed to solve it in a single step, but most organizational
decision making situations would then demand the generation of a single level
knowledge representation which was too complex for decision makers to apprehend in
developing or justifying the course of action decided upon. (Larichev, 1984; Larichev
and Moskovich, 1985). This, in turn, could have serious practical consequences.
Attempts to over-complex representations in determining action may lead to 'bounded
rationality' (Simon, 1972) where the decision maker is able to police coherence of his
or her operations within only part of the total structure. Alternatively, the decision
maker may be put into the position of having to use structure-simplifying heuristics
(Svenson, 1979) which may yield suboptimal results, due to their inability to utilize
fully the full range of diagnostic information available within the representation.

However, to assume that research on people's limited ability to process complex
representations of declarative information simply points to 'a blemished portrait of
human capabilities' (Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky, 1982) is to ignore the opportuni-
ties for knowledge 'chunking' (Miller, 1956) offered through a multi-level framework
such as described here (Anderson and Bower, 1974; Fahlman, 1979). At a lower level
one can develop structures (and check the coherence) for handling parts of the problem
within a number of different frames, each simple enough to be apprehended without
recourse to simplifying strategies. Each of these structured frames can then form a
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semantic primitive in its entirety (i.e., a single node or reference point) within the
structure developed for handling the problem in a wider sense at the next higher level.
In this manner, knowledge is used to reduce information load.

The knowledge with which we are concerned here is about the operations which
can be used at each particular level to direct the structure development process in the
service of the desire to find a course of action which may solve or at least alleviate the
problem rather than about 'facts' to be represented or rules describing relations
between those facts. It is important to remember that the procedural knowledge
required in knowing how to develop structure at each level is quite separate from the
declarative knowledge represented within the structure which is so developed (i.e., the
"model of the problem"). The structure of the declarative knowledge will be specific
to the decision problem which it uniquely characterizes while the procedural
knowledge about how to go about developing the model is generic.

Level 5

At level 5, aspects of the decision problem are expressed rather than structured
through exploration carried out within the small world which defines for the decision
maker the bounds of the material which he or she is prepared to retrieve in the
development of the structure of the decision problem. The direction of exploration
within this small world is motivated by the decision maker's desire to search for the
existence of possible consequences which express aspects of the situation which he or
she currently experiences as lacking, while seeking to avoid those which may yield
only anxiety or regret (Sjoberg, 1980; Toda, 1980).

The results of what is encountered in this search form the material basis for the
content manipulated in problem structuring at -lower levels. These results can be
described in the decision maker's own language in the same way one uses language to
describe associations in a dream (Lacan, 1977). But the cognitive operations at level 5
are in themselves beyond the language or the person carrying them out (Jameson,
1972), and so, studying or aiding decision makers' activities at level 5 requires the use
of internal exploratory techniques rather than external formalizing techniques. A
major problem for the design of systems able to provide support at this level is that, as
in dream interpretation, what needs to be addressed at this level is what is left out of
the decision maker's language - the gaps and 'resistances' to exploration (Mannoni,
1972).

Level 4

Small world boundary setting at level 5 effectively sets the constraints within
which a decision maker operates at level 4. These operations involve the use of a
problem structuring language in selecting and linking the variants of judgemental struc-
tures or frames that will need to be used in handling the problem. The simplest prob-
lem structuring language is that which simply allows one to select a single predefined
frame within which problem structuring can be carried out.
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Berkeley and Humphreys (1982, see also Humphreys and Berkeley, 1985)
describe how decision theory in its current state of development provides a technology
for displaying structure within four different types of frames, each employing a res-
tricted calculus for developing structure to represent the type of uncertainty which may
have to be faced in handling a particular decision problem. However, these four frames
are distinguished within decision theory in analytic terms but there is no formal
requirement within the multi-level knowledge representation scheme that this has to be
the case.

Von Winterfeldt (1980) suggests that, in handling real problems, decision
analysts prefer to distinguish frames according to their substantive, rather than analyti-
cal, features (e.g., 'resource allocation frame', 'standard setting frame'), although they
are usually quite clear about the analytic features of the restricted calculus they intend
to use to represent structure within a frame. Similarly, Beach, Christensen-Szalanski
and Barnes (1984) describe how intuitive decision makers (students) faced with a set
of ten decision making tasks commonly used in psychological experiments always
chose to classify them into frames based on substantive features (e.g., 'problems about
people', 'maths problems', and so on).

It is important to remember that there is no definition of 'right' or 'wrong' frame
for handling a particular problem within the multi-level scheme. Operating at level 4,
a decision maker is able to exercise discretion on the selection and utilization of
frames through the use of problem structuring language. Idiosyncratic choice of frames
can yield successful results provided that structure can be developed in an appropriate
way to handle the aspect of the problem delegated for consideration within each frame
selected. It is no use deciding that part of the problem should be handled within a
'resource allocation' frame if one is unable to develop the structure of a resource allo-
cation model.

Problem structuring language for more complex problems usually involves more
than just matching a problem to a single frame. It serves as a generative problem
structuring calculus linking together a number of different structural variants in form-
ing a 'requisite model' (Ro," -oottom 1977; Phillips, 1984) for forming the judgements
involved in handling the ,:oblem comprehensively. The decision maker's own
language is a natural candidate for this task, but some fundamental problems often
arise when it is used to attempt to construct a knowledge representation for problem
solving:

The fundamental structural units within natural language employed in this way
are propositions (Anderson, 1976). If propositions are viewed simply as syntactically
organized sets of words (i.e., phrases) then we are left with the problem of how to 'fix
the meaning' of these words in a denotational sense. Structural representation based
on selection and linking words with clear denotational referents in terms of acts and
events in the world of implementation of the problem solution involve the development
of highly complex patterns of linkages with all the attendant difficulties of attempting
to police coherence and incomprehensibility of the result (Staats and Staats, 1963).

The alternative strategy of keeping the structural linkage simple by using
language to construct what are in effect 'cognitive maps' (e.g., Axelrod, 1976; Eden,
Jones and Sims, 1980) often requires the use of words or phrases with complex
signification (e.g., 'Foreign trade outlook', 'active labour market policy' - see Sevon,
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1984) as semantic primitives. Direct 'fixing' of denotational meaning is very difficult
in these cases which is why cognitive maps have rarely been found to provide an
effective guide to action.

An alternative is to treat the semantic primitives used in level 4 knowledge
representation as frames, each of whose denotational meaning can be developed and
explored separately through operations developing structure within the frame. In this
way, operations at level 4 serve to set the agenda for problem structuring in a way that
can transform desire into action, but the problem structuring process is completed
piecemeal (within each frame selected) at level 3. Within a frame, only part of the
problem is processed, allowing the use of a restricted calculus, which can be optimized
for handling the type of content to which the frame is addressed.

Level 3

Operations represented at level 3 are concerned exclusively with developing struc-
ture within a particular frame identified as a node within whatever knowledge
representation was developed (or selected on the basis of 'received wisdom') at level
4. For example, suppose for the sake of argument, we decide to select frames from
within the taxonomy provided by decision theoretic technology. If the frame selected
has the function at level 4 of providing an evaluation of (multiattributed) conse-
quences, then, within this frame, development of structure implies eliciting and
defining the set of attributes to be included in a multi-attribute utility structure
(Edwards and Newman, 1982; Humphreys and McFadden, 1980).

If, on the other hand, the frame selected at level 4 has the function of providing
an assessment of the likelihood of an event, which is dependent on other events, then,
within this frame, development of structure implies eliciting and defining the set of
conditioning events and relations between them within an influence diagram (Howard
and Matheson, 1980; Phillips, Humphreys and Embrey, 1983).

Level 2

The result of the operations carried out at level 3 is a knowledge representation
whose structure is now conditionally fixed: all the syntax is in place, and the remain-
ing two lower levels involve the operations which Carnap (1939) described as "inter-
preting a calculus" through "assigning conditions of use to its logical signs and
referents to its descriptive signs". At level 2, there is no longer any discretion over,
say, which attributes are to be considered in a multi-attribute utility structure, but sen-
sitivity analysis may be used to explore 'what-if' questions about the impact of chang-
ing values at nodes or reference points within the structure developed at level 3. An
example would be changing the probability of an event in an act-event sequence to see
what effects are propagated throughout the decision tree structure in which that
sequence is embedded.

Hence, at level 2, the content manipulated within the structure is not. 'facts'
(where the decision maker is not expected to exercise discretion over their true value)
but hypotheses (opinions, views, etc.). At this level, it is explicitly recognized, for
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example, that probabilities can vary according to views on future states of the world
and that utilities vary in reflecting the range of specific participants' interest and
preferences in group decision making.

The advantage of exploring the dynamic properties of a knowledge representation
at level 2 is that the resulting sensitivity analysis may indicate areas within the struc-
ture where change of values makes very little impact on a node of crucial interest
(e.g., that defining a choice between immediate courses of action). In cases where the
choice may be difficult or controversial, discovery of such insensitivity can be very
useful, as it indicates that it does not matter how the decision maker's discretion is
exercised, and thus one can dispense with difficulties or expenses that would be
encountered in attempting to arrive at a theoretically optimal assessment.

Level I

Operations at level I are exclusively concerned with assigning referents to the
descriptive signs (Carnap, 1939). The only degree of discretion left for the decision
maker is to decide on how to make a 'best assessment' of the value to be assigned to
each node in the knowledge representation whose structure has now been completely
fixed through the operations carried out at the higher levels.

4.2 Division of labour between decision maker and support system

In Section 4.1 we implicitly assumed that the responsibility for developing a deci-
sion problem representation was assigned to a single, human entity, the decision
maker. In this section, we consider the additional issues which need to be taken into
account and the way in which the exercise of these responsibilities may be enhanced,
when they are assigned to a hybrid entity: a decision maker working with the support
of an integrated decision support system.

We consider the way in which the work of decision problem formulation and
representation can be shared between the decision maker and a comprehensive decision
support system. We assume that both the decision maker and the support system can
store relevant information in their own memories, but only the decision maker acts
directly in the real world in implementing his decisions. We further assume that the
support system operates in a fully interactive mode with the decision maker, so there is
a direct dialogue between them when they are jointly performing problem structuring
activities. Also, since the support system will only be able to store certain types of
information about certain aspects of the problem, it is very important that the decision
maker knows what these are so that the responsibilities for what has to be remembered
about the problem representation can be divided efficiently between the decision
maker and the support system.

In this respect, an intelligent support system can help through providing informa-
tion about the scope of what it "knows" and about how it may be able to work with ?,
the decision maker in organising this information. It may also be able to prompt the
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decision maker at appropriate points in the dialogue to think about what he probably

"knows" concerning some aspect of problem handling which is beyond the scope of

the support system itself (Berkeley et al., 1987).

F;gure 4 (adapted from Berkeley et al., 1987) illustrates the general situation
where a decision support system works with a decision maker. This complex situation
involves the decision maker's models of both the problem and the support system,
together with the support system's models of its user (the decision maker) and its
working domain (the represented problem) It is important for successful division of
work between decision maker support system that their models of the problem being
handled, while not identical, be consistent and include the same notions in order to
allow a meaningful dialogue. Moreover, in this dialogue, the support system should be
responsive to the decision maker's needs for support in different situations - it must
make the correct interpretation of what the decision maker wants to obtain (through its
user model) and provide suitable feedback to the decision maker, assuring him or her
that his or her own model of the support system is correct.

Figure 4: Division of labour between decision maker and decision support system.
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4.3. Balancing the dialogue between decision maker and support system at five
levels

To get the full picture of the assistance offered by a decision support system, the
dialogue and in particular the content of the initiative in the dialogue must also be
taken into account. At one extreme, the decision maker has the complete initiative, in
which case the support system in principle serves as a repository of data providing
structured access to decision problem related information upon explicit request from
the decision maker. In a mixed dialogue, the support system also offers procedural
assistance: requests from the decision maker trigger more complex operations in which
the support system temporarily takes over the initiative. A completely balanced system
involves a division of the initiative between decision maker and decision support sys-
tem, the support system being responsive to requests from the decision maker and at
the same time offering spontaneous guidance to him or her.

As was shown in Section 4.1, the decision maker's modes of thinking in handling
the decision problem will need to vary between being quite concrete and closed (e.g.,
making best assessments at level 1) to very abstract and open (e.g., negotiating the
boundaries of the decision problem for which he or she has agency at level 5).

It is inappropriate for a decision support system to operate in a concrete and
closed way in a dialogue with a decision maker working at a level requiring abstract
and open thinking, and vice versa. Hence, we describe below an appropriate matching
of support system capabilities and the decision maker's typical problem handling
activities at each of the five levels described in Section 4.1., arranged in order from the
most concrete (level 1) to the most abstract (level 5).

At level 1, in making best assessments, it is important that the decision maker
understands the capabilities (and limitations) of the support system in providing or
checking assessments through its data tracking functions. These will involve support
system capabilities for acquiring and storing the relevant data. The system shou'd be
able to report the appropriate set of data in response to a manager's command, format-
ted in a way that the manager can understand. In supporting the making of best
assessments, the system needs to provide information about what is, rather than about
what could be, as the focus is on the relation between a fixed problem representation
and the immediate reality of the presenting problem.

At level 2, exploring what "could be" involves simulation, i.e., the ability to
explore "what if" situations within the conceptual model, whose structure is treated as
fixed. Fixed structure is necessary for the support system to be able to perform a sen-
sitivity analysis, indicating the other points in the conceptual model where changes
occur or problems arise (and to what extent they do so) as a result of a specific course
of action considered by the decision maker. Successive changes of values by the deci-
sion maker, with the support of feedback and guidance fiom the associated sensitivity
analyses, can provide for effective exploration of possibilities under consideration.

Knowing which courses of action to consider as decision alternatives depends
upon the diagnosis of the problem to be investigated within the simulation. The
responsibility for such diagnosis remains with the decision maker rather than the
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support system, as it is the decision maker's responsibility to formulate the courses of
action which constitute the decision alternatives.

At level 3, effective coordination of all the elements within the problem
representation is a major goal of the project manager in building and maintaining the
conceptual model Within a balanced dialogue, in response to the decision maker's
commands, the support system should be able to build the structure of this representa-
tion Through policing the coherence of the structure as it is built, the system can
advise on gaps, and inconsistencies, and warn when a proposed reorganisation of one
part of the structure may require much subsequent re-structuring to restore overall
coherence.

At level 4, when reorganising the problem representation, alternative ways of
structuring (framing) the problem may usefully be compared. The support system can
help here by advising on implications of particular ways of framing the problem.
This facilitates the comparative evaluation of alternative ways of framing the problem.
and also indicates where the decision maker might best direct his efforts in developing
the most appropriate way of representing the problem.

Where reorganisation has potential repercussions beyond the boundaries of the
decision situation where the decision maker has agency over the activities represented
in the conceptual model, then problem formulation and conceptual model development
is likely to involve the decision maker negotiating with other stakeholders in the deci-
sion problem's real world environment. Effective support from the system for these
negotiating activities is likely to be active in mode rather than responsive: that is,
advising on possibilities. However, such advice should be offered as provisional in the
support system's dialogue with the decision maker, as the support system, like the
decision maker, is likely only to have partially structured information about the wider
environment in which the presenting decision problem is really located.

In summary, effective divisions of labour between the decision maker and a system
which can provide truly comprehensive decision support requires that, in practice,

(i) the decision maker and the support system trace the same project over the full
range of their interactions,

(ii) the responsibilities for developing, storing and retrieving information within the
conceptual model are properly divided L'etween the decision maker and the deci-
sion support system, and,

(iii) in developing and using a problem representation for decision making purposes,
the dialogue is appropriately balanced between the decision maker and the sup-
port system. In turn, this implies that the decision maker's model of the support
system and the support system's model of the decision maker be linked appropri-
ately for activities carried out at each of the t:- levels of decision problem han-
dling, from the most concrete (e.g., assessing, tracking) to the most abstract (e.g.,
negotiating, advising on possibilities).
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APPENDIX A: A catalogue of methods and tools for structuring and analysing
decision problems

The following descriptions of the 58 tools discussed in Chapter 3 of this report
are organised alphabetically by tool name, and are given in a standard format. The
types of information available for each tool are sequentially numbered (1 to 24).
Cross-referencing between tools can thus be done by comparing information of the
same sequential number. Missing numbers denote that no information was entered for
that Section. A copy of the questionnaire used in the survey can be seen in Appendix
B.

Each description provides information about the manufacturer or author of the
tool, its availability, its capabilities, the types of decision making it is designed to sup-
port and the types of intended users of the tool. Information is also provided about
any back-up available to facilitate learning to use the tool, about the types of computer
systems on which the tool may be run and about any reference publications or case
studies concerning the particular tool which are available.
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List of Tools:

Questionnaire no: I ACIDRAIN (version 2.0)
2 ARBORIST
3 Automatic Diagnosis
4 BUDGET PRIORITY SYSTEM (BPS)
5 CEIS (Chief Executive's Info. System)
6 Coimbined Arbitration
7 CYBERFILTER
8 DECMAK
9 DESIMP (Discrete Event Sim. w/ Pascal)

10 DSS-UP
11 Decision tree analysis of litigation
12 Demard/Supply Planning Support System
13 EIRES
14 EQUITY
15 ESSI (Exp. Sys. for Strat. Sel in ISD)
16 EXPCT
17 Expert Choice
18 FACILITATOR
19 FLEXIGRID
20 Group MIDAS (provisional name)
21 HEURISCO
22 HIVIEW
23 HOPIE
24 IDEAL/PET
25 Information Planner
26 IRIMS (Ispra Risk Management Support)
27 JAVELIN
28 Jobber Business Simulation
29 Knowledge Craft (TM)
30 LOGSIM
31 LSM
32 MAUD
33 MI CROLAY
34 MIDAS
35 NORMA (prototype)
36 OPCOM
37 ORDO
38 P/G% (Part/Whole Percentaging)
39 PERSOL CONSJLTANT
49 PLEXPLAN
41 POLICY PC
42 PCG's Decision Aid
43 PREFCA
44 PRIORITIES
45 PROLOGA (Procedural Logic Analyzer)
46 QSB (Quantitative Systems for Business)
47 SAFETI Package
48 SEESTRA
49 Stratatree
50 STRATMESH
51 SUPETREE
52 Strategic Intervention Planning
53 SYSTEM W
54 VIG
55 VIMDA
56 Value Analysis
57 WORK PRIORITY SYSTEM (PDS)
58 ZAPROS
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II Title of tool: AIR N (version 2.0)

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Cambridge Decision Analysts

31 Address: Management Studies Group
University Engineering Dept.
Mill eLan
Cambridge

4] Contact person: Dr C.W. Hope

51 The tool is available from: Manufacturer, subject to approval of
Mr A. Sinfield, Department of the Environment.

6) The general application area of the tool is:
Analysis of acid rain damage reduction strategies.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- providing pre-defined attributes

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events
- weights on attributes

9] The tool has the capability to carbine assessments of different types, viz:
Probabilistic MAUT.

10) The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
"RETRIEVE" pre-stored sets of probabilities/weights,
"ENTR" probabilities and weights from scratch.

13) Tne frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie: MAL.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved
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1] Title or Name of tool: ABWRST

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Texas Instrument

31 Address: Corporate Office
PO Box 225474
MS 8203
Dallas, TX 75265
USA

5] The tool is available from: Manufacturer, national distributor.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Decision trees and risky choice. Version 2 has WITUS 1-2-3 interface.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating options
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations betwen options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events
- caiputational formulae for entering values

9] The tool has the capability to combine assessments of
different types, viz:
Rollback analysis in decision tree.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Sensitivity analysis for both probabilities and values.

121 The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Expected value calculations.
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1] Title or Name of tool: Autmatic Diagnosis

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Jose M. Bernardo, et al.

31 Adress: Dept. Bioestaoistica
Fac. Medicina
Ave Blasco Ibanez 17
46010 Valencia
Spain

51 The tool is available from: Author.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Automatic probabilistic classification in medicine, biology, sociology,
psychology, etc.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

- providing a normative solution to a well-defined problem

81 The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events

9] The tool has the capability to combine assessrents of
different types, viz:
Rollback analysis in a decision tree ccmbining utilities and probabilities.

10] The toil helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Sensitivity analysis to variations in all departments.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Bayesian Decision Theory.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Autcoatic classification.
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I] Title or Name of tool: BEIG PRIORIT SYS (BPS)

21 Manufacturer or name of Author: Work Sciences

31 Address: 26 Southwood Lawn Road
Highgate
London N6 5SF
England

41 Contact person: Tina Bamford, User Manager, Work Sciences.

51 The tool is available from: Author, manufacturer, national distributor,
Brunel Managemnt Decision Programme, BIOSS, Brunel University,
Uxbridge, Middx.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
Plan, budget or evaluation analysis by individuals or group, esp: resource alloc
resource evaluation, results evaluation, zero-budgetting,PPBS,dead estimating.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- 'dentifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations betwen consequences
- identifying relations between events
- eliciting valid priorities; checking ind. consistencies & team agreement,

nroviding validated decision standards.

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- ,haracteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events
- demand, post levels,costs,planning emphasis,supply levels,

requirements, planned priorities, inplicit priorities and implicit
-osts.

91 The tool has the capebilit, to combine assessments of
different types, viz:
Combines preferences on attributes & importance weights;rollback evaluation.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Evaluation model and analysis built-in and program-generated; allows alternative
scenarios, allows what-if analysis.
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BPS

18) The tool is available as:
- method specification (ie. not implemented as software)
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is cczipatible with:
- machines:

IBt-PC/AT/XT/ccr[atib les; Sirius;Victor;Apricot.
- operating systems:

PC-DOS,MS-DOS.
- data base system:

Tailoring services available.

201 The software is available in:
English, German.

211 The software is available as:
Source code: on disk

24] KEYWORDS:
Pla.ning, budgeting and evaluation
Plan evaluation
Budget decisions
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CEIS (Oie.f amltiwe's Info. Systm)

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

18) The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

191 The software is compatible with:
- machines: MfCROAPL SPOrRUM: I Megabyte + Textronix displays.
- operating systems: Built in.
- languages: APL.

201 The software is available in:
English.

21] The software is available as:
Source code: as listings

231 The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

24] KEYWORDS:
Chief executives' system.
CEIS.
Colour graphics.
Boardroom systems.
Menu-driven software.
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Cc >ined Arbitr-ation

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

Generally applicable to 2 party dispute resolution over a quantifiable £
divisible good or numeraire eg.wage scale.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:

- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user
- Authors will discuss implementation with users.

18] The tool is available as:
- method specification Cie. not implemented as software)

23] The following reference puilications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
Forthcoming Management Science article in which issues of implementation are
discussed.

24] P-YWORDS:
Arbitration.
Game Theory.
Conflict Resolution.
Equilibrium.

Fair Settlement.
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CYBE~rIL1~t

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- teaching material

Tne Lool is used as part of course in Information Management for M.BA
students. A manual will be available in the future.

- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user
The measurement system used by CYBERFILTER requires an experienced
analyst.

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting softwre

19] The software is compatible with:
- IBM PC, 128K, 2 floppy disks, colour VDU, printer

- operating systems: DOS

- data base systems: LOIUS, SYMPHONY, in general DOS data files.

20] The software is available in: English, Spanish

211 The software is available as:
part consultany only. CYBERFILTER is not fully developed yet,
there is not enough support for autonomous use.

22] Other information:
End user can be any manager in charge of an operation:. e.g.,
general manager, plan manager, in production and service enterprises,
public or private sectors.
As yet it has only been used as part of consultancy contracts.

23] Publis'hed case studies involving the application of the tool are:

R. Espeto - Cybernetic filtration of Management Information, Aston
Management Centre WPS No. 126, 1979.

R. Espeto and D. Garcia "A tool for distributed planning". In
Proceedings Orwellian symposium and International Conference on Systems
Research, Baden-Baden, 1984.

24J KEYWCRDS: Exception reporting
Performance monitoring
Planning system
Cybernetic filtration
Decision Support Systm
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D8K

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Rule-based multiattribute dec. making, using fuzzy set and/or probability theory

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

15) The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an inalyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

The ability to describe and structure options by a set of criteria is required.
Also, the ability to express preferences among values in form of logical rules.

17] The folloing back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

Experienced analyst or user can show a case study to a newcomer, or completely
disburden him from methodological point of view.

18] The tool is available as:
- a programred procedure with supporting software

191 The software is ccapatible with:
- machines: IBM PC, VAX, PDP-4.
- operating systems: MS-DOS, VAX/VMS, RT-11 Share -eleven.
- languages: Pascal

201 The software is available in: E.lish

21] The software is available as:
COmpiled code: on tape and disk
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11 Title or Name of tool: DESIMP (Discrete Event Sim. w/ Pagcl)

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Stokking, E.J.

3] Address: Fazantweg 3
9765 JL Paterswolde
The Netherlands.

51 The tool is available fram: Author.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
(Stochastic) discrete event simulation.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
It is a simulation tool, its main purpose to investigate the effects of
possible changes in values.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
It's easy to change the process descriptions.

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Discrete event simulation.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Resource allocation.
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DMV (Discrete Event Sim. w/ Pascal)

21] The software is available as:
Source code: on disk
Modifiable code

22] Other information: Contact the author or distributor.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluacion/validation studies are:
Demonstration disk IBM compatible pers.ccmp. Turbo-Pascal capiler reqd.

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Birtwistle,G:Discrete Event modelling on Simula (DEMOS),ISBN 0-333-23881-8.

24] KEYWORDS:
Simulation.
Discrete event simulation.
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KERES

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

CMMEtrS:
Needs to understd. his busns.in terms of strategies,objectives,problems,products
In order to use it on their own they need undrstd. of info.syst. eg.data classes

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual

- teaching material/prograaues
- On line help.
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with-
- machines:

IBM PC/Xr & AT, 3270AT, or any other IBM compatible, 512KB RAM, hard disk.
- operating systems:

DOS 2.0 and above.
- languages:

PROLCM.

20] The software is available in: English.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code: on disk

22] Other information: Contact author, software is copyright.

24] KEWRDS:
Information requirements.
Expert Systems.
Strategic Planning.
Decision Svpport.
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15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- decision analyst/consultant

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an inalyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual

18] The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines: IBM PC or ccpatible, Perq with PNX.
- operating systems: UNIX, MS DOS, PC/DOS.

20] The software is available in: English.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code: on disk

24] KEYWORDS:
Resource Allocation.
Cost/benefit.
Utility.
Decision Conferencing.
Decision Analysis.
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M (Ep. Sys. for Strat. Sel in ISD)

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- orginizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the nethodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

The interface of ESSI has 2 levels; 1 for expern.usres, 2 for naive user,
changing from I lvl. to another is easy & directed by the users need

173 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

18] The tool is availaole as:
- method specification (ie. not implemented as software)

191 The software is ccapatible with:
- machines: VAX 11/750.
- operating systems: UNIX.
- languages: APES - expert systm building tool.

20] The software is available in: English.

24] KEYWCPDS:
Strategy selection.
ISD (Information System Developrent).
Contingency Theory.
Project Management.
Expert System.
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15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maxer
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Maximum number of simultaneous users - 9

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant

CCMMENTS:
The program does not require any special expertise in computer techniques, only
the understanding of multiattribute models for the assessment.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

The program is basically provided by consultancy, but can be used without
consultancy as well.

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is ccmpatible with:
- machines:

IBM-PC and compatibles
- operating systems:

DOS
- languages:

BASICA

201 The software is available in: English, Hungarian.

21] The software is available as:
Source code: on disk

24] KEYWOOS:
Decision support system
Multiattribute decision making
Hierarchical attributes
Expecte5 utility
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Etpert Choice

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Any Expert Choice model can be altered in a variety of ways as the
problem changes or as external factors change. Elemnts can be added
or deleted and judg emnts car, be changed and recalculated.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie: Analytic Hierarchy Process.

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line manage1mnt/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general managent level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Expert Choice is ideal for group decision making. Decision can be made
three ways: by consensus, withthe mNmers agreeing on the judgements, or by
having each member make judgements on a particular section of the model, or
by having each member do his own model and combining the results.

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

Expert Choice is ideal for group decision making. Decision can be made
three ways: by consensus, withthe 1embers agreeing on the judgements, or by
having each ie or make judgements on a particular section of the model, or
by having each member do his own model and combining the results.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching mate rial/programs
- tutorial for system
- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user
- telephone support
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I I Title or Name of tool: FK2LIMM

2] Name of Author: Dr L. Floyd Lewis

3] Address: Decision Science Departent
Western Washiryton University
Bellingham
WA 98225

51 The tool is available from:
Author

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Supporting group decision making. It incorporates 3 problem phases and uses
a modified NOT a cross-impact analysis approach. It will support groups of
2-10 members in a network of microcomputers.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- geerating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying and ranking goals, obstacles and alternatives
- Performs cross-ipact analysis of obstacles versus alternatives

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

101 The tool helps the user to-
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Face-to-face discussion of each set of goals, obstacles, alternatives,
with item editing following discussion. Cross-irpact analalysis of
alternatives versus obstacles with discussion of results and alternative
reformulation.

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Nn and Cross impact analysis.

14] The tool is designed to suport:
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line managewznt/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general nanagefent level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved
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FACCUI

23] Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
- Study currently in progress at IWU & Univ.of Louisville
- Previous research summarised in dissertation:

"FACILITATOR: A Microcaputer Decision Support System for Small
Groups", 1983, Univ. of Louisville.

24] KEYWORDS:
Group Decision Support.
GDSS.
MET.

Microcomputer DSS.
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FLEXIGRMD

17 1 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programmes

Good examples within manual.

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines: Wide range of CP/M, MS DOS, APPLE or TANDY M/cs.
- languages: GW Basic needed for MS DOS.

20] The software is available in: English.

21] The software is available as: Modifiable code on disk

221 Other information:
Single user licence is usual.

231 The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)
- user manual (available separately)

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
- Higginbottan, P. and Bannister, D. The GAB computer program for

repetory grids. Univ. of Leeds, 1983.
- Pope, M. and Keen, T. Personal Construct Psychology & Education.

Academic Press, 1981.
- Tho.rs,L. and Shaw,M. PEGASUS manual, Centre for Human Learning,

Brunel, 1977.

24] KEEYWaS:
Rep. Grid. eliciting.
Rep. Grid. analysis.
Dyad Pegasus Grid.
PCA Focus, GAB.
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Group MIRS

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- subject matter expert

Every user is a group na-rT-er, 1 person is the 'expert' fran inside or out

the group

Maximu number of simultaneous users - 10

17) The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself

18] The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines: IBM Compatible micros.
- operating systems: MS DOS.
- data base systems: DBASE III.
- languages: Clipper D Base III Compiler.

20] The software is available in: English and Dutch.

21) The software is available as: Compiled code on disk.

22] Other information:
Experimental applications with right of use of data is free.
All other applications - a fee will be negotiated.
Program will be cmmercially avail, within 5 months, from Courseware
Europe BV, Nieuwstraat 59, 1441 CL Purmrand, The Netherlands.

23] The following reference publications are available:

Evaluation/validation studies are:
One case study to date, two are forthcoming.

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Brooner, Van Dijk, Hoog: Can a Comuter Aid Group Decision Making.
Paper presented at the 3rd FUR Conference, Aix-en-Provence,1986.

24] KEYORDS:
Group Decision Making.
Supporting Negotiation Process.
Identifying differences of opinions that do matter.
Identifies most likely candidate for concensus.
Partially MAT based.
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181 The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

191 The software is compatible with:
- machines: Various
- operating system: Various
- data base systems: Various
- languages: FORTRAN 77.

201 The software is available in: German.

211 The software is available as: Compiled code on disk

221 Other information:
Please ask dealer for present state and options.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
Please ask dealer.

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
There might be an Eglish article soon, ask dealer.
Isermann-Garke, M., Jungermann, et al: Eine Simulation von
Entsceidungen uber Multiattribute Optionen. Bericht zu8/85.
Institut fur Psychologie, Technische Universitat, Berlin, 1985.

24] KEWCRDS:
Decision heuristics.
Decision simulations.
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HIvIuE

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, wrking in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is ell acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

17] The following back-up materials are generally avaiiaole to facilitAte
learning to use the tool:
- user manual

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- macnines: IBM PC or compatible: 256K, graphics board, MS compatible

mouse. Perq with PNX.
- operating systems: Unix, MS-DOS, PC/DOS.

20] The software is available in: English

21] The software is available as: Ccapiled code on disk

24] KLE DS:
Evaluation.
Multi-Attribute Utility.
Source Selection.
Choice.
Decomposition.
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HOPIR

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholdet.!ints-ested. parties an the Jzal to oe achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- decision analyst/consultant

Several decision maker assess jointly their utility function.

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- teaching material/programmes
- user ,cdelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

181 The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is ccmpatible with:
- machines:

Main Frame: IBM, CDC, etc. IBM PC 256KB, 2x360 KS disk.
- operating system:

MS XOS 2.
- la xages:

FORTRAN.

201 The software is available in:
English, German.

211 The software is available as:
Compiled code: on disk.

221 Other information:
No restrictions, single user:University DM 700.00, Industry DM 1400.00.
multiple user upon request. right now $320.00.
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311 Title or Name of tool: IDENLvrM

21 Manufacturer or name of Author: J. Whelan

3] Address: c/o School of Economic Studies
University of Leads
Leeds LS2 9JT.

4] Contact person:
Dr A.D. Pearman

51 The tool is available from:
From author, via Dr A.D. Pearman.

63 The general application area of the tool is:
Evaluation of alternative transport policies, principally in the context of
pedestrianisation of urban areas.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Sensitivity analysis on importance weights.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular prolem domain, ie:
Transport/envi ronmental planning.

14] The tool is designed to support:
- organizational decision making at general management level
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Only one class of users at a tin.

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
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1] Title or Name of tool: Information PlannerR

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Knowledge Ware, Inc.

31 Address: 2006 Hogback Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105
U.S.A.

5] The tool is available fram: Manufacturer

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Decision support system to develop information strategy plans, assist in
creation and analysis of a model of the business enterprise, and help define
and prioritize a collection of information system development projects based
on their contribution tothe objectives of the organisation.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events
The program helps define potential solution boundaries based on diverse
criteria, using a form of cluster analysis.

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- Affinities between members of a group

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz: problem statement is
retained in a database and is fully searchable and may be freely and readily
edited to restructure the problem statement.

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terns of a
formal theory/system, ie: Information Engineering.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular proolem domain, ie:
Information Strategy Planning.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- organizational decision making at departmental managemwnt level
- organizational decision making at general managemant level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
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1] Title or Name of tool: IRIS (Ispra Risk Man3e.nt appozt)
21 Manufacturer or name of Author: Joint Research Centre Ispra

3] Address: Ccmission of the European
Camunities

C.C.R. Ispra (Varese)
21020 ISPRA (Italy)

4] Contact person:
H. Otway, Technology Assessment Sector.

51 The tool is available frcm:
Author.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Decision-oriented system for the management of chemical hazardous substances.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision prblem by:
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

91 The tool has the capability to cambine assessments of
different types, viz:
Identification of non-daminated options w/ incamrensurable criteria. Best sol.

101 The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz.
The tool supports the selection of criteriain/maximize/ignore)& the setting
of constraints(max/min values of criteria to be considered).

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Decision support system with mrulti-criteria data evaluation & optimization.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
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11 Title or Name of tool: JAVEIN

23 Manufacturer or name of Author: JAVELIN Software Corp.

3] Address: Cambridge
Mass.
USA

5) The tool is available from:
Manufacturer.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
Business analysis and reporting.

71 The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events

141 The tool is designed to suport:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental ma.agement level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
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1) Title or Name of tool: Jobber Bsinews Similation

2) Manufacturer or name of Author: Dennis P. Slevin

3) Address: Innodyne, Inc.
734 Orchard Hill Dr.
Pittsburgh
PA 15238

5) The tool is available from:
Author.

6) The general application area of the tool is:
This sinulation program helps entrepreneurs and business managers assess the
results of their operating decisions in a ccmpetitive small business environment

71 The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations betwen goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- results of operating decisions on financial statement & cash flow

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
The tool assists user in evaluating the effect of opreating variable changes
on business financial performance.

The frarre within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:

141 The tool is designed to support:
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict betw.n

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker

Each user/team manages 16 operating vars. in an ongoing small business.SEE SCHED

Maximu number of simultaneous users - 9

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, wrking along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool
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11 Title or Nmre of tool: Knowledge Craft M )

21 Manufacturer or name of Author: Carnegie Group, Inc.

31 Address: 650 Comerce Court
Station Square
Pittsa-gh, PA 15219

41 Contact person:
Mike Chambers

51 The tool is available fra:
Manufacturer.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
AI-based knowledge engineering.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- providing a relational approach to structuring knowledge

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in tens of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Knowledge rep. rule-based reasoning, deductive reasoning.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line managment/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general managetent level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programes
- consultancy fro an experienced analyst/user

181 The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

191 The software is coipatible with:
- machine:

Syntolics, VAX, TI Explorer.
- operating systms:
UNS.

- languages:
Cmon LISP.
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1] Title or Naae of tool: LT4M

2] Manufacturer or nane of Author: United Nations

3 A ddress: Software and Support for
Population Data Processing

United Nations
Room DC2-1570
New York 10017, USA.

41 Contact person:
Mr Michael R. Lackner, Project Co-ordinator.

5] The tool is available from:
Manufacturer.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Sinulation modelling of sinple systems featuring resource allocation over
calendar days.

71 The tool nas the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events

9] The tool has the capability to combine assessments of
different types, viz:
The user constructs algorithmic model and defines variables except calendar.

101 The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered
- place options/alternatives into classes which are noinal

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Doesn't optimize/solve but merely generates time series of values according
to logic of algorithm and calendar.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user.

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision analyst/consultant
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11 Title or Name of tool: Linear Scoring Hls (ISB)

21 Manufacturer or name of Author: various

41 Contact person: Dr P. Lovie or Dr A.D. Lovie
Dept of Mathematics Dept of Psychologiy
University of Keele University of Liverpool
Keele PO Box 147
Staffordshire STM 5BG Liverpool L69 3BX

51 The tool is available fram: see above

61 The general application area of the tool is: widely applicable in situations
where a limited nunter of predictor variables can be identified, weighted and
cabined in a simple fashion for prediction on a dichotomous outcome
variable.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- probabilities of uncertain events
- predictor variable wights

91 The tool has the capability to combine assessments of
different types, viz: as in MAUr

10 1 The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
sensitivity analysis on changes in predictor wights.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie: mainly regression (OLS and robust).

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant
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1] Title or Name of tool: MUD

23 Manufacturer or name of Author: Humphreys & Wi sudha

31 Address: Decision Analysis Unit
London School of Economics
Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE
England

5] The tool is available from:
Authors or Decision Analysis Unit.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
Individual/group decision making where assistance is required in generating
criteria, making tradeoffs between options, or resolving goal confusion.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

91 The tool has the capability to combine assessments of
different types, viz:
MAUT: cabines preferences and importance weights.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changas in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Sensitivity analysis on importance weights and preference values.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is develo in interaction with the user, viz:
Comprehensive opportunities for amending list of options, re-structuring
attributes, etc. guided by the system.

131 The fram within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Multiattribute Utility Theory.
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23) The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluation/-alidation studies are:
Humphreys & McFadden, Experiences with MAUD, Acta Psychologica, 43, 1980.
John, Von Winterfeld & Edwards, Quality and acceptability of MAU analysis.

In Humphreys, Svenson & Vari (eds) Analysing & Aiding Decision Processes.
Amsterdam: North Holland, 1983.

Rosa, et. al. Applications of Slim-MAID. NUREG/CR4016: US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

24] KEYWORDS:
Preference structuring.
Evaluation of options.
Interactive Decision aiding.
Goal classification.
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191 The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC/X/AT 256K, SIRIUS/VICMR I
- operating systems:

MS DOS, PC -,.5
- languages:

PASCAL.

20] The software is available in: German.

21] The software is available as:
Source code.
Modifiable code.

22] Other information:
On request.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
Wascher & Chamoni:MICROLAY-An Interesting Compter Prog. for Factory Layout
Planning on Microcomputers. In European Journal of Oper. Research, 1986.

24] KEYWORDS:
Factory Layout Planning.
Microcomputers.
Interactivity.
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16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/onsultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- user tedelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself

181 The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

All IBM4 coatible, all mini's & main frames supporting std. PASCAL.
- operating systems:

MS DOS/UNIX 4.2.
- languages:

I MMAA PASCAL (easily converted to other PASCAL dialects).

201 The software is available in:
English, Dutch.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code.

22] Other information:
Use is free for non-cannercial applications.
A fee will be negotiated for camrcial applications.

231 The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Bakker, Toinan, Hoog:Studieksuze en car~terbegeleidung.Paper presented at
Dutch Psychology Conference, Ode, 1984.
Branner,Hog:Nn-expert use of a Computerised Decision Aid:
in Fsmphreys, Svenson & Vari(eds) Analysing & Aiding Decision Processes, NH.1983
Bronner,Hoog:The Intertwining of Information search & Decision Aiding,

241 KEM S:
Domcil Independent.
MAM -Based.
Different Weighing Procedres.
Explanation Facilities.
Sensitivity Analysis.
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181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM AT.

20] The software is available in:
English. Modification would be easy.

211 The software is available as:
Compiled code to U.K. Universities.
As part of onsultancy only to others.

221 Other infornmaion:
Individual contracts.
Participation by those interested in the prototype will be encouraged.

23] The following reference publications are available:

A list of over 90 papers from the research project is available from the
author they cover all the above aspects either for earlier
prototypes(LE3OL SYSTE4S) or the current norma prototype.

24] KEYWCRDS:
Semantic analysis.
Social norm structuring.
Time handling.
Information analysis.
Group decision support.
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141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision maxing
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- crganizational decision making at departmental management level
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
•- decision analyst/consultant

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/progranmes

Videotape of a supporting case study which can be analysed with OM.

- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user available from Decision
Analysis Unit, LSE.

18] The tool is available as:
- atand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM-PC/ccmpatibles
- operating systems:

PCDOS, MSDOS.

201 The software is available in:
English.

21) The software is available as:
Compiled code: on disk

22] Other information:
Single user end user licence: sterling 150 (teaching only)& 250 commercial.

231 The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
L.D. Phillips Requisite decision modelling: A case study. Journal of the

Operations Research Society, vol.33, 1982.
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1] Title or Name of tool:

2] Name of Authors: Courbon, J.C. & Franzosi, F.

3] Address: CUI
University of Geneva
10, Rue du Lac
211 Geneva 4
Switzerland.

5] The tool is available from: Author.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Job-shop scheduling: Gantt interactive manipulation.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

111 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Priority rules /job displacement/ machine assignment etc.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
In the future, possibility of shop description and rearrangement.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of
a substantive uethodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Heuristic job shop scheduling rules.

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- in the future, communication between various linked shops.

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance

It is a tool for job shop foreman.
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1] Title or Name of tool: P/Gk (Part/Whole Percentaging)

2] Name of Author: Stuart S. Nagel

3] Address: Decision Aids, Inc.
1720 Park Haven Drive
Champaign
IL 61820
USA

5) The tool is available from: Author and manufacturer.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
The system processes a set of: goals to be achieved; options for achieving them;
relations between goals and options - to choose best option or combination.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events
- examining what it would take to bring an Nth place option up to a higher

place

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences
- probabilities of uncertain events
- weight or input by giving the threshold value of the input, above which

there is one conclusion and below which there is another conclusion.

9] The tool has the capability to combine assessmnts of
different types, viz:
Payoff matrices, decision trees, classical calculus optimization, MAU
analysis.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered
- place options/alternatives into classes which are nominal

11] The tol has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Ability to do threshold analysis, convergence analysis, best-worst analysis,
indifference curve analysis, as well as what-if analysis.
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P/Gt (Part/Whoe Percentaging)

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/progranues
- Sumarising articles are available, so is a programming manual and forthcaming

booKs, especially S. Nagel, Microcomputers and Evaulation Problems, Sage, 1986.
- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy fran an experienced analyst/user
- Help statements & Self checking devices esp.for how one goes from raw data to a

botton line conclusion.Workshops given by S.Nagel.

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

191 The software is carpatible with:
- machines:

Any IBM compatible computer.
- operating systems:

Any DOS, PC, MicroSoft operating syst.
- data base systems:

Any data base system, esp. one based on a matrix of alternatives & criteria.

20] The software is available in: English

21] The software is available as: Compiled code on disk

221 Other information:
Copies of the software & documentation obtainable from Nagel for $30
providing will report back.

231 The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
Microcarputers & Evaluation Problems, Sage, 1986.
A icrocomp.Prog. for dealing with Eval. Probs. Eval.& Prog.Plang.1986
New Varieties of Sensitivity Analysis, 9 Eval.Review,209-214, 1985.

Please contact author for a bibliography list.

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Optimally Allocating Money to Places & Activities, Humphreys & Vecsenyi(eds)'86.
Using Personal C..ps. for DM in Law Practice. Greenwood Press,1986.
Microcomputers & Improving Soc.Sci.Prediction, 10 Eval.Review, 1986.
See attached bibliographies, on awpl. pol. sci. ,law,judicial proc.& pub.admin.
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I] Title or Name of tool: PPHSONL JL'TRhWT

2] Manufacturer: Texas Instruments

3) Address: European Marketing Division
Texas Instrument
1101 CB Amsterdam
Netherlands

4] Contact person: Mr M. Bulder.

5] The tool is available from: Manufacturer.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Users: managers, consultants.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between goals
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or
- (un)certainty weights

9J The tool has the capability tc. combine assessments of
different types, viz:
via rule-based specification.

101 The tool helps the user to:
- chose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered
- place options/alternatives into classes which are nominal

il1 The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Via (un)certainty weights.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Editing the rule base by execution.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie: Logical Clauses, fuzzy set theory.

The franm within which the tool operates is defined in term of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Logic.
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DSS-UP

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programmes

Helps on multiple levels.

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is campatible with:
- machines: IBM PC 340K RAM
- languages: Requires Ashton Tate's Framework.

20] The software is available in: Enlish

21] The software is available as:
Source code: on disk

22] Other information:
Research version available to other researchers at cost.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

24] KEIWORDS:
Outlining.
Word processing.
Decision structuring.
Int.-grated package.
Framork.
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Dision tree analysis of litigation

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- teaching material/programmes

Teaching notes, software support is near completion.

181 The tool is available as:
- a programed procedure with supporting software

191 The software is compatible with:
- machines: software is currently being revised for use on IBM PCs.

201 The software is available in: English.

231 The following reference publications are available:
- user manual. (available separately)

24] KEYWORDS:
Decision tree analysis.
Decision analysis.
Litigation analysis.
Litigation risk analysis.
Alternative Dispute Resolution.
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DwwW9S4py Planning D4port Systm

Tool is menu driven and will automatically produce the best alternative.
It's meant for people who know their job and can interpret the output.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- teaching material/programmes

Each user was subjected to 8 hours of 'hands on' training.

- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

Both in terms of using the computer & the models. We give intensive support.

181 The tool is availaole as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software

19] The software is ccmpatible with:
- machines: IBM PC or ccmzpatible Burroughs B25 >512KB RAM.
- operating systems: MS DO6.
- data base systems: LOTUS 1-2-3.
- languages: IJYIS 1-2-3.

20] The software is available in: English.

21] The software is available as:
Internally developed & proprietary to Burroughs.

24] KEYWDS:
Inventory management.
Goodsf low management.
MRP.
Production smoothing.
Interactive graphics.
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23] The following reference publications are available:

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
CODASYL,(1982),:a Modern Appraisal of Decision Tables. AC., New York.
Maes, Vanthiegen & Verhelst,(1982):Practical Experiences with PRODEMO,
Proc.IFIP W3 8.3/IIASA WC, Laxenburg.

24] KEYWRDS:
Decision Tables.
Procedural Decisions.
Lcgic Validation.
Knowledge Engineering.
Software Engineering.
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QM (Quantitative System for Busins

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the iethodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- ar analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC, comp[atible
- operating system:

DOS.

20] The software is available in:
English.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code.

22] For further information, contact authors.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)
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17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programmes

Provided by technician.

- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:
Standard F77 (X3J390 ANSI, 770620)

- operating systems:
Any mixture which supports the above.

20] The software is available in:
English, Any language can be supplied.

21] The software is available as:
Scura code.
Ccapiled code.

221 Other information:
Single user licence fee approx. £80.00, subject to required additional support.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
A Dutch publication

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Risk Analysis of the DSM site.
Risk Analysis of the Transport of Chlorine & Amnonia in the Rynmond Area.
Aaonia Risk Studies Pt.l.
All avail. Ministry of Housing,Physical Planning & Environment, Netherlands.

24] KEYODS:
Risk Analysis.
Press Plant.
Individual Risk.
Societal Group RisK.
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18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

191 The software is carpatible with:
- machines: IBM4-PC, BBC-B
- operating systems: PC/DOS

20] The software is available in: En~glish

231 The followiing reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

24] KEY~WRDS:
Individual decision making
Group decision making
Hierarchical structuring
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141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental r.nagement level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant
- it can be used by a group using the consensus/method

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, worxing in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

c'm :
STRATATREE has been developed for educational purposes, - to teach decision
tree analysis. It can also be used by anyone who has an understanding
(elementary) of the process.

171 The following back-up materials are generally availa6Le to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programmms

recommended standard OR & business texts such as Quantitative Methods for
Business by Anderson, Sweeney and Williams - West publishers.

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself

181 The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC & 100% ccmipatibles with 256K RAM, 2 disk drives or a hard disk.
- operating system:

IBM PC DOS 2.0 or greater

201 The software is available in: nqlish

211 The software is available as: compiled code
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1] Title or Name of tool: S1MTMM

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Dickso, P.R.

31 Address: Academic Faculty of Marketing
The Ohio State University
1775 College Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210.

51 The tool is available from:
Author.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Planning - competitive & marketing planning.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- generating and linking exogenous events or conditions
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

8) The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives

11] The tol has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
chances in values represented within the problem structure, viz:

121 The tool has capabilities for restructuring the proble representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Simon's Satisfycing Theory of Managerial Decision Making.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Ccapetitive Market Planning.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision maxing
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision maxing where there may be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved
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24] KEYWCRDS.
C~~petitive planning.
Product market planning.
Marketing planning.
Strategy evaluation.
Marketing strategy evaluation.
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suNmUM

19] The software is caipatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC
- operating systems:

PC DOS
- languages:

Interface to Lotus 1-2-3 (optional).

20] The software is available in:
English.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code: on disk

23] The following reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)
- user manual (available separately)

24] KE RDS:
Decision tree.
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Strategic Intervention Plamnir

24] KEYWO~RDS:
Sequential Interventions.
Planning.
Sequence generation.
Sequence representation.
otimal sequence search.
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S!SIM

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- marchines: IBM (4300 ), DEC VAX (microvax ), ICL (2958

- operating systems: vM/IMS, VMS, VME, MVS/TSO

20] The software is available in: English

21] The software is available as: compiled code

221 Other information:
15 year licence with annual software maintenance charge of 15% software
charge.
Prices range from £12,000 to £200,000 depending on machine size, and modules
purchased.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies:
Evaluation is available - usually on 3 month basis, with a charge which
can be written off the list of subsequent purchase.
Can be on-site or bureau evaluation.

Published case studies involving the application of the tool on application
to Comshare.

24] KEYWDS:
Management Information System
Decision Support System
Management Accounting
Corporate Budgetting
Financial Moelling
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VIG

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consul tant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

The expert is needed to construct the model, but the decision maker~naive user)
can use the model for finding the most preferred criteria.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- teaching material/programmes

The system is almost self explanatory.

181 The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is cwpatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC/l 256Kbytes, graphics card, colcur graphics, ( not necessarily).
- operating system:

DOS.

20] The software is available in:
English.

21] The software is available as:
Compiled code.

22] Other information:
$500 for Universities.
$3000 for Private comanies.

231 The following reference publications are available:

Published case studies involving the application of the tool are:
Korhonen,Soisma(1985):A Multiple Criteria Model for Pricing Alcholic Bevs.
Working Paper, Helsinki School of Econmics.
Korhonen,Wallenius(1986)A Pareto Race. Working Paper,DIS 85/86-13,Arizona Univ.

241 KEYWORDS:
Multiple criteria.
Linear.
Interactive.
Visual.
Colour graphics.
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VDDA

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:

The system is almost self explanatory.

18] The tol is available as:
- stand alone software

191 The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC 256Kbytes, graphics card, colour graphics.
- operating systems:

DOS.
- languages:

BASIC.

20] The software is available in:
English.

211 The software is available as:
Source code.

221 Other information:
$500.00 for Universities.
$3000 for private ccmpanies.

241 KEYWRDS:
mltiple criteria.
Discrete.
Interactive.
Visual.
Colour graphics.
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Vale A alysis

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, wrking in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

171 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

Author available to provide support as called upon for a normal consultancy fee.

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC & compatibles, APPLE II series.
- languages:
BASIC.

201 The software is available in:
English.

21] The software is available as:
Source code.

22] Other information:
Single user $100.00, Multi-user & OEM to be negotiated.

241 KEYWC.DS:
Value Analysis.
Decision Suport.
Criteria Rating.
Candidate Evaluation.
Preference/indifference curves.
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"PS

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Through built-in program-generated evaluation analysis, also analysis of
individual inconsistencies and group conflicts.

131 The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Non-linear programming, judgement analysis, priority scaling.

The frame within which the tool operates is defined in tems of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Resource allocation and evaluation; project decision making and evaluation.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- scial decision making where there way be conflict between

stakeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Allows any user roles. Inter-relations are governed by combining ind. judgement
Maximum number of simultaneous users a 9

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the mthodology/

theory employed by the tool

Designed for camputer novice and expert users. Mainly used by line managers and
their financial advisers.

171 The folloing back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programms

A pamphlet, a training workshop, a user's club, hot-line support.

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

(available from Work Sciences)
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1] Title or Name of tool: ZAPROS

21 Manufacturer or name of Author: Prof. Oleg Larichev

31 Address: UNIISI
9 Pr 60 Let Octjabrya
Moscow 117312
USSR

5) The twl is available from:
Author.

6] The general application area of the tool is:
It uses decision maker's verbal preferences to fix his policy for assessment of
complex alternatives (eg. R&D proposals) before the alternatives are assessed.

71 The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- identifying subgoals
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between goals

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

9] The tool has the capability to carbine assesments of
different types, viz:
It cambines decision maker's preferences with evaluations of options on criteria

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion
- place options/alternatives into classes which are ordered

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Graphical representation of semiorders of options showing zones of possible
sensitivities to trade-offs between criteria.

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
The preference structure is developed interactively with the user. FHwever, once
developed, it remains fixed while evaluating options.

13) The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Semiorder and dominance relation (developed fran the ELE'ME theory).

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
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PEFCRL CONSLTN

231 The folloing reference publications are available:
- technical manual (available separately)
- user manual (available separately)

A number of publications are bundled with the tool.

241 KE.YWUPDS:
Expert system.
Knowledge base.
Personal consultant.
Inference machine.
Goal directed reasoning.
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15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Used by organisational planners, decision analyst/facilitation
Maximum number of simultaneous users - 10

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

Usel in context of a strategic planning session in MIS Planning & Decision Lab.
at University of Arizona, Dept. MIS.

18] The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC/compatible, Networked/PC NET.Current config.PC/AT,W/30eg hrd .disk server
- operating systems:

PC DOS.
- languages:

TURBO PASCAL.

201 The software is available in: English.

21] The software is available as part of organisational planning session,
moderated by University of Arizona.

221 Other information: System is still experimental.

24] KEYCS:
Electronic Brainstorming.
Stakeholder & Assumption Analysis.
Plaxplan.
Organisational Planning.
Information Systems Planning.
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PoCC PC

14) The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at l ne management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision maXing where there may be conflict between

staeeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maxcer
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

POLICY PC has been used in decision conferences as a group decision
support system.

Maximum number of simultaneous users - 8

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

Used in teaching: Psychology (theory of human judg., Management (principles of
executive decicion making, Medical (diagnostic skills).

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- user manual
- teaching material/programes
- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user
- User support is provided by telephone for a small user support fee.

18] The tool is available as:
- a programmed procedure with supporting software
- stand alone software

19] The software is compatible with:
- machines:

IBM PC/comatible.
- operating systeus.

MS DOS
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1] Title or Name of tool: PHM 's Decision Aid

2] Manufacturer or name of Author: Daniel Power

3] Address: 9002 Gettysberg Lane
College Park
MD 20740
USA

5J The tool is available from:
Author.

6] The ganeral application area of the tool is:
Personal and management multiattribute and qualitative decision problems.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes

- pro-con comparison, also possible for two best alternatives

81 The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristics of options or consequences

9] The tool has the capability to combine assessments of
different types, viz:
Using m.Ltiattribute utility analysis.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
cnanges in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
Changing wights - crude implementation.

12] The tool has limited capabilities for restructuring the problem
representation as it is developed in interaction with the user.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
MALfl and Ccmarison Theory.

14] The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved

151 The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker

The system can be used by small groups.
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11 Title or Naie of tool: PR W

2] Manufacturer: Euro-Decision Inc.
Author: Eric Jacquet-Lagreze

3] Address: BP 57
78530 Buc
France

5] The tool is available from: Author, manufacturer, national distributors.

61 The general application area of the tool is:
It assesses preferences of a decision maker using additive utility functions
which aggregates multiple criteria in a single criterion.
Application areas: marketing, management, international business, education.
Types of problem: semi-structured decision situations, eg. buying a car, a
PC, site selection, acquisition.
Types of users: consumers, corporate decision makers, students.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating options
- generating evaluative criteria or attributes
- identifying relations between options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying preferences and generating importance ratings of the criteria

relevant to the decision maker.

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:
- characteristice of options or consequences
- user preferences

9] The tool has the capability to carbine assessments of
differant types, viz:
Supporting multiattribute utility analysis, combining preferences on
attributes and importance weights.

10] The tool helps the user to:
- order options/alternatives on a preference criterion

11] The tool has the capability to investigate the effects of possible
changes in values represented within the problem structure, viz:
The user can change the set of selected attributes, a-priori preferred
alternatives, and the importance weights.

123 The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
As above, also, the user can change the mmber of linear pieces in the
graphical representation of the marginal utility curves.

13] The frame within which the tool operates is defined in term of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Multiattribute utility theory.
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24] KEYWORDS.
Decision Support System
Multicriteria Decision Making
Multiattribute Utility Theory
Additive utility Functions
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PRIMTIES

121 The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Through analysis of inconsistencies and group conflicts.

13] The fran within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Judgement analysis, choice theory, priority scaling, management by obj., MAUT.

The frane within which the tool operates is defined in terms of
a substantive methodology for a particular problem domain, ie:
Problem solving, objectives-setting, criteria analysis.

141 The tool is designed to support:
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
- organizational decision making for strategic/business planning
- social decision making where there is consensus on goal to be achieved
- social decision making where there may be conflict between

staKeholders/interested parties on the goal to be achieved

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- proposer
- subject matter expert
- decision analyst/consultant

Any user roles are allowed, inter-relation governed by catbination of judgements
maximum number of simultaneous users - 9

16] The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory employed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory empicyed by the tool

The system is designed for computer novices and expert users. It imposes
minimal structure on users. It is mainly used by line managers.

173 The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate
learning to use the tool:
- usar manual
- teaching material/programus

A pamphlet, training workshop, a user's club, hot-line support.
- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself
- consultancy from an experienced analyst/user

(available fram Work Sciences)
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1] Title or Naae of tool: P (Procedural Logic Analyzer)

2] Manufacturer or naae of Author: J. Vanthienen

3] Address: Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Dept. of Applied Econcmics
Dekenstraat 2
3000 Leuven
Belgium

4] Contact person:
Prof. Dr. M. Verhelst

5] The tool is available from:
Author

6] The general application area of the tool is:
Interactive structuring of decision problem or procedures through decision
tables, with emphasis on completeness, consistency and correctness.

7] The tool has the capability to help structure the decision problem by:
- generating options
- identifying relations between consequences
- identifying relations between events

- identifying and representing relations between conditions and consequences

8] The tool aids the user to evaluate or assess:

- completeness, consistency and correctness of decision representation

10] The tool helps the user to:
- choose a single best option/alternative
- choose a preferred set of options/alternatives

12] The tool has capabilities for restructuring the problem representation
as it is developed in interaction with the user, viz:
Automatic restructuring to a condition oriented representation.
Automatic reordering of conditions, program code generation.

13] The frare within which the tool operates is defined in terms of a
formal theory/system, ie:
Decision Table Theory.

14] The tool is designed to supports
- personal decision making
- organizational decision making at shop/office floor level
- organizational decision making at line management/supervisor level
- organizational decision making at departmental management level
- organizational decision making at general management level
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ZARO

15] The tool is designed to support the user in the role of:
- decision maker
- subject matter expert

161 The tool is suitable for direct use by:
- a user who is naive with respect to the methodology/theory _ pployed

by the tool, working along without assistance
- a naive user, working in conjunction with an experienced

analyst/consultant
- an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted with the methodology/

theory employed by the tool

The user should be a senior decision maker with full responsibility for
determining the preference structure that assessors should use.

17] The following back-up materials are generally available to facilitate

learning to use the tool:

- user modelling and didactic error collection within the tool itself

18] The tool is available as:
- stand alone software

19] The software is carpatible with:
- machines:

VAX/il: 256K.
- operating systems:

VMS.
- languages:

Fortran.

20] The software is available in: Russian

21] The software is available as:
Source code: as listings

22] Other information:
No instruction on method, software theoretically in public domain, but hard to
obtain from USSR.

23] The following reference publications are available:
- user manual (available separately)

Evaluation/validation studies are:
O.Larichev, A method for evaluating R&D proposals in large research

organizations. Working Paper WP-82-75. International Institute of Applied
Systems Analysis, 2361 Luxenberg, Austria.

241 KEYWORDS:
Preference structuring.
Semiorder techniques.
Policy development.
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Appendix B

Decision Support and-Decision Aiding Tools Questionnaire

1. Title or Name of tool:

2. Manufacturer or Author's name:

3. Address:

4. Contact person (if different from 2.):

5. The tool is available from:
(Please mari the appropriate box or boxes)

0 Author (direct)
manufacturer (direct)
National distributors (append addresses)
Local distributors
Other (please specify) ..................................

6. Please state the general application area ot the tool, or the types
of problems and users for which it is generally recommended:

7. Does the tool have the capability to help structure the decision
problem by:

-identifying subgoals? 0YES QNO
-generating options? YES NO
-generating evaluative criteria or attributes? YES NO
-generating and linking exogenous
events or conditions? QYES 0) NO
-identifying relations between goals? YES NO

between options? YES NO
between consequences? YES NO
between events? YES NO

If the program helps structure the problem in another way,
please describe this below:
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8. Does the tool aid the user to evaluate or assess

-characteristics of options or consequences? YES 0 NO
-probabilities of uncertain events? YES NO
-other quantities (please specify oelow): YES NO

9. Does the tool have the capability to combine assessments of
different types (e.g., rollback analysis in a decision tree
combining utilities and probabilities; multiattribute utility
analysis combining preferences on attributes and importance
weights)?

O YES (please specify below) 0 NO

10. Does the tool help the user to

-choose a single best option/alternative? 0 YES NO
-choose a preferred set of options/alternatives? YES 8 NO
-order options/alternatives on a
preference criterion? 0 Y E S  0 NO
-place options/alternatives into classes

which are ordered? QYES Q NO
which are nominal? 8YES 8 NO

11. Does the tool have the capability to investigate the effects of
possible changes in values represented within the problem structure
(e.g, sensitivity analysis on event probabilities or attribute
importance weights)?

O YES (please outline below) 0 NO

12. Does the tool have capabilities for restructuring the problem
representation as it is developed in interaction with the user?

0 0 No
(please state below how this is achieved)
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13. Is the frame within which the tool operates

-defined in terms of a formal theory/system
(e.g., Multiattribute utility theory, fuzzy Aist theory)?

O YES (state which below) C NO

-defined in terms of a substantive methodology for a particular
problem domain (e.g., resource allocation, strategic planning)?

o YES (indicate the domain below) 0 NO

14. Is the tool designed to support

-personal decision making? O YES O NO

-organizational decision making
at shop/office floor level? YES Q :00
at line management/supervisor level? YES NO
at departmental management level? YES NO
at general management level? YES NO
for strategic/business planning? YES NO

-social decision making
where there is consensus on the goal
to be achieved? 0 YES 0 No

where there may be conflict between
stakeholders/interested parties on
the goal to be achieved? O YES 0 NO

15. Is the tool designed to support the user in the role of

decision maker? OYES ONO
proposer? YES NO
subject matter expert? YES NO
decision analyst/consultant? YES N

If the tool is designed for simultaneous use by more than one
user, please give details below of the various users' roles, and
their interrelation:

(Maximum number of simultaneous users= I
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16. Is the tool suitable for direct use by

-a user who is naive with respect to the
methodology/theory employed by the tool, working
alone without assistance? 0 YES 0 No

-a naive user (as above), working in conjunction
with an experienced analyst/consultant? 0 YES 0 0

-an analyst/consultant who is well acquainted
with the methodology/theory employed by the tool?O YES O NO

Please write below any comments you may have on the suitability of
the tool for special classes of users:

17. What kind of back-up is generally available to facilitate learning

to use the tool?

-user manual 0YES 0 NO

-teaching material/programmes O YES 0 NO
(give details below)

-user modelling and didactic error correction
within the tool itself 0 YES 0 NO

-consultancy from an experienced analyst/user 0 YES 0 NO
(give details below)

18. Is the tool available as

-method specification
(not implemented as software)? YRS 0 no

-a programmed procedure with supporting software? 0 YES 0 NO

-stand alone software? O YES ONo
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19. Please indicate what the software is compatible with in terms of

-machines:
(for each type of machine, please give the minimum configuration
required to use the program in a practical application)

-operating systems:

-data base systems:

-languages (if relevant):

20. Please indicate if a version of the software is available for users
whose natural language is:

C English (OFrench 0 German C)Spanish ORussian

0 other (please specify):

21. The software is available ass

Source code 0 YES (tape/disk) QYES (listing) Q NO
Compiled code YES (tape/disk) YES (listing) NO
Modifiable code YES (tape/disk) YES (listing) NO

As part of consultancy only 0 YES 0 No
(please give details below)

22. Please outline below any conditions/restrictions on software
licences, necessary status of end user, restrictions on types of
application, and sample single/multiple user licence prices:
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23. Please indicate any reference publications which may be available:

-technical manual available separately YES NO
-user manual available saparately 8 YES 8 NO
-evaluation/validation studies
(please give source references below)

-Published case studies involving the application of the tool
(please give source references below)

24. Please give S keywords (or key phrases of not more than three words)
useful for indexing the tool in the catalogues

1:

2:
3:
4:
5:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOU HELP THROUGH COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

Please mail the questionnaire tot Please complete the label below,
which will be used to send you
your copy of the catalogue:

Patrick Humphreys NAME
Department of Social Psychology
London School of Economics ADDRESS
Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, U.K.
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Handling Decision Problems: A Structuring Language and Interactive Modules.

Final Report

PART II
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Decision Conferences:
Description, analysis and implications

for group decision support

Lawrence D Phillips

Decision Analysis Unit
London School of Economics and Political Science

Decision Analysis Unit Technical Report 89-2

The research reported in this document has been made possible by Contract
Number DAJA45-85-C-0037 from the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences through its European Science Coordination
Office in London, England. The opinions expressed are those of the authors
and do not necessarily represent those of the U.S. Army.
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SUMMARY

This report begins with a brief history of decision conferencing, tracing the
development in both the USA and the United Kingdom. It then considers
recent developments in group decision support systems, and contrasts the
computer-centred approach of the University of Arizona with the people-centred
approach of decision conferencing.

The report next brings together and summarises work derived from decision
conferences. Originally, it was intended to use decision conferences as a means
for discovering the 'natural language' used by people in attempting to resolve
real issues of concern facing their organisations. However, we soon learned that
no such language exists, and that a major benefit of the modelling in a decision
conference is that it proviJes both a language and a grammar that facilitate
exploration in depth of the issues.

Research then shifted to using the decision conferences as a unique and valuable
source of information about the nature and operation of facilitated groups.
Four studies were conducted over the three years of this project.

In the first study (Wooler, 1987), a data-base of 45 decision conferences was
constructed. A major finding was that managers revise their thinking about a
problem differently depending on their level in the organisation. Senior
managers are more likely to restructure their thinking about a problem than
middle managers who, having established a structure, stay within it while
exploring the issues. A second finding was the differential emphasis, depending
on the manager's level in the organisation, that the manager places on
information from outside the organisation as contrasted to internal information.

The second study (Ch.n, 1988) extended the data base to 47 decision
conferences, added several new measures, and revised some of the former ones.
An important finding was that top executives place more weight on 'soft' than
'hard' objectives, while the reverse is true lower in the organisation. These top
executives are more 'future oriented', are less concerned with (but do not ignore)
short-term financial goals, and are more likely to take account of risk than
managers at lower levels.

The third study (Chun, 1988) looked in more detail at just 12 decision
conferences. Two clear findings emerged: groups faced with little external
threat construct more options and consider more choice criteria than do groups
experiencing threat.

The last study (Oldfield and Wooler, 1988) explored the kinds of issues managers
bring to decision conferences, the ways they handle the issues, and the effect of
the decision conference on their resolutions. Again, stratum-specific differences
were found, with lower-level managers generating more issues with less structure
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than more senior managers. The decision conference proved to be successful in
aiding problem identification and formulation. Interestingly, strategic, tactical
and operational issues arose at all strata.

Collectively, these studies have led us to formulate nine working hypotheses that
concern the functioning of facilitated work groups:

1. There are strata-specific differences in the way managers handle decision
problems and resolve complex issues facing their organisations.

2. Senior executive restructure models of the issues more frequently than
lower-level managers, who are more likely to explore issues within the
structure they generated initially.

3. The relative importance of internal and external information depends on
stratum: more concern for external information at strata 4 and 6, more
concern for internal at stratum 5.

4. Larger groups conduct more sensitivity analyses than smaller groups.

5. Neither group size nor stratum has any influence on the complexity of the
model.

6. The relative weight on 'hard' and 'soft' objectives shifts from more weight
on hard objectives at lower strata to more weight on soft objectives at the
highest strata (levels 6 and 7).

7. High-threat groups generate fewer options and consider fewer criteria for
evaluating the options than do low-threat groups.

8. Stratum-specific differences in the importance of issues at the initial-
discussion and final-action-list stages of decision conferences occur.

9. Strategic and tactical issues occur at all levels of the organisation.

We have called these 'working' hypotheses because they were derived from a
limited data base dominated by one company in the computer industry. To
establish generalisability of the hypotheses it will be necessary to test them on
new data bases.
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INTRODUCTION,

In the late 1970s, Dr Cameron Peterson of Decisions and Designs, Inc.,
developed a way of using decision modelling to help a group of people explore
issues of concern to their organisation. Special computer programs were
designed so that on-the-spot models could be developed quickly from empty
shells, then revised and changed easily as the group altered its views of the issues.
A special room was constructed at DDI's McLean, Virginia offices, containing
various audio-visual aids, including two back-projection screens for displaying
computer output.

As the service evolved through trial-and-error, staff were trained to facilitate and
support it, and eventually decision conferencing emerged as an efficient and
useful way to help a group achieve a shared understanding of the issues
concerning their organisation, and to gain a commitment to action.

The Decision Analysis Unit introduced a low-tech European version of decision
conferencing in 1981. By 1984, International Computers Ltd., had become
convinced of the value to their management of decision conferencing, and a five-
year agreement was entered into with the London School of Economics to
develop the service, transfer the technology to ICL, and provide support. New
software was written in which menu items and icons are selected using a mouse,
and which provides easy-to-interpret graphical displays of output. A high-tech
room, the Pod, was installed at the LSE, providing a variet;, of computers and
audio-visual features in a secure, comfortable environment. The group process
approach of the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations was incorporated into
training programs for decision conference facilitators, and ICL established its
own Decision Conferencing Unit. At this writing, about 150 decision
conferences have been conducted by ICL and [SE staff.

Development of decision conferencing has continued in North America as well.
The service continues to be offered by Decisions and Designs and consultants in
the Washington, DC, area. Dr John Rohrbaugh at SUNY in Albany has
pioneered applications in the public sector. Several companies and universities
are developing a decision conferencing capability. Dr Peterson has founded his
own company, Decision Conferences, Inc., in Boulder, Colorado, whose only
business is decision conferences. A major customer has been Westinghouse;
Dr Peterson has conducted over 200 decision conferences for this company.
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GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Quite independently of the development of decision conferences, a related
movement concerned with facilitated work groups arose in the United States in
the mid 1980s: group decision support systems (GDSS). This approach looks to
computers for assistance in managing a meeting as contrasted to the modelling
role for computers in decision conferences. While the goals of a decision
conference are shared understanding and commitment to action, the goals of
these more computer-centred GDSSs are to make meetings more productive and
to improve communications. Nevertheless, there are several common features:
specially-built environments, concern for process, use of trained facilitators, etc.

Because the GDSS movement came to the attention of the principal
investigators of this project during the conduct of the project, it seemed
appropriate, even necessary, to devote some effort to understanding how
decision conferencing fits with the GDSS movement. The results of initial
investigations conducted in the last year of the project, are given in Phillips
(1988), which contrasts the two approaches as 'computer-centred' or 'people-
centred'. (The paper is enclosed as part of this final report.) The report also
describes decision conferencing and explains the theory of modelling on which
the approach relies. A case study illustrates the main features of decision
conferencing. (The reader who is unfamiliar with decision conferencing might
find it useful at this point to read the paper.)

The computer-centered approach is now represented at several universities and
companies in the USA, most notably at the University of Arizona which has two
facilities: an earlier one seating about a dozen people around a U-shaped table,
and a new room seating up to about four dozen people arranged in curved, raked
rows facing the front in a small auditorium.

Personal discussions with Doug Vogel, one of the key proponents of the
University of Arizona approach, and others, have led me to contrast the two
approaches in terms of twelve issues as shown in Table 1 below.

It is clear that there are substantial differences here and many can be attributed
to differences in assumptions about the nature of human work and in theories of
the individual, the group and the organisation. Unfortunately, publications
about these approaches reveal little about the theoretical differences. The
University of Arizona approach in particular appears to be an ad hoc collection
of tools assembled for their potential usefulness, and evaluated in a series of
experimental studies.
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TABLE 1: A comparison of two approaches to group decision support

ISSUE UNIVERSITY DECISION CONFERENCING

OF ARIZONA

1. Goal Automated support for Shared understanding and
collaborative work commitment to action

2. Means Computer.aided Management of group process
session management and requisite modelling of

issues

3. Environment Computer-centred People-centred

4. Room Computers, LAN, POD: various computers and
electronic white- audio-visual support
board, OHPs

5. Environment Fxed locations Transportable
flexibility (doesn't require Pod)

6. Role of Operational support; Modeling, some word
computers systems integration processing

7. Interaction Direct by participants Via analyst

with computers

8. Software Variety of tools Decision analytic shells,
providing electronic e.g., INDIA, DAVID,
paper and pencil ARBORIST, SUPERTREE,

HIVIEW, EQUITY

9. Role of Meeting coordinator, Manage process and
facilitator some group dynamics structure: 'hand back in

changed form

10. Participants Students to senior Middle management io
executives boards of directors

11. Group size 4-48 people 4-24 people
(in UK, 6-12)

12. Cost of large room: $2,000,000 Pod: $150,000
facility porta-Pod: <$10,000
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I am not at all clear whether the two approaches will one day converge, or
whether they will continue to develop and progress along separate tracks. Xerox
and IBM may well have an important role in deciding the outcome if they can
turn the GDSS movement to their commercial advantage; both are now
developing the concept. It is unlikely that the military will assume the role of
disinterested spectator, for both approaches to GDSS report substantial
improvements in group efficiency of over 50% (e.g., twice as much work done in
the same time; meeting times halved), and much anecdotal evidence is available
of improved outcomes from decisions by the group.

As these claims proliferate, the need for solid research becomes more evident.
What are the benefits of a GDSS? To what are the benefits attributable: the
environment, the session management, the modelling? How much of a novelty
effect is there? When should which approach be used? How can any GDSS be
institutionalised? How crucial is the role of facilitator? How can facilitators be
trained? What makes a good facilitator? and more.

With more and more organisations moving toward collaborative forms of
working, the facilitated workgroup will become an increasingly common feature
of organisational life. Better understanding of the various types of GDSS will
facilitate the evolution of more effective forms of collaborative work.
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DECISION CONFERENCE RESEARCH

When this project began, much effort was expended on an attempt to discover
the 'natural language' used by participants in a decision conference as they
struggled to explain and explore the issues of concern that were the subject of the
meeting. It was our view that the early problem finding stage of a decision
conference provided a unique opportunity to observe decision makers as they
wrestled with complex, messy issues. At this point in a decision conference, the
facilitator mainly listens; indeed, discussion is prompted by the facilitator asking
only 'what are the issues concerning you that you would like to deal with over
these two days?'

Analysis of notes taken by the facilitator and analyst of this early phase revealed
no common language, and eventually it was realised that no such language exists.
This may strike the reader as obvious, and it does to us ... in hindsight. But
before we began, we assumed that senior managers must have evolved some set
of common terms, phrases and expressions to enable them to deal with strategic
and tactical issues in a mutually-understood way, just as accountants, engineers,
computer programmers and others have developed specialised language, jargon,
to enable complex ideas and concepts to be communicated quickly and
efficiently with maximum understanding.

We soon found that there is no agreed, shared understanding of such terms as
mission, vision, strategy, tactic, scenario, parameter, objective, option, outcome,
consequence, criterion, and so forth. Yet, a clear understanding of these terms
is needed for managers to share their views of why the organisation exists, to
develop a common sense of purpose, to agree goals and the direction the
organisation must take to achieve those goals, to establish what must be done to
achieve the goals, and to agree how to do it. Too often, we found, managers
espoused general goals, then moved to consider specific actions without
considering intermediate objectives and strategies.

So we shifted the emphasis of our research to consider instead how participants
in decision conferences handle the issues they are dealing with. We started with
hypothesis derived from Jaques (1976) stratified systems theory: That the
handling of issues would be different depending on the level in the organisation
of the roles of the participants. A data base of 45 decision conferences was
created by coding information obtained from notes taken during each decision
conference, from the decision conference report written after the meeting, and
from interviews with the facilitator. Variables concerned process, not the
content or subject matter of the decision conference.

The first study (Wooler, 1987) confirmed the hypothesis. A key finding was that
senior executives twice as frequently restructure a model once they have seen the
initial results than do general managers. The latter confine revisions to
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changing evaluations of options on criteria or to changing weights on criteria,
i.e., they stay within the initially established structure more than senior
executives.

Wooler also found different themes emerging from discussions of the issues
depending on level. One puzzling finding contradicted the usual view of the
'information triangle' in an organisation: that external information is
increasingly required at higher levels, with more internal information at lower
levels. Instead, Wooler found stratum 4 and 6 managers sharing an emphasis on
external concerns, with stratum 5 managers more focussed on internal factors.
This finding has obvious and important implications for the design of
management information systems.

Other relationships that did not involve level of the participants' roles were
found. As might be expected from groups with more perspective, larger groups
created more complex models than smaller groups. Also, larger groups
conducted more sensitivity analyses.

The next study (Chun, 1988) expanded the data base to 47 decision conferences
and added some new variables. Several measures, particularly those related to
model complexity, were refined. Again, stratum-specific differences were found.
Perhaps the most significant finding, never before documented as far as we
know, is that there is a shift in the relative weighting between 'hard' and 'soft'
objectives as one moves to higher levels in the organisation. 'Hard' criteria
include profit, revenue growth, cost reduction; 'soft' criteria represent future
potential, risk, synergy, flexibility, innovativeness. Executives at stratum 6,
placed relative weight of about 60% on soft criteria, with the other 40% on hard
criteria (thus, they don't ignore hard criteria). For general managers, at
stratum 4, the percentages were roughly reversed. Similarly, the higher stratum
managers showed mor' concern for future potential than short-term financial
goals, whereas the co. trns of lower-stratum managers are reversed.

This finding gives rise to an interesting speculation. Perhaps senior executives
'steer' the organisation by focussing on soft objectives, while measuring the
success of their policies and strategies by hard objectives. Attention to soft
objectives in the long run creates hard results in the short run. If true, this
would cast some doubt on economic theories of the firm.

Chun's research resolved a curious finding in the earlier work. Wooler had
found an interaction effect on model complexity between stratum and the type of
model developed. The newer research, with its improved measures of
complexity, found no effect of stratum. Senior managers create models of equal
compiexity to middle managers. Nor was any effect of group size observed.
Large groups and small groups develop equally-complex models. So much for
the 'obvious' relationship between group size and complexity reported in the
earlier study!
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Chun confirmed that larger groups conduct more sensitivity analyses than small
groups, and that the higher stratum groups more frequently restructure the
models.

The next study by Chun (1988) examined a selection of decision conferences that
used the same model type but which differed in the degree of threat expressed by
the group in the discussion at the initial problem-formulation stage. High threat
groups indicated that they were in some difficulty, experiencing loss of profits,
declining market share, lack of competitiveness, etc. Low threat groups usually
talked about having more opportunities than they could realise with their limited
resources, were usually operating profitably and often growing.

Chun found that the degree of threat had a pronounced influence on the
complexity of the model developed: high threat groups developed fewer options
and considered fewer criteria in evaluating those options. A very clear message
emerged for decision conference facilitators: threat groups may well be in
convergent mode, and might be helped more by encouraging divergent thinking.

Finally, Oldfield and Wooler (1988) selected eight decision conferences to
represent strata 3,4 and 5, and examined the handling of common issues
(organisational, economic, product/development, marketing, image, risk) that
preliminary work had shown to be common to many decision conferences. The
relative importance of these issues was found to be stratum-specific. Stratum 5
managers raised more tactical marketing issues than lower stratum managers,
while stratum 3 managers mentioned more strategic organ;'ational issues than
higher-level managers. Image was of more concern to stratum 3 and 5 managers
than to stratum 4 managers.

The action list developed at the end of a decision conference also showed
differences associated with strata. Strategic organisational issues assume
increasing importance at higher levels. Tactical and strategic economic issues
are most pronounced at stratum 4, with strategic marketing issues most
pronounced at this stratum.

Perhaps the most important finding of this research is that strategic and tactical
issues emerge at all three levels in organisations. A more common view is that
strategy is the province of more senior levels, tactics of less senior roles. This
view is contradicted by the findings of this study.
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CONCLUSIONS

It is important to recognise that the findings from these four studies were based
on a limited data base of 47 decision conferences, and that the majority of these
were from an electronics company and a food company. Other companies
represented cover financial, manufacturing and consultancy organisations. They
do not represent a random sampling of organisations, so it is possible that some
of the findings may be specific to this data base.

To test the generalisability of the findings it will be necessary to establish new
data bases. Three sources exist: one is a substantial collection of records held
by Dr Cameron Peterson, but representing mainly decision conferences in one
USA manufacturing company; another is the decision conferences conducted for
various agencies in the state government of New York by Dr John Rohrbaugh
and his associates at SUNY; a third is the growing data base in the UK.

To facilitate exploration of these new data bases, and to summarise the work in
this section of the final report, the following working hypotheses have been
established.

1. There are strata-specific differences in the way managers handle decision
problems and resolve complex issues facing their organisations.

2. Senior executive restructure models of the issues more frequently than
lower-level managers, who are more likely to explore issues within the
structure they generated initially.

3. The relative importance of internal and external information depends on
stratum: more concern for external information at strata 4 and 6, more
concern for internal at stratum 5.

4. Larger groups conduct more sensitivity analyses than smaller groups.

5. Neither group size nor stratum has any influence on the complexity of the
model.

6. The relative weight on 'hard' and 'soft' objectives shifts from more weight
on hard objectives at lower strata to more weight on soft objectives at the
highest strata (levels 6 and 7).

7. High-threat groups generate fewer options and consider fewer criteria for
evaluating the options than do low-threat groups.

8. Stratum-specific differences in the importance of issues at the initial-
discussion and final-action-list stages of decision conferences occur.

9. Strategic and tactical issues occur at all levels of the organisatiolr
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Once the generalisability of these hypotheses is established, their implications
and practical consequences can be developed. At this stage, a few tentative
observations can be offered.

First, if managers handle complex issues differently depending on the level of
their role, then problem-solving procedures need to be developed that take
account of these differences. For example, less senior managers might be
encouraged to question their initial assumptions, to reconsider their perspectives
on the issues, and to restructure their thinking in qualitatively different ways.

The development of management information systems, executive information
systems and decision support systems need to accommodate the differing
emphasis on internal and external information required at different strata in the
organisation. It should not be assumed that external information becomes more
important as one goes up the executive hierarchy.

If top executives really do place more weight on 'soft' than 'hard' objectives than
lower-level managers, then economic theories of the firm need to be
reconsidered. It would appear that senior executives 'drive' the firm by creating
an organisational climate, and developing strategies and policies that are
focussed on soft objectives. Hard objectives may be the way these senior
objectives 'keep the score'; they measure the consequences of being driven by
soft objectives.

The facilitation of decision conferences would be affected if the finding is correct
that high-threat groups create models of less complexity than low-threat groups.
Groups under threat might be encouraged to explore issues in breadth. Here, a
finding from the research reported in Part III of this final report is relevant.
There it is shown that exploration in breadth is encouraged if participants are
asked to explore scenarios. This can be done in decision conferences by using a
variety of techniques (e.g., 'backward thinking') to encourage participants to
think of alternative futures. With these in mind, rather than a single 'best guess'
about the future, participants are more likely to generate a larger number of
options.

Finally, the observation that strategic and tactical issues arise at all levels in the
organisation confirms the view held by many planners that every unit,
department, grouping, etc., in an organisation needs to develop its own mission
consistent with, but more relevant than, the mission at the next higher level;
must make objectives explicit; then needs to consider strategy as well as tactics.
Organisational disfunction can arise from the failure to answer any of these
questions:
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MISSION 'Why are we here?'
OBJECTIVES 'What are our goals?'
STRATEGY 'What must be done to achieve the goals?'
TACTICS 'How should we do it?'

Too frequently in decision conferences, we see participants arguing about tactics
when the real problem is lack of agreement at one of the higher levels.

In summary, this research began with a fruitless search for a common language
that would enable people at managerial and executive levels to handle complex
and messy issues of concern to their organisations. The research has generated
nine working hypotheses that now should be tested in new settings, and the work
has suggested the beginning of a language that could help to clarify the way in
which people in organisations can turn purpose into action.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years the management style of managers has changed in many
organizations. Knowing that they were accountable for their own work and that
of their subordinates, managers delegated tasks to ensure that things were done
properly. By treating employees fairly, rewarding them well and providing good
working conditions, managers felt that work would be accomplished efficiently
and expeditiously. But in recent years this style has become less effective as
employees demand work that gives a greater sense of responsibility and
accomplishment.

Recognizing that responsibility can be delegated, whereas accountability
cannot, the newer style manager delegates responsibilities, telling subordinates
what must be done but not how to do it. Instead of apportioning tasks to
subordinates, this new manager assigns responsibilities, then reviews performance
periodically, rather than continually, against these defined responsibilities.

Older-style managers issue directives from the top and communication is
mostly one way downward. Newer-style managers use their authority to respond
quickly when urgent decisions are required, but they also engage in dialogues
with their subordinates who they treat more like colleagues. In short, an older
centralized style is giving way to a decentralized, collegial form of working.
Under this new approach employees feel a sense of responsibility that creates
commitment to their work, and they are better able to respond quickly and
effectively to changes in the business environment. The sense of ownership
becomes a powerful motivator.

However, with decentralization comes a new set of problems. The sense of
ownership becomes so strong that fiefdoms are built which inhibit lateral
communication and prevent true team functioning. Although each manager may
optimize the use of his or her resources, the boss can see that this use is not
collectively optimal. The temptation, then, is to impose a greater degree of
central control. The conflict is between efficient use of limited resources, which
is easier with centralization, and real ownership of the work, which is best
achieved through decentralization.
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If the ownership advantages of decentralization are to be maintained, then
something must be done to ensure that Limited resources are used as effectively
as possible. This requirement establishes the need for better communication and
a sense of common purpose among the management tean. The question is, how
can these be accomplished?

2. GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

One approach is through the use of a group decision support system. This might
be defined as the application of information technology to support the work of
groups. Although that definition is uncontroversial, disagreement arises in the
notion of work and in how that work is best supported.

2.1 The nature of work
Elliott Jaques [12] has defined human work as 'the exercise of discretion within
prescribed limits'. The first part of the definition relates to the psychological
component of work, 'the exercise of discretion', while the second part points to
the organizational context which imposes limits on the scope of that discretion.
The limits open out as one progresses up the organizational hierarchy, but at all
levels discretion is exercised in deciding an appropriate balance between the pace
and quality of work.

Decision theory [14], [17], tells us what is meant by 'the exercise of
1iscretion'. If decisions are to be coherent, i.e. internaUy consistent, then it is
necessary to take account of two features that characterize all choice situations:
uncertainty and preference.

When facing a complex, ill-structured problem, we might be uncertain about
many things: what is the problem, how should we proceed to solve it, what
options should be considered, how likely are relevant future events and possible
consequences? Data might help to answer these questions, and that is why
information technology in the form of management information systems (MIS)
and intelligent knowledge-based systems (IKBS) are built into some decision
support systems.

Uncertainty is only half the equation. We must also consider our preferences:
subjective values associated with consequences, time and risk preferences, and
trade-offs between objectives. In the quest for an objective basis for decisions,
many organizations attempt to objectify these factors, often by referring to
some external standard, without realizing that choosing a standard is itself a
judgement. However, valuing a £5m loss as more painful than a £5m profit is
pleasurable, or deciding to use a 12% discount rate in a discounted cash flow
calculation, or choosing a project that is sure to yield £Lm over a project that
has a 50-50 chance of £2m or nothing, or deciding to sacrifice short-term profit
in order to establish market share, is a matter of preference and judgement. Even
here, computers can help; such use constitutes preference technology [171.

In summary, 'exercising discretion' means that a person is considering
uncertainty, forming preferences, making judgements and taking decisions. With
this understanding of the nature of human work, I would like to offer an
expanded definition of GDSS:
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210 PEOPLE-CENTRED GROUP DECISION SUPPORT ICh. 12

The use of information technology to help groups of people consider
uncertainty, form preferences, make judgements and take decisions within
prescribed limits.

2.2 Two approaches to GDSSs
Some designers of GDSSs assume that information and the exchange of infor-
mation is the main work of a group. DeSanctis and Dickson [3) argue that 'the
most fundamental activity of group decision making is interpersonal communi-
cation, and the primary purpose of a GDSS is to improve group communication
activities'.

This view of a GDSS is evident in the workbench environment of GDSS
rooms at Xerox [231 and the University of Arizona [1]. Participants sit around
a U-shaped table at positions equipped with networked microcomputers that are
recessed into the table. At the front of the room a large projection screen
displays the output of any one computer or of aggregated information. Sub-
groups or individuals can move to small syndicate rooms, each equipped with
microcomputers that are networked to the ones at the table, and a variety of
software is available to help participants in their collective work.

This computer-based type of room is very different from the group-centred
approach of those who believe that the exercise of discretion constitutes the
work of groups. An example is the Pod shown in Fig. 1. Group members sit
around a circular table in an octagonal room whose walls provide conventional
and self-copying whiteboards, and two screens for displaying 35mm slides, over-
head transparencies, drawings and printed material, video-tapes and the output
from computers. Save for a single infra-red hand-controller, which enables the
user to turn the displays on and off and to control the level of room and board
lighting, no computers or other information technology devices are evident. The
room is inviting even to individuals who are computer illiterate or who shun
technology. The environment is conducive to problem solving, and makes it easy
for the leader or facilitator to use technology, including computers, when
appropriate.

1.. ~

Fig. 1 - The LSE Pod.
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In summary, two styles of group decision support system are emerging. One
provides a workl:-nch environment and is computer-based, with the intention of
facilitating group conmmunication. The other provides a problem-solving environ.
ment that is group-centred and is primarily intended to help managers consider
uncertainty, form preferences, make judgements and take decisions.

2.3 GDSS and decision analysis
While decision theory contributes to the definition I have offered of GDSS, it is
decision analysis, the applied technology that was developed from decision
theory [101, [13], [20], that has important roles to play in modelling issues
that concern a group of people who are making use of a GDSS.

First, decision analysis provides a language that participants can share.
Research at the Decision Analysis Unit [25] has shown that senior executives
lack a common language for discussing strategic issues. Even within the same
company, there is usually no shared understanding of terms like mission, vision,
goal, objective, strategy, option, scenario and risk. Decision theory provides a
language that makes it possible to fix the meaning of these terms in a way that
contributes to communication and the subsequent development of a model.

Second, decision analysis provides a grammar for manipulating meaning in
ways that are not easy with words alone. For example, it would not be an
exaggeration to say that all problems, in both public and private sectors, involve
multiple objectives. Finding solutions requires that irade-offs between objectives
be considered. That is difficult to do with words, but is easily accomplished
within the context of a multiattribute value model. Lacking such a model,
members of a group often find it difficult to establish prionties, for that usually
requires a comparison of apples with oranges, a major stumbling block for most
groups. One of the most important contributions decision analysis can make is
to help with this task.

Third, decision analysis provides structure to thinking. The form of the model
developed to tackle the issues at hand shows how the issues interrelate. The
model is the expression of the language, and it shows how the grammar should
be used. The model form most often associated with decision analysis is a
decision tree: it provides a way of representing choice situations in which there
are a few options, uncertainty about the future, and where possible
consequences differ in several ways, i.e. they are multiattributed. However,
many managers find the decision tree representation too passive; it does not do
justice to their ability to deal effectively with unexpected events as they arise.
More frequently used are two model forms that seem to accommodate most of
the concerns expressed by senior managers: evaluation and resource allocation.

Evaluation problems are characterized by a few options (strategies, projects,
choices, systems, etc.) and many objectives or attributes. The goal is to find an
overall ordering of the options, and this is achieved by scaling the options on the
individual attributes, assigning relative weighiv .o the attributes and then taking
a weighted average of the individual scales. Multiattribute value modelling [28,
ch. 8] is the approach favoured by decision analysts. (For cogent criticisms of
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alternative approaches - analytical hierarchy process, fuzzy set theory and cost-
effectiveness analysis - see [7, ch. 101 .)

Resource allocation problems present a large number of options (possible
ways of dividing the pie) and only a few objectives. The goal is to find the best
way of allocating a fixed resource (usually people, material or money). This is
done by creating, for each budget category, a small multiattribute model in
which options at different resource levels are evaluated against the objectives,
then assessing weights across the categories and objectives, and combining all
models into one efficient curve that shows the overall best allocation for any
given level of resource.

Resource allocation models play a crucial role in resolving the conflict
mentioned earlier between centralization to achieve efficient use of resources
and decentralization to create ownership of the work. Known in decision theory
as the commons dilemma, the problem can be solved through group
participation in resource allocation modelling. This requires managers to discuss
and agree trade-offs in light of identified strengths and weaknesses, opportunities
and threats, in the areas over which they have responsibility. As a result, some
managers may lose resource, but the resulting loss of benefits should be more
than made up by gains in those areas of higher opportunity to which the freed
resource is allocated.

Much of a senior manager's work is concerned with evaluating options and
allocating resources in light of conflicting objectives and uncertainty about the
future (which can be accommodated in a multiattribute value model as a risk
attribute or by incorporating alternative scenarios). Later in this paper, a case
study that used these two approaches wil be presented. For other kinds of
issues and problems, decision analysis provides alternative model forms.

For example, Barclay and Peterson [2] show how decision analysis can be
used as an effective tool in bargaining and negotiation. Event trees, fault trees
and influence diagrams [I I] are good ways of modelling uncertainty about a
target event by 'extending the conversation' to include related events, with
assessed conditional probabilities representing the degrees of belief associated
with the events. Bayesian models capture the influence of data on uncertainty,
while hierarchical Bayesian models [22] have the added advantage of dealing
both with the inferential uncertainty inherent in data, and the errors of measure-
ment or unreliability of the data. Finally, in credence decomposition models [5)
a target variable is expresed as a function of other variables, whose probability
distributions are individually assessed and then combined using the functional
relationship to determine the probability distribution for the target variable.

These various model forms are sufficiently rich to cover a wide variety of
issues faced by organizations and individuals. Other approaches, for example,
social judgement theory [8) or systems dynamics modelling [21] have also been
used successfully in GDSSs [19).

Finally, it should be noted that knowledge of how people actually make
choices as individuals [24] can contribute to the design of effective GDSSs.
Most people have developed a rich collection of rules of thumb for dealing with
complex, messy situations characterized by uncertainty and conflicting
objectives. Psychologists haye studied these rules of thumb, or heuristics, and
discovered several commonly used ones that may often be helpful, but can also
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lead to poor decisions. GDSSs should be designed to minimize the tendency to
use heuristics in unhelpful ways.

2.4 GDSS and group processes
A good GDSS must provide a balance between content, process and structure.
Eden and Ackermann [6] postulate a multiplier effect between content and
process: in an effective system, as content develops, it should alter the process
by which the group works, but process also effects content. Both have to be
managed effectively, and to do this requires knowledge of group processes.

It is helpful to know how the inevitable anxieties that arise when individuals
work in groups can affect the group, how groups impose roles on individuals
who may then find themselves acting on behalf of the group, how different
assumptions may operate covertly to influence the group's behaviour, how
deflections from the task at hand can be managed with effective facilitation.
Research on group processes has identified conditions and situations that
increase the ability of groups to solve problems effectively [4], [9], [15-16],
and it is knowledge of small group functioning that is used by a facilitator to
help a group achieve its goals. This research should also be of use to designers of
GDSSs.

2.5 Conclusion
GDSSs that are designed to help groups of people to consider uncertainty, form
preferences, make judgements and take decisions require inputs from three
disciplines: information technology, decision theory and group processes. In
addition, knowledge of how people actually make decisions, unaided, will focus
design efforts on those aspects of GDSS that can improve decision making.
Concentrating only on the technology, computers, software and networks, will
not realize the full potential of GDSS.

3. DECISION CONFERENCING

One approach to GDSS (there are others: [6], 11 8]), invented in the late 1970s
by Cameron Peterson at Decisions and Designs Inc., is decision conferencing,
which in its current state draws on experience and research from information
technology, decision analysis, group processes and behavioural studies of actual
decision making. Decision conferencing is an intensive two-day session attended
by a group of people who are concerned about some complex, messy issues
facing their organization. The group is aided by at least two people from outside
the organization, a facilitator and a decision analyst, who are experienced in
working with groups. The facilitator helps the participants to structure their
discussion, think creatively and imaginatively about the problem, identify the
issues, model the problem and interpret the results. The analyst helps the
facilitator and attends to the computer modelling.

The purposes of a decision conference are to generate a shared understanding
of the issues and a commitment to action. This is achieved by creating a
computer-based model which incorporates the differing perspectives of the
participants in the group, then examining the implications of the model,
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changing it and trying out different assumptions. As actions are shown to be
insensitive to differences of opinion, as new, more robust options are developed,
and as higher-level perspectives emerge, participants develop a common under.
standing that facilitates agreement about what to do next.

Although every decision conference is different, most are characterized by
several stages that can be distinguished. Before the conference begins, the
facilitator meets with the client to establish the nature of the problem and
whether a decision conference is appropriate. If so, objectives are set, key
players are identified, preparation required of participants is determined, and
the main points of a calling note are agreed.

At the start of the conference, after an initial introduction by the facilitator,
the group is asked to discuss the issues and concerns that are to be the subject
of the conference. An attempt is made to formulate the nature of the issues:
does the group wish to reconsider strategy, or is a fundamental change of
direction required? Perhaps budget items or projects need to be prioritized.
Evaluating alternative plans, ventures, systems, bids of projects may be required,
especially if objectives conflict. During this phase the facilitator has to decide
whether exploration in depth or breadth will best help the work of the group.

Once the nature of the problem has been formulated, the facilitator chooses a
generic structural form for representing the issues, and the group begins to
provide the content that is used in constructing the model. This is usually a
simple, though not simplistic, representation of the group's thinking about the
issues. The model is drawn by the facilitator on the whiteboards in the room,
and at the same time the analyst inputs the model to the computer. Both data
and subjective judgements are added to the model, and the computer output is
projected onto a screen so all participants can see the results.

These initial results are rarely accepted by the group. Modifications are
suggested by participants, and different judgements are tested. Many sensitivity
analyses are carried out; gradually, intuitions change and sharpen as the model
goes through successive stages. Eventually this process of change stabilizes, the
model has served its purpose, and the group turns to summarizing the key issues
and conclusions. An action plan is created so that when participants return to
work the next day, they can begin to implement the solution.

3.1 A case study
It is difficult to convey the experience of participating in a decision conference,
but some feeling for it can be communicated in a case study. The managing
director of an operating company, which manufactures and sells a leading
women's shampoo. has been told by the head office that advertising expendi.
ture on the product in his country is much larger than in any other company
where the shampoo is sold. The MD believes that special circumstances in his
country justify the large expenditure, which is mostly for television advertising,
but he does not have time to try reducing the advertising in a part of the country
to see what affect it would have on sales. He decides to call a decision
conference attended by his marketing manager, distribution manager,
production manager, several supporting staff, and representatives from their two
advertising agencies.
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During the opening discussion that established the issues, the facilitator
asked the group what they would do with the extra resource if they did reduce
television advertising. This proved to be a key question, for the group had been
locked into thinking only about the size of the advertising expenditure, and were
intending to use the decision conference as a vehicle for rationaUzing the current
expenditure. The question stimulated a discussion of alternative strategies.
Eventually, these six options were agreed as possibilities:

- Status quo: Continue to spend the current amount on advertising.
- + Consumers: Increase the number of consumers by changing the product

to a famrdly shampoo so that men and children will be encouraged to use it.
- + Promotion: Increase promotion of the shampoo with wide distribution of

free samples.
- + Products: Develop new hair products to complement the shampoo.
- High quality: Develop a special high quality, prestigous product.
- Distribution; Improve the current distribution network for the existing

shampoo.

Discussion of the pros and cons of these options was used by the facilitator
to construct the value tree shown in Fig. 2. The bottom-level attributes capture
the main differences among the options, while the higher-level nodes express the
main objectives of the company: to grow profitabily while maintairng a
position of* leadership in the shampoo market. In addition, the group was con-
cerned to retain as much flexibility as possible so they could respond to
incursions by the competition, and because one ingredient of the current
shampoo was imported, they wished to minimize the effects of exchange rate
fluctuations.

STRATEGIES

BENEFITS

COSTS GRON NXT LEADERSHIP PROFITBLTY FLEYIBLTY

PROM SIZE ATTAIN SHORT TERM COMPETITIN

ADUERT DISTRIBUTH SHARE MAINTAIN LONG TERM ECH RATE

Fig. 2 - Value-tree for the shampoo problem.
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Once the value-tree was agreed, participants turned next to scoring the
options on each attribute. Preference scales were used, with 100 at the top
representing the most preferred option, and 0 at the bottom indicating the least
preferred one. For example, improving distribution was judged by the group to
be best for short-term profitability because the investment would be paid back
quickest, wldle adding more products was judged least preferable because they
would take a long time to become established (see Fig. 3).

SHORT TERM Igo-- )

1) STAT QUO 69
2) 4 CKSMRS 98 69
3) * PROMTN 80
4) + PRTCTS 0 46
5) HI QUAL 39
6) DISTRBTN 19 29

rig. 3 - A preference scale for short-term profit.

All other options were scaled between these end points such that the
differences in the numbers reflected the importance of the differences in short-
term profit expected from the options. For example, the status quo was scaled
at 60 because the 60-point difference from option 4, more products, was judged
to be one-and-one-half times as important as the 40-point difference from option
6, increase distribution. Similarly, the importance of the difference in short-term
profit between options I and 5 and between options 5 and 4 was ju4ged to be
the same. Various differences were compared to serve as consistency checks,
and to ensure an equal-interval scale. Revisions were frequently made by the
group to yield scales that reasonably accurately represented the group's views.
When agreement could not be reached on a particular score, it was marked with
a red asterisk and later changed in the sensitivity analysis phase.

After the options were scaled on all the attributes, assessments were made of
the relative importance of the attributes. These weights represent the importance
of the differences between the top and bottom of the scales. For example, Fig. 4
shows that the difference in short-term profitability between Improving
distribution and more products is 80% as important as the difference in long.
term profitability between improving distribution and high quality product. It is
the ratio of the weights that is interpretable, not their absolute values. Another
way to think of the weights is that they express the trade-offs between the
scales: moving from 0 to 100 on the short-term scale is equivalent to moving
from 0 to 80 on the long-term scale. This fact is used in helping a group to assess
the weights; a simple paired-comparison technique makes the assessment under-
standable, if not easy.
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PROFI TBLTV
STAT QUO 4 PROMTN HI QUAL

BRANCH HT I CNSMRS # PRDCTS DISTRETH CUNWT
1) SHORT TERM *( 80) 69 99 89 9 39 199 6.25Z.
2) LONG TERM '(199) 69 69 66 60 0 160 ?.81/,

TOTAL 69 73 68 33 13 199 14.96.

['ig. 4 - Scores and weights for the two profitability attributes.

Next, the weights are normalized by dividing each by their sum to give two
numbers that add to 1.0, and a weighted average of the scales is computed. This
is shown in Fig. 4 as the 'total' row. (The last column, 'cumwt', is the product
of the normalized weights at each branch from the top of the tree down to the
branch shown.) This weighted averaging process is repeated at each node in the
tree. Thus, the weighted average of all eight benefit attributes provides a single
benefit scale, and similarly-a -single cost scale is computed as the weighted
average of the three cost scales.

Each option, then, is characterized by a pair of numbers, a weighted-average
cost and a weighted-average benefit. Rather than assigning weights to these
objectives to give a single scale, it is instructive to look at all options in a benefit
versus cost space (Fig. 5).

82-

i .. .......... .._ .. ..'
.. ; :.//:: ::.i..;:.:::i;? (?! .).-....  .-. ) STAT QUO

8 ).... ... . CNSMRSE : :.:::: .:: .: . : ..:.:; ..:.( ) ( _)4 RO T

(4/-) , PRDCTS

41. DISTRBTN

S
27

03 20 39 59 78 98
COSTS

Fig. 5 - Benefits v. costs for the shampoo options.

Options 4 and 5 are clearly less good than the others; 5 is low in benefits and
4 is costly (since preference scales are shown, a high number on the cost scale
means less costly). Fig. 5 also shows that more distribution is both cheaper and
more beneficial than the status quo, so should be preferred. Options 2 and 3 are
both less costly than the status quo, but also slightly less beneficial. Options 2
and 6 are on the outside boundary, indicating that only they would ever be
chosen by the model, depending on the trade-offs between costs and benefits.

Several changes were then made to the model by the group. For example,
debate about the appropriate weight on costs led to the sensitivity analysis
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shown in Fig. 6. The Iotal weight on costs is varied over its full range from 0 to
1O0, and the score of each option at the given weight is calculated and displayed
by the computer. At the current weight of 50% on costs (and, so 50% on
benefits), option 2 is most preferred, overall, but if the weight on costs falls
below 30%, then option 6 is preferred. Several participants felt that costs were
relatively unimportant and that option 6 was very attractive. However, other
changes to the model suggested that options 1, 3 and 6 were all tenable.

108)

I .,. . .. . .

I I --- "_- ---- __""___

T

G 49 0 "":

9,
e 29 49 .69 89 189

total weigght or COSTS

rig. 6 - Sensitivity analysis on costs.

After considerable exploration of the model, the group shifted their view of
the problem. They began to recognize that the distribution of available resource
between advertising, promotion and distribution was the real problem. The
modelling had transformed their thinking shifting them from defending the
advertising expenditure, to thinking about resource allocation among their key
activities.

The next morning was devoted to developing a new model that expressed the
resource allocation issue. The distribution, promotion and advertising managers
were each asked to explain their current strategies and to consider alternative
strategies that would require significantly more, or less, resource. These
strategies are shown in Fig. 7. The current distribution strategy was to distribute
the product to 60% of the country, but with more resource it would be done
quicker and better. With even more resource, the distribution manager would
urge nationwide distribution. On the other hand, if he suffered a cut in the
current level of resource, he would simply distribute to fewer areas. The
promotion manager considered three strategies, the advertising manager, five.
Altogether 4 X 3 X 5 = 60 combinations of strategies are possible (though some
combinations don't make sense!).

Next, the total cost of each strategy was determined. For the status quo, data
were available, but for other strategies judgements about costs were discussed
and agreed by the group. The group then evaluated the strategies using
preference scales on the three key objectives, growth, leadership and profit (see
Fig. 8).
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ING IQ ZO. 1 jwreuie rld

Fig. 7 - Strategies for the resource alilocaion model.

VARIABLE I: DISTRIBUTN
BENEFIT

COST 6ROU LEAD PRFT
I Fewer areas ?.S 9 0 70
Z SO: 602 §.S 6o 70 B0
3 SO.quicker & better 11.5 90 90 100
4 Nationwide 13. 10 100 0

UITHIN CRITERION UTS 100 1" I0
ACROSS CRITERIA UTS 10" 100 tO 10

VARIABLE 2: PROMO7ION
BENEFIT

COST GROU LEAD PRFT
I None .0 0 0 0
2 SO: armple.price off 1.S 30 70 40
3 Heavy samplirng 3.0 too IM 100

UITHIN CRITERION UTS 30 10 20
ACROSS CRITERIA UTS M0 100 10 14

VARIABLE 3: ADVERTISNG
BENEFIT -

COST GROW LEAD PRFT
I Cut back area 9 freq 7.Z5 0 0 so
2 Cut back freq only 8.50 Se 65 70
3 SO: 80% area 11.10 75 e80 1O
4 Increase freQuency IZ.So as 90 60
S 4 nationude 16.00 lee 1 0

WITHIN CRITERION UTS In 75 InO
ACROSS CRITERIA UTS 100 100 1O I0

Fil. 8 - The complete iesource allocation model.

Two sets of weights were assessed: one, the 'within criterion weights'
expresses the trade-offs between the three areas, the other, the 'between criteria
weights', the trade-offs among the three criteria. For example, the weights in
Fig. 8 directly beneath each of the growth scales, 100-30-100, show that the
differences between the top and bottom of the growth scales in distribution and
advertising are equally important, while moving from 0 to 100 on the growth
scale in promotion is 30% as important. The across criterion weights of
100-10-10 show that the importance of the differences in the strategies is
greatest for growth (because the market is still growing), that leadership (which
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is already established for this product) and profit (currently high) are 10% as
important.

The computer takes a doubly weighted average of the three benefit scales in
each area with the result that each strategy is characterized by two numbers, a
cost and a single benefit. Thus, the total cost and total benefit of all 60
combinations (here called packages) can be calculated. The computer displays
the curve of the most beneficial option for each level of total cost (Fig. 9); all
others lie somewhere in the shaded area.

PROPOSED PACXACE
VARIABLE COST IPTS BEN LEVEL

1 DISTRIBUIN 9.5 432 285 SQ: 68Z (2 OF 4)
2 PROMOTION 1.5 138 44 $Q:sample,price off (2 OF 3)
3 ADUERIISNG 11.1 430 361 SQ: 897 area (3 OF 5)

22.1 699

18@T

F I

1moI

15 18 22 COT25 29 32

LEVEL
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5

I DISTRIBUTH ? CB iI
2 PROMOTION CB P J
3 ADVERTISNC C P3 IL .

Fig. 9 -Evaluation of the status quo, a better (B) package and a cheaper (C) one.

One particular package, the status quo in each area, is shown: it is point P
(proposed). Also shown is a better point, B, and a cheaper point, C. Tlhese three
points show that the current strategy can be improved. The changes are shown
in the table below the curve: distribute more quickly and better (level 3), drop
promotions (level 1) and keep the current level of spending on advertising (level
3). In other words, advertising isn't the problem; It is the allocation of current
resource between distribution and promotion that can be improved.
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The group agreed that the current promotion campaign was feeble; it should
be dropped or done properly. They then asked to see a new proposed package:
level 3 in distribution and promotion, but cut back in advertising to satisfy head
office. This is shown as point P in Fig. 10. Note that it costs a little more than
the current plan, 23.0 instead of 22.1, but it is almost on the curve. Even there,
a trade-off between advertising and promotion is identified by the model, but
the group decided that this new package was very attractive, partly for reasons
not included in the model.

PROPOSED PAC]AGE
VARIABLE COST HTS BEN LEVEL

1 DISTRIBUTH 11.5 432 428 SQquickex & Letter (3 OF 4)
2 PROMOTION 3.0 138 138 Heav sampling (3 OF 3)
3 ADUERTISNG 8.5 438 238 Cut ]ack Ireq onl9 (2 OF 5)

23.9 895

199T

B

. . . .. . . .. .. .. .

15 18 22 25 29 32
COST

LEVEL

VARI ABLE 1 2 3 4 5
I DISIRIBUTN CPBU

2 PROMOTIOH CB P.

3 ADUERTISNG P CB I
Fig. 10 - Evaluation of a proposed package.

Three actions were agreed by the group:

- the two advertising agencies were told to cut their budgets by 10% and were
asked to put forward proposals to accomplish the reduction,

- the promotion manager's budget was doubled and he was asked to submit a
new promotion campaign within two weeks, and

- the distribution manager was asked to put forward a new plan for quicker
and better distribution.
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Within the month all strategies had been implemented.
Thus, starting with one problem that had been imposed externally, the group

ended by considering a different set of issues which were more fundamental. It
was the group, not the computer or the model, that recognized the real issues,
but the GDSS was instrumental in helping the group to that recognition. Note,
however, that here the GDSS is taken as the entire system composing
participants, facilitator and analyst, computer, software and other equipment.
The GDSS isn't just the IT, it is the whole socio-technical system.

The case also demonstrates an error in decision making that is so universal it
deserves a name. It might be called the single-option fallacy: attempting to
analyse a single option. Most people do this by weighing up pros and cons; if
the pros outweigh tile cons, you go ahead, If the other way around, you don't.
The fallacy is in failing to do the same thing for the alternative. Suppose, for
example, that the cons outweigh the pros for an option you are considering. You
then reject the option. But perhaps the cons outweigh the pros even more for
the alternative, which you implicitly accept by rejecting the option! You might
be badly off by accepting the option, but you are even worse off by accepting
the alternative.

As applied to the case, the group was prepared to consider the pros and cons
of the advertising budget, believing that the pros outweighed the cons. But when
participants' attention was shifted to alternative uses of the available resource,
an insight about the real problem emerged, enabling the group to develop a
deeper understanding of the issues and to agree to a new plan of action that
included a cut in advertising expenditure. In short, weighing up pros and cons
of a single option is mere rationalization; comparing pros and cons of alternative
options is real analysis, and this is the activity that should be supported by
GDSSs.

4. CONCLUSION

By now, the features that I consider important in a GDSS should be apparent.
The system should be problem-centred so that it will help participants deal with
the issues that concern them. Although some group work can be informed by
data, which the system should make easily available, the basic nature of human
work concerns the exercise of judgement, so the GDSS should be processing-
oriented, helping the group by structuring thinking rather than contributing
substantive content. The system should be able to deal with group dynamics,
helping the group to stay task-oriented. Models developed during a session with a
GDSS should be transparent so that results will be believed and trusted. The
GDSS and the modelling approach should be theoretically sound so that changes
and additions to the model can be accommodated without creating
inconsistencies in the results, or having to re-do parts that are not affected.

The GDSS should be flexible with regard to the issues that concern the group,
so that changes in perspective or in the problem itself can be accommodated.
Those who are offering a GDSS should make only modest promises about its
benefits, for as much depends on the participants as on the GDSS. FinaUy, the
GDSS should be adaptable to group needs; a strictly rule-based approach in
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GDSS, or a fixed sequence of activities that are linearly driven by the facilitator,
will inevitably fail in many situations.

Properly designed and used, a GDSS can help a group to better, more
acceptable solutions. The system will build commitment in a group and help
participants to generate agi-eed action plans. It does this by lending structure to
thinking, with all perspectives represented in the model. The modelling activity,
in which the issues are taken apart into their components, takes the heat out of
disagreements, and the whole process facilitates communication. Assumptions
that participants are making are revealed in useful ways, and creative thinking
is encouraged. In short, by helping to build a sense of common purpose among
participants in a group, a good GDSS can help an organization to resolve the
dilemma between ownership of work and efficient use of resources.
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The work described in this report is aimed at developing a better
understanding of how groups of managers debate critical choices, of what
issues they take into account and what information they focus on, of how
they include measures of risk and uncertainty; in short, of how they
make decisions. The inmediate focus of this effort is rather specific,
however - that of developing an understanding of these management
decision processes in order to improve aur understanding of how to aid
them Of particular concern therefore are the implications which can
be drawn from the research reported here for the developmnt of new
generations of ccoputer-based aiding systems or new types of analyst
intervention.

The empirical base for this research consists of records of managers'
decision making activities carried out within decision conferences
(backed up by retrospective interviews witP a selection of managers
involved). This provides a unique opportunity to investigate a wide
variety of management decision makers from a number of different
commercial sectors through analyses of actual decision making
activities. Two approaches have been used in analysing decision
conference material.

First, a database of decision conferences has been constructed.
Currently totalling data on 45 decision conferences, it far exceeds the
level of effort promised in the current stage of the project. Analyses
of data coded in this database have revealed associations between a
variety of features of the management group and the characteristics of
their decision model construction and manipulation activities. For
instance analyses so far indicate an association between the seniority
of the management team and the extent to which they are willing and able
to revise the basic parameters of their thinking about a problem. This
may well prove to have implications for the design of decision support
systems tailor-made to the needs of managers at different levels in
organisations. These implications are explored in the report.

Second, an interpretation scheme has been developed and used to
identify, within material generated in particular from the early problem
definition discussion in decision conferences, key themes and focuses of
concern being addressed by managers. Analyses have suggested that, for
example, the concern of managers with external information (about
competitors, markets and so on) is greater at some levels of
organisations than others and, furthermore, that this differential
concern is distributed in hitherto unpredicted ways. Once again
implications of this and other findings are discussed.

The provisional nature of both findings and interpretations is however
stressed. As we state in the report, in a field which is both as
under-researched and as important as this one, it is prudent to proceed
with caution toward firm conclusions.
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1. Introduction.

The aim of the research described in this report is to analyse a number
of real-life decision conferences, with emphasis on the ways in which
problems were formulated and structured. This research is desinged to
provide the foundation for the identification of ways where effective
support could be provided by analyst and/or computer based systems,
which wil be the focus of a subsequent report on this research. Our
original plan was to focus on the analysis of transcripts be:waen
participants in each conferences, with the objective of developing a
coding scheme for the problem structuring they employed. However, two
principal modifications to this initial focus and objective have been
made during the research period to date.

The first of these follows from our discovery that attempts to develop a
strict coding procedure for analysing the discourse of decision
conference participants were inappropriate (as reported in our Second
Progress Report, 1986). We have consequently substituted for this a
looser interpretation scheme, concerned to identify key themes and
focuses addressed in decision conferences. These themes thus provide a
basis for describing and distinguishing decision conferences and
developing working hypotheses of how they may usefully be categorised.

There are of course numerous types of critical features which may form
the bases for categorising decision conferences. In line with
framework of ideas derived from Stratified Systems Theory, outlined in
our project proposal, our emphasis thus far has been on attempting to
relate differences in decision conferences, defined by the emphasis
placed within them on the various themes identified, to the level or
stratum of the management group involved. The results of this work are
presented below.

Plans for the next phase of this work include broadening the focus to
attempt to differentiate decision conferences not just by management
stratum but also by other factors - including type of industry and
management style.

The second divergence from the initial focus of our research arose from
the realisation in the light of the data that our assumption of the
existence of scme form of unique symbolic language available to senior
managers was mistaken. It seemed a priori reasonable to assume that a
common language (in the form of sore specialist set of concepts) for
outlining strategy, rather than tactics or operations, would be apparent
when senior executives discuss strategic problems with one another. In
fact, current evidence suggests that far from this being the case, the
language of managers becomes less specialist, less technical and simpler
at the higher levels of organisations. Moreover, a common complaint of
senior executives is that they lack precise means of coammunicating about
strategic issues with one another.
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2. Research method

In the light of these two modifications to the initial focus of our
analyses of decision conference material, the approach employed consists
in two types of research endeavour, results of which are reported
separately below.

First, a database of decision conferences has been constructed. It
currently comprises data on 45 decision conferences. This far exceeds
the scale of data analysis scheduled for the current stage of the
project.
By analyses of data coded in this database, associations between a
variety of features of decision conferences - such as management group
size and the characteristics of the decision model construction and
manipulation activities of the group - have been investigated.

Second, an interpretation scheme has been developed and used to
identify, within material generated from decision conferences, key
themes and focuses of concern being addressed by managers. Analyses
have then been carried out to see if these themes can be related
meaningfully to various features of the management teams involved in the
decision conferences, in particular to the organisational stratum or
work level of the managers.

As described in the results reported below, these two lines of
investigation have led to provisional hypotheses which will be further
investigated in future work. Where appropriate we also discuss how
these findings and their interpretations run counter to current beliefs
and assumptions about aspects of management decision making.

It is important to stress however the provisional nature of both
findings and interpretations. In a field which is both as under-
researched and as important as this one, it is prudent to proceed with
caution toward firm conclusions. It is in this spirit that, unlike the
hazardous waste study reported above, we have held off giving backing to
results of examining the decision conference database through
statistical analysis. Many of the results would be shown to be
statistically significant. Others would not. It seems to us that
statistical criteria for the reliability of our findings are
inappropriate at this early stage of development, and thus that
statistical backing would be spurious. Useful working hypotheses and
rich descriptions are the important desiderata. It is these we have
concentrated on, rather than on generalisations.

3. Results of analyses of decision conference database

A copy of the decision conference database is included as Appendix 1.
Note that in this copy decision conference names (column A) and names of
the senior executive in each decision conference group (column C) have
been deleted.

A large variety of relations between the various types of data on
decision conferences collected in this database have been investigated.
Below are presented those which currently appear most meaningful.
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Similar databases have been developed and analysed both by Dr. John
Rohrbaugh of the State University of New York at Albany, collating
information derived from his experience of carrying out decision
conferences in the public sector, and by Mr. Peter Hall of the Decision
Conferencing Unit at ICL, recording information of decision conferences
carried out by his team both inside and outside ICL. Both these
databases have been made available to us for purposes of cross checking
findings from examination of our database. Unless otherwise stated,
findings from our database are corroborated by these other sources.

As shown in, Figure 1 there appears to be an effect of group size on the
complexity of the model developed. In the case of both of the two
generic modelling software paqkages usually employed in decision
conferences (HIVAL and DESIGN ) there is a tendency for larger groups to
create more complex models. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2, there
is a tendency for these larger groups to investigate the implications of
these models more thoroughly through more comprehensive sensitivity
analysis.

These results are perhaps unsurprising. Under the belief that larger
groups are likely to embody more and more diverse perspectives, they may
be expected to engage both in more comprehensive model building and in
more comprehensive manipulation and investigation of models.

In these findings, however, there is as yet no discrimination of
decision conferences by the strata of the managers involved. one
simple but potentially rather important convergen6e is between
managerent stratum and group size, as shown in Figure 3.

The trend shown here for higher level managers to convene smaller groups
merits further attention. Explanations if this tendency are not
obvious. It may be that there are percieved to be fewer stakeholders
whose views need to be represented in higher level strategic problems.
Alternatively, it may be that fewer people contribute to higher level
problems because the numbers of people in the organisation perceived to
have the necessary perspective on the strategic problems at hand are
few.

Note however that this effect does not appear to occur in the American
public sector. There is no difference in the size of groups of
different strata convened for decision conferences under the auspices
of the State University of New York at Albany.

Combining all the results presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3 would lead to
the expectation that higher level managers would produce simpler models
than those lower down the organisation. This was tested for each of
the two major generic modelling tools used in decision conferences,
HIVAL and DESIGN. The surprising result gained is shown in Figure 4.

1. More advanced developments of these programs are now in use under

the names HIVIEW and EQUITY respectively.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

Average Number of Sensitivity Analyses
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Figure 3

Role stratum of senior executive against size of group
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Figure 4

Model complexity against stratum
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As Figure 4 shows, the result for HIVAL models was as anticipated.
Higher level executives produced simpler hierarchical evaluation models
than their lower level counterparts.

However for DESIGN (resource allocation) models higher level executives
tended to produce more complex models. It is again non-trivial to
produce ready explanations for this reversal. We shall be looking to
generate further confirming or disconfirming evidence for this finding
from subsequent analyses.

For the moment explanations must remain only conjectural. it may be
that the increased c-iple-ity of resource a" locati, r~cdels amongst
higher level executives derives from the relatively larger number of
budget categories over which they exert authority and accountability
compared with less senior managers. This is open to empirical test.
If this is the correct explanation it follows that the complexity within
these resource allocation models should derive from the larger number of
budget 'pots' defined, rather than from the number of spending
strategies defined within each pot. This is one of the analyses
planned for the next year of this project.

Whatever the correct explanation for this reversal the fact that in
DESIGN models the stratum of the group is positively associated with the
coplexity of the model built is important because there is a clear
tendency for increased use of the generic DESIGN structure at higher /
levels.

The above results and discussion concern managers' model building
activities. Are there any discernible differences between managerial
strata in the ways in which they manipulate these models once built?

This was investigated by distinguishing three types of manipulation of
models which the management group may demand within the sensitivity
analysis phase of decision conferences. These are firstly Changing
Scores, where the group revises its judgements about evaluations of
strategies on some dimensions of cost or benefit. The second type is
Changing Weights, where the group wishes to test out the effect of
revising its original assessment of the distribution of importance
weight across the dimensions of the model. The third type is where the
group wishes to make more fundamental changes to the model by not merely
giving different values to its parameters but revising the parameters
themselves. This we have called Restructuring the model and consists
in such activities as adding/deleting/ redefining an attribute dimension
or a strategy.

There are indeed marked differences in how managers at different levels
in organisations question, modify and manipulate the problem models they
construct. For convenience these differences are shown in Figure 5 by
reference to just two strata: Stratum 4 representing the level of
general management with responsibility for managing a business unit (or
division) consisting of operating departments or sub-units, and Stratum
5 where responsibility is held for coordinating the efforts of a group
of business units acting as an operating company (sometimes referred to
as a Division in a -Ilti-national or large corporation).
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As Figure 5 shows, the principal difference between the stratum 5 and
stratum 4 decision conferences is that the higher level managers in the
former show a much greater tendency to engage in Restructuring
modifications to their problem models than do those in the latter.
There is a clear suggestion here that higher level managers are prepared
to entertain more radically different conceptions of the problem at hand
than that originally developed.

Restructuring in our sense here is a higher level cognitive activity
than either Changing Weights or Changing Scores, involving modifications
to the basic ideas through which the problem is grasped rather than
simply 'What if?' revisions. To this extent then senior managers
clearly exhibit a greater preparedness to undertake higher level
revisions to their ideas, to rethink the basic conception or logic of
the model than do their subordinates.

While for sinplicity and ease of cormunication Figure 5 shows data only
for managerial strata 4 and 5, caparison of strata 3 and 4 tells a
similar story.

While it is premature to place too ouch weight on this finding, its
potential significance is clear. If it holds up, and becomes more
clearly focussed under further investigation, it opens the way to more
detailed examinations of just what this restructuring capacity consists
in. Under the assumption that it is desirable for this restructuring
capacity to be more widely shared across the levels of organisations,
this in turn may introduce the possibility at some future stage of
designing methods for increasing the restructuring capacities of junior
managers.

The results of analyses to date of the decision conference database
material are summarised in Figure 6. The more significant of these
have been discussed individually above.

One issue worthy of discussion is the apparent absence of any time bpan
effect in these data. In the Jaquesian schema differential time span
(defined as the length of time up to completion of a managerial task at
which point a result of the manager's activities with respect to this
task may be seen and his/her performance may be judged: Jaques 1976;
Evans, 1977) is a defining characteristic of differential capacity.
Since in every decision conference the team is required to agree time
horizons over which the costs associated with the focal issue in the
conference will be incurred and the benefits received, it might be
anticipated that these time horizons may act as surrogate measures of
time span of capacity.

If this were the case, an association between the stratum measures of
senior executives in decision conferences in column D of the database in
Appendix 1 and the agreed time horizons in column 0 should be expected.
A glance at the data in these columns shows that there is no such
association.

Does this constitute evidence against Stratified Systems Theory? This
depends, firstly, on whether the issues and problems which form the
focus of decision conferences are managerial 'tasks' in the Jaquesian
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Types of sensitivity analyses for Strata 4 and 5
(restructure model, chanqe weights, change scores)

Stratum 4

Stratum 5

~1BRestructure 0I Weiqhts 0 Scores
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sense - that is, whether they are specific work units with specifiable
target completion tines, rather than more general managerial
responsibilities. The issue is further clouded by recent suggestions
of a 'time span ccmpression' phenomenon (Cashman & Stroll, 1986),
whereby the differential pace of change (in particular, technological
change) across industries dictates the necessity and 'requisiteness' of
shorter time horizons in some sectors capared to others.

A focus of the next phase of the current research, once a larger number
of decision conferences has been added to the database, will be to
differentiate them by industry sectors to investigate, on the one hand,
whether any time span compression effect is discernible from one sector
to another and, on the other, whether within sector any differential
time horizons are associated with the stratum of the managerial group.

4. Results of investigation of decision conferene th

Several methodological advances over recent years in two critical areas
have impacted the current study. The first is in the area of case
study methods for studying unique situations emphasising the richness of
the semantic material generated rather than relying on statistically
based techniques. Methods of this kind are now becoming increasingly
available.

The second is in text analysis methods (eg. Gallhofer et al., 1985),
whereby means have been developed and applied for analysing a range of
materials relevant to decision making situations. Interviews with
decision maxers, reports of decision making activities (for example,
minutes taken during governmental meetings), and so on, have become
analysable data which are of use for making inferences about the
decision rules being applied and the substantive focuses and concerns of
the decision makers. Also of relevance here are the process tracing
studies of decision making by Svenson (1979), amongst others.

Ideas from these areas of methodological innovation have been adopted,
adapted and extended in the current study for analysing a variety of
decision conference-related materials - the notes taken during the
conference by the several members of the decision analytic team, the
report presented to the clients subsequent to the conference, and post-
conference interviews carried out with participants.

Analyses of these materials have centred, first, on the features of the
problem structuring debate amongst the group (which typically occupies
the first half day of a two-day decision conference), and, second, on
identifying themes preoccupying the groups. Each of these is reported
in turn in the following subsections.

4.1 General features of managers' probl structuring debates

From current evidence two features characterise the problem structuring
debate cf higher level managers compared with their more junior
colleagues. They are more focussed in that the issues raised in the
debate will be less disparate, more directly relevant to the problem at
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hand, whereas in the debates of their subordinates a great deal of time
and energy will be expended on expressing highly disparate concerns and
dissatisfactions.

The problem definition eventually constructed and accepted by the group
as a satisfactory basis for model development will also tend to
incorporate and subordinate previously suggested problem definitions.
With lower level managerial teams, on the other hand, the problem
definition eventually arrived at will be unlikely to subordinate
alternatives.

An example may help to clarify the concept of subordination, as it is
being used here. In one particular decision conference with a senior
management team concerned with launching a new product, an initial
suggestion from one group member for how to define the problem they
faced was that the decision concerned "the timing and phasing of the
product launch". Considerable discussion followed this suggestion in
which the group attempted to tease out what it was about this definition
which was unsatisfactory. The re-definition eventually formulated
which satisfied the group and enabled them to move onto modelling the
problem was one concerning "the branding and positioning of the new
product". In moving from the former to the latter definition the group
had realised that the question of the timing of the product launch was
just one aspect of the wider issue which spans not just when to launch,
but also how to launch, package, advertise and retail the product.

At present of course this constitutes merely an initial formulation of a
general feature by virtue of which stratum-specific differentiations may
be made between management groups. This idea does not only need to be
further tested but, even more importantly, further refined in the light
of more data and analysis.

4.2 Specific predominant themes

The themes identified in the discussions within decision conference
groups and the differential tendencies of groups at different levels to
explore these themes are summarised in Figure 7, parts (i), (ii) and
(iii).

The identification of these themes follows detailed inspection of all
records emanating from a subset of 25 decision conferences (chosen to
represent a fairly balanced sample of the various managerial levels and
of industry sectors) by two judges separately. The judges' task was to
identify similarities and differences between the preoccupations of the
various groups, to group the conferences in terms of these various
similarities and to generate labels or brief descriptions encapsulating
the features by virtue of which the conferences were similar.

Before these findings become publishable, at least one more judge will
be neede3 to undergo this exercise, and particular attention will need
to be paid to measures of consistency between judges. At the present
stage however, echoing our previous statements above, our primary
concern is to develop fruitful first-stage ideas for further development
in the next phase of our research, and not to rush into hasty
publication.
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Figure 7: Part 1

Themes

Stratum 3/4:

Emphasis on programming of work for

provision of goods and services

- Emphasis on environmental uncertainty

- Emphasis on interdependent collateral

relationships with other units of

company

- Tendency to perceive corporate head

as unresponsive barrier to effective

action

- Market oriented thinking
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Figure 7: Part 2

Stratum 4/5:

Emphasis on vertical relationships

within company

Emphasis on internal organisational

concerns rather than direct market

orientation

Concern with trade offs in light of

constraints from above

Predominance of procedural uncertainty

Key words: trade off, control, balance,

prioritize
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Figure 7: Part 3

Stratum 5/6:

Re-emergence of environmental

uncertainty

Concern with business definition

for focussing whole company

Emphasis on role of corporate head

to give a lead, therefore shared

meaning essential

Emergence of psychological

descriptors

Concern with effectiveness of

individual personnel

Key words: get a group judgement,

focus, develop thinking
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Included in Figure 7 are the summary labels/descriptions of the key
concerns of decision conference groups as generated by our judges and
agreed between thea. These have been grouped into the three Most
commonly occurring management strata involved in decision conferences.
Thus Figure 7 part i) presents a summary of the themes prevalent in
decision conferences in which the senior manager present is at
organisational stratum 4 with his/her subordinates at stratum 3; part
(ii) presents themes where the senior manager is at stratum 5 and other
participants at stratum 4; in part (iii) the senior manager is at
stratum 6 and others at stratum 5.

To clarify the meanings of these summary descriptions in Figure 7
examples of each of the themes are given below.

Exanples of themes

Bmphasis on programing of work: Stratum 3/4

'Hrow to change production schedules in light of fact that
business not growing at rate predicted."

Emphasis on environmental uncertainty: Stratum 3/4 and 5/6

"Inadequate perception of the market."
"Lack of knowledge of product development to project company into
market lead."
"How will competitors react."

Emphasis on collateral relationships within the company: Stratum 3/4

"Coordination of business units with neighbouring markets."
"Developing effective relations with sales force."

Corporate head perceived as unresponsive: Stratum 3/4

"No central direction for our business."
"Corporate mission imposes a solutions approach without
sufficient understanding of mass volume market."

Bmphasiu on vertical relationships within the company: Stratua 4/5

"Shortage of money allocated to Division for product development
head count."
"Constraints on Divisions by Group."
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aiphasis on internal oryanisational concerns: Stratum 4/5

"How can we shape the organisation to get done the things we're
committed to and allow space for other opportunities."
"We need to control our own house."
"How can we turn a development Division into a business
Division."

Concern with trade-offs in light of constraints fron above: Stratum
4/5

"Goals are clearly stated, how do we get there?"
"Conflict between profit and growth."
"Since not enough money for everything, difficult to adequately
support three businesses."

Predominance of procedural uncertainty: Stratum 4/5

i.e "How can we ... ?" questions.

Concern with business definition for focussing whole cmpany: Strabm5/6
"What kind of business are we in?"
"Currently too much functional allegiance, detracts from what the
business is about."
"Are we a broker or an insurance com1pany?"

BIergenoe of psychological expressions: Stratum 5/6

"Need to change the camany's mind set.'
"Company value system."

Concern with effectiveness of individual personnel: Stratum 5/6

"He's a good man, we have to back him."

We are confident that, if the picture emerging so far through this
analysis of themes holds up under further examination, it has some
significant practical implications.

5. IM -icatios

One example of such implications concerns the issue of information
provision to managers within Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Group
Decision Support Systems (GDSS).
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The issue is important because it has become increasingly clear that for
managers more information is not necessarily better. Rather
information systems need to present focused information - only about the
crucial issues, only as much as is necessary, at the right level of
detail and in the appropriate form. As a result good design has become
increasingly critical to the success of such systems. However, good
design is hampered by the lack of knowledge of the specific information
needs of managers.

A common (if not universal) view of the differing information needs of
executives at various levels of organisations is that presented in
Figure 8. The inversion of the information triangle suggests a simple
picture of increasing need for external information (about environment
etc.) as one ascends organisations and for internal information as one
descend them.

The analysis of themes presented here suggests a more complex picture of
stratum 4 and stratum 6 managers sharing an emphasis on external
concerns, whereas managers at the intermediate stratum 5 focussing on
internal factors and concerns. If this holds up under further analysis
and if we are able to flesh it out through combination with other
associated findings it may become possible to develop sate prescriptions
for critical features of stratum-specific information systems.

A variety of other potential implications emerge from this research.
For instance, it is clear frm Figures 1 and 2 that size of the group
employing the GDSS will have an important impact on how it is employed.
Consequently anticipated group size may prove to be an important design
variable.

While group size effects are noted in the group problem solving
literature, it is not at all clear why they occur. It may be that the
nature of the interaction within the group is differe..L for smaller
groups (eg. up to 6/7 people). For instance it may be that smaller
groups engage in less sensitivity analysis because for them the problem
of developing a concensus is not so pressing as for larger groups.

Figure 2 also shows that typically more sensitivity analyses are carried
out on DESIGN models than on HIVAL models. Why is this, and what
implications for G)S developments does it have?

Certainly a typical DESIGN model will be more directly action oriented,
tending toward evaluation of real, alternative courses of action, rather
than, for instance, agreeing principles. This may suggest that models
of aspects of a problem other than concrete actions and consequences
will be less likely to generate intensive group work. From this point
of view it appears that the type of modelling used in a GDSS may have
substantial impact on group interaction. A fuller understanding of
this impact would lead to some useful prescriptions for ()SS design.

Perhaps the most direct and immediate implication from this research is
that deriving from the result reported in Figure 5. In a nutshell, any
DSS must accomodate sensitivity analysis within structure; a GDSS
operating at higher levels must accomodate and facilitate restructuring.
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Figure 8: the information triangle
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APPaCix: Decision) conference database.
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Explanatory xey for columns of database: those columns not
included in this key are considered self-explanatory.

00lumn,

G H = HIVAL, D = DESIGN

H Number of sensitivity analyses carried out upon HIVAL models

I Number os sensitivity analyses carried out upon DESIGN
models

J Types of sensitivity analyses carried out:
R = restructuring model
S = changing scores (BS a benefit scores; CS - cost
scores)
W = changing weights in HIVAL model

AC = changing across criteria weights in DESIGN model
WCW = changing within criteria weights in DESIGN model

K Depth of decomposition of hierarchical structure in HIVAL
models

L Number of bottom level nodes in HIVAL hierarchy

M Number of choice alternatives being evaluated on HIVAL
hierarchy

N Number of possible combinations (in thousands) of all
levels of all variables in DESIGN model

0 Stated time horizon being used by group in assessment of
benefits in model
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1. Key wrds
2.
3.
4.
5. invest for current bus & to extend in new areas
6.
7.
8...-
9.

10. grawth, profit, mkt share, increase orders
11. cvhnge agent, organisation, adapt
12. profit, mkt share, Div. organisation
13.
14.
15. how to, int. & ext. uncertainty
16. org'1 instability, new mkts, how to
17. alloc res given tradeoff between Div and BC
18. mkt growth, product range, internal ccmmunication
19. sustained profit, Rol, rev
20. objectives, responsibilities, clarification, strat d
21. devt, spend levels, co.strat
22. tradeoff, strat direction, portfolio
23. priorities, corp devt, strat plan
24. exploit, resource constraint
25. focus, agreement
26. shopping list, focus, priority, control
27. agree strategy, communicate
28.
29. new mission, objectives, direct BCs
30. prioritize
31. agree a plan, prioritize
32. mkt growth, internal skills, uncertainty
33. evaluate, exploit, plan
34. define
35. plan, agree actions
36. agree, focus
37. rev, mkt share, growth
38. rev, profit, growth, targets
39. pace of new business, mkt position, change mindset
40. rev, profit, coordination, segmentation
41. objectives, how to implement, focus, direction

( 42. mkt share, growth, profitability
43. direction, bus plan, invest, competitive position
44.
45.
46. direction, image, org structure
47. direction, bus plan, mission, profitability
48. where are we now, where is mkt going
49.
50. grow mkt, price elasticity, lead mkt.
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1. Miscellaneous
2.
3.
4.
5. 6 cost dims, 1 ben dim
6.--
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16. v difficult model devt
17.
18.
19.
20. model only served secondary function
21. DC for recommendation only
22.
23. working with model already structured
24. mixture of strat & tactics
25. v diff, boss kept disappearing, major group process intervention
26. senior manager not present
27. across co. problem, not all recamm actions implemented
28.
29. v difficult, participant said failure
30.
31.
32.
33.
34. follow on but with different people, JW4 missed the morning
35.
36.
37.
38.
39. Ad agency and Brand Positioning Services represented
40.
41. a simple model was pushed through primarily to dewo technique42. RA model built on head counts not £
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50. Ad agency represented
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INTRODUCTION

The work described in this arti:le has three main aims

.. To provide a theoretical bas:s of "Decision Conferencing (DC)'

a requsite (see Phillips [39 ; (42)) Group Decision Support

.:,stem(GDSS) for top executives in an organisation.

-. To find the different management information requirements ac-

c:rding to the different manage:Tent strata in an organisation.

"-erefore, the results of this research could be used to design

e'fective and efficient stratum-specific computer-based decision

S:ding systems in an organisation.

To develop a better understanding of management decision

.- ocesses in DCs in order to improve the specialists' understand-

"7g of how to aid them.

The first aim has been approached through theoretical inves-

:gation and has been dealt witr. in Part I. The second and third

irns have been examined througr: empirical investigation and have

teen dealt with in Part II.

A RT I

Various decisions can be thought of with respect to the

!:ructure that can be provided for making them. The structured,

p-ogrammable decisions tend to be routine and frequently repeated

the unstructured decisions tend to occur with less frequency

and tend to be nonroutine. The unstructured decisions require

cecision makers to rely relatively heavily on their experiences,
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subjective judgments, and intuitions than do structured

decisions.

The various definitions of DSS have one common

characteristic. That is DSSs are designed for semi- and unstruc-

tured decisions. Thus, DSS must help the manager to make

judgments, activate intuitive processes in decision making, and

take decisions. But, many computing services and computer

packages which have been sold under the name of DSS, have

generally failed to support the manager to do so (see Alter[2)

Humphreys & Wisudha[l8]).

This fact suggests that we should develop "true" DSS for top

executives in an organisation, who mostly engage in more discre-

tionary activities, and in making more unstructured decisions

than do those in lower strata.

One approach toward "true" DSS is Decision Conferencing

(DC). It helps the manager to form sound judgments, clarify

preferences and take decisions. One of the most exciting aspects

of DC is its great potential for supporting intuitive processes

in decision making.

PART II

The empirical basis for this research consists of records of

managers' decision-making activities carried out in 47 DCs.

Analyses of records have revealed associations between on

the one hand a variety of features of the group in DC and on the

other, the characteristics of their information requirements,
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decision model construction. and manipulation activities. The im-

plications are explored in Part Il.

I have also tried to derive a formula to measure EQUITY and

HIVIEW model complexity.
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PART I

1. Why information system support for higher level managers in an

organisation should be different from that for lower level

managers

A system is generally composed of several sub-systems, one

of which is the information system of the organisation. It has

often been shown that the major role of sub-systems in an or-

ganisation is to cooperate together to achieve the mission of the

organisation (synergism effect). Land and Kennedy-McGregor [29 ;

30) say that information system exists to generate, record,

manipulate and communicate -signs"* necessary for the management

activities which have to be carried out if the organisation is to

accomplish its goals.

Anthony [3), who views an organisation through its hierarchy

of decision making, classifies the management activities into

three levels ; strategic planning level, management control and

tactical planning level, and operational planning and control

level.

The three levels of management activity can be differen-

tiated on the basis of the planning horizon for each level.

Strategic planning deals with long-range considerations. Manage-

ment control and tactical planning has a medium-term planning

horizon. And, operational planning and control Activities are re-

lated to short-term decisions for current operations.

The decisions related to each planning horizon can be

* SIGN is intended to be used in an all-embracing manner to in-
clude the numerical and alphabetical characters, words,
sentences, messages of any length as well as all the actions
which, through custom or convention, have acquired some recog-
nisable interpretation. And, it affects a person's behaviour in-
directly by conveying information to him or her. either con-
sciously or unconsciously. (Stamper (51] ; [52))
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thought of with respect to the structure that can oe provided for

making them. A highly structured decision can be preplanned or

prespecified, whereas a highly unstructured one cannot. A struc-

tured decision can be said to be programmable, in the sense that

unambiguous decision rules can be specified in advance. An

unstructured decision is said to be nonprogrammable. The

structured, programmable decision tends to be routine and

frequently repeated ; the unstructured decision tends to occur

with less frequency and to be nonroutine. Thus, unstructured

decision contains uncertainty about how to represent the struc-

ture of the decision problem (how should consequences of courses

of action be conceptualised, what other acts and events might in-

tervene before consequences are reached, and so on).

The majority of decisions at the operational level are rela-

tively structured and those at the strategic level are relatively

unstructured, although the activities and information processing

for the three levels are interrelated. Therefore, there is a

marked contrast between the characteristics of information

requirements for the strategic level and those for the opera-

tional level, with the management control and tactical planning

level being somewhat in the middle (see Gorry & Scott [12]

Humphreys & Berkeley [18)).

Given these differences, information system support for the

strategic level (for unstructured decisions) should be quite dif-

ferent from that for the operational level (for structured

decisions).
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According to Phillips((40) ; (41]), the type of information

systems appropriate to different levels within an organisation

depends on the balanoe between discretion and rule-based work in

particular job roles, because the shift in the way discretion is

exercised from one level to the next alters the nature of deci-

sion support required.
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2. Are true DSSs for top managers available now in the real world?

A recent report from International Data Corporation,

Requirements for Decision Support In The 1980s" (23), defines

Decision Support Systems (DSSs) as the marriage between computers

and management science and focuses on the support such sys-

tems provide to managers working within different levels of an

organisation, thus having different information requirements.

Although DSSs can be used for a wide variety of decisions

from structured to unstructured, the decision support concept can

be applied better to some types of decisions than to others (see

Ahituv & Neumann [1) ; Davis & Olson (9]).

Keen ([24] ; [25]) claims that the concept of DSSs is based

on several assumptions about the role of the computer in effec-

tive decision making :

(1) The computer must support the manager but not replace his or

her judgment. It should ,therefore, neither try to provide the

"answers" nor impose a predefined sequence of analysis.

(2) The main payoff of computer support is for semistructured and

unstructured problems, where parts of the analysis can be sys-

tematised for the computer, but where the decision maker's in-

sight and judgment are needed to control the process.

(3) Effective problem solving is interactive and is enhanced by a

dialogue between the user and the system. The user explores the

problem situation using the analytic and information providing

capabilities of the system as well as human experiences and
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I ns: 4t5.

Davis and Olson (9) argue that DSSs represent an apprCach to

information system support for seml.ructured and unstructured

decisions, that is different to that which is typically provided.

Sprague and Watson (49] define a DSS as "an interactive,

computer based system which supports managers in making unstruc-

tured decisions".

The various definitions of DSSS above have one common

characteristic. That is, that DSSs are designed for semistruc-

tured and unstructured decisions.

So, are the DSSs which have been proposed for use at the

strategic planning level, usually requiring people to make

unstructured decisions, available now in the real world ?

Based on Stratified Systems Theory of Elliott Jaques*,

Humphreys [17] provides us with clear answers of the question

above (see Table 1-1).
-------------------------------------------------------

STRATIFIED SYSTEMS (or WORK STRATUM) THEORY
4-

( Gould[13] ; Jaques[21],[221 ; Macdonald[34J ; Phillips[38)
; Stamp[50])

The theory sees organisational structure as a consequence of
qualitatively different levels of work in organisations. It of-
fers a particular view of the interactive dynamics between the
needs of an organisation and the capabilities of individuals. In
his theory, "work" is defined as the exercise of discretion
within prescribed limits in order to achieve a goal within a max-
imum target completion time. And, organisational structure is
seen as a consequence of the nature of work, which in turn is a
reflection of human capacity to do work. The structure has up to
eight levels or strata, with the boundaries between strata repre-
senting the demand characteristics of the tasks carried out by
decision makers located at the various levels within the hierar-
chy of an organisation. Associated with the boundary between each
stratum is what Jaques calls the "time span" as the measuring in-
strument for levels of work. This indicates how far away the
decision horizon is set for tasks for which the decision maker is
held responsible within the organisational context.

A full explanation of Jaques' Theory would need to describe
the complete societal system involving the individual's relation-
ships to other people, to the social system as a whole and on the
physical and technical resources available. For the purpose of
this paper ,however, it is sufficient to describe the demand
characteristics of tasks at each stratum to derive the main im-
plications for DSSs (see Table 1-1).

Note that the ideas of Stratified Systems Theory have been
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Table 1-I shows us that computer based information systems

are readily available for strata I to 3. But, it also identifies

an almost complete absence in practical applications of interac-

tive systems with capabilities at stratum 4 ara above (i.e.

ability to handle the full complexity of discretionary activities

in an integrated way).

Senior managers at stratum 4 and above are required to rely

much more heavily on their judgment and intuition.

Managers at stratum 4 need to cover a number of subsystems

involving a mixture of types of problems. Each subsystem has its

own culture and structure. A DSS for stratum 4, therefore, needs

to be able to handle concepts that encompass a variety of

structures. A DSS for stratum 5 should help to articulate the

principles that guide the setting of goals. As for strata 6 to 8,

it is not even clear what would constitute a useful decision sup-

port aid to handle such complex dicretionary work.

Phillips [41] and Humphreys [17) argue that they know of no

stand alone computer programmes or integrated systems in the mid

1980s aimed at aiding decision making activities represented at

stratum 4 and above which have, so far, been successfully

implemented.
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Table 1-1 Comparison of demand characteristics of tasks facing
personnel having responsibilities at a given
organi.Pational level with structuring capabilities
required in representing decision problems at that
level

(characteristics of levels 8 to 10 can, in theory, be ascertained
by extrapolation from levels 3 to 5 respectively)

Structuring capabilities
Time span required in representing

. Organisational inherent in decision problems at given Number of existing
E level in problem Demand characteristics of level (decision support must DSS incorporating
X Level employment representation tasks facing personnel with also include capabilities at support formalised at" at given level. responsiblity at given level all lower levels), given level.
a _ number herarcy.(S a" 7 Chairman M/'D of 20-50 years Anticipation of changes in Isomorphic With level 2. None

corporate group; sociological, technolotical, except can condo=
E _ head of large demographic at' picai sensitivity analysir.
C government developmen, leading simulating changes in level 5.department. .corte strateic representations; assessing

o development to meet ther. their impact within cultural
SsUucture.

-"6 Corporate group/ 10-20 years Co-ordinaion of '.cial and Isomorphic with level 1, None
-6 sector executive, theoretical systems; except each node is now a

translation of corporate level 5 problem
strategic development into representation within fixed
business direction. cultural structure.

5 Corporate 5-10 years Problem not dealt with in Articulation of principles for None
subsidiary/ context set wholly from conditional (goal) closing of
enterprise above; can modify bound- an open system, and/or re-
managing director aries of business within opening of a conditionally

policy i.e. define work closed system (d.g. through
system. scenario generation).

4 General 2-5 years Detachment from specific Selectingfinterfacing Very few
management. (of cases, seing them capability between structural (prototypes)

C e.g. development, representative examples of types (requires use of problem
production or issues calling for develop- structuring language).

S "sales, within work ment of a system.
4. , system).

- 3 Department 1-2 years Control of trend of tasks Re-structuring capability A few
Managerial/ . and problems arising. Extra- within single fixed structural

- V. principal specialist. polation from trend to ways type (e.g. attribute generation
",2 -a of formulating problems. in multi-attribute model).

V 2 Front-line 3 months . Formal operational, can Manipulation of data on one Many
managerial/ to I year anticipate changes in tasks variable at a time within fixl-
professional. due to any one of: demand. structure.(e.g. sensitivity

object, production resource, analysis).
I L" pathway. or pathway

resource.

I Shop and office less than Concrete operational limited Estimation of values at nodes Many
floor. 3 months to tasks concretely and within fixed structure (e.g.

physcially at hand. information retrieval system).

Source : Humphreys [17)
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3. The requisite DSSs for top executives in an organisation

These facts suggest we need to develop "different" DSSs from

the usual ones, for senior managers at stratum 4 and above

(managers at strategic planning level in Anthrjry's terminolog/),

who mostly engage in more discretionarv activities and in making

more unstructured decisions than do those managers in lower

strata.

As Milter and Rohrbaugh [35] explain, strategic level deci-

sions are made in turbulent and uncertain organisational environ-

ments in which specific pieces of information can never reliably

direct policy and programme choices. Typical applications of MIS

and DSS do not ever begin to capture the full complexity of

circumstances. Information most important to strategic level

decision making may never be stored in a computer file. The use

of formal systems is impeded by an executives' necessary reliance

on "soft" and "volatile" information. Thus, it is unwise to at-

tempt strategic decision making with only a limited range of

quantitative data and a preprogrammed sequence of analytical

techniques. In strategic decision making the challenge for

executives, therefore, is to take advantage of the benefits of

well-designed Management Information System (MIS) and DSS while

making full use of their well-aided judgment and intuition.

Phillips ([41] ; [43)) argues that the true DSS for managers

at higher levels (stratum 4 and above in Jaques' clarification)

must support executives to use preference technoloQgy* and con-

sist of three main parts

------ ------------------------------------------------------

* Preference Technology ( Phillips [41) pp8O-83)

When computers are used to help people form preferences, make
judgments, and make decisions, the technique is called preference
technology. Information technology is data oriented and concerned
with the past and the present ; preference technology is Judgment
oriented and concerned with future.
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(1) Decision makers and major problem owners.

The people who have informations and preferences relevant to the

problem and who have some responsibilities for it.

(2) Computer system.

Hardware and software that facilitate modelling and sensitivity

analysis ; decision makers and problem owners do not interact

directly with the computer system but they monitor its output.

(3) Specialists, in the shape of facilitator and decision

analyst.

They are experts in problem solving techniques who help the

problem owners to formulate and structure the problems, express

preferences and make judgments in quantitative form ; the

facilitator does not ,however, tell the..problem owners what to

think. The analyst attends to computer modelling and assists the

facilitator.

It is the integration of these three elements which is

needed for true decision support for top executives.

Comparing his contention with Keen's concept of DSSs ([24] ;

[25] ; [26)), we find that they coincide in all respects except

one, that is, the interaction between the problem owners (user)

and the system.

Phillips says that problem owners interact indirectly with the

computer system through specialists. Whereas, Keen says that ef-

fective problem solving is interactive and is enhanced by a

dialogue between the user and the system. The main difference be-

tween two arguments lies in the existence of specialists.
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I think that this difference can be reconciled by adopting

Moran's definition of User-System Interface (USI) and Smithson's

argument about USI.

Moran [36) defines that the user interface is that part of a

system that the user comes in contact with physically, percep-

tually or conceptually.

Smithson [47] argues that USI is between end-users and the

computer based information system, in the shape of both computers

and specialist personnel.

Combining Phillips' contention with Smithson's , I think

that we can draw one figure as follows

Computers.

(Decision makers

& Problem owners) Specialists

(in the shape of

|Facilitator & Decision Analyst]

Computer-based system,

USI

Decision Support System

Fig. 1-1 a requisite DSS for Executives

(Adapted from Phillips[41))
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Based on this Fig.l-l, I would like to say that in a requi-

site DSS, problem owners do interact directly with the computer-

based system, in the shape of both computers and specialists.

Note that as we shall see in the next chapter, Decision Con-

ferencing is comprised of these two main parts : problem owners

and computer-based systems, in the shape of computers and

specialists.

4. Decision Conferencing

<Overview>

One approach toward the "true" decision aiding system for

senior managers including executives at strata 4 to 8, which has

been used successfully in a number of organisations is called

Decision Conferencing (DC), Automated Decision Conferencing (ADC)

(Quinn & Rohbaugh [45)) or Computer Supported Conference Rooms

(Kraemer [28)). When people working in a group use preference

technology, the collection of people, computers, and software be-

comes a Group Decision Support System (GDSS) [43]. Meanwhile,

DeSantics and Gallupe[11] define GDSS as a combination of

communication, computer, and decision technologies to support

problem formulation and solution in group meetings. They also ex-

plain that the aim of GDSS is to improve the process of group

decision-making by removing common communication barriers,

providing techniques for structuring decision analysis, and sys-

tematically directing the pattern, timing, or content of

discussion. Within the information-exchange view of group deci-
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sion making, they suggest three approaches to supporting the

group : Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 GDSSs. According to their

approaches, DC can be categorised as Level 2 GDSSs.

According to Milter and Rohbaugh [35], DC refers to

computer-supported meetings in which several decision makers

develop an explicit framework or structure for organising their

thinking about an important, non-routine policy or programme

choice. This framework does not pre-exist as an algorithm for

computers (as in typical DSS) nor is the framework limited to the

contents of a pre-existing database (as in MIS).It is an inten-

sive two-day problem-solving session attended by a group of

people who are concerned about some complex issues facing an

organisation. It helps the manager to form sound judgments,

clarify preferences and take decisions, not just to extract in-

formation and manipulate relatively limited models. Different

perspectives of the participants are combined in one computer

model that is generated on the spot, interactively with the

group. By examining the implications of the model, then changing

it to try out different assumptions, participants deepen their

understanding of the problem and are helped to reach agreement

about what to do.

<Purpose>

The purpose is to help a management group to develop fresh

insights into problems, generate a shared understanding of the

issues, and create a sense of common purpose. In other words, it
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is to make a decision that will be implemented.

<Foundations of DC>

DC draws on experience and research from three disciplines

decision theory, group process, and information technology [44].

(1) Decision theory

This contributes the development of the model, ensuring its in-

ternal consistency, so that subsequent changes to one part of the

model do not require alterations to other parts that are con-

sidered satisfactory.

(2) Group process

Research on group process has identified conditions and situa-

tions that increase the ability of groups to solve problems

effectively. Knowledge of group process is used by the

facilitator to help the group achieve its goals.

(3) Information technology (IT)

IT in the form of a computer, computer programmes and a projec-

tion system allows the model created by the group to be imple-

mented on the spot, and provide the means for immediately showing

the results. Thus, participants can try out different judgments,

see the results without delay, and so modify their views or the

model until a satisfactory representation of the problem is

obtained. Intuitions and experiences play important roles in

decision making, and IT helps to make these factors explicit.

<Three components of DC>
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DC is comprised of problem owners and a computer-based sys-

tem in the shape of computers and specialists.

(1) Problem owners

They contribute to the vital ingredient : content.

(2) Computers

Computer modelling is used to put together all the pieces of the

problem in one framework and to show the problem owners the im-

plications of their 3udgments.

Two software programmes, HIVIEW and EQUITY developed by

Dr.Barclay,S. ([8] ; [19]), are used for DC.

HIVIEW(formerly HIVAL) assists the user in evaluating several al-

ternative options in the face of many evaluation criteria. It

enables the user to arrange a large number of criteria in a

hierarchical fashion. Creating a hierarchy of evaluation criteria

is advantageous, because it enables the user to disaggregate

highly complex problems and generate criteria into their

measurable components. The user systematically judges on each

criterion the relative value of each alternative, bearing in mind

the value of each criterion to the whole. HIVIEW performs the

necessary structuring, elicitation, calculation, display, and

editing as the analysis progresses.

EQUITY(formerly DESIGN) facilitates the systematic allocation of

resources among a variety of expenditure items, such as competing

projects, purchases, or system components. It assists decision

makers in making efficient allocations for their limited

resources. The first step is to define the competing projects or
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purchase items, identifying several levels of expenditure for

each, ranging from the least costly to most costly. Next the cost

of each level and the benefit of each level is assessed (either

may be assessed on multiple dimensions), and the relative

benefits of the alternative budget categories determined. Once

the model has been structured and the values entered, EQUITY

identifies the set of efficient allocations from all of the pos-

sible allocations, that is the set of allocations which have the

maximum benefit for a given level of cost, and the minimum cost

for a given level of benefit.

HIVIEW and EQUITY are available in the following form [8]

IBM-PC. XT. AT or compatible

Requires MS-DOS 2.1 or later, at least,320k RAM, a colour

graphics card (CGA or EGA), a microsoft compatible

mouse, and an IBM Graphic printer, an Epson FX

printer, or an HP Thinkjet.

(3)Specialists : facilitator and decision analyst

Phillips ([41] ;[43)) argues that true decision support for top

managers requires the services of specialists in problem formula-

tion and solution through computer.

The facilitator helps the participants to structure their

discussion, think creatively and imaginatively about the problem,

identify the issues, model the problem and interpret the results.

The decision analyst attends to the computer modelling and helps

the facilitator.
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<Stages in DC>

1. Initial introduction by the facilitator

2. Group is asked to discuss the issues and concerns that are to

be the subject of exploration.

- An attempt is made to formulate the nature of the problem

- Evaluating alternative plans, ventures, systems, bids, or

projects may be required, especially if bbjectives conflict.

3. Model construction

This is usually a simple, though not simplistic, repre-

sentation of the group's thinking about the problem, with the

form of the model drawn from decision theory and the content con-

tributed by the participants. Both data and subjective judgments

are then added to the model, and the computer 'jutput is projected

onto a large screen so all participants can see.

4. Modifications

These initial results are rarely accepted by the group.

Modifications are suggested by the participants and different

judgments are tested. Many sensitivity analyses are carried out,

and gradually intuitions change and sharpen as the model goes

through successive stages. Eventually this process of change

stabilises, the model has served its purpose, and the group can

turn to summarising the key issues and conclusions.

5. Action plan

An action plan is created so that they can begin to imple-

ment the solution to the problem.
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<Benefits of DC>

1.Great potential for supporting intuitive processes in decision

making

Taggert and Robey's research [54] on the human brain

demonstrates that the two hemispheres undertake quite distinct

information processing activities : the left cerebral hemisphere

is characterised by rational, sequential, and analytic processes

; while the right is characterised by intuitive, simultaneous,

and holistic processes. While everyone at various times uses both

sides, most people, because of their educational background and

unique experiences, tend to emphasize one or the other.

Because of the inherent characteristics of the computer and

the tendency for analysts and programmers to prefer analytic

decision styles, computer based information systems have histori-

cally emphasized analytic approaches when supporting organisa-

tional decision making [60].

However, Issack [20] argues that many successful managers

and executives seem to favour intuitive processing.

One of the most exciting aspects of DC is its great poten-

tial for supporting intuitive processes in decision making.

The model developed in DC lends structure to thinking, and so al-

lows all perspectives on a problem to be represented and

discussed. The process facilitates communication ( sometimes,

constructive challenge) among participants, providing "a way to

talk differently" [16], as one person put it. It brings out as-

sumptions that are often different from one person to the next.
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Because the model developed by the group shows what the organisa-

tion can do, rather than just describing what it does, creative

and lateral thinking is encouraged.

2. Agreement can be reached much more quickly.

3. It helps a group to gain a commitment to action.

4. It allows decision makers to take a more balanced view of com-

plex problems.

5. Even if Turoff and Hiltz [56) argue that high satisfaction and

high decision quality cannot be simultaneously achieved, DC can

,at least, facilitate acceptable decisions (if not optimal ones)

to the participants. So, it gives shared satisfactions to them.

In practice, organisations which have used DC say that it

helped them to arrive at a better and more acceptable solution

than they would have achieved using their usual procedures [16).

But, DC is not a panacea.

<Limitations> [35)

1. There are times when DC is not appropriate. For example, whi n

problems emerge in crisis situations and require an immediate,

intuitive decision, there is no time for any kind of analysis or

explicit process.

2. Many oroblems are simply not important enough to justify two

days of executive time.

3. DC is not likely to be very effective if there is no authority

structure or if some participants are interested in sabotaging

the process.
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PART II

Aims of the Empirical Research

1. The first aim of the analysis of DCs described in this

part is to find different management information requirements,

according to the different levels in an organisation.

Therefore, the results of this research could be used to

design effective and effoient stratum-specific computer-based in-

formation systems in an organisation. There is a growing body of

opinion Oclaiming that the main rationale for building expensive

cooperative computer-based information systems is not to get the

invoices out on the time, or to help reduce stock levels to a

bare minimum. Rather, it is to ensure that the right information

gets to the desk of the right manager at the right time.

2. The second aim is to develop a better understanding of

group processes in DCs in order to improve specialists' under-

standing of how to aid them.

Thousands of studies of group process have been conducted

over the last several decades (see Hare[15] ; McGrath &

Altman[33]). Roughly, the conclusions of these studies can be

divided into two main views : the pessimistic view and the op-

timistic one.

The researches of pessimistic view (see Davis[1O] ; Lorge, Fox,

Davitz, and Brenner[31] ; McGrath & Altman[33] ; Shaw[46] ;

Steiner[533 ; etc.) have shown, for example, that for many tasks
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the pooled output of noninteracting individuals is better than

that of an interacting group. Whereas, the researches of optimis-

tic view ("assembly effect bonus" of Collins & Guetzkow[7] ;

"brain storming" of Osborn(37] ; "team building activities" of

Argyris[4] ; etc.) have shown that the human resources present in

groups can, in fact, be harnessed and directed toward more effec-

tive performance than would be obtained from individuals alone.

Regardless of view point, most researches (for example, Bor-

gatta & Bales[5J ; Taylor & Faust[55] ; Ziller[59] ; etc.) that

involve analysis of group process have hitherto taken place in

laboratory settings and use methodological strategies consistent

with paradigmatic experimental social psychology. Hackman and

Morris [14] suggest that various methodological tools and re-

search strategies typically used in studies of group effective-

ness may severely limit the kinds of understandings that can

emerge from that research. Because group tasks and group norms

are held constant in experimental studies of groups, it is nearly

inevitable that the richness and diversity of interpersonal be-

haviour within groups will be reduced substantially.

However, for reasons to be suggested below, the richness and

diversity of interaction within groups are assured in DC.

* No laboratory-settings

Only real, live and complex organisational problems are dealt in

DC. In other words, DC does not i) take place in laboratory

settings, ii) use methodological tools and research settings, and

iii) prespecify tasks.
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* It allows the variance of group norms.

In most cases, the participants in each DC have worked together

'er a certain time in one organisation. The group in each DC,

therefore, has its own unique normative structure. Thus, the

norms of a group participating in each DC are likely to vary much

from DC to DC.

* Encouragement of interaction within group

The process in DC facilitates interaction (sometimes, construc-

tive challenge) among participants, providing "a way to talk

differently", as one person put it. It bring to the surface as-

sumptions that are often different from one person to the next.

Because of these reasons, I think that the research of group

process in DC can, if carefully studied, have the likelihood of

obtaining more meaningful empirical correlates of group process

measures than have those researches carried out hitherto.

Research method

The empirical basis for this research consists of records of

managers' problem formulation and solution activities carried out

within 47 DCs which were conducted by the Decision Analysis Unit

(DAU) at LSE.

A variety of relations between the various features on these

Conferencings has been investigated. A copy of the whole data of

47 DCs which constructed 34 EQUITY models and 16 HIVIEW models,

is included as Appendix I in my Master's dissertation[27].
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Following is a list of the relations between the various

types of data on the DCs investigated in the dissertation :

. Different preferences of participants for their various goals

against their strata i.e., Across Criteria Weights in benefit

criteria (in EQUITY model) against participants' strata.

*. Influential factors to model complexity.

*. Sensitivity analysis against group size.

* Type of sensitivity analysis against participants'strata.

*. Sensitivity analysis against model complexity.

* Group size and participants' strata.
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1. How to measure EQUITY and HIVIEW mode. complexity

The rationale for the identification of model complexity may

be :

1) to investigate the effect of human factors in DCs such as

group size, strata of participants, etc. on the model

construction.

2) to investigate the association between model complexity and

human decision processes in DC such as number of sensitivity

analyses, type of sensitivity analysis, etc.

So, What makes participants in DC feel the complexity of

structuring t~eir problems through the EQUITY model ?

Participants are required to evaluate several alternative

strategies in the face of various evaluation criteria. through

assessing Scores and Weights. Because most of the Scores and

Weihts are not only human judgments but also relative scales,

E@rtcipants may feel that assessing them is c-mplex. - ----- "A"

It is natural that human beings find more complexity in

comparing, say, ten strategies in the face of a given evaluation

criterion and assessing relative scales to those strategies than

in doing so with, say, just two strategies. Thus, it is not un-

reasonable to assume that the more criteria, variables, and

strategies we have the more complexity we may find in construct-

igthe model. --- "B"

The figures in cost criteria are based on real and absolute

figures. Thus there are no Within Criterion Weights among the

variables and in most cases, the same Across Criteria Weights are
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given to various cost criteria. Therefore, they have little tO do

with the Changing Weights activities. The number of cost criteria

in various DCs is usually from I to 3, whereas the number of

benefit criteria is usually from 1 to 7.

Considering the rationale for model complexity mentioned at

the beginning of this chapter, I think the features of cost do

not make any distinct difference in measuring the EQUITY model

complexity amongst various DCs.

In the case of benefit, however, all of the figures in every

criterion in the face of several alternative strategies are on

relative scales, thus Within Criterion Weights among several

variables in each criterion, as well as Across Criteria Weights

among various benefit criteria are required to be assessed.

Thus, for the purpose of simplicity. I assume that EQUITY

model complexity can be well explained by the features of benefit

rather than those of cost. ------- c"

Based on the three assumptions "A","B", and "C" above, I

think that there are three elements which make participants feel

complexity in constructing EQUITY model :

1) The number of Scorings participants have to assess

The greater the number of Scorings participants have to assess,

the more complex they may feel the process of constructing the

model is. The number of Scorings participants have to assess is

determined by the number of strategies in variable i, the number

of variables, and the number of criteria.
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Thus, the number of Scorings

1st criterion * no. of stra- no. of stra- no. of stra-
in benefit tegies in + tegies in + -..- +tegies in

+ variable I variable 2 variable N

2nd criterion n no. of stra- no. of stra- no. of stra-
in benefit " tegies in + tegies .n . ...... + tegies in

+ variable I variable 2 variable N

mth criterion * no. of stra- no. of stra- no. of stra-
in benefit " tegies in + tegies in +j" ...... - tegies in

variable I variable 2 variable N

- r SI x m
Ass Si: number of strategies in variable i

N: number of variables
m: number of criteria in benefit

2) The number of Within Criterion Weights participants have to

assess

The more variables participants have, the more complex they

may find the process of assessing Within Criterion Weights. And,

they have to assess Within Criterion Weights for every benefit

criterion. So, the complexity in assessing Within Criterion

Weights, which is found by participants can be expressed as fol-

lows

N x m

N: number of variables
m: number of benefit criteria
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3) The number of Across Criteria Weqhts part2zirpants hr'oe 

assess

The complexity found by participants in assessing Across

Criteria Weights is dependent on the number of criteria. For

example, participants may find more complexity in assessing

Across Criteria Weights with ten criteria than doing so with,

say, just two criteria.

Thus, the complexity of assessing Across Criteria Weights

which are found by participants can be expressed by the number of

criteria :

m (in here, number of criteria in benefit)

When we want to measure the complexity of the EQUITY model,

we should sum these three elements, because they exist indepen-

dently (it means that people cannot assess Scores, Across

Criteria Weights, and Within Criterion Weights at the same time)

and also affect together the complexity participants feel when

they construct and evaluate the model.

Therefore, the equation of the complexcity participants find

in constructing the EQUITY model can be as follows
N

Si x m + N x m + m

N
m('ESi + N + 1)

m: number of criteria in benefit
Si: number of strategies in variable i
N: number of variables
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For the same reason,a measure of HIVIEW model complexity can

be drawn from the number of attributes multiplied by the number

of options.

2. Different preferences of participants for their various goals

against their strata in an organisation i.e., Across Criteria

Weights in benefit criteria (in EQUITY model) against

participants'strata

Various benefit criteria in the EQUITY model represent the

goals of participants in DC. And, different Across Criteria

Weights among these benefit criteria represent the relative

preferences of participants for their goals. Because Across

Criteria Weights reflect the relative importance of the criteria

; the relativity of the number should be emphasised during the

assessment process because people have a tendency to try to judge

these in an absolute way, whereas they only reflect the value

difference between the most and the least preferred

strategies[44).

During my survey of 48DCs which developed 34 EQUITY models

for their problem formulation and solution, I thought that

various benefit criteria could be classified into two categories

; "hard" criteria and "soft" criteria.

"Hard" criteria usually include :

1) profits

2) revenue growth
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3) short term financial goal ( Sometimes, the term of financial

goal has been used for representing profit and revenue

growth together)

4) cost reduction

5) improvement of product quality and productivity.

"Soft" criteria usually include :

1) future potential - the potential for generating other benefits

including profits and revenue in the longer

term.

It is important to include future potential as a long term

objective because it is possible over a short period to milk a

bussiness for short-term profit and revenue, leaving it so weak

that it is unable to generate other benefits including profit

and revenue in the longer term ([44] ; [58]). Thus, it has some-

thing of a "trade-off" relationship with the short-term profit

and revenue growth.

2) Risk (sometimes expressed as Safety-the inverse of risk )

It is the perception of risk measured by the probability of

acheiving the benefit values for each level. It is a combin

ation of regret and probability.

3) Synergy ( sometimes Fit )

i) fit with the firm's strategic mission

ii) potential for synergy with other business

iii) a measure of the pull through business dependent on the

area being considered.
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4) Flexibility

It is judged by testing a particular set of strategies against

the different scenarios.

5) Innovation

It is the search for future discontinuties. And it seeks the

means to exploit them.

6) Customer satisfaction

7) Improvement of decision making

8) Leadership

9) Fun and Image

As Table 2-I shows, higher stratum managers give more

preferences on "soft- criteria than do those in lower stratum

Table 2-1 : Normalised proportions of management preferences in
benefit criteria against strata

( adapted from Appendix I in [27])

Stratum hard criteria soft criteria

6 39 % 61%
5 55 % 45 %
4 58 % 42 %

For the purpose of cross-checking, the number of hard and

soft criteria which were given the highest weights are examined,

too.

The results show same phenomena ; higher stratum managers give

the highest weights on one of the soft criteria more than do
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those in lower stratum ( see WaLIn 1. "

Table 2-2 : rhe number of hard and soft. riLe'ia wrich were gi'en
the highest weights against strata
t adapted from Appendix 2 in (271)

stratum hard criteria soft criteria balanced

6 2 (21%J 4 (57%) 1 (14%)
5 4 (45%) 3 (33%) 2 (22%)
4 6 w7%) 3 (33%)

The next finding may be more interesting than the former

one. As we defined above, the term of future potential has some-

thing of a trade-off relationship with short-term profit and

revenue growth t sometimes, expressed as a short-term financial

goal ). Let's see the relationship between these two criteria

against participants'strata. Note that these criteria are

regarded as the most important concerns by the participants in

every DC, because as we can see in Table 2-3, the normalised

proportions of the weights of these two criteria to the sum of

across weights over the benefit criteria are more than 80 %.

Table 2-3 : Comparison of participants' preferences between short
term financial goal and future potential against
their strata
(Abstracted from Table 2-6 in [27])

strata proportion of the proportion of the weights
weights given to STF given to future potential
to the sum of ACW in to the sum of ACW in benefit
benefit criteria criteria

------------------.. ..-----------------------------

6 37% 40%
5 55% 34%
4 58% 31%

STF : short term financial goal
ACW : across criteria weights
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As Table 2-3 shows, the higher stratum managers increase

their concerns on future potential and decrease their concerns on

short term financial goal, whereas the lower stratum manager are

vice versa.

We can easily expect that longer-term objectives include

more risk than do short-term objectives. Then, what is the

relationship between risk and strata ? In my survey, there were 7

DCs with stratum b, 9 DCs with stratum 5, and 9 Dcs with stratum

4, which developed EQUITY model. The number of DCs which included

risk as one of benefit criteria are as follows : 4 out of 7 with

stratum 6 * 2 out of 9 with stratum 5 and 1 out of 9 with

stratum 4.

Thus, we can say that higer stratum managers concern with

longer term objectives and regard risk as one of their crucial

concerns more than do those in lower stratum.

In conclusion, higher stratum managers give more preferences

on "soft" goals than on "hard" goals, increase their concerns on

future potential and at the same time decrease their concerns on

short term financial goal, and include risk as one of their cru-

cial concerns more than do those in lower stratum.

These findings may suggest that it is necessary for an organisa-

tion to develop stratum-specific information systems.
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3. Influential factors to model complexity

As shown in Table 2-4 there appears to be an almost no ef-

fect of stratum on the complexity of the model developed.

Table 2-4 : Model complexcity against stratum

( adapted from Appendix I in (27])

stratum model complexity (mean value)

EQUITY HIVIEW

6 122 104
5 146 87
4 136 132
3 73

Again, it seems to me that group size has very little effect

on the complexity of the model developed ('see Table 2-5).

Table 2-5 : Model complexity against group size
( adapted from Appendix 1 in [27])

group size model complexity in each mean of model
Decision Conferencing complexity

EQUITY

16-19 67,180,280 176
12-15 39,43,123,140,164,188,196 128
8-11 24,38,62,95,96,102,123,123,126,

140,155,156,159,196,258,309,315 146
4-7 34,49,83,84,93,154 83

HIVIEW

16-19 40,102 71
12-15 33,108 71
8-11 51,60,72,102,108,175 121
4-7 77,120,143,144 121

-------------------------------------------------------------
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Note that, in case of HIVIEW, Table 2-5 shows mild negative

relationship between the complexity and the group size. But, as

we see from Table 2-5, the available number of the data for the

group size 12-15 and 16-19 are just two. So it seems to me that

it is unreasonable to lead to generalisations that HIVIEW model

complexity has a negative relationship with group size.

Then, what are the major influential factors to determine

the model complexity ?

To find this, two cases of DC in same stratum will be compared :

------------------------------------------------------
case "A" case "B"

------------------------------------------------------
Date : 6 May 1986 30,31 Oct 1985

Group size 10 8

Stratum 6 6

Complexcity 62 140

Model EQUITY EQUITY

Despite of bigger group size, case "A" generated simpler

models than case "B".

Why ? There were "soft" reasons during the DC of case "A". Be-

cause of the time constraint ( only one day was available at that

time ), only two benefit criteria were assumed to be used in case

These results has forced me to think that model complexity

may be more dependent on "soft" factors (such as circumstance

constraints and atmosphere during DC, attitude and willingness of

participants to contribute to model construction etc. ) than on

3ust "hard" factors (such as group size or participants' strata).
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4. Sensitivity ananysis against group size

As shown in Table 2-6 below, there is a strong tendency for

larger groups to investigate the implications of both models more

thoroughly through more comprehensive sensitivity analyses.

Table 2-6 : Number and type of sensitivity analysis against group

size (adapted from Appendix 1 in [27))

EQUITY no. of models : 34

group size no. of S.A. in
one DC (mean value) total no. of

- - S.A.
R W S

16-19 2.7(15%) 8.7(49%) 6.3(36%) 17.7(100%)
12-15 0.5( 5%) 7.1(67%) 3.0(28%) 10.6(100%)
8-11 1.1(15%) 4.1(54%) 2.4(31%) 7.6(100%)
4-7 0.3( 7%) 3.0(65%) 1.3(28%) 4.6(100%)

-------------------------------------------------------------
HIVIEW no. of models :11
-------------------------------------------------------------
group size no. of S.A.

in one DC (mean value ) total no.
of S.A.

R W S
-------------------------------------------------------------
16-19 0.5( 6%) 5.0(56%) 3.5(38%) 9
12-15 1.0(14%) 4.3(61%) 1.7(25%) 7
8-11 0.6(12%) 3.5(71%) 0.8(17%) 4.9

-------------------------------------------------------------
S.A. : Sensitivity' analysis

R : Restructuring
W : Changing Weights
S : Changing Scores

Meanwhile, in his early study about the group performance, South

[48] suggested that the 3udgmental tasks required the group to

reach a compromise ; to the extent that more discussion is needed

in order to reconcile a wider variety of initial opinions. Under

the belief that larger groups are likely to embody more and more
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diverse perspectives, the results of Table 2-6 supports South's

suggestion.

One thing may be interesting from Table 2-6 is that there

seems to be no consistency in the typeof sensitivity analyf_;*

against group size.

It seems, therefore, to me that group size has a positive

effect on the number of sensitivity analyses. whereas it has no

association with the type of sensitivity analysis in both models

(EQUITY, HIVIEW).

--------------------------------------------------------------
* TYPE OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

(Stuart Wooler [57))
This is about distinguishing three types of manipulation of

models which the management group may demand within the sen-
sitivity analysis phase of DC.

There are three types :
l)9Chn_:LnL Sore s, where the group revises its Judgments about
evaluations of strategies on some dimensions of cost or benefit.
2)Changinwe~iht, where the group wishes to test out the effect
of revising its original assessment of the distribution of impor-
tance weight across the dimensions of the model.
3)Restructurln the model, where the group wishes to make more
fundamental changes to the model by not merely giving different
values to its parameters but revising the parameters themselves.
It consists in such an activities as adding/deleting/redefining
an attribute dimension or a strategy. This is a higher level cog-
nitive activity than either Changing Weights or Chanaino Srar.w
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5. Sensitivity analysis against participants' strata

As we can see in Table 2-7, higher stratum managers show a

tendency that they maintain balance among Restructuring, Changing

Weights and Changing Scores in revising their models more than do

those in lower levels. Whereas, lower stratum managers rely too

much on just one type of sensitivity analysis(Changing Weights)

in revising their models. And in doing this, higher stratum

managers steadily increase the proportions of Restructuring and

Changing Scores as part of the total of sensitivity analyses.

Table 2-7 : Number and type of sensitivity analysis(S.A.)
against participants' strata
(adapted from Appendix I in [27])

no. of models : 45

Stratum no. and type of S.A.
in one DC ( mean value ) total no.

of S.A.

R W S

6 1.1(13%) 4.3(52%) 2.9(35%) 8.3(100%)
5 0.9(11%) 4.5(54%) 2.9(35%) 8.3(100%)
4 1.1(10%) 6.6(64%) 2.6(26%) 10.3(100%)

It means that higher stratum managers engage more in revis-

ing their judgments about evaluation of strategies on some dimen-

sions of cost or benefit and in adding/deleting/redefining

benefit, cost criteria or strategies than do those in lower

stratum. And, lower stratum managers mainly concentrate in test-

ing out the effect of revising its original assessment of the

distribution of importance weights across the dimensions of the
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model. Note that stratum, however, appears to have no association

with the number of sensitivity analyses.

6. Sensitivity analysis against model complexity

To find any association between model complexity and the

number of sensitivity analysis, I used computer based regression

modelling as well as graphic presentation (Part 11-8 in [27]).

Results of both methods show that there seems to be no associa-

tion between model complexity and the number of sensitivity

analyses.

7. Group size and participants' strata

Two approaches are used for the purpose of cross checking of

the relationship between strata and group size : one is the ef-

fect of group size on the stratum and the other is the effect of

the stratum of participants on group size.

As we can see in Table 2-8, there seems to be no consistent

effect of group size on the stratum of participants.

Table 2-8 : The stratum of participants against group size
(adapted from Appendix I in [27])

group no.of DCs comprised of stratum i
size ----------------------------------------- average

6 5 4 3 total stratum

16-19 1(25%) 1(25%) 1(25%) 1(25%) 4(100%) 4.5

12-15 2(22%) 3(33%) 4(45%) . 9(000%) 4.8

8-11 8(36%) 7(32%) 7(32%) . 22(100%) 5.1

4- 7 1( 9%) 1( 9%) 7(64%) 2(18%) 11(100%) 4.1

Total 12(26%) 12(26%) 19(41%) 3( 7%) 46(100%) 4.7
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CONCLUSIONS

Analyses so far indicate that

1. Higher stratum managers give more preferences on their "soft"

goals than on -hard" ones, increase their concerns on future

potential and at the same time decrease their concerns on short

term financial goals, and include risks as one of their crucial

concerns more than do those in lower strata.

2. The group size shows a positive effect on the number of sen-

sitivity analyses, whereas it appears to have no association with

the type of sensitivity analysis in both models (EQUITY, HIVIEW).

3.Stratum has an effect on the type of sensitivity analysis ;

higher stratum managers maintain their balance in revising the

models through increasing the proportions of Restructuring and

Changing Scores as part of the total of sensitivity analyses.

Whereas, lower stratum managers rely too much on just one type of

sensitivity analysis (Changing Weights) in revising their models.

On the basis of this riview it is apparent that stratum has

significant effects on the specific information requirements, and

on the revision of their problem formulation and solution. Thus,

it is necessary for an organisation to develop it- own stratum-

specific information systems.

Group size has effects on the nature of group interaction

process in terms of the number of sensitivity analysis. This sug-

gests that the variable of group size should be also included in

GDSS design.
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It is concluded furthermore that future research on DC

design may proceed systematically according to three dimensional

paradigms : group size, stratum of participants, and type of

tasks (see Fig.2-1 below).

Figure 2-1 : A paradigm for analysis of group process in DC as a

mediator of performance outcomes

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

stratum decision quality

group size.- group interaction
r group satisfaction,

type of #(expressed by type and attitude change etc.
task no. of S.A., different

information requirement)

Adapted from McGrath [32]
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Introduction

The first perceptions of the group about their problems can

strongly affect their cognitive activities during their decision-

making processes.

Poole (1981) argued that it is the members' perceptions of task

requirements that guide the group's work. And, he added that the

group's task representation sets boundaries on acceptable inter-

action styles and behaviour strategies. In practice, Abric (1971)

showed that performance on two experimental tasks depended on the

group's task representation.

The first perceptions about the problem may be strongly af-

fected by the relationship between the group's present situation

and their mission. To make it clear, Let's see two cases as fol-

lows

Case "'

To improve an already secure situation, such as the introduction

of a new product to enlarge an already secure market share.

Case "B"

When organisations have to respond to intense pressures.

( Eg. seeking a merger to stave off bankruptcy )

It is certain that people in Case "A" would feel much less cogni-

tive pressures than do those in Case "B".

So. the main purpose of this paper is to find whether or

not, and how the degree of cognitive pressure in problem-
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recognition stage can affect the group's decision-making

processes.

The empirical basis for this study consists of records of

groups' problem formulation and solution activities carried out

within 12 DC which were conducted by DAU at LSE. A copy of the

whole data of 12 DESIGN models is included as Appendix 1 and Ap-

pendix 2.

1. The degree of cognitive pressure in problem-recognition stage

This may be differed by the stimuli that evokes it along a

scale.

cognitive pressure

]OW high

secure situation urgent situation

low stimuli high stimuli

voluntary decision-making compelling decision-making

low constraints high constraints

Meanwhile, Mintzberg (1976) categorised decisions by the

stimuli that evokes them along a continuum as follows

(1) Opportunity decisions

These decisions are initiated on a purely voluntary basis, to im-

prove an already secure situation.

(2) Crisis decisions

When organisations have to respond to intense pressures. Here a

severe situation demands immediate action.
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Thus, opportunity and crisis decisions may be considered to

form the two ends of the continuum.

(3) Problem decisions

Those fall in between, evoked by milder pressures than crises.

Although I am not satisfied with using his terminology to

clarify the degree of the group's cognitive pressure in their

problem-recognition stage, I am forced to borrow his in this

paper until I find more appropriate ones. (please suggest me, sir)

Thus, every DC could be categrised by the degree of group's

cognitive pressure in their problem-recognition stage as follows:

cognitive pressure

low ( ---------- ----------- ------ 4--------- high

opportunity opportunity problem problem crisis
-problem -crisis

The judgment of categorisation can be based on referring the

section of background, key issues, missions, assumptions and con-

straints, and sometimes management summary in DC documentation.

The rationale to clapify each DC by the degree of cognitive pres-

sure in problem-recognition stage can be found in Appendix 2.

However, two examples of the clarification are provided as fol-

lows
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" Opportunity cognitive pressure

1-2 May '86 PACTEL

- PA's business lies at the leading edge of IT, in helping

major companies and organisations to exploit the technology

successfully for efficiency and effectiveness.

- Ignore investment constraint.

- Assume that an,- growth will go well.

- Assume that we can have anything we wanted.

" Problem-crisis cognitive pressure

9-10 June '87 ICL-Group Information Services

- Now something is radically wrong.

- Group expressed dissatisfaction with the current strategy,--

2. Total number of options or the number of options per pot ?

As we can see in Table I and Appendix 1, the number of pots

seems to have no association with group size, stratum, or initial

cognitive pressures.

Table 1 : the number of pots against group size and stratum

number of pots group size stratum
17 11 5
14 11 4

13 18 6
8 13, 14, 19 4, 5, 5
7 6, 11, 12 4, 4, 5

6 9, 9 5, 6

4 7 3

Rather, it seems to me that the number of pots is strongly

influenced by a certain group's own business field and the theme
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of the problem with which the group deal during DC.

The following examples support this conjecture persuasively.

number initial cognitive
of pots group size stratum pressures

Case "C"
4-5 Mar.'85 7 11 5 Oppor-problem
Office Systems

Case "D"
7-8 Mar.'84 17 11 5 Problem
European Div.

Both cases have same group size (11 persons), same stratum ( 5 ),

similar initial cognitive pressures (opportunity-problem,

problem), and in same organisation (ICL). But, the number of pots

produced in each case shows such a big difference (7 vs. 17).

Why ?

Case 'C"

The pots were based on the main product types with which the Of-

fice Systems Div. dealt. ( Eg. DRS 20, DRS 300, PC, General Sys-

tems, and etc.) The group agreed that they had 7 main product

dimensions which they needed to consider in DC.

Case "D"

European Div. covered ICL's European market which consisted of 17

countries. So, they agreed that the case would be based on 17

operating units(pots). (Eg. France, Germany, and etc.)

This fact forces me to think that the number of pots are
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strongly affected by the group's own business field and the theme

of the problem with which the group deal in DC rather than group

size, stratum, or initial cognitive pressures. In other words,

the type of pots may have less association with the group's cog-

nitive activity during DC. In practice, there were several DC

which had the predetermined dimensions of pots before DC.

Why do I bother with the number of pots ? Because I am in-

terested in finding whether or not such factors as stratum, group

size, initial cognitive pressure, and etc. have any association

with the number of generated options during DC.

Previous studies tried to find the association between the

group's model building activity and such factors as stratum,

group size, and etc. through the concept of "model complexity".

And, the total number of options were one of the major

"ingrediants" to determine the degree of the model complexity.

However, under the belief that the number of pots are more

influenced by a certain group's own business field and the theme

of the problem with which the group deal during DC, and so some-

times are predetermined before DC, then the total number of op-

tions cannot be used as a variable to measure the association be-

tween the particular group's model building activity and such

factors as stratum, group size, initial cognitive pressure, and

etc. Because, generally speaking, the more pots we have, the

greater the total number of options we have ( see Table 2 ).
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Table 2

total number number of options
number of pots of options per pot

- ~------------ ------------- ------------------
17 86 5.1
14 89 6.4
13 53 4.1
8 47, 40, 34 5.9, 5.0, 4.3
7 41, 37, 32 5.9, 5.3, 4.6
6 36, 34 6.0, 5.7
4 17 4.3

Thus, I think that the number of options per pot may be more

appropriate variable which could be used as one measurement to

investigate the effect of group size, stratum, initial cognitive

pressure, and etc. on the group's model building activity. As we

can see in Table 2 , the number of options per pot seems to be

independent of the number of pots, whereas the total number of

options are strongly dependent on the number of pots.

3. The impact of initial cognitive pressure on the group's

problem formulation (model building) activity

The number of Benefit criteria and the number of options per

pot generated during DC seem to have very COs&A association with

the degree of cognitive pressure in their problem-recognitio=

stage (see Table 3).
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Table 3 : Initial cognitive pressure against model building
activity

Number of Number of Number of

Cognitive Benefit options sensitivity
pressure Date criteria(A) per pot(B) A X B analysis
----- - ---------------------------- ------ -----------

1-2 May '86 6 6.0 36 5
:16-17 Feb'67 5 5.9 30 11

Ave. 5.5 6.0 33

oppcrWA* , 4-5 Mar '85 4 5.9 24 10
28-29 May'87 4 5.0 20 20
125-26 Mar'87 4 5.3 21 21

Ave. 4 5.4 22

4-5 Feb '85 3 4.6 14 24
122-23 Apr'85 4 4.3 17 4

'18-20 Jun'85 3 6.4 19 16
3-4 Jun '85 3 5.7 17 20
7-8 Mar '84 3 5.1 15 5

Ave. 3.2 5.2 16
4

9-10 Jun'87 1 4.1 4 33
-¢is 1-2 Oct.'84 1 4.3 4 3

I Ave. 1 4.2 4
----------------------------------------------------------

When they feel less pressure, they not only produce more op-

tions to tackle their problems, but also evaluate the options in

the light of the more broad dimensions of value (number of

criteria). It is the Benefit criteria that give the yardstick of

the comparison to the group when they develop a prioritised or-

dering of options.

There are two main reasons why I exclude Cost criteria here.

1) The figures in Cost criteria are based on real and absolute

figures. Thus there are no Within Criterion Weights among pots
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and same Across Criteria Weights are given to various Cost

criteria. It means that there is no preference trade-off among

Cost criteria.

2) In fact, the kind and the number of Cost criteria do not dif-

fer much from one DC to another DC. Usually, costs were assessed

by year-based criteria, or by operating and capital expences

criteria, or by simply (operating) costs criterion.

Note that, however, the number of sensitivity analysis seems

to have no association with the degree of cognitive pressure. In

fact, as we saw in previous studies (Wooler '86 ; Chun '87), it

seems to have the positive relationship with group size.

These findings are supported by Table 4, in which the number

of Benefit criteria and the number of options per pot seem to

have no association with group size and/or stratum.

Table 4 : Number of options per pot against group size, stratum

Number of
options / pot(x) group size stratum

6.0 S x < 6.5 9, 11 4, 6
5.5 6 x <6.0 9, 11, 19 5, 5, 5
5.0 S x (5.5 6, 11, 13 4, 5, 5
4.5 eax (5.0 12 4
4.0 ex < 4.5 7, 14, 18 3, 4, 6

Number of
Benefit criteria group size stratum

6 9 6
5 19 5
4 6, 7, 11, 13 3, 4, 5, 5
3 9, 11, 11, 12 4, 4, 5, 5
1 14, 18 4, 6
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Number of 8 criteria
X Number of options/pot group size stratum

36 9 6
30 19 5
24 11 5
21 6 4
20 13 5
19 11
17 7, 9 3, 5
15 11 5
14 12 4
4 14, 18 4, 6

The number of criteria, the number of options per pot (not

total number of options !), and the number of pots are all

together major elements to determine the model complexity. My

previous study found no association between model complexity and

group size, stratum. And, this was proven again in this paper.

But, at that time, I could not find what was an influential fac-

tor to determine the model complexity. Now, we could say that the

model complexity may be strongly affected by the initial cogni-

tive pressure of the group about their problem, and the group's

ot.n business field and the theme of the problem with which the

group deal in DC.

These findings with previous ones (Wooler ; Chun ; Oldfield)

can give more comprehensive picture to understand the group's

decision-making activities during DC.

Those are :

1) Although some changes of the model structure may be attributed

by group's stratum in light of Restructuring activity, the main
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"skeleton" of the model (the number of criteria, the number of

pots, and the number of options per pot) may be affected by the

degree of the group's cognitive pressures in their problem recog-

nition stage, the group's own business field, and the theme of

the problem with which the group deal during DC.

2) Meanwhile, the "flesh and blood" of the model (Scores,

Weights, and Sensitivity analysis) may be affected by group size,

and stratum.

* Higher stratum managers regard the decision problem differently

from lower stratum managers, they give more preference to "soft"

dimensions of value such as future potential, risk, and synergy

than to "hard" ones such as financial goal, cost reduction, etc.

* Higher stratum managers increase their preferences on future

potential and at the same time decrease their concerns on short

term financial goals and also include risk as one of their cru-

cial concerns.

* Higher stratum managers revise their modeis more extensively

than lower stratum, in carrying out sensitivity analysis.

* Group size has a positive effect on the number of sensitivity

analysis.

4. Next research

1) Expansion of this study to HIVIEW model

2) To develop a general model which can describe the decision-

making processes in DC

(Eg. Multiple sequence model based on simple sequence model)
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3) Options may be categorised as follows:

(i) Ready-made options

The options may be found ready-made, that is, fully developed, in

the environment during DC.

(Eg. to determine the site at which new plant might be located)

(ii) Custom-made options

The options may be developed especially for the decision.

(iii) Modified options

The options may combine ready-made and custom-made features -

ready-made options are modified to fit particular situations.

People may think that ready-made options are more "visible"

than custom-made ones. So I shall try to investigate the effect

of these differences in options on the group's decision-making

activities, such as the number of sensitivity analysis, type of

sensitivity analysis, stratum, and etc.
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Appendix 2 : The rationale for the clarification of DC according

to the cognitive pressure in problem-recognition

stage

<Opportunity cognitive pressure>

1. 16-17 Feb. '87 ICL - International Operations

- To secure for ICL a strong position in high-growth interna-

tional markets and generate a consistently growing contribution

to Group revenues and profits.

2. 1-2 May '86 PACTEL

- To develop PA's IT services, as an international business

within corporate guidelines

- PA's business lies at the leading edge of IT, in helping major

companies and organisations to exploit the technology sucessfully

for efficiency and effectiveness

- Ignore investment constraints

Assume that any growth wi.l.l...row _ell

Assume that we can have any.thing we wanted.

<Opportunity-problem cognitive pressure>

1. 25-26 Mar. '87 ICL - Public Services Business

- We are already international in Regional Government, we want to

be international in Health Care, we want to be big in Law & Order

where there is no dominent international supplier.

- Becoming international was a problem. particularly in light of
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restricted resources.

2. 28-29 May '84 ICL - Asia Pacific Div.

- How can we develop ICL's position in Asia Pacific to one of

significant strength,.while at the- same-_ti megenerat.ing_ i ncreased

proftitabi lity and_ achieve all our objectives.

- Need to define "significant strength"

Does strength mean being in the top three in each country in

which we operate ? Or does it mean No. 1 in profit in each

selected market segment_?

- How to achieve profitable growth with a limited resource.

3. 4-5 Mar '85 ICL - Office Systems

- To make ICL the leading supplier of quality office systems to

companies in W. Europe with a profitable turnover greater than

100 M p.a.

- Match industry leaders in development and sales productivity

- We have a long term objective to reach 20 % PST. In 1985, we

are targetting only 6 %.

Insufficient funds from outside Office Systems

<Problem cognitive pressure>

1. 4-5 Feb. '85 ICL - Central Government Sales

- To improve the efficiency and effectiveness at a profit, of UK

Central Govt., the agencies funded by Treasury and pull through

of ICL products.

- There was a need for sustained profit, whilst maintaining a

short term profit stance and a lack of support for the Group's
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particular needs from Business Centres.

- There was a need for the Group to be more responsive to exter-

nal development/collaboration.

2. 22-23 April '85 ICL - End User Computing

- Short term profit problems

To get the right balance on short and long term

- Difficult to move away from what is inherited.

- Company culture is still box and not solution oriented.

3. 18-20 June '85 Mars - R&D Div.

- Overall, there was a sense of a Div. that operated in the past

in a somewhat -fragmented fashion, ...with curren.. pre.s.s..ures of

resources requring a more overall view of the Div.'s activities.

- Both money and people resources are more scarce now than in the

past.-

4. 3-4 June '85 ICL - Applied Systems

- To develop a method of prioritising AS activities by markets,

types of spend, people, quality, etc and interdependence with

other groups, as well as by product

- People are accountable for things they do not have sufficient

authority for. This creates inefficiency and serious disfunctions

in the Company.

- Net spend must be less than 24M for '85 and 24.3 for '86.

5. 7-8 Mar. '84 ICL - European Div.

- To reach a decision on how to deploy ICL - ED resources to

achieve the "grow in the Europe" strategy

- ICL cannot achieve corporate growth by growing uniformly be-
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cause much of the business in Europe is non-profitable.

<Problem-crisis cognitive pressure>

1. 9-10 June '87 ICL - Group Information Services

- Now something is radically wrong.

- Group expressed dissatisfaction with the current strategy, and

indicated that it needed to be improved so as to provide more in-

tegration nationally, to facilitate administration and to provide

support to ICL's salesmen and customers.

2. 1-2 Oct. '84 ICL - Professional Services

- Significantly to increase ICL's revenue and profit ; This led

the group to consider only one criterion "financial goals".
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SUMMARY

The work reported here explores the hypothesis that problem handling in decision
conferences by groups of managers is determined by the organisational strata they
occupy, that is, problem formulation and resolution is largely dependent on their
position in the hierarchy of their organisations.

Decision Support Systems, although of major support to mamagers in organisational
decision maing during the process of decision conferencing, have limitations and
thus fail to meet the need of senior or higher stratum managers.

It is argued that senior managers, due to their organisational roles and motivations,
take a more global perspective of decision problems than their lower ranking
counterparts. Senior managers also consider long term objectives more seriously
and are more likely to regard startegic issues more prominently than managers
lower in the orgamsational hierarchy. It is further argued that decision processes
incorporate two tyes of cognitive structures in problem handling, strategic and
tactical planning. rategicbeing the abstract conceptualisation of the problem of
how to reach the goal, while tactical planning being the operationalistaion of such
conceptualisation, that is, what to do in order to reach the goal.

In order to develop more sophisticated Decision Support Systems to meet the needs
of these higher stratum managers, it is necessary to identify the underlying decision
making processes utilised by managers in Decision Conferences.

The focus of this study is to identify such conceptual processes and the extent to
which these interact with management strata during decision conferencing.

A useful waV of eliciting participants' problem handling is through text analysis
methods. Text analysis enables the identification of areas of concern to participants.
This concern is reflected by the extent to which exploration of particular domains of
the decision problem occurs. The nature of those domains determine the nature of
the conceptual framework they employ in representing the problem.

The method of elicitation employed has enabled the identification of domains of
major concern to the participants in decision conferences, reflecting the extent of
their interest in particular issues, and through identification of these issues it is
possible to ascertain their approach to the decision problem.

Analysis of results confirm the basic hypothesis that problem handling is
management strata specific. Higher strata managers employed better structuring
processes in their problem handling, they proposed less strategic issues and more
tactical issues both at the beginning and at the end of the decision conference.
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The group of managers at stratum 3 also confirmed the hypothesis that they fail to
structure the decision problem adequately at the initial phase, they tended to
explore a greater number of issues which was irrelevant to their decision problem,
reflecting the lack of refinement in problem formulation.

Analysis of results from stratum 4 managers, however, did not confirm the expected
hypothesis, that their problem handling would occupy and intermediate position
between stratum 5 and stratum 3 in terms of problem formulation and resolution,
however, we were able to show that the decision conference process was successful
in aiding problem identification and formulation.

Our future work will examine in more detail the characteristics of the issues and the
underlying quality of these issues which will allow us to build on our current
methodology in examining in detail the differences in problem handling of level 4
managers.
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ANALYSIS OF DECISION CONFERENCES: DIFFERENCES IN PROBLEM

HANDLING BY MANAGEMENT STRATUM

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous work of Decision Conference analysis has revealed associations between

the stratum of the management team and the extent to which problem revision

occurs, also, concern over specific areas is greater at some levels of organisation

(Wooler, 1987). The findings suggest the need to focus on exploring the precise

nature of the differences in problem handling in decision conferences by

management stratum as well identifying factors that influence the process.

1.1 Objectives

The focus of this report is to identify significant aspects oi the cognitive processes

utilised by managers in arriving at their 'decision making destination' from the

initial problem definition/structuring phase in Decision Conferences, in order to

provide a better understanding of the effects management level or stratum has on

the solution of decision problems.

The objective of the study is to identify significant aspects of problem handling by

managers in Decision Conferences by exploring the following:

the kinds of issues that participants bring to the
debate

the ways that management groups structure decision
problems at the beginning of the conference
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the extent to which management levels/strata
(Jaques, 1983) affect the structuring of decision
problems

the nature of differences in the problem structuring
process across management strata

effects of the decision conference process upon
problem resolution

A better understanding of these processes would enable the development of

computer based decision aiding systems that could facilitate improved problem

formulation and structuring leading to superior decision making. Ill defined

problems have consequences not only for decision making processes but also for

final solutions. Decision Support Systems (DSS) rely heavily on modeling the

problem and in the case of ill defined problems, it is difficult to know what to model

at the very beginning and then how to structure it. Thus, if interest groups differ

about what they choose to model, the frame they set for the problem, any

differences can intensify/increase during the process of examining alternative

actions, uncertainties and possible consequences.

A crucial issue in examining managers' problem formulation activities concerns the

domains they explore within problem formulation debate. A domain may be

defined as a conceptual area within which specific issues relating to a topic are

located, e.g. safety is a domain within which topics such as technology may be

considered. Individuals tend to handle problems through exploration of the relevant

domains, with more exploration within those domains that represent to them the

greatest concern relating to the problem (Humphreys et al, 1987).

DSS for ill structured problems will incorporate different type of "knowledge

systems" to those of well structured problems (Bonczek et al.,1981). There is some
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debate whether it is important or practicable to identify all the domains relevant to

the decision problems brought to Decision Conferences. It has been argued that

rather than identify all these it is better to concentrate instead on computer based

resources to focus on developing methods for structuring the problem, assessing the

participants' existing knowledge base, simulating alternatives and perfcrrmlng

interactive sensitivity analyses to provide an informed basis for choice (Humphreys

et al., 1983).

1.2 Decision Support Issues

It is widely believed that decision aids such as computers and specialised software

enable groups of decision makers to make better and faster decisions. They help

decision makers gain alternative perspectives of the problem and also generate a

shared understanding of the issues. However it is recognised that they have major

limitations and as such they are of limited advantage to senior managers. Phillips

(1986), argues that while people are future oriented in their thinking, presently

available computer software is predominantly based on data from the past. This is

especially the case for Information Technology Aids, which are predominantly data

oriented (information from the past). On the other hand, Preference Technology is

more flexible in that it aids decision makers to develop preferences between

alternatives, to form value judgements. Although most available technology has

been useful, these aids are still inadequeate in meeting the requirements of many

managers and executives, as it fails to provide the necessary database on the future

and thus managers and executives still rely heavily on their own 'intuitions' and past
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expertise because computers are limited in being able to generate as many feasible

and novel scenarios or solutions as the executive is able to do, especially at higher

strata. Long term prospectives of a problem are more readily incorporated by

managers who occupy posts at higher strata in organisations.

DSS should be more akin to human processing systems. Human 'software' is much

more flexible and dynamic as it is able to generate novel scenarios (Toda, 1983). If

we are to develop more sophisticated DSS to aid human decision making then it is

crucial to consider how human problem solving occurs. Toda postulates that there

are two parallel processing systems operating within the human mind, System I and

System II. System I operates on the 'frequency' principle, where data from past

events are stored within memory and used as a data base in future evaluation of

events and experiences, it is a static system only able to operate on past information.

System II, is more dynamic in that it is able to generate unlimited number of novel

scenarios and futures utilising the data base of System I.

It could be argued that Information Technology is akin to:System I, where possible

permutations can be elicited from the limited data base. Preference Technology on

the other hand could be said to support System 11 more effectively in that it

facilitates the generation of value judgements and possible alternatives. Its value

lies in its ability to interact. Ideally, successful DSS would be more like System II,

able to generate infinite novel future scenarios. This kind of system would be

particularly useful for higher stratum managers, whose problem solving needs are

not met by present available aids as these constrain them especially in terms of time

frame projections. There is evidence that higher stratum managers in decision

conferences often made references to consequences beyond the model's time frame

(Phillips, 1986).
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Senior managers who occupy the higher strata of an organisational hierarchy tend to

handle qualitativiely different problems than do lower stratum managers, as they

deal with more long range strategic issues. Because of their position within the

organisation they have to consider more global perspectives of the problem in order

to consider more wideranging scenarios, and thus they generate novel solutions to

problems from the available database.

1.3 Organisational Issues

The importance of developing DSS to aid the dynamic processes of problem

structuring, helping to look for alternatives, has been discussed by Humphreys

(1986), highlighting the extent to which it is important to focus on the problem

owners (Checkland, 1984), in order to understand their conceptualisation of the

problem and also the influence the problem owner may have within the organisation,

as this will be an issue in modelling the organisational context of the problem and

the implementation process.

Senior managers tend to work actively within their environment rather than

reactively, their job is to manage resources utilising the available data from past and

present to direct their future actions in creating a more effective organisation in the

future. In many situations they have to choose between options, they need to be

able distinguish between the desirability of these options and their effects for the

future. In this respect Preference Technology has already provided effective

support and it is particularly useful in group decision support systems (GDSS), but it

still fails to provide the necessary database on the future. Furthermore, it relies very

heavily on information provided by the user about the past (Phillips, 1985). This is a
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point which we make also in technical report 88-1, where we identify an urgent need

for organisational modelling tools which will enable the construction of such

databases for "conceptual models" about the future. Decision makers who occupy

senior positions in an organisation are unwilling to accept the degree of constraint

imposed by classical decision modelling. They prefer to use their discretion in

modeling problems in a way that contradicts the central assumption of decision

theory, that decision problem solution should aim at maximising expected utilities

between alternatives represented in the decision model. In actual fact their

principal goal may be more concerned with the centralisation of power and

executive agency (Vari & Vecsenyi, 1983).

In addition people employed at different levels within an organisation require

different types of knowledge about the organisation ranging from how to perform

tasks at the lowest, operative level, to the type of knowledge which allows major

restructuring of the organisation at higher levels. While it is possible to talk in

abstract terms about a single set of organisational goals, in practice the goals,

responsibilities and perspectives of the various stakeholders in a problem situation

may vary considerably and perhaps in conflicting ways (Vari & Vecsenyi, 1984a).

Stakeholders occupying different roles are likely to explore the scenarios which to

them represent their views of the problem within different 'small worlds' (Toda,

1976).

Vari and Vecsenyi (1984a, 1984b) and Lock (1983) describe how problem owners'

organisational roles and responsibilities interact with their motivations

indetermining the way they formulate the problems they own.
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Moreover, the way in which they elaborate their initial scenarios will vary according

to their knowledge about the organisation and the degree of discretion available in

the way they can act on the organisational structure itself.

Central to organisational decision making is the competence of the decision

maker/executive for it is their capacity to handle and formulate the problom that

determines the quality of the outcome. Large organisations are usually

hierarchically structured, with higher level ability managers at the top of the

hierarchy (Jaques, 1983). Ideally, the ability of a manager/executive to handle and

structure problems should be reflected in the position/stratum he or she occupies

within the organisation.

1.4 Planning levels

Organisational planning can be viewed through their hierarchy of decisinn making

and classification of management activities, which can be classified at three levels

(Anthony 1965):

1. Strategic planning

2. Management control and tactical planning level

3. Operational planning and control level

Strategic planning deals with long range issues, management control and tactical

planning is concerned with medium term issues while operational planning and

control activities involve shorter term decisions for current operations. Hierarchical

Divisions within organisational work spheres are usually established to meet those
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particular operational needs (see Technical Report 87-1 on this project, and

Humphreys, 1984 for a fuller discussion of this in the context of Jaques' 1976 Theory

of Bureaucracy).

The majority of decisions at the operational level are relatively structured and those

at the strategic level are relatively unstructured. Information requirements are

different for the strategic and operational levels, thus information support for the

unstructured strategic level would need to be different to that for the unstructured

operational/tactical level.

The concept of strategy is very difficult to define and although we cannot offer a

tightly bounded definition distinguishing between strategy and planning, our criteria

of time and structure provides a workable basis for distinguishing the two.

At a more conceptual level, strategy can be regarded in terms of a cognitive process

of organising actions/plans in order to reach a particular goal. Strategy is used in

relation to goal directed human action. The term strategy has been extensively used

in Decision Making, especially where concern is with optimality of reaching goals.

van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) differentiate between goals and plans, regarding plans

as a series of 'macroactions' resulting in the goal. While strategy is a means of

reaching a goal and it dominates lower level decisions and actions in the process.

The process of reaching the final goal will depend on the way the goal is

characterised, that is the type/nature of the concept utilised in connection with the

goal, e.g. "fast" concept will dictate the quickest way to reach the goal, while

"optimal" concept will dictate least expenditure in reaching the goal. Once a specific

concept has been selected, it will dominate ali other concepts in the course of

action, that is if fast has been selected then it will dominate optimality and speed

will be paramount rther than economics of actions.
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2. PROBLEM HANDLING BY MANAGERS IN DECISION CONFERENCES

Decision Conferencing is an intensive two-day problem-solving session attended by

a group of people who are concerned about some complex issue facing an

organisation. A unique feature of this approach is the creation of a computer-based

model which incorporates the differing perspectives of the participants enabling

them to evaluate alternatives by examining the models generated through various

stages of the process with the aid of a facilitator and a decision analyst and thus

reach a shared agreement about future actions.

Decision Conferences can be regarded in terms of change, a change of the way

participants variously understand the presenting problem over the two day period

between the beginning and end of a Decision Conference as a result of the

conferencing process. However it is difficult to generalise from individual findings

of such changes because they are also determined and affected by the participant in

the event and the skills, experience and competence and knowledge base they, as

individuals, bring to the debating table.

Attempts to develop a theoretical framework for aiding higher stratum decision

makers have identified some differences between management strata in their

utilisation of available software in the process of decision conferencing (Chun,

1988). It was shown that higher stratum managers increased their preferences on

future potential and at the same time decrease their concerns on short term

financial goals and also include risk as one of their crucial concerns. Higher stratum

managers revise their models more extensively than do lower stratum managers

when carrying out sensitivity analysis. The results and those presented in

Humphreys (1984, 1988), suggest that information and thus decision support
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systems requirements are different for each stratum of management, thus it is

important in developing a DSS to identify how each stratum handles decision

problem. The latter is the major focus of this report.

One of the major questions is to what extent higher stratum/level managers handle

decision problem differently in a decision conference. Whether there are any

differences in the number of issues both at the beginning as well as at the end of a

conference. It could be argued that higher strata managers have already structured

their decision problems and thus do not propose as many different kind of issues,

while lower strata mangers may not be able to formulate the problem into succinct

clearly defined issues. The objective of the decision conference is to aid decision

makers to identify and structure their problems, if the process is successful then both

the frequency and the nature of the issues at the end of the conference would be

different from the initial phase. The number of issues raised at the end of a

conference is expected to be less than at the beginning or at least not more, showing

that the process has been successful in aiding problem structuring and decision

making.

Should such differences exist, the type of issues need to be identified in c -der to

establish the major areas of concern to the participants in order to identify their

perspectives as these show the way they have defined and conceptualised the

problem. Identifying these cognitive representations would enable comparisons to

be made between the perspectives of decision makers, particularly relevant when

dealing with managers from different organisational strata.

The nature of issues needs to be explored, not only in terms of which particular

areas or domains are important to the participants, but also in regard to the nature

of each particular domain, that is, what aspect of the domain is more prominent in

handling the problem. Such issues may be considered in terms of either abstract or
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concrete concepts. Abstract issues representing strategic aspect of the problem

handling, while concrete issues representing tactical/operational handling of the

problem. Identification of these would reveal not just which issues are important

but in what way they are important. This would enable the development of a more

sophisticated model of the decision problem.

The basic hypothesis investigated in this report is that higher stratum managers

employ more sophisticated structuring processes whereby they incorporate many of

the minor issues into well developed better inegrated definitions of the problems

and thus would propose fewer issues than lower stratum managers. It is further

hypothesised that lower stratum managers propose more issues, especially at the

initial stage of the Decision Conference called Key Issues, by Phillips (1986) and

equivalent to stge S2 in the general conceptual schema presented in Technical

report 87-1 and 88-1 on this project. These initially proposed issues would in fact

represent the unstructured components of the overall problem for which a solution

is sought.

It is further hypothesised that more abstract issues would be offered at the initial

stage of a decision conference: concrete issues will arise subsequent to abstract

ones in as much that abstract issues reflect strategic planning while concrete isssues

refelect operational planning. Thus when problem structuring is organised top

down abstract concepts are dealt with before concrete ones. Further, more concrete

issues should emerge at the end of the conference reflecting the operationalisation

of the abstract.
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3. ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL OF DECISION CONFERENCES

An approach considered useful in identifying such differences is through the analysis

of procedures of Decision Conferences. Previous work has shown that analysis of

discourse processes can be useful in eliciting those issues that represent those

aspects of the problem which are of most concern to the participants by identifying

the extent to which they raise those issues as well as the composition of those issues

(Humphreys et al., 1987).

In order to establish areas of concern and the nature of such concern to decision

makers and stakeholders in a decision conference, it is necessary to identify the

most prominent issues. This can be achieved through text analysis, that is by

categorising linguistic units into domains, or coginitive space of exploration. Areas

of concern can be identified by the frequency with which specific issues located in

particular domains of concern are raised during the problem formulation stage

('key issues' raised) and the final decision making stage ('action list') of the

conference. Identification of these prominent issues can be carried out through

classifying them, initially into domains and then into types: strategic (abstract) or

tactical/operational (concrete). The extent to which a particular domain is of actual

concern to the stakeholders within a particular conference would be reflected in the

proportion of issues raised within that particular domain, relative to other domains.

Hence the analysis adopted here focussed on the type and number of domains

stressed by participants in specific decision conferences and the nature of those

domains. That is: for each group of managers, participants in a conference, we

analysed the number of strategic and tactical issues per domain both at the Key
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Issues stage (beginning) and Action List stage (end) of the conference. Note that key

issues stage corresponds to stage S2 in the general procedural schema presented in

Technical Reports 87-1 and 88-1, whereas the action list stage marks the end of the

cycle in that schema (i.e. output of stage S7).

3.1 Procedure

Data consisted in material from eight (8) Decision Conferences. These materials in

turn comprised reports of the Decision Conferences provided to the management

teams, participating in each conference, notes taken by the conference decision

analyst during the progress of the conference and the problem modelling developed

by the analyst themselves within these notes. The eight Decision Conferences were

selected to represent three levels of management within the International

Computers Ltd (ICL) organisation - in Jaques' terms, levels 5,4 and 3. (An

explanation of these levels and how they relate to typical occupational grades can be

found in Jaques, 1983 and are summarised in Humphreys. 1984 and Technical

report 87-1). At each of levels 5 and 4 three decision conferences were analysed

and at level 3 two decision conferences were analysed.

A classification scheme was developed according to which issues debated within the

groups were classified as follows:

1. Organisational issues

2. Economic issues
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3. Product/development issues

4. Marketing issues

5. Image

6. Risk

Each of the first four categories were further subdivided into:

a. Strategic/abstract issues

b. Tactical/operational/concrete issues

These categories were determined on the basis of a pilot analysis, which revealed

that great majority of the issues discussed in decision conferences fell into one or

other of these types. This categorisation scheme is necessarily judgemental.

Following is a description of each category backed up by examples. (Two judges

working independently have been responsible for classifying the issues under

discussion in each of the decision conferences).

Criteria for categorisation

These were as follows :

Organisational: all those issues that were considered to bear some relationship to
the internal mechanisms of the organisation/company, involving the structure of the
company.

Organisational strategic: issues that involve consideration of possible strategies and
manipulations that the company would have to or was utilising in order to further its
purposes as an organisation. Issues relating to the ways in which the management
and distribution of work within the company affects its ability to reach long term
company goals.

e.g. What business are we in and what as a business centre
are we looking to control?
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Organisational tactical: issues that involve structuring and operationalising any of
the components of issues concerning the organisation.

e.g. Produce a list of current offices, the number of people
in each and their role, including how these offices are
shared.

Economic: any issue that relates directly to cost or benefit.

Economic strategic:

e.g. How to become profitable and how to become self
funding particularly in the short term.

Economic tactical:

e.g. Need feedback on the financial situation concerning
VANS.

Product/development: issues that relate to products or their development

Product development strategic

e.g. What products do we sell?

Product development tactica.

e.g. We have no products which take advantage ofour
retail/finance linkage.

Market: any issues that relate to the product market.
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Market strategic:

e.g Define the opportunities which currently exist, if any,
that would be created from the integration of the
existing businesses.

Market tactical.

e.g. Request regional sales managers to nominate the top
accounts with network opportunities.

Image: concern with external image, the commercial world's image of the company,
it did not include the perceived image by members of staff.

e.g. How we establish an image in the market place as a
company.

Risk: concern with risk aspects.

e.g. Ways of reducing risks on the revenue and profit
projections.

Thus all categorisable issues were classified into one or more of the above 10
categories at the key issues stage as well as at the end of the conference, at the action

list stage.

3.2 Results

Figures 1 - 32 (shown in section 3.3) display the relationship between domains and

groups after linear transformation (the percentage deviation above or below the

mean of the absolute frequency of number of issues raised within each domain ).

The relative importance of strategic and tactical issues per management level can be

seen in figs. 1-4. Figures 5 - 20 show the relative importance of specific domains

across management strata. The relative importance of issues for each management

stratum can is shown in figures 21 - 32.
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The proportion of issues raised in each domain by managers in each management

stratum is shown in fig. 33 for the 'key issues' stage of the decision conference and

fig. 34 for the action list stage. Tables I and 2 summarise the mean frequencies of

strategic and tactical issues raised within domains of concern by management strata

at the 'key issues' and 'action list' stages of the decision conference.

The frequencies were grouped according to the management level of conference

participants (5, 4 or 3 according to Jaques' 1976 classification of levels). The chi-

square statistic was used to test for differences in frequencies across management

strata. Separate analyses were carried out for strategic (S) and tactical (T) issues.

For strategic issues, the differences across strata are significant at the 5% level at

key issues stage, and at the 1% level at the action list stage. However, for tactical

issues there were no significant differences across strata at the key issues stage but

became significant at the 2.5% level by the action st stage.

3.3 Interpretation of results on differences across strata

Managers at stratum 5 were most concerned (in relation to the other groups):

with organisational issues that were mainly tactical in nature, both at the key issues

and action list stage. For this group of managers, strategic issues raised were

genrally in the organisation domain, particularly so at the action list stage.

The tactical issues that were raised concerned:

economi4 product and market issues at the key issues stage

organisation and market issues at the action list stage.

(See Figs. 29-32, for details).
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Managers at stratum 4 were most concerned, in relation to the other groups, with

strategic issues, especially at the action list stage, the most prominent being product

and market issues. The remaining strategic issues were in the domain of market and

to a very limited extent, organisation. The tactical issues concerned mainly into

market at the key issue stage and economic at the action list stage, with very little

concern being shown over product. At the key sues stage they were least concerned

with economic issues, and at the 'action list' stage they were least concerned with

economic and organisation issues (See Figs.25-28).

Although this group is least prominent in terms of the number of issues considered

at the key issues stage, it is the most prominent in terms of strategic issues at the

action list stage.
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Management at stratum 3 offered most issues at the 'key issue' stage in strategic

areas and is least prominent at the 'action list' stage at the tactical level. The

strategic issues that concern them are in the organisational domain at 'key issue'

stage but product/development domain at the 'action list' stage. Thus at the

beginning they are concerned with strategic organisational issues and tactical

organisational issues but at the end they are predominantly concerned with product

development issues. Thus this group seems to concern itself with organisational

issues at the beginning of the conference both strategic and tactical while product

and market issues are of least concern. However at the action list stage product

development becomes most important both strategic and tactical (Figs. 21-24).

3.4 Interpretation of results on domains of concern

When the actual domains of concern in which issues were raised are considered, the

following findings emerge:

Organisational issues:

At the key issue stage the group of managers at stratum 3 are most prominent in

terms of the number of issues raised at the strategic level, while at the tactical level

both the groups of managers at strata 5 and 3 were equally prominent. At the

action list stage the group of managers at stratum 5 emerged as prominent both at

the strategic and tactical level and the group of managers at stratum 3 were least

concerned with this domain (See Figs. 5-8).
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Economic isues:

The group of managers at stratum 3 were again most prominent in the number of

issues raised at the strategic level at the 'key issues' stage of the decision

conferences, however at the tactical level the group of managers at stratum 5 were

more prominent. Group 4 is least concerned in this domain. At the 'action list'

stage of the decision conferences, the group of managers at stratum 4 was most

prominent in their concern with both strategic and tactical issues, managers at level

5 raised fewest strategic issues, and managers at level 3 fewest tactical issues (See

Figs. 9-12).

Product/development:

At the key issue stage the group of managers at stratum 4 raised most issues at the

strategic level, while the group of managers at stratum 5 raised most tactical issues.

However, by the 'action list' stage the group of managers at stratum 3 raised most

issues overall, while the the group of managers at stratum 5 raised the fewest issues

overall in this domain of concern (See Figs. 13-16).

Market

In this domain of concern, the group of managers at stratum 3 raised most strategic

issues at the key issues stage, with least concern being shown by the group of

managers at stratum 5 at this stage, who raised the fewest strategic issues at the

beginning of the conference in this domain of concern. This group, however,

showed most concern with tactical issues both at the 'key issues' and 'action list'

stage. The group of managers at stratum 4 in this domain of concern raised most

strategic issues by the action list stage.
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Image and risk were not analysed in greater detail as relatively few issues were

offered, however it is worth mentioning that whilst Image appeared to be most

important to the group of managers at stratum 3, especially at the key issue stage,

this issue was not raised again at the action list stage. While the group of managers

at stratum 5 did raise some issues relating to this domain at the beginning, they did

not consider this domain to the same extent at the end of the conference. Risk was

not considered at all by the group of managers at stratum 5 and only a few isses

were raised in this domain of concern by the groups of managers in strata 4 and 3

(See Tables 1 and 2).

The group of managers at stratum 5 represented the highest level management

capabilities (amongst this group of companies) and therefore it was expected

according to the hypothesis, that higher stratum managers would be better able to

structure and assess decision problems, should offer a smaller number of issues in

all domains of concern. The group of managers in stratum 5 infact offered more

issues for debate at the key issue stage than managers in stratum 4 but less issues

than tie managers in stratum 3. However by the action list stage stratum 5

managers raised less issues than stratum 4 managers but more issues than stratum 3

managers (see Tables I & 2 and Figs. 33 and 34).

If we consider strategic issues at the key issues stage (See table 1), we found no

significant difference in the number of issues raised between managers at strata 5

and 4 (9.67), however managers at stratum 3 raised considerably more issues in

relation to the other two strata (16). At the action list stag.. (See Table 2), least
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number of strategic issues were raised by managers at stratum 3 (4). The group of

managers at stratum 5 raised only a few more strategic issues (6), however, the

group of managers at stratum 4 raised more than twice the number raised by

stratum 5 managers (13).

For tactical issues, the group of managers at stratum 5 raised the most issues at both

key issues and action list stages. The group of managers at stratum 4 raised almost

as many tactical issues, but only at the action list stage. The group of managers at

stratum 3 raised relatively few tactical issues either at the beginning or at the end of

the conference.

Figures 33 and 34 provide a clear visual display of the extent to which domains of

concern have changed as a result of the decision conference process. They show

that managers at stratum 5 reduced the extent oftheir concern on most domains but

expanded on organisational/tactical issues, which was their most dominant concern

at the action list stage. Managers at stratum 4, however, shifted their emphasis from

organisation issues to economic/tactical issues and product development, both at the

tactical and strategic level.

The group of managers at stratum 3 showed the most change as a result of the

decision conference process: while their major concern at the beginning focussed on

organisational, economic, market and image issues, as a result of considering these

through the conferencing process, they seemed to recognise that infact their areas of

concern should concentrate on product development. While image was a major

concern to them at the beginning, this domain was not considered at all by the end

of the conference, suggesting that once the decision problems had been structured

and evaluated, it was recognised that this domain was not of major concern after all.
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4. DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that the managers at stratum 5, studied in the eight decision

conferences, confirmed the hypothesis that this group of managers would raise fewer

strategic and more tactical issues both at the beginning (key issues stage) and at the

end (action list stage) of a decision conference. Additionally, the number of tactical

issues raised in proportion to the strategic issues (twice as many) by the end of the

conference further reflects the managers' ability to refine the decision problem, the

development of a number of plans or macroactions to reach their goal. Managers at

this stratum were able to reduce the number of strategic issues raised, as a result of

the decision conference, at the action list stage again displaying their ability to refine

decision problems.

According to the original hypothesis, the group of managers at stratum 3 were not

expected to be able to refine their decision problems to the same sophisticated level

as stratum 5 managers and were thus expected to raise more strategic issues

especially at the beginning of the decision conference, indicating their lesser ability

to refine and structure the problem. The results confirmed this hypothesis, the

group of managers at stratum 3 did, in fact, raise a greater proportion of strategic

issues at the beginning of the decision conference (key issues stage, 16:9). By the

action list stage, they raised very few tactical issues (as well as very few strategic

issues), thus reflecting the extent to which they had not been able to develop plans

to operationalise their strategies. However they were, as a result of the decision

conference process, able to identify those domains which they needed to focus upon.
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Our results for the group of managers at stratum 4, however, confounded the

hypothesis that they should perform in a manner lying between the style of the level

3 managers and the style of the level 5 managers. We had expected that, if a

hieracrhical structure of competence holds across management strata, then the

results should have followed a linear relationship, with the group of managers at

stratum 4 raising issues in proportion to the other two management strata, that is,

this group of managers should have displayed results that would have placed them in

rank order between management strata 5 and 3. However, they ranked lower than

the group of managers at stratum 3 at key issues stage by raising fewer tactical issues

than stratum 3 managers, but they also raised fewer than expected strategic issues

than stratum 5 managers. The group of managers in stratum 4 also increased the

number of strategic issues that they raised by the end of the conference at the action

list stage. However, they failed to increase the number of tactical issues raised by

this stage of the decision conference. This implies that they did not handle strategic

issues during the course of the decision conference in the same way as stratum 3 and

stratum 5 managers. Although stratum 4 managers did raise more tactical issues

than stratum 3, as expected, suggesting that, at the tactical level at least they

confirmed the hypothesis concerning their intermediate position in the management

stratum hierarchy.

In a recent pilot study of Decision Conference processes carried out at the Decision

Analysis Unit, Chun, (1988) has shown that higher stratum managers regard the

decision problem differently from lower stratum managers, they gave more

preference to 'soft' options such as future potential, risk and synergy (fit with the

firm's strategic mission). Further, they tend to increase concerns on future potential

and decrease their concerns on short term financial goals. This complements the
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findings of this study that higher stratum managers are more abstract in their

problem handling, generate more novel options and take into account long term

perspectives more frequently, propose more strategic issues than lower strata

managers.

$ INTERPRETATION AND FUTURE WORK

Preliminary findings do show that management strata in decision conferences *J"oes

determine the extent to which decision problems are explored and structured and

therefore effect the decision making process and possible solutions. Taking an

alternative approach (Chun, 1988) in identifying stratum specific differences in

Decision Conferences has reached similar conclusions concerning specific aspects of

higher stratum participants. However our method of analysis is able to identify

specific characteristics, that is whether the participants handle the problem in a

strategic or opertaional/tactical manner by identifying the most important issues

that managers bring to the conference table. Unfortunately the quality of the

material available from these decision conferences was not sufficient to allow us to

employ a methodology which could be successful in identifying precisely the

characteristics of the issues and the underlying quality of the issues. It is in this

direction that research will be directed in the next phase of this project, to identify

the characteristics and underlying quality of the issues submitted for decision

making, to establish if higher level management do actually structure the problems

in a more sophisticated manner, while the current results into the development of

Decision Support Systems indicate the need for stratum specific decision aids, we

will defer a detailed discussion of the exact nature of these aids and how they uvll

support the managers, until the final report next year, where we will have the benefit

of this detailed information.
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SUMMARY

In this final report we update and consolidate our previous work in which
we dealt with the experimental part of the project and identified the issues
concerning processes in problem handling in social decision making situations.

Variance in opinion based on different perspectives, roles and interests of
stakeholders is seen as a major stumbling block in the process of reaching a
shared agreement. In the context of our study which examined the opinion of
various stakeholders influenced by the development of risky and hazardous
technologies the issue is pertinent. Disagreement between stakeholders can
result in the limitation of the use of such technologies which ma'y be based on
unresolved conflict rather than a consensus opinion about any disbenefits that
may accrue through the implementation of such technologies.

In our initial study (Humphreys et al., 1987), we developed a methodology
for eliciting differences and showed that by controlling the boundary within
which a stakeholder is expected to perform, through the initial problem
statement, exploration of the problem can be enhanced or restricted. We
imposed five different points of reference from which our subjects where invited
to begin their exploration.

The follow up study undertook to examine more closely the issues
involved by concentrating on a single level (Oldfield and Humphreys, 1988). The
study looked at how different groups of stakeholders handled a common problem
to see if specific domains of concerns exist. The results indicated that identifying
different stakeholders' perspectives and mapping them against each other is a
useful technique to reveal areas of differences.

The elicitation of different perspectives to a decision problem would
enable the identification of areas of shared agreement and more importantly,
highlight those perspectives which are not shared. It is important to recognise
that a major issue in identifying differences in perspectives amongst stakeholders
is the extent to which the stated objectives are the real objectives and truly the
views of the problem owners. Previous methodologies have not been successful
in locating these. Central to our work is the reliability of the methodology in
displaying the real perspectives or rather small worlds of the stakeholders.

It is within these small worlds that the problem exploration takes place,
where events and consequences are considered in terms of scenario exploration.
Where domains are not shared, the exploration within the unbounded scenario
of another problem owner may be anxety provoking and therefore can result in
rejection. Thus techniques are needed which will handle conflicting factors
generated by the existence of uncommon domains.

We propose that rather than extending the terms of reference in order to
reach a shared definition and understanding of the problem, we consider ways to
extend the background of safety within which problem exploration takes place.
This would enable stakeholders to explore unbounded scenarios, previously not
within their terms of reference. We consider that psychodramatic techniques
would be particularly useful for this exploration.
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DISPLAYING DIFFERENCES ACROSS DOMAINS IN PROBLEM
REPRESENTATION BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS IN SOCIAL DECISION
MAKING

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years we have carried out a programme of work aimed
at gaining a better understanding of the different ways decision problems in
social situations are perceived by various stakeholders and subsequently, how
recognition of those differences can be effectively utilised in a consensus mode to
reach a shared agreement. We identified different perspectives adopted by
stakeholders andsuggest that awareness of the various perspectives of a decision
problem can be instructive in the communication and the understanding of the
different ways in which a problem is being represented and the relative stakes
involved.

In our previous work in Technical Report 87-3 on this project
(Humphreys et al, 1987) we reported on the successful development of a
methodology for identifying problem handling at different levels of knowledge
representation among stakeholders in the context of hazardous waste disposal
(This report is reproduced as Appendix A). The study also demonstrated how
exploration of the decision problem is facilitated or restricted by setting
constraints at a particular decision making level in terms of the initial problem
statement. The posited method of problem handling elicitation utilises content
analysis as a means of determining domains of concerns to individuals and
represents the characterisation of the problem, has be-n considered particularly
suitable for identifying differences between stakeholders in the decision problem.

Decisions arrived at in social policy formulation and implementation,
which do not take full account of all the perspectives and problem
conceptualisation of the different stakeholders can often lead to conflict and
consequently to possible failure in the implementation. If there is no shared
agreement of the problem then some of the parties' view of the problem will not
be represented in the decision making process, leading to possible discontent as
well as incomplete information for structuring the decision problem. In order to
reduce such possible conflicts as well as to enable stakeholders or interested
parties to reach a shared understanding of the problem in question, and
consequently to reach the optimum decision for all concerned, it is necessary to
identify existing differences in the problem handling process. This is crucial, so
that appropriate support may be provided to enable the parties concerned to
resolve differences, establish lines of communication and arrive at a shared
definition and understanding of the problem.

The type of support required, however, is determined by the particular
problem handling processes which are at variance. Whilst it is recognised that
stakeholders in a decision making process and especially in the case of societal
decision making, do have different perspectives and these perspectives have to
be taken into account, the problem is not with identification of views alone, but
with the adequate exploration of the underlying cognitive processes employed
when engaging in problem handlin work. By identifying the processes involved
in exploration of the decision problem, it is possible to provide appropriate
support, for this, representation techniques are needed which indicate the
domains which stakeholders wish to explore in their initial exploration of the, as
yet unstructured situation within which the problem will be located.
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We can think of problem owners' exploration of the situation as being
carried out within the small world which defines the bounds of the material which
the person is prepared to retrieve and attempt to structure in locating and
exploring problems relating to the organization in transition (c.f. Toda, 1976).
Farago, 0 dfield & Vari (1988), Humphreys and Berkeley(1986), and Wagenaar
and Keren(1988) have described how problem owners with different interests
due to their different organizational and social roles explored the small world
they personally considered relevant in very different ways, according to their
interests and, by extension, their roles.

Moreover, for the reasons we give in Section 2, problem owners who are
not used to exploring particular domains in defining the situation may have
difficulty communicating with other problem owners and stakeholders who
would like to focus attention on such domains in locating problems to be faced.
We discuss there how problem owners' need for a background of safety underlies
this difficulty, and suggests interactive procedures which should help in resolving
it by extending the background of safety.

Computer based support for such procedures has been found to be most
effective in terms of displaying graphically (within a slice-diagram) the different
degrees of exploration across domains carried out by the vanous stakeholders
p arty to the decision. Examples of this type of display are presented in Technical
Reports 87-3 and 88-3 on this project, which are reproduced in Appendices A
andB. In subsequent work, beyond this project, we plan to develop these
computer-based display techniques into a tool for Displaying Differences across
Domains (DDD) as a means of supplying support at this stage within the
situation definition cycle.

1.1 Problem structuring in social decision making.

A number of incidents in recent years has led to an increased level of fear
and concern over catastrophies occurring in some industrial processes. The
catastrophies have increased the level of apprehension in the public's mind over
the risks involved in some technologies, resulting in a certain amount of
alienation and conflict toward industry. This conflict can be harmful to the
development and expansion of these industries, by the application of pressure on
government and industry to limit and control development of technology. In
recent years pressure groups have played a major role in bringing about policy
changes. As a result of public concern, social policy planners are finding it
increasingly more difficult to obtain the public's agreement to the development
of hazardous and risky technologies. Thus the role of the public and need for
their co-operation has become an important variable in Hazardous Waste
Disposal. The need to recognise the issue of public acceptance of policies
concerning risky and hazardous technology has been emphasised .previously
(Freudenberg & Rosa, 1984). However, in conflicting social decision situations,
the parties concerned recognise that decisions relating to these have to be made
and therefore a better understanding of each other's position are essential (Cats-
Baril & Gustafson, 1986).

A major problem in obtaining consensus on societal policies is due to the
conflicting interests and perspectives adopted by stakeholders in the decision
making process. Studies which looked at problems of decision making over
siting and policy (Kunreuther, 1982), highlighted a major theme: that areas of
conflict arise due to the subjective views of stakeholders as well as their roles,
goals and motivations within the process as stakeholders in risky technology
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bring different subjective views to the decision making table (von Winterfeldt,
1982).

In order to reduce conflict and ensure successful social policydevelopment of hazardous or risky technologies by resolving differences and

reaching consensus among stakeholders, it is important to identify where
differences as well as agreement occur within the problem handling processes of
all interested parties or problem owners. In many cases interested parties feel
that their views are not recognised or accepted by the other stakeholders and
therefore their interests are not properly represented.

In Technical Report 87-3 we identified how problem structuring for the
stakeholders is facilitated or impaired through setting constraints at each of the
five levels of cognitive representation of the problem being handled (Humphreys
et al. 1987). The methodology developed was based on identification of areas or
domains of concern raised by the subjects, revealing the extent to which
particular issues formed the basis of their problem definition and structuring, the
extent to which they explored the issue. This exploration represents their
subjective judgement of the decision problem or issue in hand, of how an
individual "tests" the boundary of his/her "small world".

1.2. Exploring the boundary of the 'small world" within which the problem is
located.

In making subjective judgements, material on which the judgement is
based has to be retrieved from memory and then structured and explored in
some way which allows a reasonably stable assessment of the material. In
experimental settings of judgemental tasks, the experimenter's task instructions
invite the subject to explore beyond what has been defined or given. This
exploration may involve searching for ideas relevant in evaluating how the
person feels about the consequences of offered options or may require searching
previous experiences. Humphreys and Berkeley (1984) consider this exploration
as being carried out within the small world which det'nes the bounds of the
material which the person is prepared to retrieve and attempt to structure in
handling the judgement problem (Toda, 1976).

1.3 Analysis of differences between stakeholders in problem representation.

Identifying stakeholders' small worlds enables the representation of their
perspectives of the problem, which allows comparison of any existing differences
in their conceptualisation of the problem. It is differences in problem
representation among stakeholders that can lead to conflict over possile
solutions of the problem. Successful resolution of conflict can only be achieved
through a shared agreement not only about what the problem is but also how it
can be resolved.

Results of the first study revealed the extent to which people were unable
to handle and structure the problem of Hazardous Waste when either too
constrained (level 2) or too tree to explore (level 5). The findings revealed that
problem handling was optimal at levels 3 and 4. At level 4, when presented with
a scenario, people could explore the topic most widely: across levels. While at
level 3, when the problem was constrained within a frame, the subjects were able
to explore the topic in depth and did not venture outside the frame provided.
The methodology is considered paricularly useful to further expand the area of
exploration of stakeholders' intuitive handling of decision problems and is
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particularly useful for identifying differing perspectives of the interested parties,
as agreement can only be reached if the problem owners can recognise and
explore each other's small worlds.

1.4 Resolving differences

Some attempts have been made to provide support for resolving
differences through cognitive mapping procedures (e.g., Sevon, 1984; Friend &
Hickling, 1987; Eden & Ackermann, 1989). However, in evaluating these
mapping procedures we have found that, while they were quite good at eliciting
material to be explored, they faltered at the point of expressing the exploration
within the form of a map. At this stage in the situation definition process it is
premature to employ a fixed structure - as in the geographical representation of
a map - to show linkages between issues of interest to problem owners at
particular points within a two-dimensional space. This premature imposition of
structure by the mathematical techniques employed in cognitive map
construction tended to lead to rejection of the whole map by problem owners.
Also, the results often interfered with the process of conceptual model building
in stage 4 of the procedural schema (Technical Report 89-1), which is the first
stage where structured models may reasonably be developed and displayed.

Identifying and mapping differences in problem handling by stakeholders,
especially in societal decision making have been a major focus of decision
theorists in recent years. Several methods have been postulated which can
usefully elicit the underlying cognitive structures utilised by stakeholders in their
problem handling. Axelrod (1976) consider cognitive maps, in terms of a
mathematical model of a belief system derived from what a person states and not
from what he thinks. A cognitive map is designed to capture the structure of the
causal assertions of a person with respect to a particular policy domain and
generate consequences that follow from this structure.

Identification of differences in problem handling and representation can
also be elicited through argumatics. Toulmin's (1958) uses of arguments is based
on the premise that a man who makes an assertion puts forward a claim. The
claim is implicit in an assertion and is like a claim to a right of argument which
could be produced in its support. Whatever the nature of the particular assertion
may be, in each case the assertion can be challenged and demand that attention
be drawn to the grounds (backing, data, facts, evidence etc.) on which the merits
of the assertion are dependent. Central to Toulmin's theory is the use of
grounds, warrants and backing, for the claim or conclusion whose merits are to be
established and the facts that are being appealed to as a foundation for the claim
or data. The next step in the process may be to seek the relationship to the
conclusion of the data already produced. Thus Toulmin's approach to
argumentation is to establish, after having made the claim, upon what grounds
that claim is based and what warrants are used to legitimise the grounds also
what backing is utilised to strengthen warrants, that is, not just what people are
saying but what information they use and the route they utilise in getting there.
This method for displaying cognitive maps can yield useful data in establishing
the extent to which people explore their boundaries at level 5.

This method of problem representation has been utilised by Hogberg et
al., (1984), who argued that the standard rational model of problem solving, that
is to choose the best alternative, did not appl , to problems in social policies.
They also suggested that when problems are ill-structured or 'messy, it is more
fruitful to look at the problem solving processes in terms of analysing
argumentation, as the form of arguments and the content of the conclusions are
interdependent. This means that interest groups or stakeholders with conflicting
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conclusions (common in public policy issues) use different forms of
argumentation and that this blocks creative problem solving. Their methodology
for anal sin arguments in debates was applied to the nuclear ener$y debate (in
Sweden). Through the use of their methodolo$y they were able to identify
systematic differences in the use of decision criteria, scientific logic and
confidence in "established scientific knowledge" between opposing stakeholders
in the debate. One of their major conclusions claimed that stakeholders with
opposing interest will not "listen" to each other's arguments, and pointed future
research toward identifying differences in problem conceptualisation.

Application of Hogberg's methodology to determine differences of
problem andling between stakeholder groups in a social decision problem (
hazardous waste disposal in the U.K.) has supported his findings that experts
tend to use more facts and theories to support their argument in a public issue
debate while lay people and pressure groups use more value judgements to
support their arguments in a debate (Allan, 1987, Vari et al., 1986).

However, while this methodology is useful for identifying the type of
argument utilised in the debate, it fails to identif) as successfIlly the specific
perspective utilised by different stakeholders or interested parties within such
debates. An explanation of how stakeholders in, especially, social decision
making situations conceptualise the problem, on what ind of issues they base
their arguments and only displays how people argue and not on how they view the
problem. In order to be able to argue the process it is necessary first to reach
agreement on what is the problem. A prerequisite to a successful argumentation
process must be agreement on what the argument is about. The methodology
developed on this project and detailed in Technical Report 87-3 proves more
useful in identifying individual stakeholder's perspectives in handling the
problem. The identification of stakeholder's perspectives is the first step towards
developing strategies for supporting exploration of the situation of concern and
routes of communication, essential in nsky and controversial technologies and
issues (Farago et al., 1987). We discuss this issue further when we consider the
implications of our experimental findings in the next sectiouL
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2. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUPPORTING EXPLORATION AND
NEGOTIATION OF THE DOMAINS OF CONCERN

2.1 Scenario exploration

In the course of defining the situation, problem owners may find that
exploration of domains given prominence by other problem owners, with
interests and experience different from their own, may be much more
threatening than exploring consequences, even negative ones, than exploring
their own familiar domains. They may have to explore other people's scenarios,
which, for the explorer, are unbounded, that is, it is possible or them to imagine
and consider events and consequences which are not bounded by familiar worst
case scenarios. Such anticipation can arouse considerable anxiety about the
possibilities of what might be encountered and would need to be dealt with if the
problem owner were to undertake this exploration in his own mind, and in so
doing going beyond his own background of safety (c.f. Sandler & Sandier, 1978;
Humph reys, 1982). This in turn, can lead to a refusal to consider other
stakeholders' views, not because of negative features, but just simply because it
feels unsafe even to consider them.

In such cases, what should be done to bring problem owners with different
interests together so that they may develop a shared definition and
understanding of the situation? Without this shared understanding, problem
solving cannot take place. We may consider three alternative strategies. The
first two have to do with the way terms of reference are set for the issues which
may be considered in a public way in the defining of the situation. The third
relates not to terms of reference, but to the background of safety.

2.2 Extending the terms of reference

Extending the terms of reference for what can be considered in defining the
situation and to admit material drawn from an enlarged small world,
encompassing the small worlds that each participant would like to explore may
well be an unrealistic solution to the problem of handling differences between
stakeholders with different interests. Implementing this notion would involve
each participant being required to engage in wider exploration, thus increasing
the chance of encountering consequences which for them, if not for all the other
stakeholders, would involve considering unbounded worst case scenarios. This
could undermine the background of safety, which they need if they are to
negotiate a shared knowledge structure, which they are then prepared to use in
subsequent problem definition.

Moving to the other extreme is often recommended, that is restricting
rather than extending what can be talked about within the frame of reference.
This implies that scenarios in other areas might not be explored, thus reducing
the level of anxiety that such explorations may induce (c.f, Mazur, 1984). Such a
strategy is actually likely to be counter-productive, as it would simply throw such
exploration into the realm of taboo issues wherein phenomena excluded from
social debate, rather than being neutralised, are experienced as having special
agency and potency (Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982)
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2.3 Exploration techniques

Therefore we would suggest that an alternative and more promising
solution would be to consider ways of extending the background of safety,
helping problem owners develop and bound scenarios in areas, where, at present,
they do not know how to think about what might be involved. To develop
scenarios proposed by other stakeholders in the process of problem definition
and handling, and to explore these constructively rather than through avoidance,
as is often the case.

Techniques developed to deal with such exploration are based on drama,
to provide support to help audiences to consider and face the unthinkable, from
Greek tragedies handling issues that deal with death, bereavement, sacrifice and
taboo. More recently these ideas have been adopted by social scientists to form
the basis of techniques such as psychodrama which involves working with small
groups facing various psychodynamic states such as personal anxieties and
interpersonal conflicts etc., involving situation bounding. Moreno (1946)
describes the use of role-playing within the context of psychodrama (exploring
scenarios from the starting point of other problem owners' roles) to reveal things
to problem owners that would otherwise be unavailable for exploration by them.
Psychodramatic techniques (compared by Sampson, 1971 with Stanislavsky's
theory of acting) are employed to provide a structured context which effectively
extends the background of safety or the problem owner's exploration of the
small world accessed through adopting the viewpoint associated with another's
role in the problem expressing process.

Some techniques of this type are also employed within the strategic choice
approach to organizational decision making (Hicklin&, 1974; Friend & Hickling,
1987) in order to help decision makinggroups deal wth uncertainty about
bounds of the small world within which the problem should be structured.
However, the strategic choice approach focusses more on co-ordinating the
boundaries of the small worlds shared by problem owners comprisin the group,
rather than exploring the potential conflicts concerning whbt may safely be
encompassed within these boundaries.

Identifying other stakeholders' small worlds, especially those that are
different or rather are not shared by other problem owners is crucial if any kind
of support in terms of aiding scenario exploration is to be provided in order to
extendthe existing background of safety.

Implementation of psychodramatic techniques with the goal of extending
the background of safety is a highly interactive process between problem owners
and analysts. We do not suggest that such techniques themselves could be
successfully programmed as compute-based functions of tools in class R1.
However we have found that displays of the domains explored by different
stakeholders (c.f. figures in Oldfliel d& Humphreys, 1988) can be very useful for
providing the structured context which sets the agenda for the exploration
through small worlds which the psychodramatic techniques may facilitate.
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3 CONCLUSION

The results of the experimental work described in Technical Reports 87-3
and 88-3 on this project (reproduced in Appendices A and B) identify the extent
to which stakehol der groups can reach agreement on their decision problem, and
highlight the extent to which these groups are unable to communicate with each
other. The analysis reveals that their background of safety, and thus the
boundaries of the small worlds that they are able to explore are not shared. In
order to reach a shared understanding of the problem it would be necessary to
extend stakeholders' background of safety to include domains beyond the
existing boundaries so that all perspectives may be shared by each stakeholder.
We discuss ways of doing this in Part I of the final report on this project
(Technical Report 89-1).

The identification of the domains of concern explored by interested
parties within the issue of hazardous waste, facilitated the comparison of
perspectives adopted by members of stakeholder groups who would occupy
different, and potentially opposing roles in social decision making on hazardous
waste disposal.

The method of analysis we described in the first year of work on this
project, and described in Technical Report 87-1 has here been shown to be
useful in eliciting the perspectives of different interest groups within a decision
problem. It is able to identify where differences in perspectives occur and thus
enable resolution of such differences by aiding the particular stakeholder groups
to extend their background of safety and encourage exploration to take place
within domains not previously explored. For this reason, we have proposed its
development into a support technique within Class RI of the Organizational
problem handling toolkit described in Technical Report 89-1: i.e., as a technique
which can facilitate organizational problem owners' expression of issues of
concern in defining a decision problem. However, this technique should not be
considered to provide support in a stand-alone fashion. Rather, it is an
important adjunct to methods aiming at extending the background of safety, like
those described in Section 2, above.
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SUMMARY

The res.arch reported in this report posits and tests a theory that
people's intuitive handling of unstructured deciion problems (that is,
those problems in which neither the environment nor convention nor habit
dictate an appropriate solution) consists in five levels of subjective,
psychological problem structuring. The key features of these five
decision maring levels are:

(1) what is qualitatively different at each decision making level are
the operations carried out in forming judgements about how the problem
is to be handled and solved, (2) the results of the operations caried
out on a particular level constrain the ways operations are carried out
at all lower levels, and (3) any decision problem is potentially
represented "in the real world" at all levels. Therefore, levels
cannot be treated like a taxonomy for classifying decision problems;
instead, the handling of problems at each decision making level has to
be examined.

In the study reported, four of these five decision making levels were
manipulated under four different experimental conditions. Within these
conditions, subjects' discussions of a topic having significant real-
life impact for them (local hazardous waste disposal) were constrained
in one of four ways by interviewer-imposed constraints, each constraint
corresponding to one of the posited decision making levels.

A major empirical question addressed in this report is the extent to
which intuitive decision making is impaired or facilitated by setting
constraints externally, as terms of reference or as an initial problem
statemenit, at a particular decision maring leveL No previous
empirical research on judgement and decision making has dealt with this
proolem. The posited five decision making levels provided not only the
rationale for the experimental design but also different ways of
analysing transcripts of subjects verbal handling of the problem. These
analyses led to the following conclusions:

1. Imposing the minimum constraint of only specifying the problem
area asks too much of people; their exploration of the problem is
very limited. To help them get started in their thinking, priming
them with either a bounded scenario or a frame within which to
represent the problem proved very successful.

2. The main trade-off in practice has to be made between priming
subjects with scenarios (level 4) or frames (level 3). Priming
with a frame within which to represent the problem tended to
encourage more "depth" (structuring within the offered frame).
Priming within a scenario encouraged more "breadth" (exploring
across intuitively selected frames). In each case, though,
subjects still explored more beyond the areas in which they were
primed than within the areas in which they were primed.

3. Constraining subjects by giving them a fully-structured problem
frame (level 2), typical of psychological experiments on judgement
under uncertainty, is counter-productive. Subjects became
frustrated and apathetic: they explored less, both within and
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outside the frame in which they were primed, and this was not
compensated for by encouraging them to give more judgements within
the frame. In other words, constraining people at this level
clearly underestimates their intellectual abilities, and they
respond by failing to display much of what they are capable of at
any level. Thus, the conclusion made by many judgement
researchers, that people are "intellectual cripples" when dealing
with uncertainty, may be an artifact of the experimental
constraints imposed on subjects.

4. Overall, this research shows the impossibility of maintaining an
objective stance on the part of the experimenter in judgement
research. The act of stating the problem and what is required of
the subject has a profound effect, well beyond the error variance
associated with experimenter-induced biases, on the way subjects
thinK about the problem. In addition, the approach used by the
experimenter in analysing the data imposes its own constraints on
che conclusions that are drawn. Thus, judgement researchers will
need to consider new paradigms that recognise the inseparability of
experimenter and subject in investigations of problem-solving for
ill-structured situations.
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1. 1 IROCUCTION

Tne nature of scaxenolders' intuitive handling of social decision
proolems has become an important issue when forecasting the success of
strategic or regulatory policy ma.ing on issues of social concern where
social consensus or, at least, acquiescence is required to ensure the
policy's success. In such cases, views of interested parties or
sca.eholders are frequently sought through public enquiries or opinion
surveys (e.g., Otway et al, 1978). The resulting differences in
views are often attributed to one or more of the parties consulted
possessing intrinsically defective or restricted capabilities for
handling decision problems, especially when one of the parties is the
general puolic: lacic of ability to handle expert knowledge is assumed
to lie behind the puolic's objection to certain policies under the
assumptio: that "ii the puolic could taxe the facts properly into
account, public opposition would fall away" (e.g., Davis, 1984; Szalay,
1984).

Attributing public discord or disquiet to lack of xnowledge or biases in
intuitive handling of decision problems precludes an understanding of
the source of the dispute from any perspective other than the one put
forward by particular stakeholders who are in a position to define
tneir view or the problem as the view of the problem. This in turn may
lead to effective disfranchisement of other legitimate stakeholders.

This report aims to address the issue of how one should conceptualize
the processes involved in intuitive decision making in a way that allows
us to evaluate intuitive decision making independently of any assumption
of what is the "correct" way to handle a problem. The methodology
involved is also intended to pave the way towards the development of
effective techniques for displaying the differences between the ways
different staxeholder groups intuitively handle social decision problems
in such a way tnat will facilitate the resolution of these differences,
rather than promote claims by particular staxeholders that other
st-axeholders are simply 'biased' or incompetent in the way they handle
tne proolem.

1.1 Evaluating staxeholders' intuitive handling of decision problems.

Evaluation of other people's performance in intuitive decision making is
a common preoccupation of psychologists. Usually standards for sucn
evaluations are drawn from what is classified as the "normal"
performance on the specific decision tasK: norm in this case tends to
refer to the statistical norm. Research on judgement is exceptional in
this respect as here the standard for comparison is usually derived from
the normative model prescribed within the particular theory which,
according to the researchers's opinion, should apply to the decision
task oeing investigated. This practice relies on the assumption that
the decision tas can be represented in only one way and that the
answers to questions about the decision task are prescribed within the
confines and under the assumptions of the model which is used as the
standard for the evaluation (Berxeley and Humphreys, 1982).

Such an approach to evaluation is, however, based on an
oversimplification of the process of judgement since basing such
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evaluations on the products of this process misses out the creativity
and innovation innerent in the process itself and assumes that there is
such a thing as a self-evident objective reality to which everyood
relates in the same way. Licntenstein et al (in press) make a similar
;uggestion and recommend that researchers should test their own
intuitions rather than accept them iso, facto as explaining the
pnenomena they study.

There have been a number of critiques of how experimental psychologists
judge their suojects' inferential reasoning as defective (e.g., Berkeley
and Humphreys, 1982; Edwards, 1983; Christcnsen-SzalansKi and Beach,
1984) and of how experts (or those who employ experts) judge lay
people's risk judgements as defective. However, it would be wrong to
consider that this tendency is restricted to experimental psychologists:
generally in social decision making situations involving groups with
differing and potentially conflicting goals or interests, each group
tends to consider the other group's judgements in handling the problem
to be defective, oiased, incomplete, while their own judgement is
consider much more appropriate. How can we resolve this contradictory
state of affairs? There are three viewpoints about this:

" The authoritarian view which is based on the belief that only
certain stakeholders can handle a decision problem appropriately
due to sore external criterion, e.g.,

- tney have the service of experts,
- -hey belong to a more knowledged elite,
- they have the right (or gift) to decide for political or

religious reasons.

o The pessimistic view which is based on the belief that No one can
handle intuitive decision problems effectively, e.g.,

"Our cognitive limitations, not only result in poor judgement, but
they prevent us from seeing just how poor it is..." (Dawes,
1976).

o A relativistic view which supports the idea that stakeholders may
have the caoabilities to handle intuitive problems effectively
(out only from their own perspectives.)

In the following we shall examine what is involved if one wishes to
adopt the relativistic view. There are two reasons why this view is
attractive to us: (1) it fits with Beach et al's (1987) view that the
question of the quality of judgement can never be settled in a general,
that is, absolute sense, and (2) it provides the possibility of using
the judgements that eacn person or stakeholder group makes from within
their own perspective in handling a shared social decision problem in a
constructive way. We shall consider first what is implied by the
caveat "from within their own perspective" and then describe how we can
understand intuitive decision making in a way that will allow us to
display, and mayoe attempt to resolve differences in perspectives.
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1.2 Fersoec:ives in judgerrent

The notion of oersnec:ive should oe understood here in a metaohorical
rather tnan literal sense. Thus, the analogy it implies is different
from the analogy made by Tversq and Kahneman (1981) oetween "correct"
judgement and veridical perception. In their analogy, visual
perspective is taxen to oe correctly interpreted in, for example, making
out the "true" heights of mountains at different distances in one's
view. The claim that we would lie to maxe here is that this perceptual
analogy is not sufficient to understand properly what is meant by a
person's own perspective in judgement. In judgement, what one "sees"
is a function of what one has "seen" in the past, how what one is facing
now is going to affect one's own future, and so on. It is insufficient
to try to explain the differences in judgement stemming from different
perspectives by making an analogy between differences in perception of
an obje-.ctive, physical world. It is equally inappropriate to extend
this analogy by attempting to construct a map showing the range of
knowledge about a particular situation which may or should be taken into
account oy anyone forming a judgement.

At first sight, this mapping idea looKs attractive, but what is assumes
is that the differences in perspectives and the results of their
operations could be represented in Just one map, one Knowledge
representation structure; all one has to do is to find out what this map
looKs liKe. A number of people have tried to mane maps (e.g., Axelrod,
1976; Eden et al, 1981) or equivalent non-spatial representations of
this type. The prcolem, however, with this enterprise is that most
people fall into the trap of believing that differences that exist
oetween the xnowledge representations of the various stakeholders can
unequivocally be expressed in one structure constructed at just one
level of knowledge representation.

1.3 Five decision maxing levels

Previously we have advanced the thesis that zo less than five
aialiatively different decision making levels have to be taken into
account in understanding how people structure their intuitive judgement
in naling decision problems (Humphreys and Berkeley, 1983; 1985).
Table i snows the operations involved at each of these levels in
handling intuitive decision problems. Related accounts of this scheme
focussing on organizationl proolem handling, have been given by Jaques,
1983 and Phillips, 1984. We have also su~gested that the use of this
scheme .s essential in any attempt to handle differences in judgement
cetween different individuals or different interest groups in social
decision maing, if we are to avoid unnecessarily negative and
restrictive evaluations of the whole process of the stakeholder's
intuitive decision maKing.

Humphreys and Berkeley (1987) describe practical examples from case
sudies of displaying differences at each level, but these, of necessity
were taken from a number of studies in different settings. The
objective of the present study is to make use of the methodology
described by Humphreys and Berkeley (1987), within a ctmprehensive
empirical study of the way in which 'non-expert' stakeholders form
judgments in handling an intuitive decision problem.
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Table 1: 'he operations involved, and means for displaying and
resolving differences in judgement in decision problems,
classitied by decision maing level

Means of handling differences
in judgement between
individuals or interest groups

Operations represented involved in the decision
Level at this level involve making task

5 Exploring to find the Extend "bacKground
bouncary of the small of safety"
world in which tne
proolem is located

4 Proolem structuring Analyse differences in
language: selecting content of problem
and linking variants structuring language
of judgement structures - not the airount

3 Developing structure Analyse differences in the
within a particular emphasis they place on each
judgemental frame component of the structure

2 Azxing "what if" Sensitivity analysis
questions

1 Maxing "best Deciding who is most
assessments" copetent to make each

assessmrent

(Source: Humphreys and Berkeley, 1987, Table 2)
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2. Operationalization of the five decision making levels in a
study of how people handle problems involving hazardous waste.

Three formal properties of tne levels scheme described oy Jaques (1983),
;tumpnreys and Berxeley (1985, 1987) and Phillips (1984b) and introduced
in cne previous _eccion, are of Key importance in specifying the
metnodology for this study of intuitive handling of decisio problems.

These are as follows:

1. What is qualitatively different at each decision making level are
the ooerations carried out in forming judgements about how the
proolem is to be handled and solved.

2. The results of the operations carried out on a particular decision
maxing level constrain the ways operations are carried out at all
lower levels.

3. Any decision problem is potentially represented "in the real world"
at all levels. Therefore, we cannot treat decision making levels
like a taxonomy, classifying decision maxing problems as level 1,
level 2, etc. We have to examine how each problem is handled at
each level.

In laboratory experiments on intuitive decision making tasks, material
on whicn the judgement is based has initially to be retrieved by the
judge from memory and then structured and explored in some way which
allows a reasonably stable assessment of whatever one has been asked to
judge. The task instructions provide a guide - sometimes misleading -
about wnat may or may not need to be searched in memory, and how it
should be structured. Instructions are never self contained, however,
for if tney were, there would be no element of judgement involved: in
tne tasx assigned to subjects the answer would always be given within
tre questions. The question instructions thus invite one to explore
beyond what is given searching for ideas relevant in evaluating how one
feels acout consequences of offered options, or for a previously learned
statist,cal principle which would provide the needed linK to ma.e the
demanded inference.

Outside of the laboratory, in the absence of such task instructions,
more elaboration or exploration may be necessary on less well-structured
initial problem statements, and there may be less constraints on
generating novel solutions containing elements not within the
constraints provided by initial instruction sets in the typical
laoratory experiment (e.g., Tvers)cy & Kahnemann, 1981). These
laboratory versus 'real life' differences refer, however, to the amount
of elaboration or exploration which may be necessary.

Research on intuitive decision making within the "conversational"
paradigm (Kahneman and Tversky, 1982) typically relies on maing the
comparisons shown in figure I between subjects' responses in a decision
making tasK and the output of a normative model.
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This comparison procedure to hge levl , erowever, two conditions
must oe met: i) comparisons must be made at one, and only one, of the
decision maxing levels shown in table i and (ii) for a comparison to be
made at any particular level, there must be a common understanding about
now he structure of the problem representation is to be fixed at all
higher decision making levels (that is, if the procedure in figure
were to be applied at these higher levels, there would be no difference
in he two outputs).

These two conditions together imply that we should start at the highest
decision making level at which thezre is a possibility of the existence
of differences, and then work down, level by level, interpreting the
differences in output comparisons shown in figure I at the hignest level
at which they occur.

Figure 2 (from Humphreys and Bereley, 1983) outlines the general
procedure. In the present research (detailed in section 3) weinvestigated problem handling within groups of stakeholders drawn from
the same population of people living on a housing estate located between
1 - 1.5 miles from a commercial hazardous waste incinerator, which share
a common (Western) culture and so the research will concentrate on the
representation and analysis of differences in proolem handling at level
5 and oelow.
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For reasons of consistency of comparisons between and across
decision maxing levels, the design requires that all questions at all
levels snould lie witnin the same general domain. We chose as the
domain: issues involved in disposal of hazardous waste (both new and
familiar). The three principal reasons for this choice were: (i) i is
a domain where considerable difference exist between individuals at all
levels in the way they conceptualize the decision proolem involved
(Lathrop and Linnerooth, 1983), (ii) there is recent work on the nature
and content of the issues which can be effectively addressed through
questions in exploring intuitive decision maxing, (Jungermann, 1983) and
(iii) Phillips (unpublished) has previously conducted a pilot study
involving 75 subjects which identified the range of scenarios they
wisned to employ within this domain.
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3. Preparatory work

The general aim of the pilot studies described in this section was to
establish the way in which staxenolders explored the proolems of
hazardous waste, in order to establish the domains within which their
explorations could be represented.

3.1 Pilot studies

The necessity for this pilot work had become apparent during a pre-pilot
study of university students, where we found that they carried out very
little exploration because they were insufficiently interested in the
subject area. In addition, they were not directly involved, so did
not consider the subject at length. Hence in seexing interested
stakeholders to serve as subjects in the pilot study, we decided to turn
our attention to the process of hazardous waste disposal.

We selected the following groups:

(i) managers within a commercial concern dealing with hazardous waste,
(ii) inspectors involved with regulations of hazardous waste disposal,
(iii) lo:al politicians, (iv) three members of a local residents'
associations, (v)university lecturers and researchers on hazardous waste
and (vi) members of the media who had been involved in the production of
programmes on hazardous waste disposal. It was considered that this
range oi experts would yield adequate information about the various
domains to be considered due to their diverse subjective involvement.

3.2 Hazardous waste technology chosen as focus for study of scenario.

The plant selected was a Hazardous Waste Incinerator sited on the sea-
shore next to a large oil refinery. The plant was originally built at
tne site to handle waste from the refinery but expanded more into
handling other hazardous wastes, including imported hazardous waste.
Tne plant had ceen a subject of intense media attention due to increased
public concern and controversy over safety and environmental damage as a
result of emission of dioxin through the incineration of
polycarbonatebiphenyls (PCB). A similar plant in Scotland had already
been closed down as a result of public pressure. The company operating
the plant had been recently taxen over by its management as a result of
fluctuating fortunes due to the controversies over safety and
environmental damage. Thus, the managers were not just employers but
also owners with considerable investment.

3.3 Domains selected for study

The interviews with the experts in the pilot study were transcribed and
analysed according to the different propositions employed by each
expert. Three judges independently sorted the total propositions from
all subjects into domains, reflecting different areas of concern, and
then discussed the resulting classification schemes, reducing them to a
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single set of ten domains which all judges agreed adequately and fairly
captured tne diversity of areas explored oy the experts. These tan
domains were as follows:

1. Locations of hazardous waste disposal facilities
(siting of plant, near high density population, where it
should or should not be. Not in my bacx yard - NIMBY).

2. Effects on people (nuisance or detrimental to health).

3. Plant systems safety (issues of safety of method and
plant systems).

4. Regulation (how incineration methods should be controlled,
safety ensured, etc.).

5. Provision of information (whether information is
availaole or should be).

6. Trust (trust or belief in expertise, tecnology and
decision makers).

7. Acceptance/protest (for or against concept of hazardous
waste disposal).

8. Long term prospects (or effects of waste disposal on

people/environment and other future scenarios).

9. Effects on the environment (immediate or in the future).

10. Disposal methods (reference to methods of disposal).
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4. Dcperirental Design

Four groups of 10 suojects per group were thus divided according to the way
in which the tasK instructions they were given constrained the way in
wnicn tne problem should be handled at particular decision making levels,
while leaving them free do handle the problem in any way tney wished at
lower levels. Group A was thus constrianed at decision maxing level 5,
group B at level 4, group C at level 3, and group D at level 2. (We did
not include a group constrained at level I as previous pilot work had
demonstrated that this resulted in an overly artificial problem
description, which was lixely to be rejected as unrealistic by
suojects). Details of this design are given in table 2.

we did not assume that subjects would necessarily adhere to these
constraints when handling an intuitive decision problem. Hence our
analysis involved investigating how subjects in each group dealt with
the presented proolem at each of the five decision making levels,
enablina us to ascertain:

(i) The extent to which subjects in each group used the
information actually given in the problem statement to
structure the problem at that level.

(ii) The extent to which relevant information in the problem
statement was ignored or rejected as inappropriate by
subjects in each group.

(iii) The extent to which - and the manner in which - subjects in
each group elaborated beyond the problem statement in
structuring the problem.

Details of the analytic procedures involved are given in section 7,
below.
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Table 2: Four groups experimental design: constraints set at each
level for each group.

Decision Constraints Interview format Whether constraint
racing set at this when constraint set for group
level level set at this level A B C D

5 - Suoject of Problem area specified YES YES YES YES
hazardous only (subjects are
waste disposal encouraged to explore

whatever scenarios they
wish in elaborating
problem),

4 - Scenario A bounded problem NO YES YES YES
exploration: scenario is supplied

- plant location (subjects are encouraged
- regulation to identify the frames
- provision of they consider relevant in

information representing the decision
- disposal method problem within this pre-

specified scenario).

3 - MAU plant- A particular problem NO NO YES YES
location structuring frame is
frame supplied (subjects are

encouraged to develop
representation of the
problem within the
frame).

2 - MAU plant A camplete representation NO NO No YES
location with of the problem is
3 options and supplied within a single
3 criteria frane (in this case, a
fixed "ulticriteria frame)

pre-specification of
criteria. Subjects are
able to explore character-
istics within the
structure, through examining
implications of changing
values at particular nodes
in the frame.
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5. Subjects

4U suojects were interviewed, ten in each group. Subjects were randomly
selected from the electoral register recording the adult innabitants of
housing estates located within 1 - 1.5 miles of the hazardous waste
incinerator (2U suojects were men and 20 were women, bu sex differences
were not investigated in this study). Subjects were interviewed in their
own homes. The choice of location was important as it provided a
selection of people who could be expected to be interested in the
proolem of hazardous waste disposal.
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6. Procdure

Eacn subject in eacn group was interviewed individually, and alone.
The suoject was informed that the interviewer was conducting a research
study for London University on Hazardous Waste. Once the subject had
agreed to participate oy being interviewed, the interviewer introduced
the topic witn the appropriate constraint for the group to which the
sunject had been assigned, as follows:

6.1 Group A: constraint set at decision making level 5

Subjects assigned to group A were asked oy the interviewer:

"Could you tell me what are your views on hazardous waste".

No further prompts were provided.

6.2 Group B: constraints set at decision making level 4

For subjects assigned to group B the interviewer read aloud the contents
of Card A:

"These are the 3 main methods of disposing of hazardous waste:

1. Landfill (depositing on unused land).

2. Incineration.

3. Storage (short and long term, including sea dumping)."

Card B was next given to the interviewee, and the interviewer read the
card:

"We would like you to talk about the following aspects of hazardous
waste di sposal:

1. Regulation.

2. Siting.

3. Advantages of incineration compared with other
methods.

4. Availability of information."

The subject was then asked:

"Would you like to talk about these aspects of Hazardous Waste
Disposal?"

No further prompts were given, except in cases where the interviewee
strayed from the topic.
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6.3 Grouo C: constraints set at decision ffaxing level 3.

For suojects assigned to group C tne interviewer started the
interview wir-n the following statement (read from a clip-oard):

"One of the drawoacks of modern technology is the production of
substances such as certain chemicals which may be dangerous to the
environment. One way of disposing of such waste is Dy
incineration. The incineration plants must be sited somewhere
and there are advantages in choosing any given site. If you were
in a position to choose a site for the burning of potentially
dangerous/hazardous waste, what sort of site would you choose?"

Prompts were offered on aspects within the frame of siting in the case
where the interviewee expressed incomplete statements. The
interviewer's guidelines for prompts stressed that they should be
restricted to the nature of siting, e.g., where a facility might be
sited, characteristics of potential sites, choosing between sites,
advantages, alternative sites, why is Fawley a bad site if at all?

6.4 Grouo D: constraints set at decision maxing level 2.

For subjects assigned to group D the interviewer started the interview
by presenting a card to the interviewee on which the following was
printed:

SITING CO PCINEA IMS: (Burning dangerous waste)

( Industrial
Dartmoor/ North: Inland)

Fawley Ecmoor Bradford

Provides + +
esployment

Safe
transport + - -

ie, by sea

High
population - + -

density
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On presenting tne card, the interviewer said:

"The experts claim that siting incinerators at these locations has
advantages and disaavantages marned by positive (pluses) or
negative (minuses). Would you agree with this?"

No further prompts were offered.

6.5 De-briefinq of subjects

The interviewer concluded at the point the subject indicated that he or
she had nothing more to say. At the end of each interview the
respondents were asKed if there was anything further they wished to add
as a form of de-briefing, especially at levels 5 and 2, as these were
the most frustrating to respondents. This further information was not
used in the analysis.
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7. Analysis of results

Tne methods we used for tne content analyses of the transcripts of the
interviews with suojects were developed from Toulmin's (1958); (Toulmin,
Riecxer and Janix, 1979) use of "frames" and "claims" in his theory of
argwuentation, which will be discussed in section 8.3.

In developing these analyses we incorporated also some of the techniques
advanced by Mitroff (1983; Mitroff, Mason and Barabba, 1983) and Vari,
Vecsenyi and Paprika (1987). We expanded these ideas further through the
inclusion of the analytic categories of "domains", "propositions" and
"judgements" to provide a more flexible analysis appropriate to the
underlying design of the study.

All 40 interviews with subjects were transcribed, and the results for
each subject in each of the four groups were coded according to indices
on how he or she nandled the hazardous waste problem at each of the
five decision maki levels outlined in Table 1. The index on which we
focussed at each level in conducting this analysis is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Indices analysed at each levl

LEVEL HALING OF PROBLEM INDEX

5 Explore small world Number of different
proposi tions/dcmain

4 Identify relevant Number of propositions->claims
structures Number of claims-> frames

3 Develop structure Number of frames within which
within frames structure developed.

2 Make judgements Number of conditional
within frave judgements

1 State "what isn in Number of unconditional
unqualified way judgents
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Definitions of indices cited in Taole 3:

Claim: Conclusive statementcontaining structure.

e.g. Incineration is the best method because the
waste is then gone and is not hanging around for
contamination.

Domain: An area or topic raised in relation to the
issue/problem, it is free of structure.

e.g. "The people should be told everything.'
domain- information

Frare: Overall area within which any propositions/claims are

structured and processing takes place.

( 3 frames only used)

e.g. "Who is to say that emissions that come out now
will not cause damage, in years to come." frame -
future scenario

Judgements: Statements of good, bad, acceptable or not, with or
without qualification.

e.g. Incineration must be the best method.

Prooosition: A statement about the proolem without structure.

e.g. The seepage concerns me a lot.
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7.1 Coding of transcriots

Coding of transcripts involved the following steps for each
group:

For level 5 analysis:

i. Identification and listing of propositions.
2. Classification of propositions into the 10 domains (Section 3.3).

Example:
Proposition Domain

People should be told everything." - Provision of information

For level 4 analysis:

3. Classification of those propositions that led to claims, into
dorains.

EXample:
Proposition leading to claim Dwain

'That Re-Chem up there, I'm sure it
causes all these coughs and colds
I'm always having." - Effects 3n people

4. Classification of claims that led to frames.

Exanple:
Claim Frame

"It seems to me that the regulations
may be tight in theory but in practice
things are dumped that should not be
and no-one Ynows what is there." - Regulation

For level 3 analysis:

5. Identification of overall frames.
6. Identification of elements in frames.

Example:

"Wherever it is sited (1) it should not be near housinq,
(2) near children, (3) should be safely fenced to
(4) keep anybod cut that should not be there."

4 elements identified (1-4) within a rule-based regulation
frame.
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7. Identification of type and numoer of frames used per
suDject and per group.

For level 2 analysis:

8. Identification of conditional judgements made (i) inside and (ii)
outside the frame identified for each subject.

Example:

"Re-Chem across the road there and if you have a place
like that in a place where there are a lot of people
living - that's bad."

(conditional qualification to the judgement is underlined).

For level 1 analysis:

9. Identification of unconditional judgements in and out of

frame.

Ecample:

"I do not want landfill."

(no conditional qualification to the judgement)

7.1.1 A Comrehensive example of text analysis:

The various analyses described above were each performed sequentially on
.ne same, full set of interview transcripts. Hence, each portion of
the transcripts can yield information at a number of levels. The
following illustrates this on a short extract from a transcript:

"I am against sea dumping anyway because, although you
might say it is somewhere people are not going to use
it, on some sort of land, I expect in years to come our
great, great grandchildren might have the misfortune of
something happening to them from something that has
bean dumped hundreds and hundreds of years previously.
Incineration is better because it destroys it
completely."

Overall frame: - Future scenario

Proposition: "I am against sea dumping"

Domain: - method
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Claim: "I am against sea-dumping because....
in years to come.. something happening to them."

Conditional judgement: "Incineration is better because it
destroys it completely.
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7.2 Analysis at decision rraxing level 5: exploring the small world

On tne oasis of previous interviews with 20 subject matter experts,
corr.nunity leaders and media personnel interested in hazardous waste
issues, we divided the small world within which hazardous waste disposal
issues may be explored into the 10 domains described in section 3.3.
Samples of typical propositions located within each domain are as
follows:

1. Siting - "The problem is nobody wants it anywhere near them."

2. Effects on p - "I've complained about the problems we've
personally had with health."

3. Plant system safety.- "If you look at hazardous waste disposal
in this count.:y over the last 12 years there's been one fatal
accident attributable directly to hazardous waste handling."

4. Regulation - "Whatever was burnt should be safe, regulations
should see it's safe."

5. Provision of information - "I think the public is denied an
awful lot of factual information it should be given.0

6. Trust - "There's a common feeling that the public are not to
be trusted with factual information."

7. Acceotance/Protest - "I have no qualms about incineration at
all.
or,
"Ii materials are not dealt with properly - then you've got
a problem."

8. L term prospects/future scenarios - "I expect in years to
come, our great great grandchildren might have the misfortune
of something happening to them from something dumped hundreds
and hundreds of years previously."

9. Effects on environment - "I'm not happy about incineration
because of the acids going into the air."

10. Disposal methods - "It's not only an incineration problem,
it's a landfill problem."
or,
"Certain wastes can be safely disposed of by incineration."

For each of the four groups of subjects, the number of different
propositions employed in each domain (an index of amount of exploration)
was computed. This is shown in Table 4, and in graphical terms in
3 to 6.
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Table 4: Analysis of number of different propositions explored in the
ten dorains by the four groups.

DOMAINS PICXOSITIONS

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C GROUP D TOTAL

1. PLAJT LOCATION a - [ 76

2. EFFECTS ON PEOPLE 9 12 31 15 67

3. PLANT SYST4 SAF' Y 2 10 6 1 19

4. REJIATION 4 (& 7 1 27

5. PROVISION OF INFORMATION 2 0 3 3 19

6. TRUJST 1 27 6 1 33

7. ACCPT/PROTEST 4 14 14 20 52

8. LW3 TERM PROSPECTS 2 15 1 2 20

9. EFFETS ON ENVIROWETZ~r 3 5 16 0 24

10. DISPOSAL METHOD 1 5 2 27

TOMA 36 142 126 62 366
Ke I

Subjects primed on this dctain

ESubjects given MAU frame, requires use of information from
this domain.

Note: Inferences about the differences in numbers of propositions used
by subjects in each group across all domains: a bracket connecting a
pair of groups indicates that the 950 credible interval for the
difference between these groups includes zero. No bracket indicates
that the 95% credible interval for the difference between these groups
does not include zero.
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The ocunded scenario supplied to group C covered tne domains shown in
diamonds. Groups C and D were constrained to work within a multi-
criteria frame requiring che use of information within tne plant
location domain (assessing alternative locations). While these
manipulations undoubtedly influenced tne pattern of exploration across
aomains, a two way analysis of variance found both domain and group
effects, and the interaction between them to be significant at the 1%
level, it is important to note that subjects made the majority
of their explorations bey those domains in which they were
pruned.

A one-way analysis of variance of number of propositions explored with
each group indicated that the variance between the groups was
significant at the 5% level. Inferences concerning differences between
group means (shown at the base of Table 1) indicated that subjects
explored most when constrained at level 4 or 3. Subjects constrained
only at level 5 (that is, without the aid of being primed by a bounded
scenario) soon ran out of issues to discuss, the frame of reference was
too great for all possible exploration. Moreover, this happened also
when subjects were constrained to explore (but not develop structure)
within a frame (group D). Subjects in this group seemed to acquiesce to
the constriction of the interview format. Interestingly enough, the
main exploration here was in the domain of "accept/protest*. (Maybe
these interviewees were trying to tell the interviewer something about
the terms of reference she had set for them through the task
instructions.)
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7.3. knalysis at decision maing level 4: Proolem expressing lanq'age

One way of displaying differences between staKeholders at level 4 is
sim.ply to list the frames tnat each person identifies as relevant in
nanaling the decision. However, two other types of priorities are
important in analysing the problem expressing language of those parties
to a decision who Know that other staxeholders may hold different views,
and henc e need to be argued with (Mitroff, 1983; Mitroff, Mason and
Baraoa, 1983), or persuaded about the issues which need to oe taken
into account. Hogoerg (1984) and Vari et al (1987) have identified
these as claims, warrants and backinq, following Toulmin's (1958;
Toulmin, Riecker and Janik, 1979)) argumentation theory. Here we will
discuss only the number of claims made by subjects in each group
(warrants and backing are analysed elsewhere, and will be presented in a
,urther report where we will compare ways of displaying differences in
the way staxeholders advance arguments in support of their views on
aspects of a decision problem).

Table 5 and Figures 7-10 show the number of claims made by subjects in
each of the four groups within each domain. The pattern is similar to
that of total number of different propositions shown in Table 4.
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Table 5: Level 4 analysis:

(i) Total number of propositions that are claims
(ii) N&mber of claims that lead to frams

£ a C 3

D tKNS I it I it I II I II

1. ?lat l-ties 4 3 0 1. E

2. sffeet$ " People, i 2 16 42 9 5

3. Ma.t yteehlfet7 2 0 0

4. vplataim 3 0 2 0

S. Provlsioe of Iafeostie I 0 6 0

6. Trust 0 0 19 0

1. £eaptancea/lrteat 3 0 16 1 56 1 9 6

I. Los Teram , ropets 0 0 1 2 I 2 1

9 effoeU n suvrmse 3 O 6 0 9 * 0
I0. Dispeal bede 1 S 6 2 4 0

TRA, 24 S 100 23 94 5 40 26

I *-ftpoition that are clai FrPwid Do this Trm
1I C laim that lead to frome

1 10 per crag
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However, the interesting part of the analysis is where we investigate
tne number of claims that led to frames. By this we mean that the claim
actually formed tne basis for exploration of structure within a
particular frame (i.e., it was linked to, or traded off against at least
one other claim within a particular frame).

In practice, only a proportion of the claims made by the subjects led to
frames.

It is instructive to compare groups B and C in respect of the proportion
of claims made by subjects within each group which led to frames. The

:al number of claims which led to a frame within group B was 25, (the
four most frequent domains addressed by these claims were plant
systems/safety, regulation, trust and effects on people). Group C,
however, totalled 45 claims that led to a frame (the most frequent
domain addressed by these claims was plant location - which was not
surprising, since subjects were primed within this domain - followed by
effects on people - a-d acceptance/protest - see Table 5).

Group B explored more widely than did group C, but group C was much more
successful at developing claims into frames (particularly within the
domain where they were primed). Hence there is a trade off between
setting :onstraints at level 4 (this encourages breadth of exploration
and claim making) and at level 3 (this encourages depth of structuring
within the frame at some expense of breadth of exploration). Setting
constraints at level 2 (group C) seemed to completely stifle exploration
outside the frame, and also promoted significantly less exploration (95%
credible interval for differences between numbers of claims does not
include zero) within the frame than did setting the constraints at level
3 (group B). These results are illustrated in figures 7-10 for claims,
and 11-14 for claims which led to frames.
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7.4 Analysis at decision making level 3: Development of structure
within each of 3 frames

We identified only three types of frames in the transcripts of our
subjects as there was in every case a 1:1 correspondence between
analytical characterization of each frame and its substantive
cnaracterization.

The 3 analytic frames representations were as follows:

Analytic Substantive

1. Rule based Regulation

2. Multicriteria Plant/method/siting

3. Act-event sequence Future scenarios

We present both classifications in Table 6.

Example:

I am against sea liumping, I do not like that method,
because we don't ,c-ow enough about long term corrosion
aspects, which would release chemicals into the sea.

Multi-criteria - method, safety, siting.

The intere -:ing part here is the comparison between groups C and D.
Not surprisingly, groups developed structure within the frame on which
they were primed to a very great degree. However, group D did not.
They were apparently content to accept the structure (3 alternatives, 3
criteria, all pre-defined, and hardly every commented on the structure
or suggest modifications for it, e.g., additional criteria). Moreover
they did not attempt to develop any structure whatsoever in any other
frame. Figure 15 shows the distribution of the number of frames
employei by subjects in each group, confirming this distinction between
group D and the other three groups.
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Table 6: level 3 analysis
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TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAMES USED PER GROUP

12

0 2 Frames used
01 Frame used
RIO Frames used I

7

6
6-

5
A

3.

group A group B group C group D

Figure 15: level 3 analysis
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7.5 Analysis at decision makin; level 2: conditional judgments.

At this level structuring is completed and judgements must be made, but
tney ara given conditionally (so one can investigate what-if questions,
explore differing points of view, etc.).

We analysed separately the number of conditional judgements made by
subjects within each group: a) within My frame they were currently
employing, and b) outside of any frame (i.e., attached to an
unstructured claim). The results are shown in Table 7 and Figure 16.
It is interesting to note that in both groups C and D significantly more
conditional judgements were made outside than inside the frame.
Moreover, setting constraints at level 4 (group B) or level 3 (group C)
resulted in significantly more (over twice as many) conditional
judgements within the frame than did setting the constraint at level 2,
which is conventionally aimed at allowing conditional judgements within
the frame, as the highest level of problem handling where subjects are
given discretion.
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Table 7. level 2 analysis.

TOTAL NUMBER OF CONDITIONAL JUDGEMENTS

GROUP

A 3 C D

Within Frame I 7 3

Outside Frame 3 7 19 10

TOTAL 4 15 26 13
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CONDITIONAL JUDGEMENTS

14.25' 0 uside Frame1
-R ith'in frame

9.5-

4.75-

0"

group A group B group C group D

Figure 16: Level 2 analysis.
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7.6 Analysis at decision making level 1: unconditional judgments

Finally, to complete the picture, we repeated the level 2 type of
analysis, but this time counted unconditional (level 1) judgements
(statements of "what is" in an unqualified way), instead of conditional
(level 2) judgements.

Tne results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 17. The figures here are
too small to permit statistical analysis, but follow the same general
pattern as for level 2. The smallness of the number of unconditional
judgements in our transcript is itself of interest: if our subjects
were mainly operating at level 5, we would expect this number to be much
larger than the number of conditional judgements, but it was not, thus
suggesting that they were operating at a lower level.
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Table 8: level 1 analysis.

TOTAL NUMBER OF UNCONDITIONAL JUDGDNTS

GROUP

A I C D

Within Frame 1 6 4 5

Outside Frame 0 2 3 0

TOTAL 1 7 5
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TOTAL NUMBER OF UNCONDITIONAL JUDGEMENTS

19-

14.25 1i0side Fromel
D rthin frome

9.5.

4.75

t/

group A group 3 group C group D

Figure 17: tee 1 analysis.
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8. Conclusions

The results from the analyses described in section A, taxen together,
point to the following three conclusions concerning the effects, and
desirability, of constraining subjects' intuitive decision making at
particular levels:

(1) Constraining people at level 5 only askad too much of them.
Providing only the area of exploration did not give them a
point of reference from which to start exploration: priming
them with a bounded scenario as a frame helped to get their
thinking started.

(2) In practice, the main tradeoff for an investigator is between
priming subjects with instructions constrained at level 4 or level
3. Level 3 constraints tend to encourage more "depth" (structuring
within the frame), level 4 more "breadth" (exploring across
frames). In either case, some subjects will explore more outside
the areas in which they are primed than within the primed areas.

(3) Constraining subjects at level 2 (as do all the traditional
psychological experimenters within the "conversational paradigm")
is counter-productive. Subjects become frustrated and apathetic,
they explore less, both within and outside the frame in which they
are primed, and this is not compensated for by encouraging them to
give more conditional or unconditional judgements within the frame.
In other words, constraining subjects at this level (and these are
ordinary lay people, not students) clearly underestimates their
intellectual abilities, and they respoyd by failing to display much
of what they are capable of at any level.

In the next stage of our research we will be developing (i) facilitatory
tecnniques for displaying the differences in the doma'ns explored by
particular stakeholder groups in social decision making situations
(level 5 analysis); (ii) techniques for exploring and displaying the
ways in which claims are provided with warrants and backing, and whether
this facilitates or impedes the way claims can lead to frames which can
be shared across stakeholder groups within a social decision making
process.

In the light of the above findings we will concentrate on the use and
effects of such techniques in decision making situations where groups
are constrained at level 4 (through supplying initial scenarios) and
level 3 (through supplying an initial frame), as our research has shown
that it is only in these situations that the use of such facilitatory
techniques is likely to be welcomed and usable constructively by
subjects in improving the quality of their own and other stakeholders'
attempts to handle shared decision problems in the most effective way.

Overall, this research shows the impossibility of maintaining an
objective stance on the part of the experimenter in judgement research.
The act of stating the problem and what is required of the subject has a
profound effect, well beyond the error variance associated with
experimenter-induced biases, on the way subjects think about the
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proolem. In addition, the approach used oy the experimenter in
analysing the data imposes its own constraints on the conclusions that
are drawn. Thus, judgement researchers will need to consider new
paradigms that recognise thle inseparability of experimenter and subject
in investigations of problem-solving for ill-structured situations.
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SUMMARY

In recent years considerable concern has been shown by the public over the
development of risky and hazardous technologies. This concern can result in the
limitation of technological development and implementation of policies relating
to it, due to pressure from the public leading to conflict.

In social policy implementation, an essential variable is public concensus. Lack
of concensus may be due to conflict of interest, roles and perspectives of
stakeholders in the decision problem. In order to ensure successful social policy
development of hazardous and risky technology, it is necessary to obtain public
concensus through reaching a shared agreement.

Conflict can occur, when interests of stakeholders are not shared. In order to
reach a shared agreement of the problem, it is important to identify the
perspectives, roles and interests of stakeholders so that any ensuing differences
can be recognised. The research reported here focuses on identifying differences
in perspectives of stakeholders in a risky technology, that of hazardous waste
incineration in a real life setting, involving four groups of stakeholders consisting
in industry, government (regulatory agency), lay people and a pressure group.

The methodology for eliciting any existing differences was developed in a
previous study intuitive handling of decision problens:A five level empirical
analysis. Technical Report 87-3), which showed that by constraining people
externally in terms of initial problem statement, exploration of the problem can
be enhanced or restricted. We applied the level 4 constraint of the methodology
to the subject in this study. Whereas in the previous study -ach group of subject
were constrained at different levels to enable comparison of problem handling
according to level, in this present study we applie the same level to four
different stakeholder groups in order to identify how each group handled the
problem.

The elicitation of differences of perspectives would enable identification of areas
of shared agreement, where perspectives are not shared, conflict is likely to
occur.

The results of the study indicate that comparison of perspectives is a useful
technique to reveal where agreement and disagreement exists. Additionally, the
methodology employed here is able to identify the specific domains on which
agreement can or cannot be reached.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN JUDGEMENTS OF STAKEHOLDERS IN

SOCIAL DECISION MAKING

I INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of risky and hazardous technologies in recent years has

resulted in considerable concern being displayed by both the public as well as

regulatory agencies affected by the development. The public's concern about

these technologies often leads to conflict with industry and regulatory agencies.

Risky and hazardous technologies can encompass a number of processes that can

present a certain level of risk to the population at large and is usually considered

in terms of consequences of possible catastrophic effect in case of an accident or

malfunction.

Previous work on decision making in social issues (Technical Report 87-3) has

reported on the successful development of a methodology for identifying

problem handling at different levels of knowledge representation among

stakeholders in Hazardous Waste Disposal and the extent to which exploration

of the decision problem is facilitated or restricted by setting constraints

externally in terms of initial problem statement at a particular decision making

level (Humphreys et al., 1987). The posited method of problem handling

elicitation utilises content analysis as a means of determining domains of

concerns to individuals and represents the characterisation of the problem, has

been considered particularly suitable for identifying differences between

stakeholders in the decision problem.
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1.1 Problem structuring in social decision making.

A number of incidents in recent years has led to an increased level of fear and

concern over catastrophies occurring in some industrial processes. The

catastrophies have increased the level of apprehension in the public's mind over

the risks involved in some technologies, resulting in a certain amount of

alienation and conflict toward industry. This conflict can be harmful to the

development and expansion of these industries, by the application of pressure on

government and industry to limit and control development of technology. In

recent years pressu'e groups have played a major role in bringing about policy

changes. As a result of public concern, social policy planners are finding it

increasingly more difficult to obtain the public's agreement to the development

of hazardous and risky technologies. Thus the role of the public and need for

their co-operation has become an important variable in Hazardous Waste

Disposal. The need to recognise the issue of public acceptance of policies

concerning risky and hazardous technology has been emphasised previously

(Freudenberg & Rosa, 1984). However, in conflicting social decision situations,

the parties concerned recognise that decisions relating to these have to be made

and therefor a better understanding of each other's position are essential (Cats-

Baril & Oustafson, 1986).

A major problem in obtaining concensus on societal policies is due to the

conflicting interests and perspectives adopted by stakeholders in the decision

making process. Studies which looked at problems of decision making over

siting and policy (Kunreuther, 1982), highlighted a major theme: that areas of

conflict arise due to the subjective views of stakeholders as well as their roles,

goals and motivations within the process as stakeholders in risky technology

bring different subjective views to the decision making table (von Winterfeldt,

1982).
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In order to reduce conflict and ensure successful social policy development of

hazardous or risky technologies by resolving differences and reaching concensus

among stakeholders, it is important to identify where differences as well as

agreement occur within the problem handling processes of all interested parties

or problem owners. In many cases interested parties feel that their views are not

recognised or accepted by the other stakeholders and therefore their interests

are not properly represented.

In a previous study of intuitive handling of decision problems by stakeholders of

a risky technology (Humphreys et al., 1987) we identified how problem

structuring for the stakeholders is facilitated or impaired through setting

constraints at ,ach of the five levels of cognitive representation of the problem

being handled (Humphreys et al. 1984). The methodology developed was based

on identification of areas or domains of concern raised by the subjects, revealing

the extent to which particular issues formed the basis of their problem definition

and structuring, the extent to which they explored the issue. This exploration

represents their subjective judgement of the decision problem or issue in hand,

of how an individual "tests" the boundary of his/her "small world".

1.2. Exploring the boundary of the 'small world* within which the problem is

located.

In making subjetive judgements, material on which the judgement is based has to

be retrieved from memory and then structured and explored in some way which

allows a reasonably stable assessment of the material. In experimental settings

of judgemental tasks, the experimenter's task instructions invite the subject to

explore beyond what has been defined or given. This exploration may involve

searching for ideas relevant in evaluating how the person feels about the

consequences of offered options or may require searching previous experiences.
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Humphreys and Berkeley (1984) consider this exploration as being carried out

within the "small world" which defines the bounds of the material which the

person is prepared to retrieve and attempt to structure in handling the

judgement problem (Toda, 1976).

We can only infer the contents of a person's Small world from the outside, by

looking at what they explore, and thus guessing its bounds or possible "holes"

within by what they leave out or what they include. Exploration of familiar

material that is conventional technology falls into the realms of what Sandier

and Sandler (1978) termed: within a background of safety, which is usually built

up during development through play, structured and guided exploration of ways

of setting bounds or having bounds provided by parents or others for the

individual's worst case phantasies, or worst case scenarios. This postulate may

explain why the public sees familiar technology as safer than novel technology,

why they consider coal mining as safer than nuclear power, even though its risk

profile, expressed as a probability function over fatalities, is worse. Coal mining

disasters are not only familiar but also they are conceptualised within a bounded

world. There is uncertainty about where the next one will occur, and who will be

affected by it, but the rescue measures and so forth explored tend to be familiar.

1.3 Analaysis of differences between stakeholders in problem representation.

Identifying stakeholders' small worlds enables the representation of their

perspectives of the problem, which allows comparison of any existing differences

in their conceptualisation of the problem. It is differences in problem

representation among stakeholders that can lead to conflict over possible

solutions of the problem. Successful resolution of conflict can only be achieved

through a shared agreement not only about what the

problem is but also how it can be resolved.
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Results of the first study revealed the extent to which people were unable to

handle and structure the problem of Hazardous Waste when either too

constrained (level 2) or too free to explore (level 5). The findings revealed that

problem handling was optimal at levels 3 and 4. At level 4, when presented with

a scenario, people could explore the topic most widely: across levels. While at

level 3, when the problem was constrained within a frame, the subjects were able

to explore the topic in depth and did not venture outside the frame provided.

The methodology is considered particularly useful to further expand the area of

exploration of stakeholders' intuitive handling of decision problems and is

particularly useful for identifying differing perspectives of the interested parties.

1.4 Resolving differences

Identifying and mapping differences in problem handling by stakeholders,

especially in societal deision making have been a major focus of decision

theorists in recent years. Several methods have been postulated which can

usefully elicit the underlying cognitve structures utilised by stakeholders in their

problem handling. Axelrod (1976) consider cognitive maps, in terms of a

mathematical model of a belief system derived from from what a person states

and not from what he thinks. A cognitive map is designed to capture the

structure of the causal assertions of a person with respect to a particular policy

domain and generate consequences that follow from this structure.

Identification of differences in problem handling and representation can also be

elicited through argumaics. Toulmin's (1958) uses of arguments is based on the

premise that a man who makes an assertion puts forward a claim. The claim is

implicit in an assertion and is like a claim to a right of argument which could be
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produced in its support. Whatever the nature of the particular assertion may be,

in each case the assertion can be challenged and demand that attention be drawn

to the grounds (backing, data, facts, evidence etc.) on which the merits of the

assertion are dependent. Central to Toulmin's theory is the use of grounds,

warrants and backing, for the claim or conclusion whose merits are to be

established and the facts that are being appealed to as a foundation for the claim

or data. The next step in the process may be to seek the relationship to the

conclusion of the data already produced. Thus Toulmin's approach to

argumentation is to establish, after having made the claim, upon what grounds

that claim is based and what warrants are used to legitimise the grounds also

what backing is utilised to strengthen warrants, that is, not just what people are

saying but what information they use and the route they utilise in getting there.

This method for displaying cognitive maps can yield useful data in establishing

the extent to which people explore their boundaries at level 5.

This method of problem representation has been utilised by Hogberg et al.,

(1984), who argued that the standard rational model of problem solving, that is

to chose the best alternative, did not apply to problems in social policies. They

also suggested that when problems are ill-structured or 'messy', it is more fruitful

to look at the problem solving processes in terms of analysing argumentation, as

the form of arguments and the content of the conclusions are interdependent.

This means that interest groups or stakeholders with conflicting conclusions

(common in public policy issues) use different forms of argumentation and that

this blocks creative problem solving. Their methodology for analysing arguments

in debates was applied to the nuclear energy debate (in Sweden). Through the

use of their methodology they were able to identify systematic differences in the

use of decision criteria, scientific logic and confidence in established scientific

knowledge between opposing stakeholders in the debate. One of their major

conclusions claimed that stakeholders with opposing interest will not lim rn to
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each other's arguments, and pointed future research toward identifying

differences in problem conceptualisation.

Application of Hogberg's methodology to determine differences of problem

handling between stakeholder groups in a social decision problem ( hazardous

waste disposal in the U.K.) has supported his findings that experts tend to use

more facts and theories to support their argument in a public issue debate while

lay people and pressure groups use more value judgements to support their

arguments in a debate (Allan, 1987, Vari et al., 1986).

However, while this methodology is useful for identifying the type of argument

utilised in !he debate, it fails to identify as successfully the specific perspective

utilised by different stakeholders or interested parties within such debates. An

explanation of how stakeholders in, especially, social decision making situations

conceptualise the problem, on what ind of issues they base their arguments and

only displays how people argue and not on how they view the problem. In order

to be able to argue the process it is necessary first to reach agreement on what is

the problem. A prerequisite to a successful argumentation process must be

agreement on what the argument is about. The methodology developed on this

project and detailed in Techincal Report 87-3 proves more useful in identifying

individual stakeholder's perspectives in handling the problem. The identification

of stakeholder's perspectives is the first step towards identifying possible routes

of communication, an essential factor in risky and controversial technologies and

issues (Farago et al., 1987).
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2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In the previous study on this project reported in technical report 87-1, we

emphasised the need for reaching a shared agreement by reducing differences in

the way problems are handled by stakeholders in societal decision making in

order to minimise conflict amongst stakeholder groups and ensure the success of

societal policies. The methodology developed was not only utilised for the

elicitation of stakeholders' structuring of the problem but also for the analysis of

results and was considered particularly useful for the development of facilitatory

techniques for displaying the diffrences in the domains explored by particular

stakeholder groups in social decision making situations.

To establish how different stakeholders viewed the issue of Hazardous Waste, it

was considered useful to apply the problem straucturing constraints at level 4

according to the 5 level framework for handling intuitive decision making

described by Humphreys & Berkeley,( 1983, 1985) and detailed in Techincal

report 87-1 on this project. When constraints are set at leve'. 4, a bounded

problem scenario is supplied whereby stakeholders are encouraged to explore

through problem structuring language, and identify the frames and domains they

consider relevant in representing the decision problem identified within a pre-

specified scenario: hazardous waste incinerators. As described in technical

Report 87-1, setting problem structuring constraint at this level encourages

exploration of the issue in breadth, and thus enables comparison of stakeholders'

perspectives.

Central to the present study, like that reported in technical report 87.3, is the

real life situation of the issues and the stakeholders. This seems to overcome the

lack of applicability of previous research in this area which was usually carried

out in laboratory or artificial settings (c.f. Berkeley and Humphreys 1982).
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3 SUBJECTS

Four groups of stakeholders or people with specific interest in decision making

on Hazardous Waste were selected. Each group comprised of 3 subjects each

with similar roles in social decision making on Hazardous Waste. The roles

played by members of each of the four groups were as follows:

1. Industry

2. Government

3. Lay people

4. Pressure group

Group 1: Industry

Industry was represented by employees of a Hazardous Waste Incinerator sited

at Fawley, near Southampton. The subjects included owner managers as well as

employed managers. Lower level employees were not permitted to participate.

Group 2: Government

Government or regulatory agencies were represented by the Air Pollution

Inspectorate from the Department of Environment, the Dept. of Environment as

well as the Housing and Safety officer for Lyndhurst County Council, the Local

Authority for Fawley.

Group 3: Lay people

The lay people interviewed were local inhabitants within 2 - 3 miles of the plant

at Fawley.
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Group 4: Pressure Group

Pressure group consisted of local inhabitants who were members of the local

Residents Association committed to the protection of their environment as well

as a local politician who supported the group in their endeavours.

4 PROCEDURES

All but one subject was interviewed individually and alone. All interviews were

pre-arranged and subjects were told that the interviewer was conducting a study

on Hazardous Waste for London University. The only objection to a private

interview came from the management of the incinerator plant who insisted on

being present during the interview of his Plant Engineer.

Interviewees in all four groups were provided with a scenario on Hazardous

waste in the following form:

a Can you talk to me about Hazardous Waste
Disposal by incineration?

b Do you consider incineration a safe method of
disposal?

C Where do you think control should rest for
Hazardous Waste Disposal?
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The transcripts were analysed using text analysis to identify propositions and

claims per stakeholder group according to our previous methodology (Technical

Report 87-3). It was considered useful to expand on the previous 10 domains as

it provided a more detailed analysis of domains of concern. Altogether 15

domains of concern were identified as a result of content analysis. These are as

follows:

1 Regulation (bow incineration methods should be
controlled, safety ensured etc.)

2 Provision of information (whether information is
available or should be)

3 Trust (trust or belief in expertise, technology and
decision makers)

4 Acceptance/protest (for or against-the concept of
hazardous waste)

5 Long term prospects (or effects of waste disposal
on people/environment and other future
scenarios)

6 Effects on environment (immediate or future)

7 Disposal methods (reference to methods of
disposal)

8 Siting (location of hazardous waste disposal
facilities)

9 Effects on people (nuisance or detrimental to
health)

10 Safety (issues of safety of method and plant
system)

11 Policy issues (references to policy formulation or
practices)

12 Economic issues(references to monetary
considerations)
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13 Interestsistakes (references to who may gain from

the issue)

14 Fear (reference to apprehension or fear)

15 Global issues (consideration of the problem in a
global context)

$ ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The transcripts of each interview were coded into propositions and claims, in the

manner discribed in Technical Report 87-1. A proposition is a statement about a

problem without structure e.g. "People have fears." A claim is a conclusive

statement containing structure e.g. "Monitoring shows that the operation does

not have any effect on the neighbourhood". Propositions that lead to claims

reveal that the problem/ particular issue is actually being structured and is

considered more seriously.

5.1 Propositions and claims

The number of propositions offered (in the stranscripts) by each stakeholder

group can be seen in Table 1, while the number of claims offered by each

stakeholder groups can be seen in Table 2.

To see if there was an association between the stakeholder groups in the number

of claims they advanced. A Chi-square test was applied which indicate that we

should reject the hypothesis that there was no difference
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Table 1. Number of Propositions advanced by stakeholder groups in each

domain of concern

PROPOSITIONS

DOMAIN INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT LAY PRES.GP. TOTAL

1. REGULATION 30 36 .9 18 93

2. PROV.INFO 9 25 5 27 66

3. TRUST 4 9 7 19 39

4. ACCEPT 4 17 8 18 47

5. LONG TERM 2 10 A 2 22

6. ENVIRONMENT 18 13 17 5 53

7. METHODS 22 32 2 7 63

8. SITING 6 10 7 16 39

9. PEOPLE 8 10 10 19 47

1.SAFETY 48 28 11 19 106

1 LPOUICY 28 69 5 13 115

12.ECONOM[IC 17 14 3 14 48

13.INTERESTS 8 9 10 10 37

14.FEAR 5 26 3 22 56

15.GLOBAL 15 45 6 2 68

TOTAL 224 353 111 211 899
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Table 2. Number of claims advanced by stakeholder groups in each domain of
concern.

CLAIMS

DOMAIN INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT LAY PRESS.GP. TOTAL

1. REGULATION 17 21 4 6 48

2. PROV. INFO 2 12 4 10 28

3. TRUST 4 7 3 3 17

4. ACCEPT 4 14 4 4 26

5. LONG TERM 2 3 2 3 10

6. ENVIRONMENT 7 5 17 1 30

7. METH-ODS 14 16 1. 2 33

8. SITING 1 7 4 5 17

9. PEOPLE 8 7 8 3 26

10.SAFETY 17 28 5 3 53

SI.POUJCY 9 27 4 9 49

12.ECONOMIC 9 8 2 9 28

13.INTERESTS 7 8 7 4 26

14.FEAR 4 11 2 5 22

15.GLOBAL 4 18 3 -25

TOTAL 109 192 70 67 438
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between the groups in this respect at the 1% level. The exploration of domains of

concern in terms of number of propositions and number of claims advanved by

each stakeholder group within each domain is displayed in Figures 1 - 8, and

summarised in Tables I & 2.

The greatest number of propositions offered was by the regulatory agencies

(government) followed by industry. Lay people offered the least number of

propositions. However most of these propositions did not lead to problem

structuring, this is shown by the reduced number of claims made. The highest

proportion of propositions that led to claims was offered by industry, and the

lowest proportion of propositions that led to claims was offered by the pressure

group. This suggests that industry was more prepared to begin to structure the

whole problem of hazardous waste (in the way they saw it) than was the pressure

group.

When we consider which domains are important for each we find that:

For Industry:

Safety and regulation are the most important domains of concern even for

domains that they begin to structure. They also consider disposal methods,

policy issues and the environment and to some extent economic issues.

For Government:

For this group most issues are of concern and regard the whole problem of

hazardous waste in a more global perspective than any of the other groups.

However, it is evident that their major area of concern is with policy issues.

For Lay People:

This group offered the least number of propositions and seemed to be least able

to identify and define the problem adequetly. The major domain of concern was
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with the effects on the environment followed by safety, effects on people and

issues of interests or stakes involved in hazardous waste. Their domain of least

concern was with disposal methods, fear and economic issues.

For the Pressure Group:

This group's major domain of concern was with the provision of information and

to a lesser extent fear. The other domains of concern were distributed evenly,

showing the least concern with long term effects and global perspectives.

S.2 Differences across domains:

The following compares the extent to which the various groups advanced claims

in each domain:

Regulation: Most concerned within this domain are government and industry lay
people and pressure group are less concerned here.

Provision of information: The two groups who are concerned with this domain are
government and pressure group. Industry or lay people do not show any great
concern.

Trust: This domain is mainly the concern of the pressure group.

Acceptance: Both government and pressure group are concerned with this
domain.

Long term prospects: Only government shows more concern in this area.

Effects on environment: This domain concerns industry, government and lay
people equally but only to a lesser extent does it concern pressure group.

Disposal methods: Both government and industry show considerable concern.
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Siting: This domain was mostly important pressure groups and government.

Effects on people: This domain elicited most concern from the pressure group
and to some extent government and lay people were also concerned. Industry
was least concerned in this domain.

Safety: While safety was the major concern to industry and some concern to
government it was also considered important by both lay people and the pressure
group.

Policy issues: Although industry showed considerable concern in this domain, it
was a major source of concern to government, with very little ineterst shown by
lay people.

Economic issues: This domain was considered equally to industry, govrernment
and the pressure group it was of least concern to lay people.

Interests/stakes: Lay people and the pressure group considered this equally
important while govrnment and industry did not regard it as a major issue.

Fear This domain represented most concern to government and the pressure
group, but industry and lay people considered this a minor issue.

Global view: This domain was considered particularly important by government
and to a lesser extent by industry but lay people did not display particular
concern with this issue and even less interest was shown by the pressure group.

5.3 Differences In perspectives adopted by the four groups of stakeholders

The differences in the way the various groups advanced claims in the various

domains can be summarised by grouping those domains whose exploration

follows from taking a particular general perspective of the problem.

We identified five general perspectives, as follows:
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1 Technicalperspectives. Taking this perspective implies concern with

domains relating to issues that deal with technology and operational aspects

relating to it. It comprises the following domains:

Regulation

Disposal method

Siting

Safety

2 Economic perspective: taking this perspective implies a concern with

financial issues. This comprises of the following domain:

Economic

3 Environmental/Health perspective: taking this perspective implies a

concern with effects of hazardous waste on the individual and his or her

existence, quality of life in the future. It comprises the following domains:

Effects on people

Long terms effects

Global view

4 Social policy perspective: taking this perspective implies a concern with

issues relating to policy surrounding the issue, the extent to which other parties

are able to exert and exercise their power within the debate and its consequent

effects. It comprises the following domains:
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Interests/stakes

Provision of information

Policy issues

Acceptance/protest

5 Individual perspective: taking this perspective implies a concern for

individual people's subjective feelings. It comprises the following domain:

Fear

Figure 9 compares the relative prominence of claims made by each group within

each general perspective.

Areas of conflict are likely to occur within those domainr where greatest

differences exist in the degree of exploration made by members of the various

groups. These are as follows:

Economic perspective: Three of the interest groups share this perspective,

namely industry, government and pressure group, however lay people do show

any concern within this perspective. Thus while industry, government and

pressure group can reach a shared agreement within this perspective, lay people

would not be able to and conflict is likely to occur for this group within this

perspective.

Technicalperspective: Industry and government share this perspective and thus

would be able to reach a shared agreement, although pressure group and lay

people also share this perspective and are able to agree they are likely to be in

conflict with the other stakeholders.
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Social/policy perspective: Government is most prominent within this perspective

due to their role as regulatory agency, they have to take into account the effects

of policies upon the other stakeholder groups. Industry, pressure group and lay

people are not concerned with these issues and conflict may occur if government

places too much emphasis on this perspective.

Environmental/Wealth perspective: This perspective is prominent for government

and lay people only and thus they share their concerns within this domain

however conflict is likely with industry and pressure group as they do not

consider this perspective as very important.

Individualperspective: Government is most prominent within this perspective,

while industry, pressure group and lay people share agreement by their lack of

concern within this perspective. Conflict is likely to occur between members of

the three stakeholder groups who share agreement and members of the

government agreement.
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6 CONCLUSION

The results identify the extent to which stakeholder groups can reach agreement

on their decision problem, and highlight the extent to which these groups are

unable to communicate with each other. The analysis reveals that their

background of safety, and thus the boundaries of the small worlds that they are

able to explore are not shared. In order to reach a shared understanding of the

problem it would be necessary to extend stakeholders' background of safety to

include domains beyond the existing boundaries so that all perspectives may be

shared by each stakeholder. We discuss ways of doing this in section 2.1.1 of

technical report 88-1.

The identification of the domains of concern explored by interested parties

within the issue of hazardous waste, facilitated the comparison of perspectives

adopted by members of stakeholder groups who would occupy different, and

potentially opposing roles in social decision making on hazardous waste disposal.

The method of analysis we described in the first year of work on this project, and

described in technical report 87-1 has here been shown to be useful in eliciting

the perspectives of different interest groups within a decision problem. It is able

to identify where differences in perspectives occur and thus enable resolution of

such differences by aiding the particular stakeholder groups to extend their

background of safety and encourage exploration to take place within domains

not previously explored.
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